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Document Layout
This document is divided into two sections: 
one section deals with Planning Objectives, the 
other with Planning Principles.

Why do we need Planning 
Objectives?
Planning objectives guide the overall vision for 
the Planning Review, and the new plan. Ob-
jectives for the Planning Review, and final doc-
ument help keep the comprehensive process 
focused on end goals.

Planning objectives also help ensure that as 
planning policies are updated through the life 
of the new plan, they will be consistent with the 
plan’s principles.

“If you don’t know where you 
are going, any road will take you 
there.”
- Lewis Carroll

Section 1: Planning Objectives
During the Plan Review process, eight Planning 
Objectives emerged based on resident feedback 
that provide direction for the goals and policies 
contained in this Plan.

What is the purpose of Planning 
Principles?
Planning principles help guide the detailed goals 
of the Planning Review in relation to specific 
topics.

Section 2: Planning Principles
Numerous planning principles have emerged in 
the new plan since it’s inception. 28 background 
papers have been written by Staff, and each 
have been commented on by the Plan Review 
Citizen’s Panel, and Planning Advisory Commit-
tee.

The 28 background papers are:

1. Pit Quarry and Mineral Extraction

2. Telecommunications Facilities and Buried 
Cables

3. Floodways

4. Shoreline Erosion, Coastal Flooding & Salt-
water Intrusion

5. Signage

6. Fiscal Cost of Development Report

7. Potable Water Resources

8. Housing & Accessory Dwelling Units

9. Citizen Engagement

10. Tourism

11. Growth Management

12. Rural & Exurban Residential Development

13. Renewable Energy Land Use Regulations

14. Subdivision Design & Street Network

15. Form Based Zoning

16. Economic Development

17. Heritage & Maitland

18. Transit

19. Environment

20. Agriculture

21. Planning in Unplanned Areas

22. Multi-Unit Site Design

23. Active Transportation

24. Open Space

25. Snides Lake

26. Services and Infrastructure

27. Private Roads

28. Village Cores

Introduction
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Support well designed, 
pedestrian friendly small 
town centres.

East Hants has a number of village cores: Mount 
Uniacke, Kennetcook, Maitland, Shubenacadie, 
Enfield, Elmsdale, Milford, and Lantz. Lantz is 
expected to grow significantly with future de-
velopment. While the intensity will vary between 
each village core based on demand: the desired 
development form throughout the village core 
areas is a small town, urban character which is 
characterized by walkable streets, diverse com-
mercial and public amenities tied together by 
high quality architecture of varying complemen-
tary styles. 

The intent of this plan is to place an emphasis 
on the proper form of development in the Mu-
nicipality’s urban centres through regulatory and 
non-regulatory guidelines.

2

Develop parks, open space 
and recreation facilities in 
a Municipal and regional 
network.

East Hants has a beautiful natural setting, with 
a diverse number of community centres. Every 
community centre will not be able to provide all 
types of recreation services, and future facility 
development should try to help address both 
local and regional needs.  East Hants is also 
central to Nova Scotia, and has the potential to 
be a regional provincial gateway.

The Municipality’s support for new open spaces 
will only continue to grow through open space 
dedication.  Open spaces should be designed 
and programmed to serve local needs by con-
necting between communities, especially vil-
lage core areas. Where possible, regional active 
transportation and open space connections will 
connect East Hants to neighbouring areas.

1
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Foster economic 
development, creative 
entrepreneurship, and 
home-based commerce.

A vibrant and diverse economy is essential for 
residents to prosper and for East Hants to grow 
in a sustainable manner.

The commercial potential of the Municipali-
ty needs to be encouraged for residents to be 
able to live, work, shop and play in East Hants. 
Home-based businesses and entrepreneurship 
should be encouraged in the Municipality with 
Municipal guidance and assistance.

The Municipality has a number of agricultural 
producers that should be supported. Produc-
tive agricultural land should be protected from 
non-agricultural development so that agricul-
ture has places to remain viable.

3

Develop healthy 
transportation networks 
including walking and 
cycling.

East Hants is an area that primarily relies on the 
automobile to get around, and this reliance is 
placing traffic stress upon the Municipality’s key 
transportation corridors. In order to accom-
modate future development, existing roads will 
need to be upgraded.

Key to any community which successfully pro-
motes outdoor activity, are opportunities for 
safe methods of active transportation. Areas for 
walking and cycling should lead from connect-
ed residential areas to activity areas like parks 
and shopping areas.

In the future, the Municipality may also consider 
developing transit for expanded transportation 
options to complement active transportation.

4
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Mix compatible land uses 
and buildings, and provide 
transitions between 
different areas of density.

Mixing land uses: commercial, residential, rec-
reational, educational, and institutional helps 
create areas with a strong sense of place. Mixed 
use areas have greater housing variety and den-
sity; reduced distances between home, work, 
and shopping; and are the most pedestrian and 
bicycle-friendly environments. Mixed use areas 
tend to be the densest areas in neighbourhoods.

For neighbouroods close to mixed use areas, 
development pressure can try to push develop-
ment into their area. Planning for density tran-
sitions can help indicate where density should 
go, and create clear, but gradual separations be-
tween low density residential neighbourhoods, 
and denser community centres.

6

Develop in a manner 
which is compact, 
environmentally and fiscally 
sustainable.

Compact development means development 
that uses land efficiently through intensive site, 
and regional design. Compact design, by defini-
tion is less land intensive (and more sustainable) 
than low-density development.

Environmentally sustainable design can be 
achieved by on-site storm water management
techniques, energy-efficient design, and retain-
ing important natural areas such as wetlands, 
waterways, setbacks from eroding shorelines 
and flood storage areas.

Fiscally sustainable development is growth that 
can ‘pay it’s own way’ via property taxes for cap-
ital and ongoing costs. Compact and infill de-
velopment is fiscally more sustainable per unit 
than low density, greenfield development.

5
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Protect & provide 
opportunities to enjoy East 
Hants’ natural beauty and 
rural character.

East Hants is naturally beautiful. Residents and 
visitors should have opportunities to enjoy East 
Hants’ rural character expressed in our: farm-
lands, woodlands, clean air and water, undevel-
oped open spaces, natural river and shorelines,
outdoor recreation opportunities, agricultural 
products, artisanal products, and small villages.

Fundamental to providing future opportunities 
to protect and enjoy East Hants’ rural character 
is ensuring that agricultural lands within the Mu-
nicipality are protected.

7

Allow a range of housing 
options appropriate to 
each neighbourhoods’ 
form and intensity.

The Municipality needs many forms of owner-
ship and rental accommodations to provide a 
variety of housing need and affordability options 
to meet changing demographics. 

Essential to providing for the needs of all East 
Hants residents is providing a diverse array of 
housing types. The most diversity should be 
available in areas with the most services: com-
mercial and public amenities, Municipal water 
and sewer services, schools, and public transit. 

As much as possible, the community character 
of existing residential areas needs to be respect-
ed: the scale and magnitude of development 
will not occur uniformly across East Hants.

8
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Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Pit Quarry and Mineral Extraction 
Background Paper Number: 1 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• Structures that are related to pit, quarry, and mineral extraction be permitted as-of-right 
unless they are proposed to be closer than 1 km for a quarry or mineral extraction site to the 
nearest non resource related structure, and closer than 100 m for a pit to the nearest non 
resource related structure, which would then require a development agreement.  

• Aggregate and mineral resource related industries in the Rural Use (R4) zone be permitted by 
development agreement.  

• The Province should also be requested to provided identification of high quality gravel deposits 
and other aggregate deposits, and identification of acid bearing slates  
 

 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 1 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: December 2014 

 

 

Pit, Quarry and Mineral Extraction 
Background 

Pit, quarry, and mineral extraction is an important land use issue in East Hants. The current East Hants 

Official Community Plan contains land use policies related to these industries that need to be updated. 

This position paper will review pit, quarry and mineral extraction and will make recommendations 

based upon this review.  

 

Pits and Quarries 

In Nova Scotia Pits and Quarries are regulated 

under the Activities Designation Regulations. Nova 

Scotia Environment has developed Pit and Quarry 

Guidelines under the Environment Act. Under 

these guidelines pit and quarry operations, and 

aggregate, are defined as follows:  

 

Pit:  means an excavation 

made for the purpose of 

removing consolidated 

rock from the 

environment without the 

use of explosive.  

 

Quarry:  means an excavation 

requiring the use of 

explosives, made for the 

purpose of removing 

consolidated rock from 

the environment.  

 

  

Aggregate:  means all consolidated and unconsolidated 

material, excluding gypsum, limestone, peat or minerals as defined under the 

Mineral Resources Act.  

 

The Pit and Quarry Guidelines are not applicable to aggregate operations that are operated by the 

Province and used for public purposes (i.e. by NSTIR for the purpose of building roads); where 

aggregate is being removed for development and not for aggregate production; or for a pit that is less 

than 2 ha (4.94 acres). There are five (5) pits and five (5) quarries that have permits to operate in East 

Hants. All five (5) of the pits are located in the comprehensive planned area of the Municipality and 

three (3) of the five (5) quarries are located in the comprehensive planned area.  

 

Pits 

 East Gore Slate Pit – East Gore (1109 Slate Quarry Road  PID#45192812) 

Source: Ontario Provincial Government 
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 Sandy Desert Road Pit – Hardwood Lands (PID#45098829) 

 MacPhee Rd. Pit – Nine Mile River (PID#45233657) 

 Nova Scotia Sand and Gravel Pit – Hardwood Lands (PID#9091 Hwy 14  PID#45277555) 

 Shaw Group – (off MacDonald Road) – Hardwood Lands (PID#45090289) 

 

Quarries 

 Thomas Quarry – Upper Rawdon (PID#45129509) 

 L. Davis Quarry – Hillsvale (961 Ardoise School Rd. PID #45127180) 

 David Meehan General Trucking Quarry – Rawdon Gold Mines (PID#45125358) 

 Scotia Stone Fraser Road Quarry – East Gore (PID#45189214) 

 East Uniacke Quarry – East Uniacke (PID#45155009) 

 

The Municipal Government Act gives municipalities very little control over the development and 

operation of pit and quarry extraction. Section 214(e) of the MGA states:  

 

(214)  Statements of policy in Planning Strategy:  

(e)  in connection with a development, the excavation or filling in of land, the 

placement of fill or the removal of soil, unless these matters are subject to 

another enactment of the Province;… 

 

Therefore, the Province controls pit and quarry development. However, structures related to the 

operation of a pit or quarry, not considered fundamental to their operation, such as rock crushers and 

the bulk storage of aggregates, may be controlled through land use regulation.  

 

The Pit and Quarry Guidelines provide separation distances for quarry operations and for pit 

operations, it also regulates liquid effluent discharge levels; suspended particulate levels; sound level 

limits; blasting; security; protection of ground water resources; and rehabilitation. However, the 

guidelines don’t take into consideration potential impacts to residential communities – such as dust and 

vibration, and the transportation of aggregates from the site. Aggregate extraction also has the 

potential to impact cultural and natural heritage sites, acid run-off, sedimentation, reduction of 

agricultural lands, and leaves a scar on the landscape.  

 

The East Hants Municipal Planning Strategy currently permits buildings associated with pits and 

quarries in excess of 10 acres (4.05 hectares) by development agreement in the Rural Use (RU) 

Designation. The policy P6-7(h) states:  

 

P6-7 Council shall, within the Rural Use (RU) Designation on lands zoned Rural Use (R4) and in 

satisfaction of the criteria of Policy P13-9, consider the following uses by development agreement:  

 

…(h) any business development involving permanent buildings associated with pits and 

quarries in excess of ten (10) acres (4.05 hectares), primarily engaged in the 

extraction of ordinary building or construction stone, sand, gravel, or ordinary soil, 

except temporary pits and quarry operations established solely to provide road 

building and maintenance materials for the Nova Scotia Government;… 
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Planning Staff believe that buildings related to pit and quarry extraction should be permitted as-of-

right, unless the quarry related building is proposed to be closer than 1 km to the nearest structure not 

related to a quarry operation and unless a pit related building is proposed to be located closer than 100 

m to the nearest structure not related to the pit operation. If the proposed buildings fall within that 

setback then the development agreement process should be used. The reason for Staff’s 

recommendation is that the Pit and Quarry Guidelines, from Nova Scotia Environment, identify a 

separation distance for the actual working face of a pit or quarry to an off-site structure; however, the 

Guidelines do not provide setbacks for pit or quarry related buildings or structures to the nearest off-

site structure. The Pit and Quarry Guidelines state that the working face of a quarry shall be located 

no closer than 800 m from the foundation or base of a structure located off site; and the working face 

of a pit shall be located no closer than 90 m to the foundation or base of a structure located off site.  

Since the Guidelines don’t regulate separation setbacks for structures related to the pit or quarry 

operations, and uses contained in these buildings could be a nuisance to surrounding property owners, 

Staff believe that the development agreement process should be used for buildings within the proposed 

setbacks so that the public may have input into the process. Currently, the four existing quarries are 

all located more than 1000 m from the nearest nonrelated structure. The five operating pits are 

located anywhere from 40 m to over a kilometre from the nearest nonrelated structure.  

 

Associated with the extraction of aggregate materials are related industrial operations. Although, East 

Hants may not have control over the placement of aggregate extraction operations, the Municipality 

may use the development agreement process to control the development of complementary industrial 

operations such as asphalt plants, cement plants, concrete plants, and soil mixing; thereby limiting the 

impact of these operations on neigbouring uses. The current MPS policy does not have a separate policy 

from P6-7 to regulate pit and quarry related industrial uses, these uses would be considered as part of 

P6-7. Planning Staff believe that a new policy should be developed to permit aggregate related 

industrial uses through a development agreement in the Rural Use (R4) zone. A new policy would 

require a development agreement, no matter what the related pit or quarry size was, and measures 

could be added to protect the natural environment.  

 

Through a jurisdictional scan, it was noted that Halifax, in the Beaver Bank, Hammonds Plains and 

Upper Sackville MPS, permits pit and quarry operations and aggregate related industries in their Rural 

Resource Designation. The policies for the designation require greater visual and physical buffering and 

separation distances be required between industrial uses and the Single Unit Dwelling (R1) zone.  

 

Halifax, through their MPS policy for Beaver Bank, Hammonds Plains, and Upper Sackville requested 

that the Province identify areas of high quality gravel and other deposits in order to assist Halifax in 

developing policies respecting extractive resources and the location of pits and quarries. East Hants 

should request the same information from the Province as it may also help to promote and support the 

development of resource-based economic growth. 

 

Halifax has also requested that the Province identify areas underlain with acid-producing slates. This 

information would also be of use to East Hants, allowing staff to identify areas that may, if developed, 

have a harmful impact on nearby waterways, or potential potable water sources. Therefore, through 

the plan review process, Staff are of the opinion that letters should be sent to the Province concerning 

the identification of high quality aggregate resources and the identification of acid bearing slates.  
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Staff believe that changes to the policies that would address separation distances for structures related 

to aggregate extraction, and requirements for buffers should be made.  

 

Mineral Resources 

As with the aggregate resources the Municipality has no direct authority under the Municipal 

Government Act over mining activities. Mineral rights are government owned and cannot be purchased, 

they can be leased to an individual or a company. In Nova Scotia, mineral resources are regulated by 

the Mineral Resources Act. Under this act, individuals and companies must obtain a prospector’s 

license before engaging in exploration for minerals.  

 

The East Hants Municipal Planning Strategy regulates structures related to mineral extraction through 

the development agreement process. Policy P6-7(g) states:  

 

P6-7 Council shall, within the Rural Use (RU) Designation on lands zoned Rural Use (R4) and in 

satisfaction of the criteria of Policy P13-9, consider the following uses by development agreement:  

 

…(g) permanent structures, such as offices or maintenance buildings, associated with any 

business development engaged in the extraction or processing of metallic and non-

metallic minerals including, but not limited to, peat moss, coal, gypsum, limestone, or 

shales;… 

 

This provision should be changed to allow permanent structures related to mineral extraction activities 

to be permitted as-of-right, unless the structure is proposed to be closer than 1km to the nearest non-

mineral extraction related structure, which takes a similar approach to pit and quarry operations. 

Municipalities do not have control over the location of mineral extraction operations, therefore the 

structures related to the mineral extraction operations should be permitted as-of-right, unless these 

structures are proposed to be located closer than 1km to the nearest non- mineral extraction related 

structure.  

 

Planning Staff are also proposing that all mineral extraction related industries that accompany mineral 

extraction sites be permitted in the Rural Use (R4) zone through the development agreement process.  

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 Structures that are related to pit, quarry, and mineral extraction be permitted as-of-right 

unless they are proposed to be closer than 1 km for a quarry or mineral extraction site to the 

nearest non resource related structure, and closer than 100 m for a pit to the nearest non 

resource related structure, which would then require a development agreement.  

 

 Aggregate and mineral resource related industries in the Rural Use (R4) zone be permitted by 

development agreement.  

 

 The Province should also be requested to provided identification of high quality gravel deposits 

and other aggregate deposits, and identification of acid bearing slates  

 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Telecommunications Facilities and Buried Cables 
Background Paper Number: 2 
Planning & Development Department  

 
• Develop policy regarding consultation requirements for proposed new telecommunication 

facilities and also to develop policy regarding the siting of telecommunication facilities.  
• Develop policy to state that Council may, in the future, consider amendments to the 

Subdivision By-law and Municipal Planning Strategy to require the undergrounding of some or 
all of the utility cables in a subdivision or development site.  

 
Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 
That Staff examine incentives to make undergrounding a feasible option for developers 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 2 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: December 2014 

 

 

Telecommunication Facilities and Buried Cables 
Background 

Municipalities are not the approving authority for communication installations, Industry Canada 

regulates these facilities under the provisions of the Telecommunications Act.  Municipalities however 

have the option to adopt local notification requirements and they also have the ability to review and 

provide comment on proposed antennae.   

 

The burying of utility cables has been a discussion point by residents at some of the Plan Review 

workshops, held in the Fall of 2014.  The Municipal Government Act enables a subdivision bylaw to 

include requirements for electricity and communication cables to be buried underground. 

 

This position paper will review telecommunication facilities and buried cables and will suggest a policy 

approach based upon this review.  

 

Telecommunication Facilities 

The Municipality of East Hants is not the approving 

authority for communication installations.  For wireless 

communications facilities (cell phone towers, antennae, 

etc.), Industry Canada – Spectrum Management & 

Telecommunications, is the licensing body which regulates 

these facilities under the provisions of the 

Telecommunications Act.  Communication companies must 

apply to Industry Canada for a license to operate an 

installation at each specific location. 

 

Industry Canada have a default public consultation process 

that proponents of proposed Radio Communication and 

Broadcasting Systems are required to adhere to.  These 

notification requirements include sending a notification 

package to, businesses and property owners located within 

a radius of three times the tower height.  In addition to 

these requirements, proponents of an antenna system 

proposed to be 30 metres of more in height must place a 

notice in a local newspaper.  The notification provides at 

least 30 days for written public comment. 

 

The municipality has the option to adopt local notification requirements for proposed antenna systems.  

A proponent would be required to follow these local requirements if they had been established and the 

Industry Canada notification default requirements would only be relevant if no local requirements 

existed.   

 

The federal government has recognized that municipalities may have an interest in the location of 

telecommunication facilities, and every municipality is given an opportunity to review the proposed 
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facility and provide comment.  In their document ‘Radiocommunication and Broadcasting Antenna 

Systems’ Industry Canada sets out that “Industry Canada believes that any concerns or suggestions 

expressed by land-use authorities are important elements to be considered by proponents regarding 

proposals to install, or make changes to, antenna systems.” Proponents must consult with the local 

land-use authority on any proposed antenna system prior to any construction.  This enables the land-

use authority to discuss site options and for reasonable and relevant concerns to be addressed.   

 

Some land-use authorities have adopted local protocols for considering proposed telecommunication 

antenna.  In their document ‘Guide to Assist Land–use Authorities in Developing Antenna System Siting 

Protocols’ Industry Canada encourages Land-Use Authorities to develop local protocols.   Council may 

wish to consider adopting some local criteria for antenna.  Such criteria cannot be used to refuse a 

proposed antenna but it can be used to determine whether a letter of concurrence (support) or non-

concurrence (non-support) be sent.  Comments and/or concerns can also be raised with the proponent.   

 

The City of Calgary and the City of Toronto both have adopted protocol for dealing with 

telecommunication antenna.  Closer to home, the Halifax Regional Municipal Planning Strategy contains 

policy which requires the Municipality to undertake a Communication Tower/Antenna Functional Plan.  

The Functional Plan is intended to address and consider establishing recommendations regarding an 

appropriate formal public consultation process, as well as consider preparing siting and design 

guidelines for the various types of structures.  The Municipality of the County of Cumberland and The 

Municipality of the District of Chester have developed policies for dealing with proposals for antenna 

and the District of Yarmouth held a public hearing in November regarding new MPS policy to address 

antenna systems.  The Cumberland policies deal mainly with setting criteria for consultation with 

landowners, the District of Chester policies deal both with consultation requirements but also touches 

on policy regarding the siting of the antenna.  The policy that Yarmouth are developing deals mostly 

with siting of antenna.   

 

The Municipality does already have, in the Land Use Bylaw, regulations which permit public and private 

utilities in the Rural Zones.     

 

7.1.7 Public and Private Utilities 

Unless otherwise stated in this By-law, a utility that is essential for the actual provision of a service, including but not limited to 

a sewer collection and treatment facility, a water supply and distribution facility, electrical power, cable television, radio 

communication services, and telecommunication services shall be permitted in all Rural Zones provided the following provisions 

are met. 

a. The required minimum setback distances from all minimum lot lines and from any public road or private road shall be 

met; 

b. Where a telecommunications or radio communications antenna tower exceeds 100 feet (30.5 m) in height there shall 

be a minimum separation distance of 1000 feet (304.8 m) between the tower and any residential dwelling; and 

c. In the Agricultural Reserve (AR) Zone no structure associated with the operation of the utility shall exceed 500 

square feet (46.5 m2) in floor area 
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The radiocommunication and broadcasting systems, requiring antenna, are not regulated by 

Municipalities and therefore 7.1.7 noted above cannot be used to refuse these particular utilities.  

Regulations or policies could however be used to provide guidance when commenting on proposed new 

antenna.   

 

In their document ‘Guide to Land-use Authorities in Developing Antenna Siting Protocols’ Industry 

Canada states that they encourage LUA’s to develop local protocols to manage the process of 

identifying their own concerns, as well as those of the public they represent.  Ultimately though the 

decision whether to adopt local policies for dealing with antenna rests with the Land-use Authority 

(LUA). 

 

With regard to developing policy regarding antenna, there are four choices. 

 

1) To not develop policy regarding antenna.  In this case the proponent of a proposed antenna 

would have to follow the default requirements for consultation as set by Industry Canada.  

These default requirements still require consultation with nearby landowners and provide the 

Land-use Authority the ability to comment on the siting of the proposed antenna; 

2) To develop policy regarding the consultation requirements which could include who the 

proponent should consult with, when a newspaper notice is required and when a consultation 

exercise is not required; 

3) To develop policy regarding the siting of antenna which could include the zones which 

proponents are encouraged to site their antenna, height and design of towers; and 

4) A combination of 2 and 3 which would be to develop policy regarding the siting of antenna and 

consultation requirements. 

 

If a decision is made to maintain the status quo regarding dealing with proposed antenna, by using the 

processes as set out by Industry Canada, this provides a good level of oversight and also still enables 

the LUA to get involved and provide comments.  This is certainly a reasonable option to take.  The 

approach suggested is adopting local policies to deal with both siting and consultation for new antenna.   

 

Local policies can set a tiered approach to make consultation requirements easier in less controversial 

areas (for example a business park) to requiring greater consultation requirements in more sensitive 

areas (residential zoned areas in the Growth Management Areas) such as requiring a meeting with 

residents be held by the proponent. In fact there is the option to exclude, from consultation 

requirements, certain types of antenna systems in less controversial areas.  New antenna systems in 

the business parks could be an option for adding to the excluded list.  Subjecting all proposals to the 

full consultation process would place an unnecessary and significant administrative burden on 

proponents, the LUA and the local public. This would provide incentives for proponents to site their 

antenna in less controversial areas such as the business parks.   
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Policies on siting 

could include the 

design of towers 

to have minimal 

visual impact 

which may 

include the use of 

stealth tower 

design (see 

appendix A) or 

requesting towers 

be under a 

certain height in 

particular areas.  

These are 

ultimately requests to the proponent and do not provide the ability to refuse telecommunication 

towers.  Industry Canada have advised that LUA’s should use words such as ‘preferred’ rather than 

‘cannot’.  Policies would provide some level of guidance for the member of staff or Council when 

dealing with proposals and provide a point of negotiation between the proponent and the LUA.  

Information on the discussion regarding siting can also be provided to Industry Canada before they 

make their decision on the proposal.   

 

 

Buried Cables 

Undergrounding refers to the replacement of overhead cables providing electrical power or 

telecommunications, with underground cables.  Overhead power lines and telecommunications cables 

are vulnerable to damage from weather and accidents.  They also obstruct workers trimming street 

trees and are generally considered unattractive.  Moving them underground makes for attractive 

streetscapes, allows more urban forest cover, and improves the reliability of service.  The Municipal 

Government Act (MGA) enables a subdivision bylaw to include ‘requirements for part of a system for 

the supply or distribution of electricity or other source of energy or a telecommunications system to 

be placed underground’ (271.3.ga).   

 

HRM have been investigating the undergrounding of power and telecommunication wires in new 

subdivisions located in the core area of the Municipality.  They state on their website that ‘the HRM 

Municipal Planning Strategy recognizes the wide spread use of overhead wires throughout the 

municipality.  This infrastructure is often at odds with the municipality’s objectives relating to 

aesthetics, urban forest canopy and reliability of utility service’.   

 

A jurisdictional scan has been undertaken of other nearby Nova Scotia Municipalities and findings show 

that Colchester, Kings, West Hants and Wolfville have no requirements for the undergrounding of 

power and telecommunication wires in new subdivisions. 

 

The visual benefits of the undergrounding of power and telecom wires is undeniable.  The streetscape 

is significantly less visually cluttered and there is opportunity to enable more street trees.  There is a 
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financial cost to undergrounding which the benefit of undergrounding should be considered against.  

Undergrounding costs more to developers than installing overground cables.  Currently in Nova Scotia, 

the developer would pay the upfront cost of installing power cables whether above ground or below.  

Then a rebate is paid to the developer as each property owner begins to pay for service.  The rebate is 

paid by the utility company.  The rebate however would only cover the cost of an overhead system so 

any additional cost of installing the cables underground would be paid by the developer and then 

passed on to the purchaser of the property through the cost of buying the property.   

 

According to a study prepared by Dillon Consulting for HRM (Economic Implications of Buried Electric 

Utilities, pg5) ‘Capital costs estimates associated with the installation of underground power 

distribution networks vary widely depending on terrain and whether the installation takes place in a 

new or existing development.  For new development, capital costs are typically on the order of two to 

three times those for aboveground networks’.  Trenching and/or boring requirements, concrete 

reinforced duct banks, differences in transformer cost and increased complexity of switching and 

control are the reasons for the higher costs.  Duct banks can be constructed to accommodate electrical 

service as well as telephone and cable services.  A study prepared by Stantec for HRM indicated that an 

estimate for full undergrounding for a lot with 40ft frontage is $8,800.  No information is available on 

average costs for East Hants.  Cost for East Hants would be influenced by terrain and the frontage of 

properties.  The important point however is that the cost of undergrounding is more expensive than 

having over-ground cables and that these costs will be paid by the developer and will influence the 

cost of developing the subdivision.       

 

There are cost benefits from having buried wires and HRM have undertaken a study to identify these 

cost benefits.  These benefits include cost benefits due to less outages as buried electrical wires are 

not prone to weather impacts, tree contact and accidents.  The aesthetic improvements present the 

biggest cost saving potential.  Removing overhead wires and having the opportunity for street trees has 

a very real potential to increase property values.  The 2005 HRM study, ‘Economic Benefits-Cost 

Analysis of Buried Electric Utilities’ provides an estimate of the following: 

 

 

 Average Value of Halifax Residential Property in 2005 (2001 

Stat Can Census grown at 5% appreciation per year)  

 

= $163,225 

 Estimated one-time increase in value (3% increase due to 

buried lines) 

= $4,897 

 Annual increase in value due to property appreciation (One-

time increase appreciates at annual property value rate 

(5%)) 

= 245 

 

The 3% increase is based on a modest average increase in the price of a home due to buried wires.  

According to the HRM study, ‘Studies indicate that property value increase could be in the order of 

one to seven percent’. 

 

HRM have adopted into their subdivision bylaw, a staged approach to undergrounding of cables.  They 

now require the undergrounding of secondary service connections, from the utility pole to the property 
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boundary.  The cost of this level of servicing is estimated between $2,500 and $3,000 for a typical 

residential lot in HRM.  Costs will vary in East Hants depending on terrain and frontages amongst other 

things.  To get a more accurate figure for East Hants further study of this issue would be required.  

Many of the benefits of full undergrounding will not initially be realized (reliability improvement, 

aesthetics, expanded urban forest, property value), this approach will broadly introduce 

undergrounding to residential subdivisions and eliminate a significant amount of overhead 

infrastructure. Policy SU-25 includes a policy for consideration of future amendments to the subdivision 

bylaw to require undergrounding of all power and telecommunication cables on new local streets.  

 

SU-25  HRM shall, under the 

Regional Subdivision By-law, 

require the underground 

placement of electrical and 

communication distribution 

lines from the poles within 

the street right-of-way to the 

property line for subdivision 

applications in which new 

streets are proposed within 

the Urban Service Area.  HRM 

may consider future 

amendments to the Regional 

Subdivision By-law to require 

the underground placement of 

all electrical and 

communication lines within 

street right-of-ways or rear 

lot servicing. 

(Halifax Municipal Planning 

Strategy, October 2014) 

 

The photographs, taken in 

White Estates, Enfield, show 

the cables running from the 

utility poles to the residential 

property boundaries.  These 

cables would be removed 

should undergrounding be 

required for secondary utility 

cables.  This would reduce 

visual clutter in the street and 

would enable some street 

trees to be planted in 

appropriate locations. 
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Three potential approaches are identified that could be taken regarding the undergrounding of utility 

cables: 

 

1) Do nothing – Do not require the undergrounding of utility cables.  This doesn’t prohibit a 

developer, should they want to, undergrounding utility wires. 

2) Introduce a policy for future consideration – This approach would introduce a policy in the MPS 

which sets out that Council may, in the future, consider introducing a requirement for the 

undergrounding of utility cables. 

3) Require full undergrounding – Include regulations in the subdivision bylaw to require the 

undergrounding of all utility cables in identified areas. 

4) Require secondary undergrounding – This is the approach that HRM are currently taking.  This 

requires the undergrounding of utility cables from the utility pole to the property boundary. 

 

Approach 2 is recommended.  This approach sets out that Council may investigate this issue further in 

the future.  It doesn’t commit Council to the undergrounding of utility cables at this time but this may 

be of interest in the future.    

 

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 Develop policy regarding consultation requirements for proposed new telecommunication 

facilities and also to develop policy regarding the siting of telecommunication facilities. 

 

 Develop policy to state that Council may, in the future, consider amendments to the 

Subdivision By-law and Municipal Planning Strategy to require the undergrounding of some or 

all of the utility cables in a subdivision or development site. 

 

 

 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Floodways 
Background Paper Number: 3 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• Amend the extents of the High Risk Floodplain and the Moderate Risk Floodplain so that they 
correspond to the most recent floodlines as provided by CBCL in 2013; and  

• Convert the Moderate Risk Floodplain (MF) Zone to an overlay zone; and  
• Carry out the most appropriate zoning amendments for the Moderate Risk Floodplain area to 

apply to the underlying zones, in accordance with this report; and  
• Policy be added to the Municipal Planning Strategy that requires consideration be given to the 

use of stormwater best management practices, where appropriate, on sites developed by 
development agreement; and 

• Develop overlay zoning requirements to apply to properties within the overlay Zone, in addition 
to the requirements of the underlying zoning. Overlay zoning requirements are suggested to 
include regulations regarding floodproofing, and altering land levels; and 

• Regulation be developed to require that any subdivisions alongside the Nine Mile River be 
required to submit a Stormwater Management Plan which demonstrates that the development 
will not increase runoff peak flows; and  

• Develop a zone similar to the Watercourse Greenbelt (WG) Zone.  
 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 3 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: January 2015 

 

 

Floodways 
Background 

CBCL Limited submitted the final version of their Floodplain Mapping Study in early November, 2013. 

The report was commissioned by Council in 2012. At the time, Council and several property owners 

were concerned that the existing Floodplain Study and associated Floodplain Zones (HF and MF Zones) 

needed to be more accurate.  

 

 

Floodplain Mapping Study 

The CBCL Floodplain Mapping Study produced more 

accurate flood lines than the 1998 Floodplain Study 

which CBCL had also produced. CBCL produced more 

accurate flood lines by collecting more detailed 

elevations through airborne LiDAR contour mapping, 

using more accurate river flow information and using 

updated computer modelling. In addition, the new 

study included the Nine Mile River between Garden 

Rd. and Hwy. 102, which was not included in the 1998 

report.  

 

Climate change impacts are also predicted by the new 

study, and these impacts are reflected in the 

proposed moderate (1 in 100 year) and high risk (1 in 

20 year) floodlines. Climate change is expected to 

result in higher sea levels and additional extreme 

rainfall events. Higher sea levels will affect the tidal 

Shubenacadie River, and extreme rainfall events are 

predicted to impact flows in both the Nine Mile River 

and Shubenacadie River.  

 

Compared to the existing flood lines, the proposed flood lines are generally a bit narrower in upstream 

portions of the Shubenacadie River, and wider in downstream portions. The new flood lines are a more 

accurate prediction of where the Shubenacadie River will flood.  The flood lines on the Nine Mile River 

north of Hwy. 102 are entirely new.  

 

In order to help reduce flooding risks, counter the effects of climate change, and counter the effects of 

development in the watersheds, the following comments were made by CBCL in the study: 

 The Shubenacadie River has a vast watershed (approximately 400 km² only to Grand Lake, 800 

km² directly tributary to the study area), a third of which is in the Halifax Regional 

Municipality and cannot be regulated by the Municipality of East Hants; 

 Existing development is close to the river, especially in Enfield, Elmsdale and Lantz. The 

proximity of development to the river impacts peak flows resulting from short, intense rainfall 
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events, and also degrades water quality in the river.  Overall, however, there is little impact 

predicted from existing and proposed development; 

 In the Nine Mile River, the situation is different. This river has fewer lakes in its watershed to 

regulate peak flows, and it is therefore more directly impacted by development. Even though 

current development levels are low, there is already a fair amount of clearing that has 

occurred, which affects peak flows and peak water levels; and 

 Since development has the potential to further increase flooding risks in the Nine Mile River 

and at its confluence with the Shubenacadie River, it is recommended that development be 

very carefully regulated to ensure that development does not increase runoff peak flows, but 

also volumes (maintaining groundwater recharge).   

 

Following the submission of the Floodplain Mapping Study, planning staff presented the findings of the 

study to Planning Advisory Committee and Council.  In November 2013, Council passed motion 

C13(281). 

 

C13(281) On the motion of Deputy Warden John A. MacDonald and Councillor Hebb: 

  Moved that Council, through the upcoming Plan Review, direct Staff to; 

1) Amend the Municipal Planning Strategy and Land Use By-Law so that the extents 

of the High Risk Floodplain (HF) Zone and Moderate Risk Floodplain (MF) Zone 

correspond to the most recent flood lines from CBCL; 

2) Convert the MF Zone to an overlay zone.  Overlay zoning requirements apply to 

properties within the overlay Zone, in addition to the requirements of the 

underlying zoning; 

3) Recommend and carry out the most appropriate zoning amendments for the MF 

Zone; And 

4) Consider the implementation of best management practices for stormwater 

outlined in the Floodplain Mapping Study. 

 

MOTION CARRIED 

 

The first part of the motion is a relatively simple mapping change to the extents of the High Risk and 

Moderate Risk floodplains.  These mapping changes should follow the most up-to-date floodplain 

information provided by CBCL 

in the updated floodplain 

mapping study.  

 

The second part of the motion 

deals with the Moderate Risk 

floodplain area.  The motion 

directs staff to convert the 

Moderate Risk Floodplain Zone 

to an overlay zone.  Overlay 

zoning requirements should 

apply to properties within the 

overlay zone, in addition to 
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the requirements of the 

underlying zone.  Prior to 

motion C13(281) being passed 

by Council, Planning staff had 

provided research showing that 

from a jurisdictional scan of 

other Municipalities in Nova 

Scotia it would appear that the 

current land uses permitted in 

the Moderate Risk Floodplain 

area is less restrictive in other 

jurisdictions than the current 

East Hants regulations.  

Different measures are used by 

the other municipalities, including overlay zones; a separate Environmental Conditions map; and 

floodproofing.  Uses specifically mentioned as being restricted in the Moderate Risk Floodplain areas 

are hospitals, senior citizen housing, homes for special care and similar types of uses; and other uses 

such as the warehousing or production of hazardous materials. 

 

The overlay zone approach has the underlying zoning setting out the permitted land uses with the 

overlay zone setting out any additional regulations including uses not permitted, floodproofing and the 

altering of land levels.  An approach similar to the Town of Truro is suggested, whereby uses are 

permitted based on the underlying zone with the following exceptions (a) Residential institutions such 

as hospitals, senior citizen homes, homes for special care and similar facilities where flooding could 

pose a significant threat to the safety of residents if evacuation became necessary; and (b) Any use 

associated with the warehousing or the production of hazardous materials. This approach would be 

consistent with the Statement of Provincial Interest Regarding Flood Risk Areas.   

 

Regulations regarding floodproofing and the altering of land levels is also suggested for the overlay 

zone.  The current Land Use Bylaw has existing regulations regarding floodproofing and altering land 

levels.  Currently floodproofing is required, with the exception of Public Works structures, for 

reconstruction or additions to existing main buildings or construction of permitted main buildings.  

Placing fill or the significant alteration of topography is currently not permitted in the MF Zone, unless 

an environmental study is completed and that the study shows that there will be no increase in flood 

elevation affecting other lands or areas, and no impairment of flood flows, flood water or ice passage, 

and no constriction is likely to cause ice jamming that will deleteriously affect development on 

adjacent properties. 

 

It is suggested that the floodproofing and altering land levels requirements in the Land Use By-law be 

reviewed and amended where appropriate.  For example, currently the height of the foundation wall 

for a building is linked to the centerline point of the public road that the lot fronts onto, or the nearest 

public road or private road.  It makes more logical sense to link the floodproofing requirements to the 

1:100 year flood elevation.  Truro requires the minimum opening elevation of any main building shall 

be 0.09m (3.5inches) above the established 1:100 year flood elevation. It would also be reasonable for 
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East Hants’ Land Use By-law requirements to require a slab at grade, and not permit basements below 

the 1:100 flood elevation. 

 

The third part of the motion deals with the underlying zoning.  If an overlay zone is added to the 

Moderate Risk floodplain then the underlying zoning will need to be zoned appropriately.  It is 

suggested that the appropriate adjacent zone will be used to identify the underlying zone.  The maps 

below give an example of a suggested zoning change to the underlying zone.  These suggested changes 

are likely to affect a significant number of properties and property owners will be notified in writing of 

any proposed zoning changes on their property.  

 

 

Existing Zoning      Proposed use of overlay area 

  

 

Stormwater Management 

The fourth part of the motion deals with management practices for stormwater as outlined in the 

floodplain study.  Urban and suburban areas generate more stormwater runoff than undeveloped land. 

Impervious surfaces - hard surfaces like concrete, asphalt and roofs - do not allow water to soak into 

the ground. Removing trees and other vegetation also increases stormwater runoff. Past approaches to 

stormwater management have generally been to collect this increased runoff and move it off-site as 

quickly as possible, using ditches or buried pipes. This approach creates many problems. Higher water 
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levels can cause localized flooding and erosion, and stormwater typically carries silt and other 

pollutants into watersheds.  

 

A newer approach to dealing with stormwater is using stormwater best management practices and low 

impact development principles. Low impact developments are designed to minimize the disruption to 

natural areas and natural vegetation, and to reduce the amount of hard surfaces. In addition, best 

management practices are used to collect and treat much stormwater on site. There are many benefits 

to this approach, including: 

 Reduced flood risks; 

 Lower peak stormwater flows, which can reduce infrastructure costs; 

 Acquifer recharge, which reduces the strain on groundwater sources; 

 Reduced pollution of drinking water supplies, natural habitat, wetlands and recreation areas; 

 Protecting water quality and fish habitat 
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Stormwater management and low impact development are established approaches in municipalities 

across North America. Effective stormwater management combines land use planning regulations and 

infrastructure standards. CBCL has included a chapter in their report on stormwater management in 

urban areas. The table above notes the stormwater management practices suggested by CBCL.  The 

floodplain study includes a more detailed description of each of these suggestions. 

 

An effective stormwater management program would protect valuable water resources, and reduce 

flood risk and erosion in the Municipality.  Currently in Growth Management and Growth Reserve Areas, 

through the Subdivision By-law and through some development agreements, developers are required to 

submit a stormwater management plan to the Municipality.  The stormwater management plan shall 

include a drainage plan to address all drainage patterns within the Subdivision area and shall prescribe 

a method for the proper drainage and collection of stormwater based on the full development of the 

site.  The plan shall also include a grading plan to address the conveyance of all surface runoff from 

the developed subdivision area to a stable outlet or established drainage area in accordance with 

Municipal standards.   

 

It is suggested that a policy be added to the Municipal Planning Strategy that requires consideration be 

given to the use of stormwater best management practices, where appropriate, on sites developed by 

development agreement. 

 

One of the issues addressed by the floodplain study related to the Nine Mile River.  CBCL states in their 

document that this river has fewer lakes in its watershed to regulate peak flows, and it is therefore 

more directly impacted by development.  Even though current development levels are low, there is 

already a fair amount of clearing that has occurred, which affects peak flows and peak water levels.  

Since development has the potential to further increase flooding risks in the Nine Mile River and at its 

confluence with the Shubenacadie River, it is recommend that development be very carefully regulated 

to ensure that development does not increase runoff peak flows, but also volumes. 

 

It is suggested that a regulation be developed to require that any subdivisions alongside the Nine Mile 

River be required to submit a Stormwater Management Plan which demonstrates that the development 

will not increase runoff peak flows.  This is considered a reasonable approach to dealing with the issues 

identified by CBCL noted above.  

 

Flood Risk Areas Not Covered by the CBCL floodplain study 

Policy P8-38 of the Municipal Planning Strategy states that: 

 

“In reference to lands abutting the Sackville, Shubenacadie, and Nine Mile Rivers zoned as 

either Single Unit Dwelling (R1) or Rural Use (R4), and where there is no detailed floodplain 

mapping, Council shall require a separate distance of 100 feet between the nearest normal 

river bank and any permanent structural development for the purpose of floodway and water 

quality protection and stormwater drainage” 

 

This hasn’t been undertaken individually for the R1 or R4 zones but watercourses which are not 

covered by the Floodplain Mapping Study which includes, amongst others, the Sackville River and 

sections of the Nine Mile River and Shubenacadie River, are protected with the Watercourse Greenbelt 
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(WG) Zone.  The WG zone is generally established within 100 feet of the river.  The policy goal of the 

WG zone is “Council recognizes the beneficial nature of maintaining vegetated riparian buffers around 

watercourses.  Council is committed to establishing greenbelts to protect and enhance water quality, 

to control sedimentation and erosion, and to maintain East Hants’ rural character.”   The additional 

benefit of the WG zone is that it provides the floodway protection and stormwater drainage as 

suggested by policy P8-38 (noted above).  Moving forward it is suggested that a similar approach be 

taken in the new MPS and LUB.  This would provide some level of protection for properties adjacent to 

rivers in areas which have not been included in the floodplain mapping study.    

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

Much of the proposed policy approach has been previously considered by Council.  For the sake of 

clarity all of the proposed changes, including those already discussed by Council, are listed below: 

 Amend the extents of the High Risk Floodplain and the Moderate Risk Floodplain so that they 

correspond to the most recent floodlines as provided by CBCL in 2013; and 

 

 Convert the Moderate Risk Floodplain (MF) Zone to an overlay zone; and   

 

 Develop overlay zoning requirements to apply to properties within the overlay Zone, in addition 

to the requirements of the underlying zoning.  Overlay zoning requirements are suggested to 

include regulations regarding floodproofing and altering land levels; and  

 

 Carry out the most appropriate zoning amendments for the Moderate Risk Floodplain area to 

apply to the underlying zones, in accordance with this report; and 

 

 Policy be added to the Municipal Planning Strategy that requires consideration be given to the 

use of stormwater best management practices, where appropriate, on sites developed by 

development agreement;  

 

 regulation be developed to require that any subdivisions alongside the Nine Mile River be 

required to submit a Stormwater Management Plan which demonstrates that the development 

will not increase runoff peak flows; and   

 

 Develop a zone similar to the Watercourse Greenbelt (WG) Zone. 

 

 

 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Shoreline Erosion, Coastal Flooding & Saltwater Intrusion 
Background Paper Number: 4 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• Property owners who are unable to achieve the 100 foot setback may be permitted a reduced 
setback of 50 feet from the shoreline where they will be able to locate a non-permanent 
structure.  

• The Applied Geomatics Research Group could be engaged to examine the East Hants portion of 
the Bay of Fundy shoreline, and produce documentation and mapping to show coastal flood risk 
from sea-level rise and storm surge, coastal geography and areas of high risk from coastal 
erosion, and a more detailed examination of well contamination from saltwater intrusion. The 
study should also make recommendations for land use planning policies, proposed 
infrastructure changes, and possible solutions for residents trying to prevent the erosion and/or 
flooding of their properties. 

o Note: At their January 28, 2015 meeting, Council voted not to approve the funding for 
this study. 

• Until a study is conducted of the East Hants shoreline, implement land use planning along the 
shoreline in the form of a Shoreline Risk (SR) Generalized Future Land Use Map Designation and 
a Shoreline Risk (SR) Land Use By-law Zone. It is suggested that the Shoreline Risk (SR) 
Designation and Zone extend inland 100 feet from the high water mark. The Planning policies 
and land use regulations would prohibit any new structures within this zone. Existing structures 
would be permitted as nonconforming. 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 4 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: January 2015 

 

 
 

 

Shoreline Erosion, Coastal Flooding & Saltwater Intrusion 
Background 

Shoreline erosion, coastal flooding, and salt water intrusion are important issues impacting the coastal 

population of East Hants. The current East Hants Official Community Plan does not contain land use 

policies related to these issues. This background paper will summarize more extensive papers on 

shoreline erosion, coastal flooding, and salt water intrusion and discuss them with particular regard to 

East Hants. Proposed land use planning policy approaches, based upon this review, will be suggested at 

the end of this background paper.  

 

Sea-level Rise 

The global sea-level is rising. “Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and since the 1950s, 

many of the observed changes are unprecedented over decades to millennia. The atmosphere and 

ocean have warmed, the amounts of snow and ice have diminished, sea-level has risen, and the 

concentrations of greenhouse gases have increased”1. According to the Intergovernmental Panel of 

Climate Change, the rise in sea-level is due to:  

 The warming of the ocean (thermal expansion).  

 Loss of ice by glaciers and ice sheets.  

 Reduction of liquid water storage on land.  

 In Nova Scotia there is also local coastal subsidence occurring (DNR).  

 

The sea-level in Nova Scotia is rising at a rate of 32 

cm/century based on the tide gauge records taken 

since the 1900s2. Sea-level rise is expected to 

increase with the effects of climate change in the 

future. There are three major negative impacts to 

the shoreline of East Hants due to a rising sea-

level:  

1. Coastal Flooding  

2. Shoreline Erosion 

3. Saltwater Intrusion  

 

Planning Staff will provide an explanation of each 

of the impacts in the context of the East Hants 

                                                           
1 IPCC, 2013: Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis. Contribution of Working Group I to 

the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [Stocker, T.F., D. Qin, G.-K. Plattner, M. Tignor, 
S.K. Allen, J. Boschung, A. Nauels, Y. Xia, V. Bex and P.M. Midgley (eds.)]. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United 
Kingdom and New York, NY, USA. 
 
2 Webster, T., McGuigan, K. and MacDonald, C. 2012: Map of coastal flood risk from sea-level rise and storm surge of the 

Brooklyn area, Hants County, Nova Scotia; Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources, Mineral Resources Branch, Open File 
Map ME 2012-056, scale 1:10 000. 
 

Sea-level Rise & Storm Events: The 2009 State of Nova 
Scotia’s Coast Report (Sea-level rise at Fortress of 

Louisbourg.(Source: Taylor et al., 2000)) 
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shoreline. Thereafter, Staff will propose planning policy approaches to help mitigate the impacts of 

sea-level rise.  

 

Coastal Flooding 

As part of the Municipal Climate Change Action Plan (MCCAP) process, the Department of Natural 

Resources (DNR) completed very rudimentary mapping of areas of coastal flooding vulnerability for 

Nova Scotia. This exercise was completed as a desktop exercise based on topographical mapping and 

shows areas most vulnerable to flooding based on elevation. The mapping does not take into 

consideration sea-level rise, and does not provide accurate details. There are a total of 300 structures 

with civic points located in the 5 m to 20 m vulnerability level within East Hants. This number may not 

include accessary structures such as barns and garages and does not include infrastructure. Within the 

most vulnerable zone 5 m to 10 m there are 55 civic points, the next zone 10 m to 15 m there are 147 

civics and the last zone 15 m to 20 m there are 98 civics. Maps of the entire shoreline have been 

attached as Appendix A.  

 

DNR and the Applied Geomatics Research Group (AGRG) has complete detailed maps of Coastal Flood 

Risk from Sea-Level Rise and Storm Surge for a few municipalities within the province (sample map 

Appendix B). The maps show flood risks for a 25 year return period and a 100 year return period with 

the estimated sea-level rise factored in. Planning Staff believe East Hants should inquire about having 

similar mapping completed for the East Hants shoreline. These maps would identify risks when building 

new infrastructure such as roads and could inform land use policy, they could also identify areas at risk 

for new buildings and septic systems.  

 

Saltwater Intrusion 

Coastal zones account for approximately 70 

per cent of the world’s population, often 

resulting in overexploitation of groundwater 

resources and, subsequently, increased risk 

of saltwater intrusion in those areas3. The 

majority of residents living in East Hants are 

not located along the Bay of Fundy 

shoreline, in fact, approximately 9% of the 

Municipality’s population are within 5 km of 

the the shoreline. However, saltwater 

intrusion has impacted and will continue to 

impact our coastal residents as the earth’s 

climate warms.  

 

Saltwater intrusion refers to the process by 

which sea water infiltrates coastal 

groundwater systems, thus mixing with the 

                                                           
3, 4 Prince Edward Island Department of Environment, Labour and Justice. 2011. Saltwater Intrusion and Climate 
Change. A primer for local and provincial decision-makers. www.atlanticadaptation.ca.  

Well relocation. Erosion leaves coastal wells vulnerable to 

saltwater intrusion as the freshwater-saltwater interface 

moves inland, occasionally necessitating well relocation. This 

well, located in Anglo-Tignish, PEI, demonstrates the need for 

prudence and foresight when drilling wells near the shoreline. 

(Source: Saltwater Intrusion and Climate Change) 

http://www.atlanticadaptation.ca/
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local freshwater supply4. Saltwater intrusion occurs as a result of the landward movement of sea water 

into the coastal aquifer. This landward movement is caused by a change in the freshwater and 

saltwater pressure gradients resulting from, among other factors:  

 Pumping – overpumping of the aquifer 

 Decreased Recharge – less freshwater entering the aquifer 

 Sea-level rise – increased volume of saltwater results in increased saltwater hydraulic head5 

 

 

 

Data provided from the Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources indicates that approximately 650 

civic points, along the East Hants portion of the Bay of Fundy shoreline, are at risk of having their well 

contaminated with saltwater. The 650 civic points at risk break down into 136 civics at high risk, 330 at 

medium risk, and 184 at low risk. Attached as Appendix C, is a map showing coastline vulnerability to 

saltwater intrusion.  

 

The Atlantic Climate Adaptation Solutions Association (ACASA) indicates that as the sea-level rises 

there is an increased risk of saltwater intrusion and well contamination. As with the other issues 

related to sea-level rise, the recommendation from the ACASA is to develop land use policies and 

regulations to create setbacks from the shoreline to reduce the impacts of saltwater intrusion on 

residents living near the coast.   

 

Shoreline Erosion 

Coastal erosion is occurring in East Hants, it is a natural process that acts in varying degrees along our 

shores. “It is neither ‘good’ nor ‘bad’. Erosion is part of a larger coastal system whereby sediment is 

removed from one place and subsequently deposited at another located within the system.” The 

                                                           
 
5 Prince Edward Island Department of Environment, Labour and Justice. 2011. Saltwater Intrusion and Climate 
Change. A primer for local and provincial decision-makers. www.atlanticadaptation.ca. 

Sea-level rise and saltwater intrusion.  

The location of saltwater-freshwater interface under static conditions (a) shifts landward under a scenario of sea-level rise 

(b), allowing saline water (saltwater) to intrude into the aquifer and contaminate a coastal well.  
(Source: OzCoasts—Australian Online Coastal Information) 

http://www.atlanticadaptation.ca/
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report Coastal Erosion and Climate Change prepared by Atlantic Climate Adaptation Solutions 

Association explains that “Expected climate change and sea-level rise will likely increase the rates of 

erosion in many locations along our coasts.” 

 

The East Hants portion of the Bay of 

Fundy shoreline does not have land 

use zoning, this means that the 

Municipality has no controls on how 

close to the Bay of Fundy shoreline a 

structure is permitted to be built; 

although all provincial and federal 

regulations still must be followed. 

The erosion of our shoreline has the 

potential to threaten human 

activities and built structures such as 

roads, buildings, agricultural areas, 

fishing structures, and such.  

 

Coastal erosion is already impacting 

the shorelines of East Hants. To the 

left are two images of Dyke Road and 

Wharf Road in Noel. The images have 

an aerial photo, taken in 2013, with 

plans of subdivision from 1963 

(Wharf Road) and 1971 (Dyke Road) 

over laid. Comparing the aerial 

photos with the old plans of 

subdivision you can see how, over 40 

to 50 years the shoreline has eroded. 

Property owners along Wharf Road 

have lost anywhere from 4 feet to 30 

feet of their land and property 

owners along Dyke Road have lost 

anywhere from 19 feet to 28 feet of  

their land.  

 

The aerial photos also show where a 

few of the property owners have 

armoured their shoreline to try and 

prevent their land from eroding 

further. However, this reaction 

sometimes has negative impacts on 

property owners further down the 

coast. At some point, the cottages 

or homes located on these properties will be lost if they are not moved from their current locations. 

Coastal Erosion 
Aerial photos taken in 2013 with plans of subdivision from 1963 (Wharf Road) 
and 1971 (Dyke Road) over laid.  
(Source: Planning and Development Municipality of East Hants) 
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The loss of land also puts septic fields in danger of being eroded away and increases the possibility that 

potable drinking water sources (wells) will be lost due to salt water intrusion.  

 

The Coastal Erosion and Climate Change paper states that “In almost all cases the simplest and least 

expensive approach to adapting to problems posed by coastal cliff stability and erosion is to 

implement a setback for all new building and infrastructure construction…” To account for increasing 

rates of erosion the paper recommends determining the historical coastal erosion rates and then 

assume a future erosion rate as much as 1.5 to 2 times higher than it has been over the past 50 years. 

As an example, if the average amount of erosion along Dyke Road since 1971 is 23 feet then the 

average annual erosion rate over 42 years would be 0.55 feet a year. If we assume climate change is 

going to increase the erosion rate by 1.5 or 2 times the current speed, then we can expect that in 50 

years the property owners along Dyke road will have lost 41.25 feet (50(0.55*1.5)) to 55 feet 

(50(0.55*2)) of land from their property.  

 

Erosion of the shoreline will worsen the issues of coastal flooding and saltwater intrusion. As the 

coastline moves inland more wells become at risk of being contaminated with saltwater and coastal 

flooding impacts land owners further inland. A detailed analysis for the shoreline of East Hants needs 

to be completed. Planning Staff do not have the expertise needed to draw an accurate picture of our 

shoreline and the impacts sea-level rise will have to its residents. To complete this work, the 

Municipality could use a single source approach and hire the Applied Geomatics Research Group (AGRG) 

based out of the College of Geographical Sciences. AGRG has the extensive knowledge required to 

complete the research, they have the experience necessary from completing similar work for other 

Nova Scotia municipalities, and they already have a good working relationship with the Department of 

Natural Resources.  

 

This work would inform future planning policy, future infrastructure work, help in the design and 

maintenance of our coastal parks, and it should be made available to the residents of East Hants to 

allow them to be informed on how their shoreline is going to be altered as the sea-level rises, and what 

they can do to prepare their homes and businesses.  

 

Until this research is complete, it is suggested that a Shoreline Risk (SR) Zone be developed along the 

Bay of Fundy. Based on the current data available, the setback should extend inland 100 feet from the 

high water mark. No new structures would be permitted to be constructed in this zone. Existing 

structures would be permitted as nonconforming structures. There are lots along the shoreline where 

this zone would be a burden to land owners because their properties are simply not large enough to 

allow them to site new structures on the property. In these instances, the development agreement 

process should be used to allow for a reduction in the setback to 60 feet, hopefully allowing the 

landowner to use the property, but with the knowledge and legal documentation that the Municipality 

holds no responsibility, if the structures are damaged by sea-level rise and the impacts of coastal 

flooding, shoreline erosion, and saltwater intrusion.  

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 The Applied Geomatics Research Group could be engaged to examine the East Hants portion of 

the Bay of Fundy shoreline, and produce documentation and mapping to show coastal flood risk 

from sea-level rise and storm surge, coastal geography and areas of high risk from coastal 
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erosion, and a more detailed examination of well contamination from saltwater intrusion. The 

study should also make recommendations for land use planning policies, proposed 

infrastructure changes, and possible solutions for residents trying to prevent the erosion and/or 

flooding of their properties.  

 

 Until a study is conducted of the East Hants shoreline, implement land use planning along the 

shoreline in the form of a Shoreline Risk (SR) Generalized Future Land Use Map Designation and 

a Shoreline Risk (SR) Land Use By-law Zone. It is suggested that the Shoreline Risk (SR) 

Designation and Zone extend inland 100 feet from the high water mark. The Planning policies 

and land use regulations would prohibit any new structures within this zone. Existing structures 

would be permitted as nonconforming.  

 

 Allow for the use of the Development Agreement process in the Shoreline Risk (SR) Designation 

and Zone for property owners who are unable to achieve the 100 foot setback and allow the 

property owner to enter into a development agreement for a setback reduction of up to 40 

feet.  
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Appendix A – Coastal Vulnerability Maps 
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Appendix B – Sample Coastal Vulnerability Map including Sea-level Rise 
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Appendix C – Salt Water Intrusion Vulnerability Map 
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Appendix D – Coastal Erosion Air Photos 
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Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Signage 
Background Paper Number: 5 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• Develop regulations which are easier for the public to understand, and review existing 
regulations to ensure they reflect current sign size limit best practices. 

• Consider regulations which limit attention getting devices which can create visual clutter, such 
as balloons and inflatable signage. 

• Update regulations to differentiate between electronic billboards and electronic message 
boards, and prohibit electronic billboards, and develop policies for electronic message boards. 

• Improve the Municipal directional signage program to create and manage off-premise signage. 
This program would create municipal standards for directional signage, and an application 
process for the public to apply to have signage added to municipally-owned sign frames. 
Secondly, that the Municipality draft a bylaw to empower it to remove illegal signage from the 
public right-of-way. 

• Permit a shared ground sign for commercial districts (such as business parks) fronting Highway 
101 & 102. 

• Provide the opportunity for a shared ground sign at entryways to business parks and community 
gateways. 

• Establish design standards for the different forms of community signage being explored to meet 
Municipal brand goals. 

• Fund a community notice board in communities where there is a demand for one through a 
project fund, or partnership(s) with developer(s). 

• Allocate a portion of funds from the tourism development grant program on an as-needed basis 
to develop interpretation and wayfinding signage for areas of historical or cultural importance. 

• Develop policy to state that Council may, in the future, consider a program to develop 
community gateway signage. 

 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 5 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: January 2015 

 

 

Signage 
Background 

Signage regulations exist to ensure traffic safety, facilitate wayfinding and maintain community 

aesthetics. 

 

Municipalities are the approving authority for the majority of signage in East Hants. The current East 

Hants Official Community Plan contains land use policies for signage which should be updated to 

address new types of signage that are becoming common practice, such as digital and illuminated 

signage. 

 

The province through the Nova Scotia Department of Transportation (NSTIR) does regulate signage 

within and near their right-of-ways. NSTIR has prohibited signage within 10m of a property line 

boundary for a controlled access highway (such as Highway 102). Furthermore, any structure including 

a sign within 100 metres of any highway requires a permit from NSTIR prior to starting the work. 

 

This position paper will review best practices in signage regulations, issues associated with signage, 

and will suggest a number of policy approaches based upon this review.  

 

Public Signage Concerns & Preferences 

During the plan review public consultation, the public has voiced a number of concerns and opinions 

regarding signage in their communities. 

 

The public has expressed an interest in the Municipality removing illegal signage on utility poles; while 

simultaneously providing a better alternative for business signage. The public also requested 

community notice & wayfinding signage and community bulletin boards. The locations proposed for 

community and wayfinding signage at community meetings was at the heart of commercial areas in 

villages. Community members proposed tourism signage at major highway junctures to direct visitors to 

important landmarks such as Burntcoat. 

 

Through results of the visual preference survey participants rated their signage preferences based on 

example images. The participants showed a preference for a traditional, high quality, protruding wall 

sign, while participants found the photo of the plastic roof sign to be the least desirable. The 
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participants showed a preference for graphically strong temporary banners, while participants found 

the photo of the temporary neon reader board sign to be the least desirable. 

 

In recent years, Staff have also had a number of requests from business owners operating within the 

Municipality’s business parks for additional signage. The general requests from business park owners 

are to: 

 permit a ground sign on the highway frontage,  

 permit a ground sign on the road where the property is accessed, and  

 provide the opportunity for a shared ground sign at the entryway to business parks, especially 

the Elmsdale Business Park.  

 

On-Premise Signage 

The Municipality of East Hants is the approving 

authority for signage installation within the 

Municipality. At the moment, the Municipality only 

regulates on-premise signage for the portion of the 

Municipality with comprehensive land use regulations. 

 

The majority of signage permits and applications that 

the Municipality currently receives are for permanent 

on-premise signage. This signage takes a variety of 

shapes, sizes, colours, materials, support structures 

and illumination methods. Variations of signage can 

have a major impact on community feel: larger 

signage tends to be oriented towards attracting 

automobile attention, while smaller signage is often 

oriented towards pedestrians. High quality signage 

tends to look better with weathering and age, and 

instill a greater sense of store or location quality in 

viewers1. The participants in the Municipality’s visual 

preference survey showed a preference for traditional, 

high quality, protruding wall signs, while participants 

found the photo of roof signs to be the least desirable. 

 

Temporary on-premise signage is a valuable tools for businesses and community groups to advertise 

events and promotions. Temporary on-premise sign regulations are important to ensure that there isn’t 

an overabundance of signage on a site, that temporary signs are properly installed to remain out of the 

public right-of-way, and required parking areas. Temporary on-premise signage is currently regulated 

based on whether or not the sign is for a profit or non-profit entity. The participants in the 

Municipality’s visual preference survey showed a preference for graphically strong temporary banners, 

while participants found the photo of the temporary neon reader board sign to be the least desirable. 

 

 

                                                           
1 Presentation by James J. Kellaris, http://www.thesignagefoundation.org/Portals/0/A-45%20FINAL-Kellaris.pdf  

http://www.thesignagefoundation.org/Portals/0/A-45%20FINAL-Kellaris.pdf
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Current Municipal Policy 

The Municipality does already have, in the Municipality Planning Strategy and Land Use Bylaw, policies 

and regulations which reference signage. The most crucial Municipal Planning Strategy policies 

regarding signage in residential neighbourhoods and commercial areas are presented below:     

 

P5-25  Council shall prohibit commercial signage in Residential Subdivision (RS) designated areas, 

except for signs advertising a home-based business use.  With the intent of ensuring signage 

in relation to a home occupation is in keeping with the residential character of the 

neighbourhood, restrictions regarding the nature, type, size, description, location, and public 

display of any sign within a residential zone shall be detailed within the Land Use By-law. 

  Signage in Commercial Areas 

  Policy Goal 

  Council recognizes the visual impact that signage can have on the character and overall 

function of communities and streetscapes and furthermore, Council’s goal is to take measure 

to ensure that signage is developed within the standards determined to be appropriate for 

the area while appreciating the importance of the advertising capacity of the sign. 

  Policy Statements 

P9-71  Council shall adopt provisions under Section 5 of the Land Use By-law for commercial 

signage, including size, type, location, and number of signs permitted for a particular use for 

the following purposes: 

  a. Promote effective advertising for commercial businesses which informs, rather than 

confuses customers and avoids excessive visual competition between signs.  

  b. Promote traffic safety by limiting distractions to drivers and pedestrians. 

  c. Minimize nuisances from signage in residential neighbourhoods. 

  d. Enhance the Municipality’s amenity values as a place to live and to attract tourists 

and other business development. 

P9-72  Council shall permit roof signs by development agreement only in all commercial zones with 

the exception of the Village Core (C6) and Neighbourhood Core (C7) Zones where roof 

signs shall not be permitted. 

P9-73  Council shall not permit portable temporary signs in the Growth Management or Growth 

Reserve Areas. 

P9-74  Council shall undertake a study to review design standards for signage in the Village Core 

(C6) and Neighbourhood Core (C7) Zones addressing sign area, type, and landscaping of 

ground signs. 
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Best Practices for Signage Regulation 

The primary goal of on-premise signage regulations is to ensure 

that signs are designed and located to enhance wayfinding, 

minimize clutter, maintain community character and prevent 

unsafe conditions. Current planning best practices (and current 

regulations in East Hants) limit the maximum amount of signage 

on a site in order to control the aesthetic impact of signage. 

 

Regulations should be written so signs and their message are of 

sufficient size to be legible by the intended audience such as 

motorists or pedestrians. There have been a number of 

guidelines developed to assist local governments in creating 

regulations that meet business legibility requirements since the 

creation of the current East Hants Official Community Plan. One 

example of these guidelines is The International Sign 

Association’s Framework for On-Premise Sign Regulations2 which 

provide regulation suggestions based on the community character 

of the location where the sign is being erected. These suggested 

regulations however are created by the American sign industry with their interests in mind, and do 

require edits and interpretation to be appropriate for the local context in East Hants. It is proposed 

that regulations in East Hants undergo a review to ensure that signage of a size appropriate to business 

is being permitted in East Hants. 

 

Signage regulations also may include regulations for other attention getting devices which can create 

visual clutter. Attention getting devices often include balloons and inflatable signage. East Hants has 

not regulated these forms of advertisements in the past. It would be reasonable for the Municipality to 

proactively enact regulations for these forms of advertisements now, prior to being impacted by them. 

Regulations regarding these forms of advertisements should be included in the new plan to prevent 

impacts on community character, and to prevent unanticipated visual clutter. Regulations can include 

time and size limits on the amount of attention getting devices a site is permitted to have. 

 

Highway & Business Park Signage 

Signage regulations have additional allowances for signs which have special frontage, such as corner 

lots, commercial districts or highway frontage. The Municipality currently has variance3 provisions for 

the height of signage for lots which are unusually constrained. Under the Municipal Government Act a 

variance can be granted for the height, yard setback requirements and area of a sign. 

 

The Municipality has received a request to allow ground signs on business park lots with frontage on 

highway 101 & 102 frontage. The aesthetic impact of allowing a ground sign on each business park lot 

                                                           
2 The International Sign Association’s ‘A Framework for On-Premise Sign Regulations’ can be accessed online: 
http://www.thesignagefoundation.org/OnPremiseSignRegulations  
3 A variance is a request to relax the appropriate provisions of the Municipality’s Land Use By-Law. Variances 
cannot be granted where the variance violates the intent of the Land Use By-law; the difficulty experienced is 
general to the properties in the area; or the difficulty experienced results from the intentional disregard for the 
requirements of the Land Use By-law. 

http://www.thesignagefoundation.org/OnPremiseSignRegulations
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with highway 101 and 102 frontage would be significant, and it is not recommended that policies be 

amended for this request. A solution for signage in business parks is proposed in the section of the 

report dealing with off-premise signage.  

 

Illuminated / Digital Signage 

By linking electronic signs with computer programming, an infinite number of message changes are 

possible on an individual sign. There are two major types of digital signs: electronic billboards (EBBs) 

and electronic message boards (EMBs). Electronic billboards are functionally similar to a large outdoor 

television. Electronic message boards have an internal light source (normally LEDs) capable of 

displaying words or symbols that can be electronically changed by digital means. 

 

Staff believe that electronic billboards should 

be prohibited in the Municipality because of 

the danger from distraction posed to 

motorists4, and the form of signage not being 

consistent with the rural nature of the 

Municipality. Electronic message boards are 

useful due to their changeable copy for 

institutional uses such as fire halls. An 

abundance of electronic message boards have 

the potential to negatively impact the 

character of the community however, and it is 

recommended that regulations specific to 

electronic message boards be drafted. 

 

Regarding policy for on-premise signage, there are three recommended actions: 

1. Develop regulations which are easier for the public to understand, and review existing 

regulations to ensure they reflect current sign size limit best practices. 

2. Consider regulations which limit attention getting devices which can create visual clutter, such 

as balloons and inflatable signage. 

3. Update regulations to differentiate between electronic billboards and electronic message 

boards, and prohibit electronic billboards, and develop policies for electronic message boards. 

 

It is recommended that all three options proceed.  These actions respond to current community 

concerns, and should result in signage regulations that better reflect the community character of the 

Municipality.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
4 Jerry Wachtel, 
http://www.scenic.org/storage/PDFs/recent%20billboard%20safety%20research_wachtel%20summary.pdf  

http://www.scenic.org/storage/PDFs/recent%20billboard%20safety%20research_wachtel%20summary.pdf
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Off-Premise Signage 

Off-premise signage is a type of signage that directs and 

informs the public to attractions, services, and businesses 

which are not located on the same site as the sign. At the 

Plan East Hants Design Workshop meetings held in the fall 

of 2014, public members at nearly all of the eight 

meetings raised current illegal off-premise signage as an 

issue that the Municipality should address. 

 

Enabled by section 49A of the Public Highways Act 

Municipalities can regulate advertisements within 

Provincial highways, excluding controlled access 

highways. Within East Hants, a municipal bylaw could 

give the Municipality the authority to remove Off-Site 

Commercial Signage on Provincial rights-of-way on 

Highways excluding the 101 and 102.  

 

In November 2013, Staff proposed a bylaw to regulate 

Off-Site Commercial Signage in the Municipality further 

to section 49A of the Public Highways Act. Council 

rejected the Staff recommendation on the grounds that 

the matter is difficult to enforce and that the Municipality should provide a 

reasonable means for business owners to use off-premise signage. 

Currently the Municipality does not remove illegal off-premise signage 

since no such bylaw is enacted. In the past, Nova Scotia environment has 

indicated that removing illegal signage is not a priority for their staff. 

 

Shared Highway & Business Park Signage 

As discussed in the section of this report dealing with on-premise signage, 

the aesthetic impact of allowing a ground sign on each business park lot 

with highway 101 and 102 frontage would be significant. Permitting a 

shared ground sign in the business park districts would be the most 

appropriate policy direction to balance advertisement needs with the 

visual impact of abundant signage. 

 

A shared ground sign in the business parks could be aesthetically similar to 

the ground sign proposed for the Elmsdale Plaza. The ownership for 

business park signage could be the Municipality, or by a society with a 

registered interest in the business park, such as a business park 

association. Similarly, it is suggested that allowing a ground sign at the 

major entrances to the business parks would also be appropriate. At the 

Elmsdale Business Park for example, this location would be at the 

corner of Park Road and Highway 214. 

 

 

The shared ground sign proposed 
for Elmsdale Plaza. 
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Directional Signage 

While the public has raised illegal off-premise signage as an issue during community consultations, the 

Municipality realizes that an alternative solution must be given to business owners to market their 

products and services. Some local governments operate directional signage programs enabling business 

owners to place signs along secondary highways to assist in directing potential customers to their 

business. The objective of these programs is to balance business development with reducing right-of-

way clutter.  

 

The Municipality of East Hants currently permits off-premise signage in some areas for tourism and 

business uses. Restricted areas include the public right-of-way, and residential and growth reserve 

areas. The regulations include general specifications regarding required design of off-premise signage. 

The program has not been well-used by the public, 

likely because of the difficulty or cost involved in 

using off-premise land for signage. 

 

The Municipality has an interest in advertising 

attractions and tourism sites in the Municipality to 

provide opportunities for business owners and 

tourism operators. The Nova Scotia Department of 

Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal currently 

has a number of signage policies and programs in 

place for major tourist attractions, industrial and 

business parks, scenic highways and service 

symbols.5  

 

Kings County has one of the most successful 

directional signage programs in the province, but a 

2014 CBCL report6 commissioned by the Municipality 

noted a number of issues with the implementation of the program. Primarily, the design specifications 

were not carried out, maintenance was a problem and installation was not being properly undertaken. 

The CBCL report suggested to Kings County to adopt a program similar to the Tourism PEI Directional 

Signage program where design and installation is undertaken by the provincial government.  

 

The Municipality could create a signage program similar to the Tourism PEI Directional Signage 

program. Within this program, signage for parks, tourism and recreational facilities signage could also 

be included. Signage manufacturing and mounting costs would be fulfilled as part of the application 

fee, and program participants charged a minimal annual fee covering maintenance. The Municipality 

could also elect to provide some or all of these services through a third party contractor, such as a sign 

company. Learning from the past experiences and challenges of directional signage programs in Kings 

County, and the success of the Tourism PEI Directional Signage program, it is felt that this would be a 

                                                           
5 More information on NSTIR signage programs is available at http://novascotia.ca/tran/highways/roadsign.asp  
6 The Municipality of the County of Kings Signage Study by CBCL is available at: 
http://www.kings2050.ca/components/com_wordpress/wp/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/131265.00-Kings-
County-Signage-Report-FIN.pdf  

PEI Uniform directional signage. Image from Eddie (flickr user handle 
Nowin): https://flic.kr/p/onGppS  

http://novascotia.ca/tran/highways/roadsign.asp
http://www.kings2050.ca/components/com_wordpress/wp/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/131265.00-Kings-County-Signage-Report-FIN.pdf
http://www.kings2050.ca/components/com_wordpress/wp/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/131265.00-Kings-County-Signage-Report-FIN.pdf
https://flic.kr/p/onGppS
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reasonable policy direction for the Municipality of East Hants to take. NSTIR would need to be 

consulted if any program was adopted. 

 

With regard to developing policy regarding off-premise signage, there are three choices: 

1. Retain the existing Municipal off-premise signage policy with no changes. 

2. Retain the existing Municipal off-premise signage policy and to draft a bylaw enabling the 

Municipality to remove illegal signage from the public right-of-way. 

3. Improve the Municipal directional signage program to create and manage off-premise signage. 

This program would create municipal standards for directional signage, and an application 

process for the public to apply to have signage added to municipally-owned sign frames. 

Secondly, that the Municipality draft a bylaw to empower it to remove illegal signage from the 

public right-of-way. 

 

Approach 3 is recommended.  This approach sets out controls for off-premise signage while ensuring 

that there is a controlled, legible alternative for business owners. This option also reflects current best 

practices from Tourism PEI and the Municipality of Kings County. It is also recommend that the 

Municipality: 

4. Permit a shared ground sign for commercial districts (such as business parks and community 

gateways) fronting Highway 101 & 102. 

5. Provide the opportunity for a shared ground sign at entryways to business parks and community 

gateways. 

 

Community Notice Boards, Interpretation, Wayfinding & Gateway Signage 

 

  

 

Background 

At the Design Workshops, the public made four types of community signage requests: for community 

notice boards, for interpretation signage, for wayfinding signage, and for community entryway signage. 

For examples on these types of signage, see the images above. 

 

Residents in Milford and Maitland requested that the Municipality put up community notice boards in 

their areas. Interpretation signage was requested for Kennetcook’s former 1940’s oil field site, and the 

old farm tractors. Maitland also requested wayfinding and historic interpretation signage. Community 

gateway signage was requested in Enfield at the entrances to the community. 

 

Community Notice Board Interpretation Sign Wayfinding Sign Community entryway 
sign 
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Before taking action regarding signage, the Municipality would first need to establish design standards 

for the different forms of signage being explored to meet Municipal brand goals. As many of the 

highway locations where these signs would be installed fall within the jurisdiction of the province, any 

signage program would need to be jointly enacted with NSTIR. Nearby, the Halifax Regional 

Municipality has undertaken a significant community signage program for: 

 community gateway signs at 100-series highway entrances to HRM, 

 municipal boundary signs at entryways from trunk and secondary highways, and 

 community welcome signs at entrances to the 192 communities in HRM according to civic 

addressing.7 

 

Currently, the Municipality of East Hants 

has erected community gateway signs at 

100-series highway entrances to East 

Hants. The Municipality has not yet 

erected branded boundary signs at 

entryways from trunk and secondary 

highways into the Municipality of East 

Hants, but there are existing signs 

erected by NSTIR. Wording on the signs 

varies, from ‘Welcome to East Hants 

home of the worlds highest recorded 

tides’ at the entryway to Shubenacadie, 

Elmsdale, Milford and Lantz, to ‘Historic 

Shubenacadie Canal’ in South Maitland.  
 

Since there was a fairly limited number of community notice board requests, Staff feel that they could 

fund their construction through a one-time project fund, or individual partnerships with a developer. 

The estimated cost for a community notice board would be approximately $8,000 per board.8 

Interpretation and wayfinding signage require a different approach because signage needs will change 

over time as businesses and attractions change, it would be most appropriate to develop a long-term 

strategy. Allocating funds from the tourism development grant program on an as-needed basis to 

develop interpretation and wayfinding signage would likely be appropriate.  

 

Community gateway signage exists in the Municipality which was erected by NSTIR. While community 

gateway signage should be updated and have a uniform design in the Municipality, it is suggested that 

it is not an immediate priority compared to other signage needs. 

 

With regard to developing policy regarding community signage, there are four recommended 

approaches: 

1. Establish design standards for the different forms of community signage being explored to meet 

Municipal brand goals. 

                                                           
7 More information on HRM community signage programs are available here: 
http://www.halifax.ca/council/agendasc/documents/7-1CommunitySignage.pdf  
8 2011 price taken from the East Hants Villages Core Plan submitted by Ekistics Planning & Design. The final price 
would be largely dependent on the size and design of the community notice boards. 

The 100-series highway community gateway sign design for East Hants. 

http://www.halifax.ca/council/agendasc/documents/7-1CommunitySignage.pdf
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2. Fund a community notice board in communities where there is a demand for one through a 

project fund, or partnership(s) with developer(s). 

3. Allocate a portion of funds from the tourism development grant program on an as-needed basis 

to develop interpretation and wayfinding signage for areas of historical or cultural importance. 

4. Develop policy to state that Council may, in the future, consider a program to develop 

community gateway signage. 

 

It is recommended that all four options proceed.  These actions respond to current community signage 

concerns.    

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 Develop regulations which are easier for the public to understand, and review existing 

regulations to ensure they reflect current sign size limit best practices. 

 Consider regulations which limit attention getting devices which can create visual clutter, such 

as balloons and inflatable signage. 

 Update regulations to differentiate between electronic billboards and electronic message 

boards, and prohibit electronic billboards, and develop policies for electronic message boards. 

 Improve the Municipal directional signage program to create and manage off-premise signage. 

This program would create municipal standards for directional signage, and an application 

process for the public to apply to have signage added to municipally-owned sign frames. 

Secondly, that the Municipality draft a bylaw to empower it to remove illegal signage from the 

public right-of-way. 

 Permit a shared ground sign for commercial districts (such as business parks) fronting Highway 

101 & 102. 

 Provide the opportunity for a shared ground sign at entryways to business parks and community 

gateways. 

 Establish design standards for the different forms of community signage being explored to meet 

Municipal brand goals. 

 Fund a community notice board in communities where there is a demand for one through a 

project fund, or partnership(s) with developer(s). 

 Allocate a portion of funds from the tourism development grant program on an as-needed basis 

to develop interpretation and wayfinding signage for areas of historical or cultural importance. 

 Develop policy to state that Council may, in the future, consider a program to develop 

community gateway signage. 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Fiscal Cost of Development 
Background Paper Number: 6 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• Create a fiscal impact analysis tool to model the fiscal impact of development proposals.  
• Create policy in the new plan to consider the fiscal impact of development proposals as part of 

new development proposal applications.  
• Create policy in the new plan that the Municipality may consider the fiscal impact of planning 

document amendments.  
 

 Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 
• That staff also analyze the qualitative aspects of development proposals. 

 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 6 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: February 2015 

 

 

Fiscal Cost of Development 
Background 

Municipal finances in Nova Scotia primarily come from property tax revenue. Since property 

development is controlled by the municipality’s land use planning, one way which Municipalities can be 

fiscally responsible is by ensuring that development can pay its own way, and deliver lasting net 

financial gain to the Municipality. 

 

Other municipal jurisdictions have improved their fiscal position by doing fiscal impact analysis of land 

use plans and development proposals before they are approved by Council. East Hants, along with most 

Municipalities in Nova Scotia have not developed fiscal impact analysis as part of development 

proposals. Given the high rate of growth in East Hants, it would be prudent to consider fiscal analysis 

for proposed development decisions, or proposed policy changes to the Municipality’s planning 

documents. 

 

Under the Nova Scotia Municipal Government Act (MGA), the purpose of a Municipal Planning Strategy 

is to provide a framework for the environmental, social and economic development within a 

municipality. Section 214 of the MGA enables municipalities to examine the fiscal cost of development 

in a Municipal Planning Strategy (MPS). Under section 214 of the MGA, a MPS is permitted to include 

policies respecting: 

 studies to be carried out prior to undertaking specified developments or developments in 
specified areas (like a fiscal impact analysis); 

 the use of infrastructure charges; and 

 any other matter relating to the physical, social or economic environment of the municipality. 

 

What is a Fiscal Impact Analysis? How can East Hants use it? 

Fiscal impact analysis is a tool that compares municipally-borne costs against revenues associated with 

a development policy or project. Fiscal impact analysis projects if, when, and the estimated cash flow 

deficit or surplus a community could face from a development or policy decision. Discussions regarding 

community planning benefit from the relative objectivity that fiscal impact analysis provides.1 A full 

analysis will reflect revenue (such as from infrastructure charges and fees), capital costs and 

associated operating expenses. 

 

For East Hants, capital hard infrastructure costs would include roads, sewer lines, water lines, 

treatment facilities, and fire department capital expenditures. Capital on-going infrastructure costs in 

East Hants include road maintenance, snow clearing, sewer and water maintenance, and fire 

departments capital expenditures. Operating expenses in East Hants which could be included in a fiscal 

impact analysis include governance (general expenditures), libraries, parks, recreation, fire 

departments, and RCMP contributions. If transit is pursued in East Hants, the associated costs from that 

service should also be included in a fiscal impact analysis. 

 

                                                           
1  Conducing a Fiscal Impact Analysis, Thane Harrison and Charlie French, UNH Department of Resource Economics, Retrieved 

from: http://www.atlantaregional.com/File%20Library/Local%20Gov%20Services/gs_cct_fiscimpacttool_1109.pdf  

http://www.atlantaregional.com/File%20Library/Local%20Gov%20Services/gs_cct_fiscimpacttool_1109.pdf
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Note that a fiscal impact analysis is not an economic impact analysis.  Economic impact analysis 

projects direct and indirect (spinoff) impacts on the economy from development such as new jobs, 

disposable income and consumer spending. In the United States, local governments often include some 

of these calculations because of sales tax contributions to local governments. Unfortunately, many 

fiscal impact analysis tools, such as the Envision Tomorrow Tool2 are created for the United States, and 

need major adaptions to be appropriate for the Canadian context.  

 

Types of Fiscal Impact Analysis 

There are three main categories of fiscal impact analyses: land-use analysis, project analysis, and area 

wide analysis. A land use analysis compares the various costs of different types of residential and non-

residential land development prototypes. The limitations of this form of analysis is that it is 

generalized. Halifax Regional Municipality has completed this form of analysis in their Settlement 

Pattern and Form with Service Cost Analysis report completed in 2005. Example images from that 

report are shown below: 

 

The Settlement Pattern and Form with Service Cost Analysis report looked at the cost implications of 

generalized land use patterns by using example areas within Halifax. The report indicated that in 

Halifax low density, dispersed developments are more costly to build and service than more compact 

developments. This has a direct impact on municipal revenues and costs. The report showed that 

                                                           
2 The Envision Tomorrow tool can be found here: http://www.envisiontomorrow.org/  

http://www.envisiontomorrow.org/
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limiting the extent of development reduces the length of infrastructure networks that need to be built 

and maintained in the long-term. 

 

Another form of fiscal impact analysis is called a project analysis. A project analysis examines the 

overall fiscal impact of a project over a specific time frame (normally 20-30 years). The limitations of 

this type of analysis is that it examines the project in isolation. This means that the fiscal impacts of 

potential proposals are examined one at a time, and estimating additive costs can be difficult. An 

example of an additive cost would be the necessary widening of an arterial road which services 

multiple developments. Different development scenarios and development configurations may be 

compared in a project analysis.  

 

A fiscal impact project analysis for the Three Sisters Mountain Village (TSMV) proposal in Canmore 

Alberta was undertaken in 2013 by InfraCycle Fiscal Solutions. The report compared the fiscal impact 

of two concept plans for TSMV. The results of the analysis showed that the original conceptual plan 

would generate a 

greater financial 

return to the Town 

of Canmore.3 The 

second conceptual 

plan replaced 

resort 

accommodation 

units with high 

density residential 

uses. The results 

table from the 

Infracycle report is 

shown to the right. 

 

The final and third type of fiscal analysis is an area wide analysis. This type of analysis examines the 

fiscal impacts in an area ranging from a neighbourhood to region. While there are many different ways 

this can be done, most look at broad scenario changes between projected land use types over a period 

of several decades. The most well-known local example of this type of analysis would be the 2013 

report titled Quantifying the Costs and Benefits to HRM, Residents and the Environment of Alternate 

Growth Scenarios prepared for Halifax Regional Municipality4. The Report indicated that by adhering to 

the Regional Plan growth target of 25% of new housing starts in the Regional Centre, HRM is estimated 

to save $670 million over the next 20 years. 

 

 

 

                                                           
3 Fiscal Impact Analysis of Three Sisters Mountain Village Canmore, Alberta, InfraCycle Fiscal Solutions, 2013, Retrieved from: 

http://www.canmore.ca/index.php?option=com_docman&task=doc_download&gid=3932 
4 Quantifying the Costs and Benefits to HRM, Residents and the Environment of Alternate Growth Scenarios, 2013, Stantec 

Consulting & Gardner Pinfold Consultants Inc., Retrieved from: 
http://www.halifax.ca/boardscom/documents/HRMGrowthScenariosFinalReportApril292013.pdf  

http://www.canmore.ca/index.php?option=com_docman&task=doc_download&gid=3932
http://www.halifax.ca/boardscom/documents/HRMGrowthScenariosFinalReportApril292013.pdf
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Proposed Use of Fiscal Impact Analysis 

The proposal is to create a project-analysis fiscal impact analysis tool as part of the plan review to 

model the fiscal impact of site-specific development proposals. Work on the fiscal impact tool will 

incorporate information from the sewer capacity study being prepared by WSP Group for the 

Municipality. This information is critical to the tool because sewage treatment plants and water supply 

systems are two of the Municipality’s largest capital expenses. This tool would also need policy in the 

new plan to consider the fiscal impact of development proposals by using the fiscal impact analysis 

model developed by Staff.  

 

It is also prudent to add enabling policy that the Municipality may consider the fiscal impact of 

planning document amendments. While this would not bind the Municipality into undertaking this sort 

of analysis, it would enable, if necessary, the Municipality to undertake a more in-depth fiscal impact 

study prior to undertaking planning document amendments. 

 

The goal of all fiscal impact analyses is to provide guidance on the fiscal cost of development within 

planning decisions. The product of the analysis therefore needs to be simple, and easy to use and 

understand. The results of a fiscal impact analysis should be used as one part of the planning decision 

making process. It is reasonable to pursue and approve projects which have a negative fiscal impact on 

the Municipality which meet other planning goals. Fiscal impact analysis should be viewed in the larger 

context of the development, the Municipality’s planning goals, and the cumulative pattern of 

development. 

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 Create a fiscal impact analysis tool to model the fiscal impact of development proposals. 

 Create policy in the new plan to consider the fiscal impact of development proposals as part of 

new development proposal applications. 

 Create policy in the new plan that the Municipality may consider the fiscal impact of planning 

document amendments. 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Potable Water Resources 
Background Paper Number: 7 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• No changes to the Water Intake Overlay Area (WI) Designation are proposed.  
• As a future project the East Hants Regional Water Utility Source Water Protection Plan should 

be submitted to Halifax Council and a request for future land use planning considerations 
should be requested for the portion of the “Near Zone”, as defined in the Source Water 
Protection Plan, which extends over lands in the Halifax region.  

• No changes to the Watershed Protection Overlay Area (WP) Designation are proposed.  
• Three new land use designations should be created to coordinate with the areas identified in 

the Shubenacadie Source Water Protection Plan. These protection areas would be created as 
overlay designations and zones; thereby permitting the underlying designation and zone uses, 
unless the new Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection Areas prohibits that use.  

o Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection Overlay Area 1 - 0 to 2 year travel time  
o Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection Overlay Area 2 – 2 to 5 year travel time  
o Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection Overlay Area 3 – 5 to 25 year travel time  

• To help ensure the protection of the Shubenacadie groundwater resource no intensive livestock 
operations, including any related structures, are permitted in the Shubenacadie Aquifer 
Protection Overlay Area 1 (SWP-1).  

• For the Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection Overlay Area 2 (SWP-2), permits for all new 
agriculture related uses require that the agricultural operation have a current environmental 
farm plan.  

• Maintain current land use regulations that require separation distances between intensive 
livestock uses and wells or watercourses, and maintain the site plan approval process for 
amendments to the separation distances.  

• The following land uses would not be permitted in any of the Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection 
Overlay Areas to protect the high raw water quality of the Shubenacadie-Milford Aquifer 
Complex.  

o Any industrial development engaged in the production, wholesale storage, or 
distribution of dangerous goods.  

o Any business developments for the chemical treatment of timber resources.  
o Licensed scrap or salvage yard business developments.  
o Dry cleaning and laundry services.  
o Any business development or storage facility intended to hold liquid or gaseous 

hydrocarbons; except heating fuel to heat any buildings on the site and it SAP-2 and 
SAP-3 the storage of hydrocarbons for agricultural purposes will be permitted.  

o Gasoline station.  
o Truck and vehicle service stations.  
o Recycling facilities  
o Similar land uses not listed above that may jeopardize the purity and sustainability of 

groundwater for the Shubenacadie Water Treatment Facility.  
o In SAP-2 and SAP-3 the storage of pesticides for agricultural purposes will be permitted. 
 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 7 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: February 2015 

 

 

 

Potable Water Resources 
Background 

The protection of potable water resources is very important to the residents of East Hants. During a 

survey conducted as part of the East Hants Integrated Community Sustainability Plan, 94% of residents 

responding to the survey ranked the protection of water supplies as Extremely Important. Of all 24 

statements ranked, the protection of water supplies outranked any other issue. The current East Hants 

Official Community Plan contains land use policies to protect potable water resources for the Regional 

Water System and has land use regulations to help Halifax in the protection of their water supply. The 

Shubenacadie water supply did have land use regulations to protect the Snides Lake water resource; 

however, with the change to a groundwater resource, land use regulations have yet to be developed. 

This position paper will review current land use regulations protecting the Regional Water Supply and 

the Pockwock Water supply for Halifax, this position paper will also look at land use regulations for the 

new Shubenacadie groundwater source water supply and will make recommendations based upon this 

review.  

 

Water Intake Overlay (WI) Designation and Zone 

On November 25th, 2009 Municipal Council 

approved amendments to the East Hants Official 

Community Plan to create policies and 

regulations for the new Water Intake Overlay 

(WI) Designation and Zone. These planning 

regulations were created in response to the East 

Hants Regional Water Utility: Source Water 

Protection Plan which was developed, by 

Engineering Services, as one of the components 

of A Drinking Water Strategy for Nova Scotia 

(NSEL, 2002). One of the many components of 

the plan was to develop land use planning 

regulations. Section 6.6 of the Source Water 

Protection Plan states that: 

Section 6.6 Land Use Planning Planning 

documents relevant to the watershed should be 

amended to recognize the sensitivity of the 

watershed to many forms of development. 

Amendments should aim to ensure the long-

term sustainability of the watershed as a water 

supply for the Regional Water Utility. Particular 

attention should be given to the Near Zone, 

where prohibition of high-risk developments 

should be considered. Examples of high-risk 

developments include gas stations, bulk 

chemical storage, intensive agriculture, sewage 

treatment plants, and landfills.  
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One of the results of the Source Water Protection Plan was the delineation of an area called the “Near 

Zone”. This zone is defined as:  

Section 2.4 Near Zone 

For purposes of this Plan, the near zone is defined as the area of land that drains directly to 

the Shubenacadie River or adjacent to the Grand Lake outlet. This area occupies approximately 

1325 hectares (4% of the watershed), and may be more sensitive to water quality impacts due 

to its physical proximity to the water treatment plant intake. Further, a contamination event 

directly affecting the Shubenacadie River will not be attenuated by the significant dilution 

effect that may be expected in a large lake and is likely to overwhelm the Utility’s water 

treatment system. In general, the near zone is considered a high risk area with respect to source 

water contamination.  

The “Near Zone”, as defined in the Source Water Protection Plan, expands over East Hants and Halifax 

lands. Currently, there is only land 

use regulations, related to the 

protection of the “Near Zone”, on 

the East Hants portion of the “Near 

Zone”. The Source Water Protection 

Plan has yet to be introduced to 

Halifax Council.  

Review of the WI Designation and 

Zone 

The purpose of the Water Intake 

Overlay (WI) Zone is to prohibit 

development of high-risk projects; 

examples of these projects include: 

gas stations, bulk chemical storage, 

intensive agriculture, dry cleaners, 

and landfills.  

 

The current zoning placed on 

properties within the overlay zone is 

still in effect; instead the WI zone is 

superimposed over the existing 

zones. The Water Intake Overlay (WI) 

zone acts as an extra set of 

regulations with the sole purpose of 

protecting the sensitivity of the 

water utility’s treatment plant intake 

and to ensure the long-term 

sustainability of the watershed as a 

water supply. Current policies are on 

the following page.  
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  Water Intake Overlay Area (WI) 
 

  Policy Goal 

 

  Council recognizes the need to comply with the Provincial Statement of Interest in 

Drinking Water, A Drinking Water Strategy for Nova Scotia, and the East Hants Regional 

Water Utility Source Water Protection Plan, which was adopted by Council August 29, 

2007. It is the intention of Council to ensure the long-term sustainability of the 

municipality’s watersheds, including the protection of the Grand Lake Water Intake 

Area from contaminates which may jeopardize the health of East Hants residents. It 

is in the best interest of the municipality to conserve and protect East Hants’ 

drinking water supplies.  

 

  Policy Statements 

 

P8-44.a  Council shall establish the Water Intake (WI) future land use overlay designation 

with the intention of protecting the water intake area, for the regional water utility, 

from contamination. With the objective to minimize health concerns for water 

consumers and to contribute to the maintenance of a sustainable water resource.  

 

P8-44.b  The Water Intake (WI) Overlay Designation shall be carried out and be 

implemented by the Water Intake (WI) Overlay Zone. Council shall overlay the (WI) 

Zone over lands delineated as the “Near Zone” in the East Hants Regional Water 

Utility Source Water Protection Plan.  

 

P8-44.c  It shall be the intention of Council to review and revise this policy and accompanying 

Land Use By-law to reflect changes made to the East Hants Regional Water Utility 

Source Water Protection Plan.  

 

P8-44.d  It shall be the policy of Council to allow the permitted land uses, in accordance with 

the underlying zoning policies and regulations, subject to the following restrictions:  

 

a) no land use activities are permitted which may result in the escape or 

disposal of a waste product which would constitute a toxic substance 

harmful to the sustained purity and flow of water in the Water Intake (WI) 

Overlay Zone;   

 

b) no land use activities are permitted which results in the storage of materials 

or chemicals which may produce a leachate which would constitute a toxic 

substance harmful to the sustained purity and flow of water in the Water 

Intake (WI) Overlay Zone;  

 

c) consideration of land uses that may jeopardize the purity and sustainability of 

source water for the East Hants Regional Water Utility, shall be prohibited; 

and 
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d) private sewage treatment facilities shall be exempt from these restrictions 

and shall require the approval of Nova Scotia Environment.  
 

 

The Development Officer and the Environmental Engineering Technician were consulted on whether 

any changes were required to the Water Intake policies and regulations. No, policy or regulation 

amendments were proposed. In addition, the Development Officer had not come upon any issues with 

regulating the land uses within this overlay zone. Therefore, no changes to the Water Intake Overlay 

(WI) designation and zone are being suggested.  

 

Since the “Near Zone”, as defined in the Source Water Protection Plan, extends beyond the boundaries 

of East Hants into Halifax, it is suggested that the East Hants Regional Water Utility: Source Water 

Protection Plan be submitted to Halifax with a request to put in place similar land use regulations to 

help protect the regional drinking water system.  

 

Watershed Protection Overlay Area (WP) 

 

On January 25th, 2012, Municipal Council approved amendments to the East Hants Official Community 

Plan that created the Watershed Protection Overlay Area. This area has been applied to a portion of the 

Pockwock Watershed which extends into East Hants. Pockwock Lake is the public water supply for 

Halifax, Bedford, Sackville, Timberlea, Fall River and Waverley. The policies and regulations adopted in 

2012 were extensions of policies that had been put in place during the 2000 Plan Review. The approach 

used was similar to the policies and regulations put in place for the Water Intake Overlay (WI) Zone. The 

Watershed Protection Overlay Area (WP) zone is an overlay zone which acts as an extra set of regulations 

with the sole purpose of protecting the sensitivity of the Pockwock Watershed and to ensure the long-

term sustainability of Halifax’s water supply. The underlying zones are still in effect with an extra set of 

land use regulations applied to them.  

 

There is a Provincial Statement of Interest regarding Drinking Water with the goal to protect the quality 

of drinking water within the municipal water supply. The purpose of the Provincial Statements of Interest 

are to recognize the importance of the Province’s land and water resources. They are intended to serve 

as guiding principles to help municipalities in making decisions regarding land use. The East Hants Official 

Community Plan must be “reasonably consistent” with the Statements of Interest. Therefore, although 

the Pockwock Watershed provides Halifax with their drinking water supply, East Hants is still obligated 

to protect this water resource.  

 

Below are the Watershed Protection Overlay Area (WP) policies.  

 

 

  Watershed Protection Overlay Area (WP) 
 

  Policy Goal 

 

  Council recognizes the need to comply with the Provincial Statement of Interest 

in Drinking Water, A Drinking Water Strategy for Nova Scotia, and the East 
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Hants Regional Water Utility Source Water Protection Plan, which was adopted 

by Council August 29, 2007.  Council also recognizes the importance of 

protecting watersheds which supply drinking water to residents in East Hants 

and in adjacent Municipalities. It is the intention of Council to ensure the long-

term sustainability of the municipality’s watersheds, and where appropriate, 

watersheds which supply drinking water, from contaminates which may 

jeopardize resident’s health.  

 

  Policy Statements 

 

P8-44.e  Council shall establish the Watershed Protection (WP) future land use overlay 

designation with the intention of protecting watersheds from contamination. 

With the objective to minimize health concerns for water consumers and to 

contribute to the maintenance of a sustainable water resource.  

 

P8-44.f  The Watershed Protection (WP) Overlay Designation shall be carried out and 

be implemented by the Watershed Protection (WP) Overlay Zone.  

 
As with the (WI) zone, the Development Officer the Environmental Engineering Technician reviewed the 

current policy and regulations and stated that no amendments were required. In addition, the 

Development Officer had not come upon any issues with regulating land use within this overlay zone.  

 

Shubenacdie Wellhead Protection 

The Shubenacadie Water Treatment Facility is a groundwater treatment plant that was first approved to 

operate in April of 2012. This facility replaced the Snides Lake water treatment facility and provides 

water to a population of approximately 715 residents and a small commercial core. Although the well 

and aquifer were found not to be under the direct influence of surface water, it does not eliminate the 

need for ongoing efforts to protect the raw water resource. Contamination of the aquifer through 

abandoned or improperly decommissioned wells, existing wells, or new well construction poses the 

largest risk to the ground water supply. This is due to the wells themselves acting as conduit for 

contaminates to enter the aquifer. According to the Shubenacadie Source Water Protection Plan, Section 

5.3.4 of the Plan indicates that Land Use Planning will be considered to restrict land uses that could pose 

a risk to the Shubenacadie water supply.  

 

The Source Water Protection Plan identifies three aquifer protection areas and these areas are defined 

by travel time of contamination of contamination to the pumping centre, under continuous pumping 

conditions. Three new land use designations should be created to coordinate with the areas identified in 

the Source Water Protection Plan. These protection areas would be created as overlay designations and 

zones; thereby permitting the underlying designation and zone uses, unless the new Shubenacadie 

Wellhead Protection Areas prohibits that use.  

 

Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection Overlay Area 1 - 0 to 2 year travel time 

Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection Overlay Area 2 – 2 to 5 year travel time 

Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection Overlay Area 3 – 5 to 25 year travel time 
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Agriculture is a prominent 

land use in the three overlay 

areas and in general the 

agricultural land owners in 

these areas work with the 

Nova Scotia Department of 

Agriculture to develop 

manure management plans 

and environmental farm 

plans to ensure their 

farming operations are 

meeting all required 

guidelines. However, to 

ensure the protection of the 

wellheads, in the 

Shubenacadie Aquifer 

Protection Overlay Area 1 

(SWP-1) no intensive 

livestock operations, 

including any related 

structures, shall be 

permitted. This would not 

restrict the grazing of farm 

animals or the use of the 

area for crops. The purpose 

of this restriction would be 

to ensure that intensive 

livestock operations would 

not impact any wells in SAP-

1. Contamination of the 

aquifer through wells is one 

of the highest risk levels 

assessed in the Source 

Water Protection Plan. Currently, there are no intensive livestock Operations located in SAP-1. 

 

For the Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection Overlay Area 2 (SAP-2), permits for all new agriculture related 

uses require that the agricultural operation have a current environmental farm plan. In addition, setbacks 

will be maintained between intensive agricultural uses, wells, and water courses to help prevent 

contamination of the aquifer. There are already regulations for intensive livestock operations in the East 

Hants Official Community Plan that require the setbacks for intensive livestock uses from watercourses 

and wells. These setbacks were added to the Official Community Plan as part of the Agricultural Review 

that finished in 2011 and were developed based on the manure management guidelines. These setbacks 

should be retained as is in the new community plan being developed as part of Plan East Hants. On the 

following page is Section 7.1.3(b. and c.) of the Land Use By-law.  
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b.  the following setback distances shall be required for any structure or manure storage 

related to an intensive livestock operation to be located near a water course or well; 

 

Private or Off-Farm Well 330 feet (100.6 m) 

Lake, River, Brook 165 feet (50 m) 

  Non-contained storage (solid manure) 330 feet (100.6 m) 

  Fully contained storage (liquid, semi-solid manure) 165 feet (50 m) 

Ditch/Intermittent Stream or Wetland 66 feet (20 m) 

 

 

There is also a provision within in the Land Use By-law (LUB) regulations to allow for a reduction of these 

separation distances by site plan approval. After discussion with farm operators in the proposed 

protection areas it has been determined that this provision remain available for agricultural land owners 

within the SAP-2 and SAP-3 Areas. The current LUB regulations read as follows: 

  

c.  an Intensive Livestock Operation in the Rural Zones which does not meet the minimum 

separation distances in 7.1.3b (above) may be considered by site plan approval. The 

Development Officer shall approve a site plan where the following matters have been 

addressed:  

 

i.  site design and layout shall take into consideration all existing and proposed 

structures, the location of all water courses, the location of all intensive livestock 

operations, and the soil conditions.  

 

 ii.  the site plan shall show the proposed setback from the watercourse or well.  

 

iii.  the intensive agriculture operation structure or manure storage shall be located 

on the property to enable as large a setback from the watercourse or well as 

possible.  

 

iv. the site plan shall be prepared by an agricultural engineer. 

 

v.  the agricultural engineer is to confirm in writing that the reduced setback will not 

affect the watercourse or well.     

 

d.  application for site plan approval shall be in the form specified in Appendix M and shall 

be accompanied by a sketch of sufficient detail to address all of the matters identified 

above, and shall be accompanied by a letter stating the purpose for the reduction in the 

minimum setback requirement.  

  

In addition to agricultural activities, the Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection Areas have residential land 

uses, various roadways, the rail line runs through all three protection areas, and the Shaw Group has a 
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pit located in SAP-3. Of all land uses in the protection areas, the Shaw Group pond puncturing the aquifer 

has the highest risk associated with it. Pits and quarries are regulated by the Province and do not require 

municipal approval. This pit does have a current permit from Nova Scotia Environment to operate. 

Infrastructure and Operations Staff will be starting a dialogue with the Shaw Group to discuss the subject 

of source water protection.  

 

In order to reduce or eliminate all identifiable threats that may negatively impact the raw water quality, 

policies and regulations should be put in place that are similar to those for the Water Intake Overlay 

Area (WI) and the Water Protection Overlay Area (WP) designations. With the goal of the polices to 

protect the high raw water quality of the Shubenacadie-Milford Aquifer Complex. The following land uses 

should not be permitted in the SAP-1, SAP-2, and SAP-3 Designations:  

o Any industrial development engaged in the production, wholesale storage, or 

distribution of dangerous goods.  

o Any business developments for the chemical treatment of timber resources.  

o Licensed scrap or salvage yard business developments.  

o Dry cleaning and laundry services.  

o Any business development or storage facility intended to hold liquid or gaseous 

hydrocarbons; except heating fuel to heat any buildings on the site and except the 

storage of hydrocarbons for agricultural purposes in the SAP-2 and SAP-3 Areas.  

o Gasoline station.  

o Truck and vehicle service stations.  

o Recycling facilities  

o Similar land uses not listed above that may jeopardize the purity and sustainability of 

groundwater for the Shubenacadie Water Treatment Facility.  

o In SAP-2 and SAP-3 the storage of pesticides for agricultural purposes will be permitted.  

 

Consultation with the agricultural community is imperative to the completion of the Shubenacadie 

Aquifer Protection policies and regulations. Planning Staff and Infrastructure and Operations Staff met 

with the farming community impacted by the proposed policy approaches on February 24th to discuss the 

details. In general, the agricultural land owners who attended the meeting found the proposed land use 

policy approach to be acceptable. However, they were apprehensive about having their lands identified 

as an aquifer protection area, believing that at a future date they may be told by the Province to stop 

farming due to possible public pressure on provincial and possibly municipal leaders. Discussion was also 

held regarding the financial security of the farming operations due to increased regulations, fear that 

the public will become miss-informed and require further regulations, and that the regulations create 

unfair restrictions that agricultural landowners in neighbouring jurisdictions are not subject to.  

 

In regards to compensation due to Nova Scotia Environment informing an agricultural landowner to cease 

operation, on initial contact with NS Environment there does not appear to be legislation that deals with 

this issue. In addition, the Inspector on duty thought that each case would be evaluated on its own 

merits. The Inspector on duty also indicated that NS Environment would prefer the approach of working 

with agricultural landowners to be become good stewards of the land rather than restricting the use of 

the land for agricultural purposes.    
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Proposed Policy Approach 

 No changes to the Water Intake Overlay Area (WI) Designation are proposed.  

 As a future project the East Hants Regional Water Utility Source Water Protection Plan should 

be submitted to Halifax Council and a request for future land use planning considerations 

should be requested for the portion of the “Near Zone”, as defined in the Source Water 

Protection Plan, which extends over lands in the Halifax region.  

 No changes to the Watershed Protection Overlay Area (WP) Designation are proposed.  

 Three new land use designations should be created to coordinate with the areas identified in 

the Shubenacadie Source Water Protection Plan. These protection areas would be created as 

overlay designations and zones; thereby permitting the underlying designation and zone uses, 

unless the new Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection Areas prohibits that use.  

o Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection Overlay Area 1 - 0 to 2 year travel time 

o Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection Overlay Area 2 – 2 to 5 year travel time 

o Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection Overlay Area 3 – 5 to 25 year travel time 

 To help ensure the protection of the Shubenacadie groundwater resource no intensive livestock 

operations, including any related structures, are permitted in the Shubenacadie Aquifer 

Protection Overlay Area 1 (SWP-1).  

 For the Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection Overlay Area 2 (SWP-2), permits for all new 

agriculture related uses require that the agricultural operation have a current environmental 

farm plan.  

 Maintain current land use regulations that require separation distances between intensive 

livestock uses and wells or watercourses, and maintain the site plan approval process for 

amendments to the separation distances.  

 The following land uses would not be permitted in any of the Shubenacadie Aquifer Protection 

Overlay Areas to protect the high raw water quality of the Shubenacadie-Milford Aquifer 

Complex.  

  o Any industrial development engaged in the production, wholesale storage, or 

distribution of dangerous goods.  

o Any business developments for the chemical treatment of timber resources.  

o Licensed scrap or salvage yard business developments.  

o Dry cleaning and laundry services.  

o Any business development or storage facility intended to hold liquid or gaseous 

hydrocarbons; except heating fuel to heat any buildings on the site and it SAP-2 

and SAP-3 the storage of hydrocarbons for agricultural purposes will be 

permitted.  

o Gasoline station.  

o Truck and vehicle service stations.  

o Recycling facilities  

o Similar land uses not listed above that may jeopardize the purity and 

sustainability of groundwater for the Shubenacadie Water Treatment Facility.  
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o In SAP-2 and SAP-3 the storage of pesticides for agricultural purposes will be 

permitted. 

 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Accessory Dwelling Units 
Background Paper Number: 8 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• That the demand for future housing until 2046 have zoning allocation in the new plan based on 
staff projections. 

• That the demand for future housing be re-examined periodically as part of reviews of the new 
plan. 

• That the residential uses permitted in zones reflects the community character of the area. 
• That residential intensification be encouraged in areas where there is minimal conflict with the 

existing community character. 
• That regulations be developed to allow for live-work housing types. 
• Endeavor to maintain the proportion of renter households spending 30% or more of before-tax 

household total income on shelter costs at 30.8% of households until 2026. 
• Endeavor to maintain the proportion of homeowner households spending 30% or more of 

before-tax household total income on shelter costs at 14.3% households until 2026. 
• Compile a list of surplus Municipally-owned properties that would be appropriate to consider 

for non-market rental or special needs housing via the Council Disposal of Surplus Property 
Policy. 

• Pre-zone for multi-unit development applications by site plan approval or development 
agreement near community centres and village cores. 

• Permit the redevelopment of existing single family homes in village cores and community 
centres to support triplexes or small apartments (3-4 units). 

• Permit infill development on existing multi-unit sites that have the potential for additional 
capacity. 

• Permit applications for ground oriented multi-unit residential developments by residential and 
rural district development. 

• Encourage the development of pocket neighbourhoods near village core areas, local centers 
and in new country residential, rural residential, or lakeshore residential areas. 

• Create design requirements for ground oriented multi-unit residential developments. 
• Accessory dwelling units should be permitted accessory to a single-family detached dwelling in 

any zone that permits single-family detached dwellings subject to appropriate design 
requirements. 

• Permit accessory dwelling units on a site where the primary use is a Bed and Breakfast. 
• Review design, and size limit requirements for accessory dwelling units. 
• Examine if boathouses should be permitted to have residential components in lakeshore 

residential areas as part of the background paper in April.  
• That manufactured homes continue to be treated as a single unit dwelling. 
• That mini-homes are permitted by-right in Rural Use (R4) and Mobile Home Park (R5) Zones. 
• That mini-home developments continue to be considered by development agreement in areas 

zoned Rural Use (R4) that are outside of the Growth Management and Growth Reserve Areas 
subject to site design criteria. 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 8 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: February 2015 

 

 

Housing & Accessory Dwelling Units 
Background 

A housing supply that is affordable and adequate to individual needs is a key component to community 

sustainability. Having a variety of housing types is essential to ensuring that people have living options 

at each stage of their life. Housing design and layout can efficiently make use of existing municipal 

infrastructure, or add to servicing burdens if developed unintelligently. 

 

Planning for multi-unit housing is one of the most controversial planning issues in East Hants. Presently, 

there is no pre-zoning for multi-unit housing in East Hants. Proposed policy approaches regarding the 

site design for multi-unit buildings will be brought forward in a forthcoming background paper. This 

position paper will review best practices in housing regulations, issues associated with housing: 

specifically multi-unit and accessory dwelling units, and will suggest a number of policy approaches 

based upon this review. This paper seeks to answer the following questions: 

 How does the municipality encourage an adequate supply of affordable housing, special-needs 

housing and rental accommodation? 

 Where should accessory dwelling units be permitted? 

 What type of multi-unit housing is appropriate? Where? 

Provincial Interest Statement on Housing 

The Municipal Government Act requires that municipal planning must be reasonably consistent with the 

statements of provincial interest. The fundamental goal of the statement of interest in regards to 

housing is to provide housing opportunities to meet the needs of all Nova Scotians. The requirements 

outlined in Schedule B (Statements of Provincial Interest) of the Municipal Government Act are that: 

 Planning documents must include housing policies addressing affordable housing, special-

needs housing and rental accommodation. This includes assessing the need and supply of 

these housing types and developing solutions appropriate to the planning area. The definition 

of the terms affordable housing, special-needs housing and rental housing is left to the 

individual municipality to define in the context of its individual situation. 

 Depending upon the community and the housing supply and need, the measures that should be 

considered in planning documents include: enabling higher densities, smaller lot sizes and 

reduced yard requirements that encourage a range of housing types. 

 There are different types of group homes. Some are essentially single detached homes and 

planning documents must treat these homes consistent with their residential nature. Other 

group homes providing specialized services may require more specific locational criteria. 

 Municipal planning documents must provide for manufactured housing. 
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Housing Development Trends in East Hants 

The Planning & Development 

Department tracks permit 

types for new dwellings. 

Generally, the Municipality 

has seen slightly less units 

being created over the 

Municipality over time. On 

average, the Municipality has 

created 158 units per year 

between 1988-2013 (over 26 

years). Between 2009 and 

2013, the Municipality has 

created 131 dwelling unit 

permits per year on average, 

a 20% reduction in unit 

creation compared to the 

1988-2013 average.   

 

The type of housing being developed has also changed over time. 87% of all housing units created from 

1988-2011 were single unit dwellings, 6% were two unit dwellings, and 6% were for multi-unit 

dwellings. The number of multi-unit buildings being built in the Municipality has generally increased 

with time: in 2008, 59 multi-unit dwellings were created. 

 

Estimating Future Housing Demand 

Housing demand is tied to demographic change. Population growth, family and household formation, 

and age and gender are fundamentally changing the quantity and type of housing required in East Hants 

communities. East Hants is one of the few growing Municipalities in Nova Scotia, however, our 

population, like Nova Scotia as a whole is expected to age. With a shift in population composition 

towards more senior residents, the housing demands of those groups will change. 

 

As baby boomers continue to age, it is difficult to predict exactly what their housing choices will be. By 

looking at what housing options seniors are currently choosing, it is clear that many will try to age in 

place, staying in their current homes for as long as possible. The numbers of seniors reporting that they 

want to age in place is over 90%1. To do this, many seniors will retrofit their homes for accessibility: 

one-third of seniors have made modifications to their home to make it more accessible2. Eventually, 

many seniors move out of their traditional homes as everyday tasks become more difficult, and more 

assistance is needed in everyday life. Assisting living options need to be provided at these life stages. 

                                                           
1 Donald V. Shiner et al. (2010). Seniors’ housing : challenges, issues, and possible solutions for 
Atlantic Canada : final report of the Atlantic Seniors Housing Research Alliance. Halifax: Atlantic Seniors Housing 
Research Alliance (ASHRA). Retrieved from: 
http://www.fredericton.ca/en/communityculture/resources/Englishwcovers.pdf 
2 Ibid. 
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There has been a gradual shift in housing demand and development in East Hants from single unit 

dwellings to two unit and multi-unit developments. While it is impossible to determine the exact type 

of dwellings that will be in demand in the future, Staff have tried to estimate the future demand in the 

Municipality as a basis for future zoning until 2046. The trend lines for different dwelling unit types has 

been projected based on building permit data (shown below). 2046 is the end projection date for the 

Growth Management Report by WSP Group. To see the projection of future demand, see the table 

Projected Housing Demand by Community in Appendix A. 
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The estimates from Staff seem to align with what is predicted generally by the Canadian Mortgage 

Housing Corporation (CMHC). Generally, compared to other types of dwellings, apartment dwellings are 

projected to experience relatively strong gains, growing at a faster pace than other types of owner-

occupied dwellings.3 Due to the inherent uncertainty of projections, Staff are recommending that the 

demand for future housing be re-examined periodically as part of reviews of the new plan.  

 

Regarding policy for housing, there are three recommended actions: 

 That the demand for future housing until 2046 have zoning allocation in the new plan based on 

staff projections. 

 That the demand for future housing be re-examined periodically as part of reviews of the new 

plan. 

 

Resident Concerns & Preferences 

As previously mentioned, multi-unit housing is one of the most controversial planning issues in East 

Hants. There is no pre-zoning for multi-unit housing in East Hants. Developers must apply for a 

rezoning, to the Municipality, to pursue a residential building in excess of two units. The existing policy 

criteria for locating multi-unit housing is fairly vague, and residents have often expressed that they 

have no expectation of where a multi-unit development will be approved next. Generally, residents 

have expressed a desire for the character of existing single-family subdivisions to stay that way. There 

has been little agreement on the appropriate location of multi-unit dwellings, although small-scale 

multi-unit development has generally been seen as appropriate within the village cores.  

Existing Housing Character Areas & Using Community Character as a Regulatory Tool 

The current Official Community Plan for the Municipality uses zoning to regulate land uses. During 

visioning and design workshop consultation with the community, the public expressed their difficulty 

accepting rezonings without any larger plan. Participants frequently referred to regions in the 

Municipality by their different density and community character desires. Staff feel that a community 

character-oriented approach to regulating development in the Municipality would be an appropriate 

                                                           
3 Long-Term Household Growth Projections – 2013 Update, CMHC, 2013, Retrieved from: 
http://www.cmhc.ca/odpub/pdf/68020.pdf 

Illustration of housing intensity transitions by Dover, Kohl & Partners, retrieved from: http://transect.org/cities_img.html 
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way to balance residents desire for cohesive neighbourhoods while allowing for different uses and 

housing types. 

 

The current regulatory best practice for a community character-oriented approach to zoning is to use 

form-based zoning. A form-based zone is a land development regulation type that encourages 

predictable built developments and a high-quality public realm by using built form (rather than the 

separation of land uses) as the organizing principle for the bylaw.4 Form based coding will be explained 

in further detail in an April discussion paper. 

 

To create a form-based plan, community character areas need to be developed. Community character 

areas are generalized regions of similar massing, building form, and land use types. Examining the land 

use inventory undertaken in 2014 as part of the Community Inventory Report, Staff feel that the 

following draft residential community character areas are appropriate: 

 

Community 

Character Area 

General Existing 

Zones Used with 

Residential Uses 

Proposed Appropriate 

Housing Types 

Proposed 

Conditionally 

Appropriate 

Housing Types* 

Residential 

Districts 
Special residential 

character areas 

developed under a 

master plan, often 

with integrated 

commercial. 

NCDD, RCDD  Established by master 

planning. 

 Established by 

master planning. 

Rural Residential 

Rural residential 

areas, including non-

arable portions of 

farming 

communities. 

R4, AR, R5  Farm Dwellings / Single 

Unit Dwellings 

 Accessory Dwelling 

Units 

 Mobile Homes 

 Flexhouse (Live-

work) 

Lakeshore 

Residential 
Residential 

(permanent or 

cottage) dwellings 

which front or are 

nearby a lake. 

R1  Single Unit Dwellings  Boathouses (with 

Accessory Dwelling 

Units) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
4 Adapted from the Form Based Codes Institute, Retrieved from: http://formbasedcodes.org/definition 
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Community Character Area General Existing Zones Used 

with Residential Uses 

Proposed Appropriate Housing Types Proposed Conditionally 

Appropriate Housing Types* 

Country 

Residential 
Residential large-lot, 

exurban executive 

homes. 

R1, R2, R4  Single Unit Dwellings 

 Accessory Dwelling 

Units 

 

Mixed Use 

Corridors 
A mixed use corridor, 

normally located 

along a highway. 

R1, R2, R3, R4, C6, 

C6A 

 Single Unit Dwellings 

 Accessory Dwelling 

Units 

 Mobile Homes 

 Two Unit Dwellings 

 Three Unit Dwellings 

 

 Flexhouse (Live-

work) 

 Residential 

Conversions (3 - 4 

Unit Dwellings) 

 Mixed Commercial – 
Residential (3 
Storeys Residential 
with commercial at 
grade) 

 Ground-oriented 
Multi-unit 
Residential 

Established 

Residential 

Neighbourhoods 

A residential 

neighbourhood with 

a pre-existing single 

unit or occasionally 

two-unit character. 

R1, R2  Single Unit Dwellings 

 Accessory Dwelling 

Units 

 Two Unit Dwellings 

Local Centers 

A mixed use centre 

not located in a 

traditional village 

core. 

R2, R3  Single Unit Dwellings 

 Accessory Dwelling 

Units 

 Two Unit Dwellings 

 Three Unit Dwellings 

 Four Unit Dwellings 

 Mixed Commercial – 

Residential (3 Storeys 

Residential with 

commercial at grade) 

 Flexhouse (Live-
work) 

 Ground-oriented 
Multi-unit 
Residential 

Village Core 

A mixed use centre 

located in a 

traditional village 

core. 

R1, R2, C6, C6A  Single Unit Dwellings 

 Accessory Dwelling 

Units 

 Two Unit Dwellings 

 Mixed Commercial – 

Residential (3 Storeys 

Residential with 

 Flexhouse (Live-

work) 

 Residential 

Conversions (3 - 4 

Unit Dwellings) 

 Ground-oriented 
Multi-unit 

http://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/urban_planning_and_design/multi-unit-project-development-regulations.aspx
http://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/urban_planning_and_design/multi-unit-project-development-regulations.aspx
http://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/urban_planning_and_design/multi-unit-project-development-regulations.aspx
http://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/urban_planning_and_design/multi-unit-project-development-regulations.aspx
http://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/urban_planning_and_design/multi-unit-project-development-regulations.aspx
http://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/urban_planning_and_design/multi-unit-project-development-regulations.aspx
http://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/urban_planning_and_design/multi-unit-project-development-regulations.aspx
http://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/urban_planning_and_design/multi-unit-project-development-regulations.aspx
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commercial at grade) Residential 

* - Conditionally appropriate uses can only be permitted in some areas, with design restrictions or 

through a development agreement or site plan approval process. 

 

As part of the Growth Management Review Plan prepared by WSP Group, a number of recommendations 

were offered regarding how the Municipality should address residential development. The 

recommendations were that the Municipality develop design guidelines to ensure that the following 

targets are completed successfully and garner community support: 

 Adopt a proposed density target of 18 people per acre or 7.2 people per hectare (5.4 units/ 

acre or 2.2 units/hectare) in the Regional Serviceable Boundary. 

 That the Municipality permit 10.36m - 15.24m (34’-50’) lot frontages within the regional 

serviceable boundary (note that the current R1 frontage is 60’). 

 That the Municipality permit a range of medium-density housing types within the regional 

serviceable boundary in close proximity to public amenities, retail and employment areas, and 

potential future transit routes. These would include townhomes, clustered housing, mixed-use 

development, and multi-unit residential buildings ranging from 3-5 storeys. 

 

While WSP Group did not propose a review of live-work (also called flexhouse) regulations, Staff feel 

that a review of these regulations is warranted. There have a number of inquiries made to Staff 

recently for home based businesses that currently are not permitted by right because they exceed 

existing zone limits. Live-work units provide an opportunity for businesses to begin at a sustainable 

financial level, and should be explored for use in East Hants. 

 

Regarding policy for community character, there are three recommended actions: 

 That the residential uses permitted in zones reflects the community character of the area. 

 That residential intensification be encouraged in areas where there is minimal conflict with the 

existing community character. 

 That regulations be developed to allow for live-work housing types. 

 

Municipal Incentives to Encourage Affordable Housing & Special-Need Housing 

Through their influence on land use, Municipalities have a major impact on housing affordability and 

the ability to provide for adequate housing units in their jurisdiction. Statistics Canada, and many 

experts measure affordability by the number of households that spend more than 30% of their before-

tax income on housing costs. According to Statistics Canada5, in 2011 East Hants had 16.6% of private 

households (1390 units), spend more than 30% of their income on housing costs. By comparison, 22.3% 

of private households in Nova Scotia spend more than 30% of their income on housing costs. 

 

The affordability of the rental market in East Hants is extremely concerning. While East Hants is 

performing better than the rest of the province, 30.8% of East Hants renters are spending 30% or more 

of their household total income on shelter costs compared to 52.9% for Nova Scotia. 

 

                                                           
5 Statistics Canada. 2013. East Hants, MD, Nova Scotia (Code 1208008) (table). National Household Survey (NHS) Profile. 
2011 National Household Survey. Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 99-004-XWE. Ottawa. Released 
September 11, 2013.http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp-pd/prof/index.cfm?Lang=E (accessed January 21, 2015). 

http://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/urban_planning_and_design/multi-unit-project-development-regulations.aspx
http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp-pd/prof/index.cfm?Lang=E
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As of 2011, 14.3% of East Hants home owners are spending 30% or more of their household total income 

on shelter costs, compared to 14% for the province6. While East Hants is more affordable to renters 

than the Nova Scotia average, this data suggests that it is mainly because many East Hants residents 

are gainfully employed since the average cost to rent is not significantly different than the provincial 

average. 

 

Housing researchers in other regions have identified providing widespread access to accessory dwelling 

units as a very feasible option for relieving affordable housing burdens. The City of Duncan7 in British 

Columbia has identified the benefits of accessory dwelling units to: 

 Provide an inexpensive way to increase the stock of rental housing;  

 Act as a mortgage helper for homeowners;  

 Allow for the creation of units with limited impact to service infrastructure;  

 Integrate affordable housing throughout all neighbourhood areas;  

 Encourage independent living for older citizens and disabled persons. 

 

By allowing for accessory dwellings units, and taking steps to enable special needs, and affordable 

housing, the Municipality should try to target an improved affordability level in the Municipality. A 

conservative target would be to maintain the current proportion renter households spending 30% or 

more of before-tax household total income on shelter costs at 30.8% of households until 2026. A similar 

conservative target for owner households would be 14.3% of households spending 30% or more of 

before-tax household total income on shelter costs of households until 2026.  

 

Inclusionary zoning is a regulatory tool that requires or encourages private developers to create 

affordable housing as part of new residential developments. To facilitate the process, participating 

municipalities normally permit cost offsets, such as density bonuses, fee waivers, fast-tracked 

approvals, or reduced development standards.8 Canadian inclusionary policies are not typically enabled 

by discretionary planning policies that provide a basis for negotiation with developers on a project-by-

project basis, such as through development agreements or site plan approval processes.  

 

Inclusionary zoning policies are often enabled by specifying the minimum proportion of new housing in 

a development that must meet an affordability level. Critics of inclusionary zoning cite that this form 

of development creates a false economy which artificially inflates the cost of market-rate units to 

provide subsidies to affordable units.9 Staff are recommending that inclusionary zoning not be included 

in the new Plan due to the high Staff cost of implementation, additional delays that would likely be 

                                                           
6 Statistics Canada. 2013. East Hants, MD, Nova Scotia (Code 1208008) (table). National Household Survey (NHS) Profile. 
2011 National Household Survey. Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 99-004-XWE. Ottawa. Released September 11, 2013. 
http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp-pd/prof/index.cfm?Lang=E (accessed January 26, 2015). 
7 ACESSORY DWELLING UNITS, Expanding Housing Choice and Affordability, 2010, Retrieved from: 
http://www.duncan.ca/pdf/2010%20Background%20Report%20-%20Accessory%20Dwelling%20Units.pdf  
8 Municipal regulatory initiatives Providing for affordable housing, CMHC, Retrieved from: http://www.cmhc-
schl.gc.ca/publications/en/rh-pr/socio/socio046.pdf 
9Can Inclusionary Zoning Help Address the Shortage of Affordable Housing in Toronto?, 2009 Retrieved from: 
http://cprn.org/documents/51952_EN.pdf 

http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp-pd/prof/index.cfm?Lang=E
http://www.duncan.ca/pdf/2010%20Background%20Report%20-%20Accessory%20Dwelling%20Units.pdf
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imposed on developers, and conclusions that inclusionary zoning is a relatively ineffective and 

inefficient approach.10 

 

Special needs housing means is a dwelling that is appropriate for a household having one or more 

individuals who require accessibility modifications or provincially-funded support services in order to 

live independently in the community. Municipalities normally have taken few actions in Canada to 

support non‐market rental or special needs housing, however they can lease or donate Municipally-

owned land to non-profit groups working in these areas. East Hants has done this in the past. The 

Municipality has leased, and in 2014 has donated land to Corridor Community Connections for non-

market rental or special needs housing. Recreation & Culture Staff are currently undergoing a review 

of surplus Municipally-owned land for recreational purposes. Staff recommend that a request for 

expressions of interest for surplus lands appropriate for non-market rental or special needs housing 

also be completed prior to other sale options.  

 

Regarding policy for housing affordability, there are six recommended actions: 

 Endeavor to maintain the proportion of renter households spending 30% or more of before-tax 

household total income on shelter costs at 30.8% of households until 2026. 

 Endeavor to maintain the proportion of homeowner households spending 30% or more of 

before-tax household total income on shelter costs at 14.3% households until 2026. 

 Compile a list of surplus Municipally-owned properties that would be appropriate to consider 

for non‐market rental or special needs housing via the Council Disposal of Surplus Property 

Policy. 

 

Existing & Proposed Policy Criteria for Locating Multi-unit Housing 

East Hants’ experience with multi-unit housing is primarily multi-family low-rise development such as 

townhouses, 2 to 4 storey apartment buildings, and apartments above commercial spaces in village 

core areas. There is no pre-zoning for multi-unit housing in East Hants. Multi-unit developments have 

been considered on a case-by-case basis. Multi-unit developments have often been developed along 

cul-de-sacs in East Hants. Concorde Way is one example of this form of development in East Hants, 

with renderings shown below. 

 

                                                           
10 The Potential Effects of Inclusionary Zoning in Canada, 2008, Retrieved from: 
http://www.chba.ca/uploads/Urban_Council/Toolkits/IZ%20-%20Main%20Report.pdf 
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As mentioned earlier, the Growth Management Review Plan prepared by WSP Group recommended the 

adoption of a proposed density target of 18 people per acre or 7.2 people per hectare in the Regional 

Serviceable Boundary in the Regional Serviceable Boundary. To reach this target, multi-unit housing 

development will require some degree of pre-zoning. Staff believe that multi-unit development can 

and should be encouraged where it is appropriate as part of the Plan Review Process. 

 

The existing policy for zoning for multi-unit housing is Policy P5-11(a), shown below: 

 

P5-11(a)  When considering re-zoning (R2) to (R3), in addition to all other criteria in these 

policies, Council shall consider the following criteria: The proposed location for 

higher density development should satisfy all or most of the following criteria: 

  a. Within the serviceable boundaries 

  b. Near existing multiple-unit residential areas   

  c. Near major residential or collector roads 

  d. Near commercial, community or institutional uses 

The criteria outlined above are important. However, Staff feel that from past experience the 

terminology used is too vague. It is reasonable to locate multi-unit housing within walking distance of 

community centres and village core areas. These areas contain a concentration of commercial, 

community and institutional uses outlined as desirable in Policy 5-11(a). The commonly accepted 

walking distance by planners is approximately 400m-800m (a 5 minute to 10-15 minute walk) depending 

on road layout, sidewalk allocation, and pedestrian connectivity. 

 

Providing different services also effects the walkability of a neighbourhood. The more services provided 

in a community centre or village core, the longer the distance people are willing to walk to reach it11. 

Staff feel a 400m catchment should apply to community centres, and an 800m catchment should apply 

to the heart of village core areas to reflect the different services offered by each neighbourhood.  

                                                           
11 Walkability Catchment, 2011, Retrieved from: 
http://greenfield.calgaryregion.ca/tools/greenfield_process_walkabilityCatchment.pdf 
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Community centres are substantial grouping of commercial, community or institutional uses. An 

example of a community centre that is not in a village core is the collection of commercial uses near 

MacMillan Drive.  

 

Site design criteria should also be required for multi-unit development. Specific site design criteria will 

be explored in a June background paper. Major site design criteria that are important to multi-unit 

development include: 

 Pedestrian and cyclist access 

 Connectivity to existing and future 

street networks 

 Access points 

 Edges of multi-unit developments that 

transition between areas, create visual 

appeal, and respect neighbouring 

streets. 

 Parking lots that are scaled to 

surrounding areas 

 Street design that encourages active 

transportation. 

 Building massing that face streets, and 

are varied to be architecturally 

interesting. 

 

Staff believe there are also a number of ways to foster multi-unit housing which require few changes to 

community form. The methods Staff feel are appropriate include: 

 Permitting the additional development on existing multi-unit sites that have the potential for 

additional capacity. There are a number of sites zoned Single and Two unit Dwelling (R2) Zone 

that have a development agreement on them permitting multi-unit residential development, 

but could accommodate additional capacity. The maximization of these spaces should be 

encouraged. 

 Permitting the redevelopment of existing single family homes to support triplexes or small 

apartments (3-4 units) within village cores and community centres. 

 

Regarding policy for multi-unit housing, there are three recommended actions: 

 Pre-zone for multi-unit development applications by site plan approval or development 

agreement near community centres and village cores. 

 Permit the redevelopment of existing single family homes in village cores and community 

centres to support triplexes or small apartments (3-4 units). 

 Permit infill development on existing multi-unit sites that have the potential for additional 

capacity. 

 

Ground Oriented Multi-Unit Residential Developments 

Ground Oriented Multi-Unit Residential Developments are a relatively new development style for East 

Hants. These forms of developments often include common property, such as communal parking areas, 

driveways, private roadways and shared amenity areas.  These developments typically have a 

condominium association or management structure that is responsible for overseeing common areas, 

including maintenance.  

 

One form of ground oriented multi-unit residential developments is called a pocket neighbourhood, tiny 

house village or a limited-size home development. Typical purchasers and renters of these forms of 

dwellings include professional couples, retirees, empty nesters, single women and single-parent 

families. Units are typically quite small: around 800-1600 ft2 and have smaller setbacks and building 
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orientated towards shared green spaces or other facilities. As a comparison, the average single family 

home built in Atlantic Canada is estimated at 1800 ft2.12 

 

 

Regarding policy for Ground Oriented Multi-Unit Residential Developments, there are three 

recommended actions: 

 Permit applications for ground oriented multi-unit residential developments by residential and 

rural district development. 

                                                           
12 The  Canadian Home Builders' Association 47th Pulse Survey (National and All Regions), Winter 2014, Retrieved 
from: http://chba.ca/uploads/pulse%20survey%20results/Main%20Report%20-%20All%20Regions%20-
%20Winter%202014.pdf 

Above: a pocket neighbourhood design in Washington. Below: ground-oriented townhouses on Mader Street 

and Carolyn’s Way in East Hants. 
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 Encourage the development of pocket neighbourhoods near village core areas, local centers 

and in new country residential, rural residential, or lakeshore residential areas. 

 Create design requirements for ground oriented multi-unit residential developments. 

 

Accessory Dwelling Units 

Many municipalities throughout Canada have adopted or are considering adopting accessory dwelling 

programs. In the past, accessory dwellings have been prohibited in most municipalities. In East Hants, 

accessory dwellings up to 65m2 (700 ft2) in size are currently permitted in the Single and Two Unit 

Dwelling (R2) Zone if accessory to a single-family detached dwelling. In areas where accessory dwelling 

units are popular, they still only make up a small market share. In Portland, Oregon, one of the early-

adopters of these units, accessory dwelling units make up 3% of dwellings citywide.13 

 

Accessory dwelling units are a self-contained housing option with their own kitchen and bathroom, 

which is separate from the principal dwelling. Accessory dwellings can be located either within the 

principal dwelling (such as an addition or basement apartment) or in an accessory building on the same 

lot as the principal dwelling. There are three different types of accessory dwelling units that are 

detailed below: 

   

Granny Flat 

(Shown: 62.5m2 or 673 ft2) 

Secondary Suite 

(Shown: 73m2 or 785 ft2) 

Carriage House 

(Shown: 49.1m2 or  528 ft2) 

Image Source: Stephen Williams, 
http://accessorydwellings.org/2014/01/17/stephen-williams-adu-on-the-

alley/  

Image Source: Bob & Jenny Harris, 
http://accessorydwellings.org/2014/0 6/20/bob-jenny-harris-

adu-a-mother-in-law-wing/  

Image Source: Dan Gray, 
http://accessorydwellings.org/2014/06/13/dan-grays-adu-a-retreat-above-the-

garage/  

A suite detached from the 
principal dwelling but on the same 
lot. 

(Also called a garden suite). 

A suite above or below 
(basement suite) the main 
floor of a single-detached 
dwelling; or a suite attached 
to a single-detached dwelling 
at grade. 

A suite as part of, or above a detached 
garage at grade. 

(Also called a coach house or garage 
suite). 

 

In many jurisdictions, accessory dwellings are now being legalized as a way to increase rental housing 

options and provide a range of affordable housing choices. Combined with urban design requirements 

such as setbacks and size limits, accessory dwellings are seen as a way to achieve housing goals which 

often require large multi-unit buildings through traditional zoning. 

 

                                                           
13 In some central Portland neighborhoods, one in 10 new homes is now tiny, Retrieved from: 
http://bikeportland.org/2014/02/25/in-some-central-portland-neighborhoods-one-in-10-new-homes-is-now-tiny-
102031 

http://accessorydwellings.org/2014/01/17/stephen-williams-adu-on-the-alley/
http://accessorydwellings.org/2014/01/17/stephen-williams-adu-on-the-alley/
http://accessorydwellings.org/2014/0%206/20/bob-jenny-harris-adu-a-mother-in-law-wing/
http://accessorydwellings.org/2014/0%206/20/bob-jenny-harris-adu-a-mother-in-law-wing/
http://accessorydwellings.org/2014/06/13/dan-grays-adu-a-retreat-above-the-garage/
http://accessorydwellings.org/2014/06/13/dan-grays-adu-a-retreat-above-the-garage/
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Staff feel that with proper design requirements, accessory dwelling units should be permitted 

accessory to a single-family detached dwelling in most zones. Many of existing single unit dwelling lots 

in East Hants are quite large, and could accommodate an accessory dwelling unit on the property 

without impacting adjacent properties. Staff also feel that bed and breakfasts have a similar 

appearance to single unit dwellings, and should be permitted to have an accessory dwelling where the 

primary use is a bed and breakfast. 

 

Staff feel that the method of regulating the size of accessory dwelling units needs to be reviewed. 

Presently, there is a flat cap on their size at 65m2 (700 ft2). The 2010 National Building Code limits 

secondary suites to up to 80% of the total floor area of the principle suite and not more than 80m2 

(860ft2). These regulations should be brought together. 

 

One question that touches both on accessory 

dwelling units is boathouses. Presently, the 

Municipality’s permitted uses in boathouses 

are not well defined. Residents in East Hants 

have expressed a desire to include habitable 

space within boathouses in the Mount 

Uniacke and Lakelands areas. These issues 

regarding boathouses are not exclusive to 

East Hants, the Township of Muskoka Lakes in 

Ontario has noted similar concerns and 

desires by their residents14. Issues regarding 

boathouses will be examined in further detail 

in a May background paper. 

 

Regarding policy for accessory dwelling units, there are four recommended actions: 

 Accessory dwelling units should be permitted accessory to a single-family detached dwelling in 

any zone that permits single-family detached dwellings subject to appropriate design 

requirements. 

 Permit accessory dwelling units on a site where the primary use is a Bed and Breakfast. 

 Review design, and size limit requirements for accessory dwelling units. 

 Examine if boathouses should be permitted to have residential components in lakeshore 

residential areas as part of the background paper in April.  

 

Factory-Built Housing 

As noted earlier, Municipal planning documents must provide for manufactured housing. Manufactured 

homes are built in factories and shipped to properties where they have varying degrees of assembly on 

a lot. Factory-built housing is regulated by federal laws, not by the Municipality’s Building Code. East 

Hants has recognized in the past that factory built housing is a legitimate and acceptable alternative to 

traditional site-built housing.  

                                                           
14 Boathouse Use Background Study, May 2010, Retrieved from: 
http://www.muskokalakes.ca/files/%7BC9BC67D2-1FD5-45E2-A6F4-
C268900320B8%7DBoathouse%20Background%20Study.pdf   

http://www.muskokalakes.ca/files/%7BC9BC67D2-1FD5-45E2-A6F4-C268900320B8%7DBoathouse%20Background%20Study.pdf
http://www.muskokalakes.ca/files/%7BC9BC67D2-1FD5-45E2-A6F4-C268900320B8%7DBoathouse%20Background%20Study.pdf
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There are many varieties of factory-built housing, but 

there are generally two classifications: manufactured and 

mini-homes (formerly called mobile homes). Mini-homes 

are built on a chassis which have wheeled axels designed 

to be transported to a site by being towed or on a trailer.  

Manufactured homes include prefabricated and panel-

built homes which are substantially built off-site and 

then brought to a building lot in two or more components 

and placed on a foundation or concrete slab. Most 

modern manufactured homes are indistinguishable from 

site-built homes when they are fully assembled. 

 

In East Hants: manufactured homes are treated as other 

single family dwellings. In Staff’s opinion, this should not change, as this form of housing is no different 

in terms of shape from a traditional single family home. 

 

Currently, a single mini-home is permitted in the Rural Use (R4) Zone, and a number of mini-homes are 

existing in these areas. Newer mini-homes have not been seen as incompatible where they located in 

East Hants. However some older forms of mini-homes seem to age poorly, and sometimes have 

modifications and additions inconsistent with the original dwelling’s design. 

 

East Hants has one existing mini-home community in South Uniacke (commonly referred to as land 

lease communities, trailer or mobile home parks) which are groupings built for mini-homes. Currently, 

the Mobile Home Park (R5) Zone applies to the existing mini-home community in the Municipality. New 

mini-home communities may only be established in accordance with Policy P5-17, shown below: 

 

P5-17  Council shall consider the establishment of new mobile home park developments 

by development agreement within the Rural Use (RU) future land use 

designation on lands zoned Rural Use (R4) that are outside of the Growth 

Management and Growth Reserve Areas as identified in Section 3 of this 

Strategy. Such consideration will only be given by Council where municipally 

approved piped services are not available and in consideration of the criteria of 

Policy P13-9. 

Staff believes the current policy works well to balance the desire for a village character areas in the 

parts of the municipality with piped services with the need to provide development options for mini-

home communities. Mini-home parks are increasing being seen as being conducive to affordable aging 

in place for seniors, especially in rural areas.15 Staff believe a number of site design criteria should be 

incorporated into the consideration of new mini-home park developments to ensure that they have 

connectivity, recreational amenities and a location consistent with the plan as a whole. 

 

                                                           
15 Manufactured Home Parks: NORCs Awaiting Discovery, 2010, 
http://static1.squarespace.com/static/526ffd3ee4b0f4bd1c451e75/t/52e04549e4b0736c5f31ff6b/139042951393
4/MHP_as_NORCs_12_10.pdf 
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Staff believe that while mini-homes are an important type of housing, they are incompatible with the 

idea of village cores and pattern of development in in the Municipality’s urban areas. The proportions 

of mini-homes do not follow the architectural vernacular, have different building proportions and 

frontages than the corridor areas of East Hants. 

 

From a financial sustainability standpoint, it is not clear that the assessed value of mini-homes will 

appreciate at the same rate as site-build dwellings. This could cause future financial strain on the 

Municipality if a large influx of mini-homes is built in a mini-home community. Finally, mini-home 

communities are of a single, residential use, and do not promote the walkable, mixed-use environment 

the Municipality sees as favourable in the serviced portions of the Municipality. 

 

Regarding policy for factory-built housing, there are three recommendations: 

 That manufactured homes continue to be treated as a single unit dwelling. 

 That mini-homes are permitted by-right in Rural Use (R4) and Mobile Home Park (R5) Zones. 

 That mini-home developments continue to be considered by development agreement in areas 

zoned Rural Use (R4) that are outside of the Growth Management and Growth Reserve Areas 

subject to site design criteria. 

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 That the demand for future housing until 2046 have zoning allocation in the new plan based on 

staff projections. 

 That the demand for future housing be re-examined periodically as part of reviews of the new 

plan. 

 That the residential uses permitted in zones reflects the community character of the area. 

 That residential intensification be encouraged in areas where there is minimal conflict with the 

existing community character. 

 That regulations be developed to allow for live-work housing types. 

 Endeavor to maintain the proportion of renter households spending 30% or more of before-tax 

household total income on shelter costs at 30.8% of households until 2026. 

 Endeavor to maintain the proportion of homeowner households spending 30% or more of 

before-tax household total income on shelter costs at 14.3% households until 2026. 

 Compile a list of surplus Municipally-owned properties that would be appropriate to consider 

for non‐market rental or special needs housing via the Council Disposal of Surplus Property 

Policy. 

 Pre-zone for multi-unit development applications by site plan approval or development 

agreement near community centres and village cores. 

 Permit the redevelopment of existing single family homes in village cores and community 

centres to support triplexes or small apartments (3-4 units). 

 Permit infill development on existing multi-unit sites that have the potential for additional 

capacity. 

 Permit applications for ground oriented multi-unit residential developments by residential and 

rural district development. 

 Encourage the development of pocket neighbourhoods near village core areas, local centers 

and in new country residential, rural residential, or lakeshore residential areas. 
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 Create design requirements for ground oriented multi-unit residential developments. 

 Accessory dwelling units should be permitted accessory to a single-family detached dwelling in 

any zone that permits single-family detached dwellings subject to appropriate design 

requirements. 

 Permit accessory dwelling units on a site where the primary use is a Bed and Breakfast. 

 Review design, and size limit requirements for accessory dwelling units. 

 Examine if boathouses should be permitted to have residential components in lakeshore 

residential areas as part of the background paper in April.  

 That manufactured homes continue to be treated as a single unit dwelling. 

 That mini-homes are permitted by-right in Rural Use (R4) and Mobile Home Park (R5) Zones. 

 That mini-home developments continue to be considered by development agreement in areas 

zoned Rural Use (R4) that are outside of the Growth Management and Growth Reserve Areas 

subject to site design criteria. 



 

 

Appendix A 

 

Staff have projected the estimated acreage required for single unit, two unit, and multi-unit dwellings a range of development scenarios. This reflects the fact that there is a high degree of uncertainty on the 

demand for future types of housing stock. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Projected Housing Demand by Community: Same Density Projection 

Community 
GMA or GRA 

Growth 
Scenario 

2014-2046 

Projected 
Added 

Population 
2014-2046 

Projected Added 
Population in Single 
Unit Dwellings (50 - 

75%) 

Single Unit Acreage 
Required  

(Ac/person: see 
table below) 

Projected Added 
Population in Two Unit 
Dwellings (15%-30%) 

Two-Unit Acreage 
Required  (Ac/person: 

see table below) 

Projected Added 
Population in Multiple-

Unit Dwellings (10%-30%) 

Multi-Unit Acreage 
Required  (Ac/person: 

see table below) 

- - - Min 

(50%) 

Max 

(75%) 

Pop 

Range 

Min Max Ac 

Range 

Min 

(15%) 

Max 

(30%) 

Pop 

Range 

Min Max Ac 

Range 

Min 

(10%) 

Max 

(30%) 

Pop 

Range 

Min Max Ac Range 

Regional 

Serviceable 

Boundary GMA 

Conservative 

(0.825%/yr) 

2,057 1029 1543 1029 - 

1543 

84 127 84 - 127 309 617 309 - 

617 

25 51 25 - 51 206 617 206 - 617 5 14 5 - 14 

Milford GMA Medium 

(0.25%/yr) 

192 96 144 96 - 144 13 20 13 - 20 29 58 29 - 58 4 8 4 - 8 19 58 19 - 58 0.6 1.8 0.6 - 1.8 

Shubenacadie 

GMA 

High (0.5%/yr) 151 76 113 76 - 113 10 15 10 - 15 23 45 23 - 45 3 6 3 - 6 15 45 15 - 45 0.5 1.4 0.5 - 1.4 

Mount Uniacke 

GMA 

Median 

(0.15%/yr) 

158 79 119 79 - 119 43 65 43 - 65 24 47 24 - 47 13 26 13 - 26 16 47 16 - 47 2 5.8 2 - 5.8 

Source:  

 Growth Management Review, WSP Canada Inc, 2015.  

 Settlement Pattern and Form with Service Cost Analysis, Halifax Regional Municipality, 2005. Retrieved from:  http://www.halifax.ca/regionalplanning/publications/documents/PatternBookVol2Apr05.pdf  

http://www.halifax.ca/regionalplanning/publications/documents/PatternBookVol2Apr05.pdf
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Acreage per person projections: Same Density Projection 

RSB 

       

Acreage per person Lot Size (ft2) Lot Size (ac) 

ac/Dwelling 
Unit 
(buildable) People/Dwelling Unit 

People/ ac 
(Residential Land) 

People/ac (Gross - 
assuming 45% of land is 
streets and parks) 

ac/Person (Gross - assuming 
45% of land is streets and 
parks) 

Single Unit 6000 0.137741 0.137741 2.6 18.87600642 12.26940417 0.08150355 

Two Unit 6000 0.137741 0.137741 2.6 18.87600642 12.26940417 0.08150355 

Multi-unit 10,000 0.229568 0.028696 1.9 66.21131865 43.03735712 0.023235628 

 Sewer Only 

       

Acreage per person Lot Size (ft2) Lot Size (ac) 

ac/Dwelling 
Unit 
(buildable) People/Dwelling Unit People/ac 

People/ac (Gross - 
assuming 45% of land is 
streets and parks) 

ac/Person (Gross - assuming 
45% of land is streets and 
parks) 

Single Unit 10,000 0.229568 0.229568 2.6 11.3256203 7.361653192 0.135839053 

Two Unit 10,000 0.229568 0.229568 2.6 11.3256203 7.361653192 0.135839053 

Multi-unit 10,000 0.229568 0.038261333 1.9 66.21131865 43.03735712 0.030980837 

 Unserviced 
       

Acreage per person Lot Size (ft2) Lot Size (ac) 

ac/Dwelling 
Unit 
(buildable) People/Dwelling Unit People/ac 

People/ac (Gross - 
assuming 45% of land is 
streets and parks) 

ac/Person (Gross - assuming 
45% of land is streets and 
parks) 

Single Unit 40,000 0.918273646 0.918273646 2.6 2.8314 1.84041 0.543357187 

Two Unit 40,000 0.918273646 0.918273646 2.6 2.8314 1.84041 0.543357187 

Multi-unit 40,000 0.918273646 0.153045608 1.9 16.5528 10.75932 0.123923569 
 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Citizen Engagement 
Background Paper Number: 9 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• Ensure local community planning guidance and support from Staff for setting goals and 
strategies consistent with the East Hants Community Plan. Give local communities and groups 
Staff guidance and assistance to conform to the community plan at the local level (added by 
the Citizens Panel). 

• Edit Part 2 of the MPS to remove unnecessary and irrelevant items to make it a more focused 
set of policies related to citizen engagement in the land use planning process.  

• Outline the composition and role of the Planning Advisory Committee and other consultation 
bodies such as the Agricultural Advisory Committee in the MPS.  

• Update citizen engagement policies related to the municipality’s digital presence by using:  
o websites  
o mailing lists  
o social media  
o applications  
o and crowdsourcing  

 
Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 

• That non-project specific development mailing lists would be helpful so those interested 
citizens can get access to the latest planning project news. 

• That the Municipality can play a more proactive role in raising awareness on community 
development and planning by soliciting feedback at existing community events. 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 9 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: March 2015 

 

 

Citizen Engagement 
Background 

Citizen engagement in local land use planning is critical to its success.  After all, a community plan is 

intended to be a vision of how that community will develop and evolve over time.  If the local 

community is not part of the development of that plan, there will not be buy-in, important local issues 

will get missed and it will be easy for elected officials to treat the ‘plan’ as just another document to 

consider instead of follow.   

 

The current plan review project ‘Plan East Hants’ is employing a wide variety of consultation and 

outreach with specific interest groups and the public at large including surveys, open houses, sector 

consultation and through the creation of a standing Citizen’s Panel to provide input throughout the 

review.  Following the review, there will be an ongoing need to engage the public as policy updates 

and specific development applications (e.g., development agreements & rezonings) are considered.  

That ongoing engagement is the subject of this paper. 

 

Legislative Requirement 

The MGA mandates that citizen engagement be a part of local planning and specifies minimum 

requirements such as requiring a public participation program for the preparation of planning 

documents.  The MGA also requires that members of the public be included on a planning advisory 

committee and has minimum requirements for advertising prior to a public hearing.   

 

The MGA does not specify what constitutes a public participation program and specifically says: 

 

Public Participation Program 

204(3) The content of a public participation program is at the discretion of the council, but it 

shall identify opportunities and establish ways and means of seeking the opinions of the 

public concerning the proposed planning documents. 

 

Current Policy  

East Hants has gone well beyond the minimum requirements outlined in the MGA.  For example, in 

processing applications the municipality sends a survey to every property owner within 1000 feet of the 

proposed development.  East Hants also uses public information meetings inserted earlier into the 

review process for applications involving an amendment to the MPS or for applications generating 

significant public interest. 

 

The municipality has also made extensive use of its quarterly newsletters and website to make planning 

related information available to the public.  One area that the municipality could improve on is the use 

of social media, which was not in existence when the current MPS was drafted.  This will be discussed 

in the digital media section below. 

 

Another area of improvement could be to simplify the current section 2 of the MPS.  This section 

contains many elements of a public participation program that are either impractical or irrelevant.  As 
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a result, this section should be edited to make it more focused and usable.  Examples of elements to 

be removed include: 

 Remove requirement to send a semi-annual planning newsletter to every household (supplanted 

by municipal newsletter) 

 Remove language such as “Council shall intend to support and encourage cultural, social, and 

recreational events and activities in the Municipality that will provide opportunities for the 

participation of residents” (although aspirational this is not germane to community planning) 

 Remove requirement to send a copy of East Hants Official Community Plan to every school 

(internet makes this policy irrelevant) 

 

One area that seems to have been missed in the current Section 2 of the MPS is any mention of the role 

and composition of the Planning Advisory Committee.  The current composition is all councilors and 

two public members.  The role of PAC should be added to this section.  In addition, other formalized 

consultation processes should be documented such as the role of the Agricultural Advisory Committee. 

 

Digital Presence 

The average Canadian adult spends 75 hours a month online, or about 2.5 hours a day using mobile 

devices, using web-based video, or browsing the web on a computer. With the rise of online 

communication, the public’s expectations of government’s digital presence is growing.1 Public 

participation is an essential component in the urban planning process and the availability of digital 

tools which can be used to inform the planning process is rapidly growing.  

Digital engagement in planning occurs primarily through websites, mailing lists, social media, 

applications, and crowdsourcing. 

Websites remain the central information-sharing platform for most organizations, including 

government. Websites can provide live help and notification services, however many do not. Websites 

often provide a method to be put on a mailing list for project or application updates. Both websites and 

mailing lists, when used correctly, can provide a great opportunity to remain informed regarding 

planning projects. 

Social media platforms allow for real-time conversations between the public and authorized staff. East 

Hants currently has a number of Municipal social media pages for Twitter, Facebook and Youtube. 

Social media’s advantage is that it can reach out to users of the platform and direct them to 

information. For Planners, social media can be used to collect polls, inform the public, and respond 

directly to inquiries in a transparent manner, visible to other users.  The downside of social media is 

that it has inequality in users: it appeals to a tech-enabled demographic. 

Social Media Exampes: Twitter, Facebook, Youtube 

Applications (apps) tend to be information-oriented platforms for sharing data and knowledge. For 

planning, apps can provide easy access to civic data such as mapping and census information. This data 

can be used by journalists, private companies, and the public to make secondary products and analysis 

from that data. The downside of applications is that they do not promote interaction: information is 

                                                           
1 The digital town hall: Meeting citizen expectations through government websites, Ashley Fruechting, 2014, 
Retrieved from:  http://www.canadiangovernmentexecutive.ca/category/item/1675-the-digital-town-hall-
meeting-citizen-expectations-through-government-websites.html 
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consumption based. Many apps have social media integration to provide off-platform conversations 

regarding what is created or shared on an app. 

Application Examples: ArcGis Online, Walkscore, SeeClickFix 

Crowdsourcing software promotes a project on a shareable funding platform where project leaders can 

secure capital for projects from donors. 

While online platforms are growing with the growth in people’s use of the internet, offline interactions 

remain important. Every digital tool has limitations on its ability to effectively communicate with the 

time available to Staff.  

Crowdsourcing Examples: Spacehive, City 2.0, Citizenvestor, Kickstarter, Patronhood, The Urban Conga 

While physical interaction in the public process cannot be replaced, technology is a powerful tool to 

facilitate the exchange of information and ideas through quick and direct engagement. 

http://apa-nc.org/urban-planning-and-the-public-participation-process/   

http://www.communitymatters.org/blog/key-questions-ask-successful-online-public-engagement  

http://www.communitymatters.org/blog/let%E2%80%99s-get-digital-50-tools-online-public-engagement  

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 Edit Part 2 of the MPS to remove unnecessary and irrelevant items to make it a more focused 

set of policies related to citizen engagement in the land use planning process. 

 

 Outline the composition and role of the Planning Advisory Committee and other consultation 

bodies such as the Agricultural Advisory Committee in the MPS. 

 

 Update citizen engagement policies related to the municipality’s digital presence by using: 

 

o Websites 

o mailing lists 

o social media 

o applications 

o and crowdsourcing 

 

 

 

http://apa-nc.org/urban-planning-and-the-public-participation-process/
http://www.communitymatters.org/blog/key-questions-ask-successful-online-public-engagement
http://www.communitymatters.org/blog/let%E2%80%99s-get-digital-50-tools-online-public-engagement
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
 

 

  “More than ever, communities are being forced to find new and creative ways to meet the challenges 
before them.  The realities facing community problem solvers have never been so complex or so 
difficult.” 1 

 
  Many municipalities that are experiencing changes in community character, fiscal capacity, and 

citizen activism have discovered that the status quo approach to public participation is often 
unable to solve difficult planning and development challenges.  Such traditional planning 
processes often fail because they do not provide for, or obtain, meaningful public participation 
and as a result, final plans often lack a sense of community ownership.  Successful planning 
processes are those in which the community decides upon its future environment. 
 

  Early public involvement and participation is an upfront investment that usually pays off at the 
end of the process by achieving policies and programs that are often perceived as fair and 
acceptable.  If a municipality fails to involve affected citizens in a fair and open process, a 
community may not trust the process and will unlikely support the results.  Implementing a 
public participation program to achieve consensus building often results in the establishment of 
long-term positive relationships and is a practical way to resolve conflicts that may lead to time-
consuming and unproductive planning.2 

 
  Throughout this four-year Municipal Planning Review, East Hants has undertaken the most 

comprehensive public participation program in its history.  The goal was simple:  by actively 
promoting, advertising, and soliciting involvement in planning and development related activities, 
the Municipality attempted to inform and educate citizens about the challenging choices that 
must be made as a community develops. 
 

  The Municipality’s Planning Review Public Participation Program, through a variety of means, 
permitted every East Hants resident and property owner the ability and opportunity to be 
meaningfully involved.  The primary objective was to inform, consult with, and listen to the 
residents of East Hants on a variety of technically challenging and politically sensitive planning 
and development issues.  This participation led to the establishment of new a East Hants Official 
Community Plan that will guide how East Hants develops over the next decade. 
 

  This section is divided into two equally important subsections.  The first outlines the history, 
goal, purpose and results of the Municipality’s Planning Review Public Participation Program.  
The second establishes a proactive, innovative, and extensive public participation program for 
future planning and development issues that may arise during the life of this Official Community 
Plan. 
 

  When faced with tough decisions about how to regulate development, spend tax dollars, or 
protect resources in a fast growing, dynamic, and urbanizing Municipality, a certain degree of 
conflict is usually inevitable and not unexpected.  A collaborative public participation process, if 
well designed and properly managed, can lead to agreements and compromises that all parties 
can comfortably support.  Within the planning process it is imperative to maintain a high level of 
community involvement in the decision-making that directly affects residents. 
 

  Through the adoption of this plan, East Hants has endeavored to maintain and consistently 
improve upon a high level of community and public participation in relation to the planning and 
development of the Municipality. 
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  The policies of Municipal Council, in regards to this section, are created on the premise that 
“…the civic infrastructure of our society is equally as important as the physical 
infrastructure.”3  The involvement of citizens in the future development of East Hants’ 
communities is essential in achieving a community-based planning strategy.  Furthermore, 
successful public participation programs often have lived by the motto: 
 

  “Tell me, I forget. 
Show me, I remember. 

Involve me, I understand.”4 
 

  The Municipality adopted a public participation program that guided the Planning Review 
process.  These strategies were intended to collect and communicate information to the 
residents of East Hants about how their community, district, and Municipality should be 
developed and planned for the next decade and beyond.  These comments have been 
incorporated into the policies and strategies contained in this East Hants Official Community Plan 
to reflect citizen’s desires and to ensure ongoing public involvement and participation. 
 

  The policies outlined for future public participation are a combination of a wide range of 
traditional and alternative strategies, techniques, procedures and processes designed to 
heighten citizen involvement.  The objective of these policies is to effectively collect and 
communicate information and to educate the general public.  These traditional and alternative 
public participation techniques include:  charettes, focus groups, interviews, newsletters, public 
hearings, community meetings, computer simulations, guided tours, signage, information 
sessions, workshops, hotlines, polls, questionnaires, visual preference surveys, visioning 
exercises, team building activities, advertisements, written comments, involving youth, and 
educational presentations to schools. 
 

  The objective is to ensure all participants of future public participation processes are broadly 
representative of the community.  The goal is twofold:  to accommodate differences in age, 
abilities, gender, education, and so forth; and to minimize the barriers of public participation 
such as class, culture, literacy, education, age, physical or developmental challenges, time, cost 
of transportation, and expenses for child care.  By actively promoting, advertising, and soliciting 
involvement in planning and community related activities.  East Hants’ local government can 
educate and be educated by their citizens about challenging choices and tradeoffs that must be 
made as a community develops.5 
 

  Ongoing public participation is intended to ensure the East Hants Official Community Plan keeps 
pace with the needs and desires of residents by designing a program that has the three key 
components of public participation, public consultation, and public education and awareness. 
 

  2.1 Planning Review Public Participation Program 
 

  Municipal Council, on February 21, 1996, adopted by resolution a Public Participation Program 
for this Municipal Planning Review which is outlined below.  The Public Participation Program 
was required to satisfy the former Nova Scotia Planning Act.  It also meets the Nova Scotia 
Municipal Government Act’s (MGA) minimum legal requirements (Section 204 and 205[4]) in 
relation to a planning review public participation program. 
 

  More importantly, the Public Participation Program and its ten guidelines expressed Municipal 
Council’s desire to establish a proactive program designed to involve all citizens in a fair and 
open process.  The purpose of this four-year process was to involve East Hants residents in a 
variety of challenging planning, development, and community issues, therefore achieving 
meaningful public involvement.  This resulted in a new East Hants Official Community Plan that 
reflects the long-term planning vision of the Municipality. 
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  Guidelines 

 
 The ten minimum guidelines adopted by Municipal Council for the Public Participation Program 

were satisfied and exceeded during this Planning Review Process.  They are as follows: 
 

 
Every East 
Hants house-
hold directly 
involved. 

 1. To obtain the most representative community consensus on a variety of planning 
concerns and opportunities. 

 
  2. To contact community groups to solicit written and oral opinions on planning issues.  

Community groups such as churches and fire departments would be placed on a 
mailing list to receive updates on the Review. 

 
  3. To contact and solicit written and oral opinions on planning issues from agencies and 

groups recognized or created by Council (Watershed Advisory Boards, BIDC’s, 
Development Commission, Leisure Services Committee, Committees of Council, 
Chamber of Commerce, and East Hants Concerned Citizens).  Such groups would be 
placed on a mailing list to receive updates on the Review. 

 
  4. To work closely with the Councillors of each District, and to identify these councillors 

as the central figures in the planning process. 
 

  5. To provide direct household contact and meeting forums in each district to obtain a 
balance of opinion between the so-called “silent majority” and community groups.  
There would be a minimum of one meeting in each of the planned districts.  In 
addition, there will be a minimum of one meeting in the community of Nine Mile river 
within the District of Elmsdale. 

 
  6. All public meetings are to be managed and attended by the Planning Advisory 

committee on behalf of Municipal Council.  Minutes are to be taken for all public 
meetings. 

 
  7. Municipal Council, prior to a public hearing, must hold a minimum of one public 

meeting to review comments made by the public. 
 

  8. To reinforce the Planning Advisory Committee’s role as the principal body in the 
review process.  The Committee will advise and recommend to Council the content of 
the revised planning documents to emerge from this Review. 

 
  9. To draw upon past citizen participation experiences in terms of efficiency and 

effectiveness in order to best utilize Staff, the Planning Advisory Committee, Council, 
and citizen resources, and to avoid duplication and extensive delays in the process. 

 
  10. A minimum of one (1) comprehensive survey to residents and property owners living 

within the planned districts shall be completed. 
 

  Results 
 

Public input 
the foundation 
for future 
planning. 

 The Planning Review Public Participation Program was the most comprehensive process 
undertaken in the history of the Municipality of East Hants.  The four-year process from April 
1996 to February 2000 actively promoted, advertised, and solicited input and involvement from 
the public, stakeholders, and community groups through a variety of methods.  The feedback 
and direction from the public has been incorporated into this East Hants Official Community Plan, 
thereby reflecting citizen desires. 
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  The four-year Public Participation Program included the following: 
 

 
 
13 Planning 
Review public 
meetings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
44 PAC 
Committee 
Meetings. 

 • Three (3) newsletters delivered to all households in East Hants. 

• Comprehensive Survey sent to all 7800 households in East Hants. 

• Sixteen (16) secondary surveys to various residents or groups affected by site specific 
planning initiatives (ie. village core preservation). 

• Seven (7) Planning Review Public Information Meetings, with one being held in each of the 
planned districts with the exception of Mount Uniacke 12A and 12B where two meetings 
were held in Mount Uniacke 12A. 

• Four (4) Planning Review/Open Space Management Public Information Meetings, with two in 
non planned districts of the Municipality. 

• Preparation of a formal mailing list comprising the names of 225 residents, businesses, and 
community groups who expressed an interest throughout the Planning Review process to be 
informed in greater detail. 

• A detailed Municipal-wide survey, mailed to all households in East Hants, to tap into the 
“silent majority” who may not attend public meetings or take part in other participation 
opportunities. 

• Preparation of Major Stakeholders mailing list consisting of sixteen (16) major stakeholders 
in East Hants. 

• Preparation of East Hants Development Community mailing list consisting of the twenty (20) 
developers who conduct business in East Hants. 

• Approximately 3500 letters to various residents and community groups. 

• Educational presentations on the principles of “new urbanism”, by Planning and 
Development Staff to members of the Development Community. 

• Twelve (12) one-on-one interviews conducted by senior management of the Municipality 
with individual members of the East Hants Development Community. 

• Twenty-three (23) zone change request applications. 

• It is estimated the Municipality received and logged over 500 phone calls, letters, and faxes 
from the public in relation to the Planning Review. 

• Providing comment drop off boxes in seventeen (17) locations throughout the Municipality, 
which were frequently visited by the general public. 

• Preparation of Community Development Kits that provided the public with detailed 
information packages on the Planning Review.  The Community Development Kits were 
available to the public at different meetings, venues, or locations. 

• Five (5) Community Group presentations to the Planning Advisory committee. 

• Four (4) Councillor Briefing Sessions. 

• Forty-four (44) Planning Advisory Committee Meetings, all of which were advertised and 
open to the public. 

• One (1) Preliminary Public Hearing of Municipal Council. 

• One (1) Final Public Hearing of Municipal Council. 

• Councillor Questionnaire. 
 

  Planning Review Questionnaire 
 

  One of the major components of the Planning Review Public Participation Program was the 
Planning Review Questionnaire mailed out to all 7800 households in East Hants on January 5, 
1999.  The detailed twelve page questionnaire contained thirty-four questions relating to a 
variety of planning, community, and development matters.  The purpose of the questionnaire 
was to give all citizens of East Hants an opportunity to voice their opinion on a variety of 
planning, development, economic, transportation, tourism, community, environmental, heritage 
and social matters in the convenience of their own home. 
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All 7800 
households 
surveyed. 

 The questionnaire results had a margin of error of +/- 4.4% with a confidence interval of 95 
percent.  With such a relatively low margin for error and high confidence interval, the 
Municipality could determine and statistically validate, in most of the questions, the opinion of 
the majority of East Hants residents.6  In total, 508 households responded to the questionnaire.  
Throughout this Official Community Plan and its various Municipal Planning Strategy Sections, 
reference is made to results of the East Hants Planning Review Survey. 
 

  The East Hants Planning Review Survey Results Report, prepared in July of 1999, acted as an 
excellent research and information tool in assisting the Municipality, its elected officials, and staff 
understand what residents’ opinions were on a variety of issues.7  This information was critical 
for the Municipality in ensuring that the new Official Community Plan, wherever reasonably 
possible, addressed and was consistent with the wishes, desires, and concerns of the citizens of 
East Hants. 
 

  Councillor Questionnaire 
 

  At the beginning of the Planning Review Process a questionnaire was circulated to all Municipal 
Councillors by the Planning and Development Department.  The purpose of the questionnaire 
was to ask East Hants’ eleven Municipal Councillors, including the Warden and Deputy warden, 
to rate the importance of a number of issues anticipated to be investigated as part of the 
Planning Review.  Councillors were also asked to include any additional items they believed 
were relevant to the Municipality of their District. 
 

  The Planning Review Public Participation Program was designed to have Councillors and the 
general public as the central figures in the Planning Review Process.  The reasons are obvious.  
Municipal Councillors, and Municipal Council in general, are the final decision makers in the 
planning process and are accountable to the citizens of East Hants for their decisions in relation 
to the establishment of a new East Hants Official Community Plan. 
 

  The Planning and Development Department, from the implementation of the former Municipal 
Planning Documents in February of 1991 until the beginning of this Planning Review, maintained 
a log book of Municipal issues relating to planning and development matters.  The log book was 
a collection of forty-four (44) issues, concerns, opportunities, and challenges drawn primarily 
from the public opinions expressed through the following means. 
 

  • Public hearings on various development applications. 

• Public meetings and information sessions on a variety of planning and development matters. 

• Public comments expressed through faxes, letters, meetings with Staff and during 
presentations to various Committee and Council meetings over the years. 

 
  The log book proved extremely useful in providing a foundation to determine the content of 

the Councillor and public questionnaires that were later conducted.  The Councillor 
questionnaire resulted in ten priorities to be reviewed in addition to the issues and priorities 
arising from the Public Participation Program. 
 

  Advantages and Disadvantages of the Process 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 Any planning review public participation process inherently possesses strengths and 
weaknesses.  The key for local governments and East Hants specifically, is to constantly build 
upon strengths of its public participation programs and to minimize or eliminate weaknesses 
that do not enhance meaningful citizen participation. 
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Public 
participation 
to be pro-
gressive, and 
meaningful. 

 Constructive or meaningful public participation in planning is a process that provides an 
opportunity for citizens, planners, elected representatives, and interested community groups to 
share their experience, knowledge, and goals in creating a plan.  This plan can then reflect the 
needs of the community and can be understood and supported by those most affected by it. 
 

  It is the Municipality’s goal within this Official Community Plan to significantly increase the three 
key components of its Public Participation Program – public participation, public consultation, 
and public education and awareness.  In particular, the Municipality’s policies in this section 
relating to public education and participation in general have been significantly expanded and 
strengthened.  The goal is to establish a greater collaborative process that achieves the 
following characteristics wherever reasonably possible: 
 

 
Characteristics of a Collaborative Process8 
 

• Participation is inclusive. 

• Participants are responsible for ensuring success. 

• A common sense of purpose and a definition of the problem are developed. 

• Participants educate each other. 

• Multiple options are identified and tested. 

• Decisions are made by consensus. 

• Participants share in the implementation of solutions. 

• People are kept informed. 

 
  Figure 2.1 

 
  2.2 Public Participation into the Future 

 
  “Participation also provides a mechanism to ensure the democratization of planning and thus to permit 

those affected to have a voice in the decision process.  More importantly, participation is often used to 
involve the community in the task and to channel its energy in joint endeavors often referred to as co-
production.”9 
 

  This subsection outlines policy direction statements for the Municipality in relation to public 
participation, consultation, and education and awareness.   These policies, techniques, and 
strategies are designed to ensure the Community Plan keeps pace with the needs and desires of 
its residents. 
 

Future process 
to open and 
representative 

 The policies are designed to maximize the involvement of the public in the planning process.  
There are two major goals in achieving this.   First, make all future public participation 
processes as representative of the community as possible, and second ensure that the process 
is open.  These goals attempt to ensure the following: 
 

  1. Process that is representative will attempt to: 
 
 a. include all groups; 

b. accommodate differences in age, abilities, gender, and literacy, and so forth; 
c. ensure that participants at meetings are broadly representative of the 

community, or accommodate nuances of individual groups in a setting that 
encourages their participation; 

d. use a range of techniques to encourage participation; and 
e. minimize barriers to participation (related to class, culture, literacy, education, 

age, physical or developmental challenges, time, and availability and cost of 
transportation and child care).10 
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  2. Process that is open will: 
 

a. encourage people to freely debate issues; 
b. encourage people to feel comfortable speaking in public; 
c. encourage people to be receptive to other opinions; 
d. attempt to avoid a “position-based” discussion; 
e. let participants feel comfortable that ‘their words” won’t be used against 

them; 
f. value public input; and 
g. minimize barriers to openness (eg. intimidation, judgment of others, speaking 

in front of a large group, low levels of literacy or communication skills, social 
status, and a fear of being told that you are wrong, or that people will not 
listen to you).10 

 
  Public pressure demands that municipalities better understand their relationship with the 

people they serve.11  The public is often concerned when something new, large, or different is 
proposed in or near their own community.  They live with the consequences of decisions and 
thus expect to share in and be responsible for their making.12  The greatest guarantee of the 
continuing growth of public involvement, however, is the public itself.  If the public is not invited 
to participate, history shows that people will often demand it. 
  

Management 
of conflict key 
to public 
participation. 

 Effective consensus building and planning requires time to address conflict and differing 
viewpoints and depends on getting people to pull together.  An angry public contributes to the 
erosion of our basic institutions.  When important decisions must be made, especially in times 
of emergency, no one will give the relevant decision makers the benefit of the doubt if the 
public’s trust has eroded.13  Management of conflict through a proactive, thorough, and well 
established public participation program is central to planning and provides a solid foundation 
for implementation. 
 

  The policies contained in this subsection outline the Municipality’s goal to ensure the day to day 
planning process is open, fair and understandable.  The following public participation policies 
establish a meaningful process, whereby the public is informed about important planning, 
development, and issues that affect their community and are aware of potential changes before 
they occur. 
 

  Public Consultation and Communication 
 

  Public consultation is about two-way information sharing between the Municipality and the 
public in regards to community planning and development initiatives.  Members of the public 
need to know what is going on to decide if they wish to participate in a process.  Every good 
public participation program includes a good information program.14 
 

  Policy Goal 
 

  Council’s goal is to establish and maintain a means for effective communication with the 
residents and public through the provision of information on planning, development, and 
community issues and initiatives, so they may participate in a meaningful way. 
 

  Policy Statements 
 

P2-1  Council shall take measures to establish and maintain an effective system of communication in 
the Municipality by providing a flow of information to and from the Municipality’s residents. 
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P2-2  Council shall encourage public attendance at Municipal Council and advisory committee 
meetings by various means such as notices in Municipally sponsored media, and by regular 
mailings to resident associations and various stakeholders. 
 

P2-3  Council shall make available, in a timely manner, in various locations throughout East Hants 
such as libraries, community policing stations, and the Municipal Office, all approved and up to 
date minutes from Council and Advisory Committees.  Council shall also make available at 
these locations all Municipal by-laws, regulations, the Municipal Planning Strategy, Land Use By-
law, and information brochures, to provide an opportunity for a more informed public. 
 

P2-4  Council shall investigate and put in place effective avenues for the communication of Municipal 
matters by such means as Municipal community notice boards in convenient locations, 
information posters in areas or locations frequently visited by the public, local, and provincial 
newspapers, and by making use of local community cable television. 
 

P2-5  Council shall take measures to keep residents of the Municipality informed about planning, 
development, and community matters and how they may have input into the planning and other 
Municipal processes on a regular basis and at all stages of these processes. 
 

P2-6  Council may mail annually to all households in the Municipality, a newsletter outlining the 
various major community issues facing and being reviewed by Municipal Council.  In addition, 
this Municipal newsletter shall include budget and taxation information regarding the overall 
fiscal position of the Municipality. 
 

P2-7  Council may encourage the semi-annual publication of a Municipal Planning and Development 
Newsletter, to be distributed to all East Hants households.  The purpose of this Newsletter is 
to inform and educate the public on a variety of major planning and development issues and 
initiatives being undertaken by the Municipality and how certain processes such as obtaining 
building and development permits work. 
 

  Public Participation 
 

Active and 
ongoing public 
interest. 

 Public participation brings residents directly into the decision-making process.  The degree of 
public participation often varies depending upon the level of perceived threat or benefit to the 
public’s economic, institutional, and personal interests.  Public participation needs to be as open 
and representative of the community as possible to ensure residents have trust in both the 
process itself and their local government. 
 

  Policy Goal 
 

  Council’s goal is to encourage and recognize public participation as an important and essential 
part of the social, economic, and cultural development of the Municipality.  Additionally, to 
make provision for and to facilitate sufficient opportunities for public participation, which 
represents all geographic and demographic groups in all stages of the planning process.  The 
goal further being to ensure the Official Community Plan keeps pace with the needs and desires 
of its residents. 
 

  Policy Statements 
 

P2-8  Council shall provide ample and diverse opportunities for residents, representing all geographic 
and demographic groups in the Municipality, to participate in local planning and government 
through notification and outreach programs such as public meetings and workshops, 
information sessions, and pre-notification meetings and hearings at an early stage of the process, 
especially when dealing with issues of significant community impact. 
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P2-9  Council shall explore the potential of new forms, techniques, and methods of public 

participation such as: 
 

 
Innovative 
public 
participation 
methods 
explored 

 a. electronic polling; 
b. computer simulation; 
c. visual model exercises; 
d. guided tours; 
e. design charrettes visual preference surveys; 
f. drafting community character elements; 
g. undertaking visioning processes with benchmarks 
h. proactive and aggressive advertising campaigns designed to solicit public 

involvement. 
i. facilitated meetings and groups; 
j. interacting with formal neighbourhood groups; 
k. involving youth in planning processes; and 
l. use of the internet and Municipal web page. 
 

P2-10  Council shall encourage the identification and promotion of new opportunities for 
neighbourhood-based groups to contribute to the planning and development process. 
 

P2-11  Council shall implement formal conflict resolution and consensus building processes in its public 
participation programs. 
 

P2-12  Council shall seek means to establish and strengthen community identity by fostering a sense of 
place and belonging through public and private initiatives.  The purpose of, being to involve 
more people in the process of community development, resulting in stronger neighbourhood 
identity and a positive image of East Hants. 
 

P2-13  Council shall establish, maintain, and expand as necessary a formal East Hants Community 
Stakeholders Directory and mailing list that provides interested residents, community leaders, 
and citizen groups and organizations with information on planning, development, and 
community based initiatives or applications as early in the process as reasonably possible. 
 

P2-14  Council shall intend to support and encourage cultural, social, and recreational events and 
activities in the Municipality that will provide opportunities for the participation of residents. 
 

P2-15  Council shall establish, maintain, and make available upon request community and business 
directories containing information on service and volunteer organizations, businesses, 
industries, and Municipal government and administrations. 
 

P2-16  Council shall within five (5) years of the effective date of this Official Community Plan, review 
whether a full Planning Review is warranted. 
 

  Public Education and Awareness 
 

Mutual 
education is 
critical in 
raising 
awareness 

 Education and information sharing between the public and the Municipality on planning and 
community initiatives is intended to create awareness for both groups.  This mutual education 
also helps keep the focus on the nature of a problem or situation and avoid premature debate 
regarding solutions.  Mutual education, or “joint fact finding”, is a critical first step in the 
problem solving and decision making process.  This educational approach is addressed through 
the policies in this section. 
 

  It is also essential to this “awareness-building” process, that all key information issues and 
potential problems are fully understood by both parties.  Effective problem-solving clearly 
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depends upon the ability to comprehend the problem itself, thus “… a problem well-stated is a 
problem half-solved.” 
 

Youth 
education and 
involvement 
included 

 This section also outlines Council’s intention to involve youth in the planning of the 
Municipality.  The Municipality appreciates that youth have a valuable perspective, can imagine 
new methods of doing things, and can influence their parents behaviour at the same time.  
Involving youth in planning can also be an exciting way to educate young people and ourselves.  
Children learn to value the built environment while improving their problem solving and social 
skills.  The Municipality views them as a vital and contributing community resource. 
 

  Policy Goal 
 

Access to a  
wide range of 
information 
ensured 

 Council’s goal is to undertake a proactive, comprehensive, and continuous education and 
awareness program with the public on a variety of planning, development, and community 
issues.  The belief being that a better educated and aware public and Council will lead to an East 
Hants Official Community Plan that is able to keep pace with the needs and desires of residents. 
 

  Policy Statements 
 

P2-17  Council shall explore means to establish a proactive, comprehensive, and continuous public 
education and awareness program with the public on a variety of planning, development, and 
community issues. 
 

P2-18  Council shall encourage and explore means to involve youth in the planning and development of 
the Municipality. 
 

P2-19  A copy of the East Hants Official Community Plan shall be provided to schools within the 
Municipality. 
 

P2-20  Council shall, in accordance with Policy P2-13, include all junior high and high schools within the 
Municipality on the formal East Hants Community Stakeholders Directory.  Further, these 
schools will be provided information on planning, development, and community-based initiatives 
or development applications as early in the process as reasonably possible for purposes of 
reaching the youth, pending the cooperation of school administrations and/or School Boards; 
 

P2-21  Council shall encourage its Planning and Development Department to participate and make 
presentations whenever possible to the various schools regarding planning, development, and 
community issues at such events as career day, open houses, and geography or civic review 
days. 
 

P2-22  Council shall explore having Municipal displays and brochures located at public facilities, such as 
libraries and community policing stations, which outline education and information materials on 
a wide range of planning, development, and community related issues such as, but not limited 
to, shoreline development, tree retention, design standards, and heritage preservation. 
 

P2-23  Council shall provide, where reasonably possible, education and information packages to all real 
estate agencies and law offices within the Municipality.  The goal is to encourage new residents 
within East Hants to become aware of and be informed on planning, development, and 
community matters within the Municipality and to encourage their active participation in 
community development. 
 

P2-24  Council shall utilize the subdivision and building and development permit process as an 
important means to educate and make the public aware of planning, development, and 
community initiatives; projects; and applications through the use of information such as 
brochures and pamphlets. 
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P2-25  Council may, on an annual basis, mail a questionnaire to all households in the Municipality with 

an accompanying newsletter or as part of the other annual Newsletter as per Policy P2-6, 
surveying the public to determine their concerns and opportunities in regards to a variety of 
planning, development, and community related issues. 
 

  Development Applications 
 

Public input 
essential in 
decision-
making. 
 

 Development applications, whether rezoning or development agreement proposals, usually 
involve changing or expanding the use of a property or structure in evaluating such 
development applications.  It is essential that the public be involved in the decision making 
process. 

  Policy Goal 
 

  Council’s goal is to ensure optimum consultation, participation, and education and awareness 
with the public and particularly those viewed as stakeholders, in relation to any development 
application. 
 

  Policy Statements 
 

P2-26  Council shall review the development application process to further increase opportunities for 
public input at an early stage and to ensure that public input is received prior to an application 
reaching the public hearing stage. 
 

P2-27  Council shall, when considering rezoning or development agreement applications require the 
following minimum notification standards.  The costs for these notification standards shall be 
absorbed by the applicant. 
 

  a. Council shall require a letter be sent to any property owner whose land abuts any 
property for which a rezoning or development agreement is being sought.  The letter 
shall include the purpose of the application, details in relation to the proposal, and a 
contact for both the proponent and a Municipal Staff representative. 

 
  b. Council shall require a preliminary notice of the proposed development, in accordance 

with P2-4, be published and/or circulated.  The goal being to inform the public as early 
as possible that a development application has been received and further public 
participation and consultation will be occurring. 

 
  c. Council shall require a sign to be posted within the front yard setback of any property 

for which a rezoning or development agreement is being sought, in addition to the 
advertising requirements of the Municipal Government Act.  The “notice” sign shall 
indicate the nature of the request and a contact for further information. 

 
  d. Council may require its Planning Advisory Committee to hold and sponsor at minimum 

an informal public information meeting on all rezoning and development agreement 
applications prior to the Committee forwarding a recommendation to Municipal 
Council.  The proponent shall participate in these public information sessions. 

 
  Notices for such meetings shall be distributed to owners or occupants of dwellings and 

properties within 1000 feet of the area proposed for rezoning or a development 
agreement.  The notice shall appear in the newspaper in advance of the meeting and 
shall include the time, place, and proposed agenda of the meeting and where 
information can be obtained. 
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  e. Council shall mail to all property owners within 1000 feet of the proposed rezoning or 
development agreement application, a letter outlining the date, time, and location of 
any future public information meetings and/or hearing and a questionnaire after the 
Public Information Meeting is conducted in accordance with P2-27(d). 

 
   The questionnaire package shall be accompanied by a prepaid self-addressed return 

envelope and provide a copy of Staff’s preliminary report on the application.  The 
questionnaire shall seek the initial property owner’s opinion on the application.  
Council shall consider all questionnaire results before approving or rejecting the 
application. 

 
  Amendments to the Official Community Plan 

 
  This Official Community Plan was adopted by Municipal Council to guide land use and 

community development for the Municipality of East Hants over the next decade.  In creating 
the Plan, the Municipality undertook an extensive four-year Planning Review and accompanying 
Public Participation Process. 
 

  This effort was designed to reflect the wishes and desires of East Hants residents and how they 
want to see their community and Municipality develop.  Therefore, apart from minor revisions, 
amendments to this Plan should be reviewed with as much public input as possible. 
 

  Policy Goal 
 

Amendments 
to be in the 
best interest 
of the 
Municipality. 

 Council’s goal is to achieve orderly and economic growth for compact and complete 
communities with sensitivity to the environment by following this Official Community Plan and 
achieving optimum public involvement.  Amendments to the Official Community Plan are only 
to be considered if the changes will, in Council’s opinion, bring significant benefit to the 
Municipality. 
 

  Policy Statements 
 

P2-28  Council shall, when considering amendments to the East Hants Official Community Plan, require 
the following: 
 

  a. A copy of the proposed amendments be mailed to all individuals and community 
groups in the formal East Hants Community Stakeholders Directory. 

 
  b. In accordance with Policy P2-3 and P2-4, an information bulletin on the proposed 

amendments be placed in any Municipal Community notice boards, local and provincial 
newspapers, information poster locations, local cable television networks, the 
Municipal Office, and local libraries. 

 
  c. The Planning Advisory Committee conduct at minimum one public information and 

input meeting on the proposed amendments prior to holding a public hearing unless 
said amendments are housekeeping in nature. 

 
P2-29  Council shall, in accordance with Policy P2-7, publish annually in the Municipal Planning and 

Development Newsletter, all amendments to the East Hants Official Community Plan for the 
previous twelve months. 
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  Municipal Council and Planning Advisory Committee Meetings 
 

  Numerous committees have been established to provide advice and recommendations to 
Municipal Council on land use planning, parks and recreation planning, environmental 
protection, infrastructure management, and heritage preservation.  These advisory committees 
provide a valuable service to the Municipality by investigating and reviewing issues within their 
mandate and forwarding their recommendation to Municipal Council for final decision. 
 

  Policy Goal 
 

Public 
involvement 
encouraged 

 Council’s goal is to encourage and facilitate public participation, involvement, and input at 
meetings of Municipal Council and advisory committee meetings.  Further, the goal is to 
establish guidelines and procedures regarding the participation of the public at such meetings. 
 

  Policy Statements 
 

P2-30  Council shall encourage the active participation of residents in Municipal planning and 
development matters through the Planning Advisory Committee as set out in the Nova Scotia 
Municipal Government Act. 
 

P2-31  Council shall advertise, through local and provincial newspapers and other means as described 
in Policy P2-4, all public appointment openings within the various Municipal boards and/or 
committees and/or commissions. 
 

P2-32  Council may hold an annual evening Public Information Meeting to enable residents of the 
Municipality to meet with Municipal Council and staff to exchange information on various 
matters and on Municipal business.  This meeting shall be advertised in advance, said notice shall 
include the time, place, purpose and agenda of the meeting. 
 

P2-33  Council shall encourage and facilitate public participation and input at meetings of Municipal 
Council and advisory committees of Council.  Council shall consider establishing guidelines and 
procedures regarding the participation of the public at such meetings. 
 

P2-34  Council shall ensure information packages that are provided to the press and media are made 
available to the public upon request. 
 

  ___________________ 
NOTES 
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Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Tourism 
Background Paper Number: 10 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• Zoning is suggested for land around Highway #215 and alongside the Bay of Fundy. This will 
ensure the longer term protection of this important tourist travelway.  

o Defeated by PAC/ Council in May 
• Regarding festivals and special events the suggested approach is to retain the existing 

regulations regarding small-scale and large-scale special events.  
• Regarding agri-tourism the suggested approach is that there is no need to prepare new 

regulations regarding agri-tourism, the existing regulations, with the suggested changes should 
be included in the new planning documents.  

• The proposed approach for cultural attractions such as museums and art galleries is to continue 
with the existing approach for permitting Institutional Use (IU) zone uses. 

 
Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 

• A 500ft2 as-of-right limit before a development agreement for agri-tourism and wineries is too 
small; it is a number that would prevent development. 

• Tidal activities shouldn’t be limited to tidal bore rafting: the Municipality should promote the 
full tidal experience. Burntcoat and the Fundy Interpretive Centre are great examples of 
tourism experiences that should be promoted. Additional tidal activities and planning that the 
Panel noted were: 

o Winter skating at the Fundy Interpretive Centre. 
o Shoreline protection surrounding the Fundy Interpretive Centre. 
o An overall promotion strategy for the natural attraction of the tides, specifically 

Burntcoat’s tidal record & the Fundy Interpretive Centre. 
• The Glooscap Trail needs to be proactively reimagined to find the larger vision. The trail and 

scenic route terminology is antiquated: routes are the modern terminology. 
• A tourism and place marketing strategy should be integrated and coordinated across the 

departments of Planning & Development and Economic & Business Development. 
 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 10 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: March 2015 

 

 

Tourism 
Background 

The Nova Scotia Tourism Agency state in their document ‘A Tourism Strategy for Nova Scotia’ the 

‘Tourism is a $2 billion industry in Nova Scotia.  It provides 24,000 jobs that support families in every 

region of the province.’  Tourism is a vital contributor to the economy in all parts of the province 

including East Hants.   

 

Tourism has some tremendous potential to stimulate 

economic development in East Hants.  This is especially 

true in our rural communities which, like similar areas 

across the country, are facing challenges which threaten 

their very survival.  Tourism often is the last remaining 

business opportunity which can hold our rural 

communities together and help ensure sustainability.  In 

2009 the Municipality developed a Tourism Strategy 

which explores ways to encourage and support a healthy 

tourism sector. 

 

It is anticipated that in 2015/16 the Municipality will 

review the Tourism Strategy.  That strategy will take 

account of the Economic Development Strategy currently 

being prepared by Lionsgate.   

 

East Hants has been blessed with many natural tourism 

assets and we have some unique world class attractions 

and all of these assets and attractions creates a draw for visitors.  The tourism strategy was developed 

to use the key or premier attractions, especially the more unique ones, to create niche and broader 

market draws for the municipal wide tourism product.  

The premier tourism attractions have been grouped as 

follows: 

 

1. Tidal Bore Rafting 

2. The Bay of Fundy Experience 

3. Festivals & Special Events 

4. Heritage and Culture Attractions 

 

Public Consultation Responses 

Question 12 of the Community Goals Survey asked ‘is it 

important to control development to ensure the tourism 

potential of scenic areas?’  A strong majority of 

respondents (82.2%) agreed that it is important to control 

development to ensure the tourism potential of scenic 
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areas, with 11% of respondents indicating that they don’t know.   
 

At the visioning workshops held in June 2014, Tourism was discussed at all locations (Kennetcook, Lantz 

and Mount Uniacke).  Limited comments were provided for Lantz and Mount Uniacke but these 

comments included a suggestion for a world class park and providing a unique attraction and to create 

reasons for tourists to stop.  More discussion regarding tourism was held at the Kennetcook workshop.  

The Bay of Fundy and the features and attractions along the shore which makes it a special place to 

visit were discussed at the workshop.  Attendees of the workshop suggested that the Plan should build 

on heritage, there should be the infrastructure to support attractions including Burntcoat Head Park, 

Courthouse Hill and the Tin Smith Museum.  In Kennetcook signage for tourists was identified as an 

issue. 

 

In October and November 2014, eight design workshops were held in eight different communities 

around the Municipality.  At these workshops, signage for tourism was raised again as one of the issues.  

Other comments include showcasing views in Maitland, water access in Maitland, a tourist information 

kiosk for Milford and to highlight viewing eagles in Shubenacadie. 

 

Tidal Bore Rafting 

‘Prepare to get wet – the force of the incoming tide against the outflow of the Shubenacadie 

River forms roller-coaster waves that can be up to four metres (14 feet) high.  Shoot the 

white-water rapids as the tide rushes from the Bay of Fundy up the Shubenacadie River, and 

enjoy views of eagle nests, Acadian dykelands, and geological formations.’ (pg 154, 2014 Doers 

and Dreamers Travel Guide) 

 

Tidal bore rafting is an exciting experience unique to Nova Scotia.  From a land use perspective there 

are no recommendations to make. 

 

The Bay of Fundy Experience 

The Nova Scotia Department of Economic and Rural Development and Tourism identifies Scenic 

Travelways throughout the province.  These travelways include the Lighthouse Route, Evangeline Trail, 

Cabot Trail and the Glooscap Trail.  The Glooscap Trail passes through the Municipality along Highway 

#215, alongside the Minas Basin and Cobequid Bay.  The Municipality can support this initative by 

paying special attention to the upkeep of properties along these travelways through restricting certain 

undesirable uses and encouraging uses such as bed and breakfasts, country inns, tea rooms, craft stores 

and other appropriate tourist related businesses. Currently though there is no zoning (except the wind 

energy zone) in place in the northern portion of the Municipality and therefore the land use by-law 

cannot currently be used to support the protection and development of the Glooscap Trail.  Zoning 

would have to be introduced to restrict undesirable uses.  The Plan Review background paper on 

coastal erosion has introduced the idea of including zoning alongside the Minas Basin and Cobequid Bay.  

Supporting the Glooscap travelway provides another argument for adding zoning to some parts of the 

currently unzoned portion of the Municipality. 

 

Zoning is suggested for land around Highway #215.  This will ensure the longer term protection of this 

important tourist travelway.  There is an argument that there is limited development pressure in the 
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northern section of the Municipality but relying on this does not provide protection against undesirable 

development and uses.    

 

Burntcoat Head Park is in Burntcoat on the 

northern coastline of the Municipality.  It’s 

owned by the Municipality and is managed and 

operated by a community-based volunteer 

group using municipal, provincial and federal 

grants and fund raising. The Municipality is 

currently working on a project to upgrade and 

enhance the facilities at the park.  The 

objective of this project is to position the park 

as a Nova Scotia anchor attraction in the Bay of 

Fundy tourism offering, resulting in increased 

visitation to the park and providing economic 

stimulus and opportunities for the region.  

Without zoning around the park there is no ability to protect this important visitor attraction from 

nearby locally inappropriate development.  This supports the opportunity for introducing zoning along 

the Bay of Fundy shoreline. 

 

Maitland is in the north-east corner of the Municipality 

and is located alongside the Cobequid Bay and 

Shubenacadie River.  In 1994 Maitland was declared Nova 

Scotia’s first Heritage Conservation District.  In addition to 

and because of its heritage value, Maitland is an 

important asset in attracting visitors to the Municipality 

and adds to the overall Bay of Fundy experience and the 

Glooscap Trail experience.  More details of Maitland and 

its heritage importance will be discussed further in the 

background paper on Heritage.   

 

Festivals & Special Events 

Over recent years the municipality has received inquiries 

from local businesses and organizations interested in 

hosting temporary outdoor special events. Examples of 

such temporary events include weddings, live 

entertainment and celebrations at Curly Portable’s, and 

festivals in Kennetcook. The proposed events included the 

use of beer tents and other such tented uses. Prior to 

2011 the Land Use By-law (LUB) did not address such land 

uses.  

 

In April 2011 Council approved amendments to the 

Municipal Planning Strategy and Land Use By-law that regulates large-scale special events throughout 

the municipality and small-scale special events in the comprehensively planned areas of East Hants. 
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The Land Use By-law defines small-scale special events as ‘an event held outside an enclosed 

permanent structure where there is an assembly of less than 1000 persons at any given point in time 

during the event.  It is a temporary, short-term use of land for the purpose of fundraising, 

promotional activities, celebrations, or for entertainment or amusement.  The term small-scale 

special event shall not include parades and firework displays.’  Large-scale special events has the 

same definition as for small-scale but ‘where there is an assembly of 1000 persons or more at any 

given point in time during the event…’   

 

Small-scale special events are permitted in all zones and do not require a development permit.  Large-

scale special events are permitted in all zones, including the Wind Energy (WE) Zone, and except in the 

R1, R2, R3, R5, HF, ES, ER, WS and WG Zones.  The policy goal regarding Large-scale special events is 

‘to encourage large-scale special events while protecting the health and safety of East Hants residents 

and event attendees and participants, and protecting private property.’   

 

As they are relatively new regulations and no issues have been identified, the suggested approach is to 

retain the existing regulations regarding small-scale and large-scale special events.   

 

Heritage & Cultural Attractions 

A recent review of the agricultural policies and regulations of the Official Community Plan was 

completed in 2011.  During the review the Agricultural Advisory Committee suggested regulations were 

needed to permit Agri-tourism in the Agricultural Reserve (AR).  As part of the review of agricultural 

policies and regulations, agri-tourism uses have been included in the Land Use By-law. 

 

 7.3.12 Agri-tourism  

 

A development permit may be issued for the following agri-tourism uses:  

 

a. restaurants and retail shops, up to a maximum of 500 square feet (46.4 m2), are permitted 

provided they are accessory and clearly related to an agricultural uses. 

 

7.3.13 Agri-tourism Development Agreements  

 

The following agri-tourism uses may be considered only by development agreement in the (AR) Zone, 

subject to the criteria of Policy P7-18(c) and P13-9: 

 

a. restaurants, wineries (including retail sales and tours), retail shops, and lodging related to and 

accessory to an agricultural use of the farm, over 500 square feet (46.4 m2) not to exceed 2,000 

square feet (185.8 m2).  

 

Some suggested changes to the regulations include the ability to apply for a development permit for a 

winery under 500 square feet; adding breweries and brew pubs to be treated the same as wineries in 

both 7.3.12 and 7.3.13; and removing the requirement for a development agreement in 7.3.13 and 

instead require site plan approval. 
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As noted above, these regulations were recently developed during the review of the agricultural 

policies.  The Agricultural Advisory Committee spent considerable time reviewing agricultural policies.  

At this time it is suggested that there is no need to completely revamp the regulations regarding agri-

tourism and the existing regulations should be included in the new planning documents with the 

amendments outlined above. 

 

Cultural attractions such as museums and art galleries are zoned as Institutional Uses (IU).  Along with 

being permitted in the IU zone, institutional zoned uses are widely permitted in many of the zones 

including the Rural Use (R4) zone 

and all of the commercial zones, 

except the Industrial Commercial 

(C5) Zone.  Some of the other zones 

such as Single Unit Dwelling (R1), 

Single and Two Unit Dwelling (R2), 

Multiple Unit (R3) and also the 

Industrial Commercial (C5) zone do 

not directly permit Institutional Use 

(IU) zone uses but they can be 

considered through a development 

agreement in these zones.  Museums 

and art galleries are enabled, either 

through as-of-right or through a 

development agreement, in a large 

number of zones in the Municipality.  Changes are not suggested to this approach.   

 

Signage 

One of the objectives of the Tourism Strategy for Nova Scotia is to improve access to Nova Scotia for 

visitors and enhance their ability to travel throughout Nova Scotia.  One of the ways that the strategy 

identifies to work towards the objective is to support a province wide approach to better provincial 

signage to enhance visitor experience; identify ways to improve signage to ensure positive visitor 

experiences and easier travel throughout the province.  The results should be a comprehensive signage 

strategy. 

 

The Department of Economic and Rural Development and Tourism and the Department of 

Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal have developed a program for the signing of tourist 

attractions along the Province’s 100 Series Controlled Access Highway system.  The program is intended 

to identify Nova Scotia’s significant tourist attractions, encourage travelers to leave the 100 Series 

Controlled Access Highway system and direct visitors to attraction locations.  To be considered for 

major tourist attraction signage, attractions must fit with the strategic priorities of the Tourism 

Strategy for Nova Scotia. 

 

Directional signage has been identified as an issue in East Hants and this issue is discussed further in 

the plan review topic paper on signage.  The recommended approach regarding directional signage as 

discussed in the signage topic paper is to improve the Municipal directional signage program to create 

and manage off-premises signage.  This program would create municipal standards for directional 
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signage, and an application process for the public to apply to have signage added to municipally-owned 

sign frames. 

 

Community notice boards, interpretation, wayfinding and gateway signage are also discussed further in 

the topic paper on signage.  With regard to developing policy regarding community signage, there are 

four recommended approaches: 

1. Establish design standards for the different forms of community signage being explored to meet 

Municipal brand goals. 

2. Fund a community notice board in communities where there is a demand for one through a 

project fund, or partnership(s) with developer(s). 

3. Allocate a portion of funds from the tourism development grant program on an as-needed basis 

to develop interpretation and wayfinding signage for areas of historical or cultural importance. 

4. Develop policy to state that Council may, in the future, consider a program to develop 

community gateway signage. 

 

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 Zoning is suggested for land around Highway #215 and alongside the Bay of Fundy.  This will 

ensure the longer term protection of this important tourist travelway.  

     

 Regarding festivals and special events the suggested approach is to retain the existing 

regulations regarding small-scale and large-scale special events.   

 

 Regarding agri-tourism the suggested approach is that there is no need to prepare new 

regulations regarding agri-tourism, the existing regulations with the suggested changes should 

be included in the new planning documents. 

 

 The proposed approach for cultural attractions such as museums and art galleries is to continue 

with the existing approach for permitting Institutional Use (IU) zone uses. 

 

 

 

 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Growth Management 
Background Paper Number: 11 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• Maintain the Regional Serviceable Boundary Growth Management Area boundary.  
• Maintain the Milford Growth Management Area boundary.  
• Maintain the Shubenacadie Growth Management Area boundary.  
• Along the north east side of the Regional Commercial GMA remove a portion of PID 45085313 

from the GMA and rezone the same portion to Rural Use (R4) (See proposed amendment map 
attached as Appendix A). This portion of land along the river would better lend itself for 
continued agricultural use or for a residential use.  

• Maintain the Mount Uniacke Growth Management Area but do not regulate the use of 
conservation subdivision design, as suggested in the WSP study. Develop a new designation and 
zone that would create more compact on-site serviced subdivisions that would permit future 
infill if Municipal Services were to become available in Mount Uniacke.  

• Remove large-lot subdivisions and areas that contribute to a disconnected land use pattern 
from the Grand Lake/Horne Settlement Growth Reserve Area. As shown on the map attached as 
Appendix C (of the topic paper).   

• Maintain the Belnan Growth Reserve Area boundary other than the portion of PID 45085313 that 
will be removed from the Regional Commercial GMA. The identified portion of PID 45085313 
will be added to the Belnan GRA.  

• Maintain the Lantz Growth Reserve Area boundary and complete a Comprehensive Master Plan 
for the GRA prior to any future development occurring. 

• Extend the Regional Commercial Boundary to include all possible future Elmsdale Business Park 
lands, as identified on the draft Stantec Elmsdale Business Park site plan, which includes the 
addition of PID 45225992 and PID 45290442.  

• Rezone all property within the Regional Commercial GMA that is not currently zoned for 
commercial use, which is proposed to be a part of the Elmsdale Business Park, to the Business 
Park (C8) zone. Proposed amendment map attached as Appendix B (of the topic paper).  

• Extend the Regional Serviceable Boundary to include all Regional Commercial (C4) properties in 
the Regional Commercial GMA and extend the RSB to include all Elmsdale Business Park lands, 
currently owned by East Hants, where future development is proposed. Proposed amendment 
map attached as Appendix D (of the topic paper).  

• Amended by PAC/ Council to read: Develop a new residential zone, the Future Urban 
Residential Development Zone that would be applied to the Grand Lake Horne Settlement GRA 
and the Belnan GRA. This zone would require that any subdivision application, for a new 
residential lot, that is submitted would be a maximum of 1 acre or minimum required to meet 
septic requirements, and lot frontages would range from 100 to 120 feet. New Dwelling units 
would have to be located on the lots so that the lot could be subdivided in the future, when 
Municipal Services were extended to the area. This new zone would only apply to properties 
with existing road frontage. No new roads would be permitted in the GRAs thereby limiting the 
extent of unserviced development and reducing the impact of a disconnected pattern of 
development.  

• Add the following as future projects to the Municipal Planning Strategy:  
o Complete a Water and Wastewater Master Plan for long-term development within the 

Belnan GRA, Regional Commercial GMA, and the Highway 214 Corridor.  
o Complete a Comprehensive Master Plan for the Lantz GRA.  
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o Complete a Feasibility Study to examine the possibility of servicing the Milford GMA 
with a Municipal water supply.  

 
Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 

•  That the name of the Regional Serviceable Boundary Growth Management Area be made 
clearer to understand. This may prevent confusion between the Regional Serviceable Boundary 
and Regional Serviceable Boundary Growth Management Area.   

• That the Municipality should encourage, and be receptive to innovative servicing techniques.  
 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 11 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: March 2015 

 

 

 

Growth Management  
Background 

The Municipality of East Hants undertook a Growth Management Study, by WSP, in 2014 to review the 

current Growth Management Areas and Growth Reserve Areas in the East Hants Official Community 

Plan. This background report will review the recommendations from the study and will outline a policy 

approach towards proposed changes to these Areas.  

 

GMA and GRA Boundaries 

The Municipality of East Hants Official Community Plan directs growth into specific geographical 

boundaries.  These growth boundaries direct and focus development thereby assisting in the protection 

of agricultural land, rural landscapes, sensitive lands, and water resource areas. These growth 

boundaries also promote compact urban development, minimize land use conflicts, and allow for 

efficient and cost effective infrastructure.  

 

The Official Community Plan identifies two types of growth boundaries – Growth Management Areas 

(GMAs) and Growth Reserve Areas (GRAs). Growth Management Areas are intended to direct urban 

development within the defined boundaries thereby creating a compact, contiguous urban form and a 

more environmentally efficient use of land. By managing growth in this manner, the level of efficiency 

for the delivery of Municipal services and infrastructure is increased. Growth Reserve Areas are 

intended to be areas that are not significantly developed and are without Municipal sewer and water 

services. These are the areas that are considered to have the highest and most logical potential for 

future residential and commercial development.  

 

Growth Management Areas have been established where there is an existing serviced area or a 

significant concentration of development. There are five GMAs in East Hants, each of these areas have 

been identified below with a corresponding map of the boundaries. 
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Milford GMA 

 

Shubenacadie GMA 
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Growth Reserve Areas have been established where future urban development will be directed and 

where Municipal Services and infrastructure may eventually be provided. There are three GRAs in East 

Hants, each of these areas have been identified below with a corresponding map of the boundaries.  

 

 

 

 

 

Growth Management Study 

In 2014 the Municipality undertook a Growth Management Study, in conjunction with a Sewer Capacity 

Study, to answer the question: where should East Hants grow next? These studies are in the process of 

being finalized. The Growth Management Study reviewed the boundaries of all the GMAs and GRAs, in 

relation to Policy 3-19 of the Municipal Planning Strategy, and made recommendations for each Area 

based on this review. Planning staff have reviewed these recommendations and will base the following 

proposed policy approaches on the study outcomes. This background paper will not discuss charges for 

local improvements, in particular the wastewater infrastructure charge, and instead will address these 

charges in a future report of Municipal Services and Infrastructure.  

Mount Uniacke GMA 

 

Regional Commercial GMA 

 

Grand Lake/Horne Settlement 

Growth Reserve Area 

 

Belnan Growth Reserve Area 

 

Lantz Growth Reserve Area 
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Regional Serviceable Boundary Growth Management Area 

The Regional Serviceable Boundary GMA (RSB GMA) encompasses an area of approximately 3,711 acres. 

Within the RSB GMA the available undeveloped land for infill is approximately 1,830 acres. This 

represents approximately 49% of the overall GMA that can be considered for infill for the future, taking 

the build out time well beyond the 32 year time horizon looked at in the WSP Study. With a proposed 

density of 18 persons per acre this means that potentially an additional population of 32,936 people 

may be accommodated in approx. 9,832 units  (based on 3.35 person per unit), if upgrades are carried 

out to the Regional Waste Water Treatment Plant and sewer collection system. For this reason the 

study concludes that RSB GMA should be maintained with no changes which is supported by Planning 

Staff.  

 

Milford Growth Management Area 

The Milford GMA encompasses an area of approximately 682 acres. Within the Milford GMA the 

available undeveloped land for infill is approximately 109 acres. This represents approximately 16% of 

the overall GMA that can be considered for infill for the future. Proposed is a density of two (2) persons 

per acre which means that potentially an additional population of 218 people may be accommodated in 

approx. 65 units (based of 3.35 persons per unit). Therefore, it would take approximately 40 years to 

completely infill the Milford GMA. As indicated in the study, homes in the area are not serviced by a 

central water treatment facility and instead homes are serviced with onsite wells. For this reason it is 

unlikely that the density will ever increase beyond the two (2) person per acre. The Study does 

recommend that the Municipality consider encouraging increased density through the provision of a 

central water supply; however, there is very little development pressure in Milford and the cost to 

develop central water services does not warrant this action at this time. However, a study to review 

the feasibility of servicing Milford with a municipal water supply should be listed as a future project in 

the new Municipal Planning Strategy. In addition, the WSP Study recommends maintaining the existing 

boundary for the Milford GMA, which is supported by Planning Staff.  

 

Shubenacadie Growth Management Area 

The Shubenacadie GMA encompasses an area of approximately 576 acres. Within the Shubenacadie GMA 

the available undeveloped land for infill is approximately 355 acres. This represents approximately 61% 

of the overall GMA that can be considered for infill for the future, going well beyond the 32 year time 

horizon looked at in the WSP Study. Proposed is a density of 7 persons per acre which means that 

potentially an additional population of 2,485 people may be accommodated in approx. 742 units (based 

on 3.35 person per unit). Although there is land available for development within the Shubenacadie 

GMA, there is no capacity in the Shubenacadie Waste Water Treatment Plant. Therefore, the 

population of the Shubenacadie GMA is unable to grow even though there is development interest in in 

the GMA. The Study recommends that a new waste water treatment plant (WWTP) be constructed in 

Shubenacadie and the new WWTP be funded through either the encouragement of new development in 

the Shubenacadie GMA or shared capital cost funding with the Provincial and/or Federal Government. 

Due to there being plenty of land available for development and interest from developers in developing 

some of that land, the Study recommends that the existing boundary for the Shubenacadie GMA be 

maintained and Planning Staff Support that recommendation.  
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Regional Commercial Growth Management Area 

The Regional Commercial GMA, which includes the Elmsdale Business Park, encompasses an area of 

approximately 715 acres (excluding an extensive wetland). Within the Regional Commercial GMA 

approximately 126 acres are already developed as part of the Elmsdale Business Park. Approximately 

82% of the total area of the GMA is undeveloped land that is available for future commercial 

development. Build out time horizons will vary depending on the density of the commercial uses; 

however, build out time should extend well beyond the 32 year time horizon looked at by the WSP 

Study. Due to the wide variety of commercial development across the Business Park the Study 

recommends that the Business Park continues to be developed to accommodate the requirements of 

individual businesses. No changes to the Regional Commercial GMA are proposed. The Study does note 

that the existing wastewater infrastructure along Highway 214 is currently undersized and needs to be 

upgraded prior to any additional development within the Regional Commercial GMA. Details of the 

upgrades and associated costs are included in the Sewer Capacity Study. Planning Staff support the 

wastewater infrastructure upgrades that are recommended. Although, Staff do believe that the 

Regional Commercial GMA should be altered, based on the preliminary results of a study being 

completed for the Municipal Department of Economic and Business Development regarding the business 

parks.  A proposed policy approach for the Regional Commercial GMA will be discussed further in this 

background report.  

 

Mount Uniacke Growth Management Area 

The Mount Uniacke GMA encompasses an area of approximately 5,891 acres. Within the Mount Uniacke 

GMA the available undeveloped land for infill is approximately 3,914 acres. This represents 

approximately 77% of the overall GMA that can be considered for infill for the future, taking the build 

out time well beyond the 32 year time horizon look at in the WSP Study. All development in the Mount 

Uniacke GMA uses on-site water and wastewater systems and there are no plans to provide Municipal 

Services to development in this area. Proposed is a density of 2 persons per acre, which reflects the 

current density. The Study recommends allowing for as-of-right development for single unit lots and to 

regulate subdivision development with use of Conservation Subdivision Design Policies. The study also 

recommends maintaining the boundary for the Mount Uniacke GMA. Planning Staff support that the 

Mount Uniacke GMA be maintained but do not support the recommendation to use Conservation 

Subdivision Design.   

 

Grand Lake/Horne Settlement Growth Reserve Area 

The Grand Lake/Horne Settlement GRA (GLHS GRA) encompasses an area of approximately 2,039 acres. 

Within the GLHS GRA the available undeveloped land for infill is approximately 1,162 acres. This 

represents approximately 57% of the overall GRA that can be considered for infill in the future. The 

Growth Management Study states that due to the concentration of development in the GRA and the 

disconnected pattern that development has occurred, limits have been created on how these lands may 

be used as ‘growth reserve’ for future urbanized style of development. Therefore, the GLHS GRA does 

not lend itself well to the extension of Municipal Services in the future. However, instead of removing 

the GRA the study recommends that the GRA be maintained and instead growth be controlled to limit 

development of large scale acreage subdivisions through the use of subdivision Conservation Design. In 

addition, the Study recommends that the development agreement process should be used for each 

Conservation Design development complete with a requirement for a Level 1 and Level 2 Groundwater 

Assessment and a Wastewater Master Plan designed to meet the needs of the overall development. 
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Planning Staff do not completely agree with the Study’s recommendation and believe that the GRA 

should be maintained for future urbanization, with the exception that lands that have already been 

developed with large scale subdivisions be removed from the GLHS GRA’s boundary. The use of 

Conservation Subdivision Design will be addressed further in this background report.  

 

Belnan Growth Reserve Area 

The Belnan GRA encompasses an area of approximately 509 acres. Within the Belnan GRA the available 

undeveloped land for infill is approximately 320 acres. This represents approximately 62% of the overall 

GRA that can be considered for infill for the future. Currently, the density for the GRA is 1.63 persons 

per acre. The Growth Management Study states that development in Belnan should be carefully 

managed to prevent the disconnected land pattern emerging in the Grand Lake/Horne Settlement GRA. 

Therefore, development should be clustered and large-lot development should be discouraged so that 

the future development in the area may easily be connected to Municipal Services. Conservation 

Subdivision Design would allow for this type of development pattern. The Study also recommends that 

the Municipality should complete a Water and Wastewater Master Plan for long-term development 

within the Belnan GRA, Regional Commercial GMA, and the Highway 214 Corridor. As with the GLHS 

GRA the Study recommends that the development agreement process should be used for each 

Conservation Subdivision Design complete with a requirement for a Level 1 and Level 2 Groundwater 

Assessment and Wastewater Master Plan. The Study concludes that the Belnan GRA should be 

maintained, which Planning Staff supports. The approach of Conservation Subdivision Design will be 

addressed further along in this background report.  

 

Lantz Growth Reserve Area 

The Lantz GRA encompasses an area of approximately 878 acres with no existing residential or 

commercial development and is comprised of forest lands. This area has been designated a GRA due to 

a new highway interchange that has been proposed in the vicinity for the past decade. Once built 

significant pressures will materialize for the development of the Lantz GRA. Proximity of the Lantz GRA 

to the Lantz WWTP and to the Municipal water transmission system at the Lantz water tower makes 

this GRA a good candidate for future development with central services and recommends that the GRA 

be maintained. The Growth Management Study recommends that a secondary planning strategy for the 

area should be undertaken and that a Comprehensive Master Plan for the Lantz GRA be completed 

before any development is considered. Planning Staff support the undertaking of a Comprehensive 

Master Plan for the Lantz GRA.  

 

Elmsdale Business Park 

In the fall of 2014, Stantec was engaged by the Municipal Department of Economic and Business 

Development to assess the viability of three business park proposals for the Municipality of East Hants; 

expansion of existing parks in Mount Uniacke and Elmsdale, and the development of a new park in 

Milford. The Stantec study is still underway; however, they have provided the Municipality with a 

proposed site plan showing the Elmsdale Business Park expansion and lot layout (draft not available to 

the public). This information was not available during the completion of the Growth Management 

Study. Therefore, the following policy approaches are based on review of the Stantec proposal by 

Municipal Staff and were not part of the Growth Management Study.  
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The draft Stantec site plan shows Phase 1 

expansion of the Elmsdale Business Park into 

lands that are owned by the Municipality but 

these lands are not currently part of the 

Commercial Growth Management Area and are 

instead included in the Grand Lake/Horne 

Settlement Growth Reserve Area. In addition, 

these lands are not included within the 

Regional Serviceable Boundary. Lands 

identified as PID 45225992, pictured to the 

right, is a logical next step in the extension of 

the Business Park. This land has frontage along 

Highway 102 and Park Road. Therefore, the 

subject property (PID 45225992) should be 

removed from the GLSH GRA and added to the 

Commercial GMA.  

 

The draft Stantec site plan, for the Elmsdale Business 

Park, also shows the Business Park being connected to 

Enfield Road through PID 45290442 which is not 

currently owned by East Hants. This property is 

currently zoned Single and Two Unit Dwelling (R2) and 

is located in the GLHS GRA. Planning Staff consulted 

with the Municipal Department of Economic and 

Business Development and they have indicated that a 

future vision for the Elmsdale Business Park would be 

to have the identified lands incorporated into the 

Elmsdale Business Park with a future connection to the 

Enfield Road that would allow for a second connection 

and would permit commercial traffic to connect from 

Elmsdale to Enfield without having to use Highway 2. Therefore, PID 45290442 should be included in 

the Regional Commercial GMA and the property should be rezoned from Single and Two Unit Dwelling 

(R2) to Business Park (C8). In fact, it is recommended that all property that is not currently zoned 

commercial and is proposed to be included as part of the Elmsdale Business Park expansion be rezoned 

to Business Park (C8).    

 

In addition to proposed amendments to the GLHS GRA and the Regional Commercial GMA, the Regional 

Serviceable Boundary should also be extended to include all lands with future business park 

development potential. Extending the RSB does not automatically mean that the business park 

properties will be provided with Municipal sewer and water services. The extension of the Municipal 

Services will be dependent on Municipal sewer and water capacity and the financial feasibility of 

extending those services. Expansion of the RSB around proposed Business Park (C8) zoned properties 

simply shows that the Municipality intends to service the identified lands.  
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Attached are maps showing the current GLHS GRA, the Regional Commercial GMA, the Regional 

Serviceable Boundary, and the current zoning. Also included is a map of all the proposed changes 

explained in the above paragraphs.  

 

Highway 214 and Regional Commercial (C4) Zoned Lands 

Along Highway 214, within the Regional Commercial GMA are lands that are zoned Regional Commercial 

(C4). It is logical to have these lands zoned for commercial purposes because this is one of the 

locations where the Municipality would like to see commercial growth directed. Yet, Municipal Services 

(water and wastewater) are not available to these properties. The Regional Serviceable Boundary only 

extends approximately 1,312 feet (400 metres) beyond the entrance of Park Road. There is another 

1,654 feet (504 metres) to the Regional Commercial GMA boundary. The unavailability of the Municipal 

Services does not prevent commercial development from taking place on the C4 zoned lands but it does 

limit the type of commercial development and the amount of land required to support the required 

onsite services (well and septic system). It may also discourage new business development from 

locating to unserved commercial lots. On-site services also decreases the density of commercial 

development and changes the built environment of this section of Highway 214.  

 

As part of the Plan Review it is recommended that the Regional Serviceable Boundary be extended to 

the Regional Commercial Growth Management Area Boundary along Highway 214 and to include all of 

the lands that are zoned Regional Commercial (C4). Extending the RSB does not automatically mean 

that property owners will be provided with Municipal services. The provision of services will be 

dependent upon sewer and water capacity and the payment of infrastructure charges. Amending the 

RSB through the Plan Review will allow commercial property owners to develop their lands, when water 

and wastewater services become available, without having to apply for the RSB to be extended.  

 

Conservation Subdivision Design in the Growth Reserve Areas 

The Growth Management Study completed by WSP recommends that the Municipality use Conservation 

Subdivision Design to control the development of large-lot subdivisions in the Growth Reserve Areas. 

Conservation Subdivision Design preserves culturally and environmentally sensitive areas by clustering 

smaller lots on approximately 40% of the site while preserving approximately 60% of the overall 

development as common open space.  

 

The Growth Reserve Areas are intended to be used for future urban development, which requires a 

dense urban form in order to make the extension of Municipal services financially viable. Conservation 

Subdivision Design allows for more condensed housing units than traditional large lot subdivisions but 

the land remaining is intended to be used for conservation purposes, not for future development. 

Therefore, the use of conservation subdivision design is not logical in an area where there is potential 

for future urban subdivision standards.  

 

A new zone should be developed for residential uses in the GRAs, the Future Urban Residential 

Development Zone. This zone would require that any subdivision application, for a new residential lot, 

be a maximum of 1 acre and lot frontages would range from 100 to 120 feet. New Dwelling units would 

have to be located on the lots so that the lot could be subdivided in the future, when Municipal 

Services were extended to the area. In some circumstances, septic systems would have to be 

engineered to accommodate the maximum 1 acre lot size, however, septic systems are still being 
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designed for lots much smaller than 1 acre for existing undersized lots across Nova Scotia. These 

requirements would ensure the future cost of servicing the development would be much more 

financially viable. Once services were extended to the GRA’s, property owners would be able to 

subdivide their lots to help pay for the costs of servicing their properties. This new zone would only 

apply to properties with existing road frontage. No new roads would be permitted in the GRAs thereby 

limiting the extent of unserviced development and reducing the impact of a disconnected pattern of 

development. This form of regulation would keep intact a large portion of the GRAs, which would 

permit a common-sense approach to the extension of Municipal Services.     

 

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 Maintain the Regional Serviceable Boundary Growth Management Area boundary.  

 

 Maintain the Milford Growth Management Area boundary.  

 

 Maintain the Shubenacadie Growth Management Area boundary.  

 

 Along the north east side of the Regional Commercial GMA remove a portion of PID 45085313 

from the GMA and rezone the same portion to Rural Use (R4) (See proposed amendment map 

attached as Appendix A). This portion of land along the river would better lend itself for 

continued agricultural use or for a residential use.  

 

 Maintain the Mount Uniacke Growth Management Area but do not regulate the use of 

conservation subdivision design, as suggested in the WSP study. Develop a new designation and 

zone that would create more compact on-site serviced subdivisions that would permit future 

infill if Municipal Services were to become available in Mount Uniacke.  

 

 Remove large-lot subdivisions and areas that contribute to a disconnected land use pattern 

from the Grand Lake/Horne Settlement Growth Reserve Area. As shown on the map attached as 

Appendix C.   

 

 Maintain the Belnan Growth Reserve Area boundary other than the portion of PID 45085313 that 

will be removed from the Regional Commercial GMA. The identified portion of PID 45085313 

will be added to the Belnan GRA.  

 

 Maintain the Lantz Growth Reserve Area boundary and complete a Comprehensive Master Plan 

for the GRA prior to any future development occurring. 

 

 Extend the Regional Commercial Boundary to include all possible future Elmsdale Business Park 

lands, as identified on the draft Stantec Elmsdale Business Park site plan, which includes the 

addition of PID 45225992 and PID 45290442.  

 

 Rezone all property within the Regional Commercial GMA that is not currently zoned for 

commercial use, which is proposed to be a part of the Elmsdale Business Park, to the Business 

Park (C8) zone. Proposed amendment map attached as Appendix B.  
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 Extend the Regional Serviceable Boundary to include all Regional Commercial (C4) properties in 

the Regional Commercial GMA and extend the RSB to include all Elmsdale Business Park lands, 

currently owned by East Hants, where future development is proposed. Proposed amendment 

map attached as Appendix D.  

 

 Develop a new residential zone, the Future Urban Residential Development Zone that would be 

applied to the Grand Lake Horne Settlement GRA and the Belnan GRA. This zone would require 

that any subdivision application, for a new residential lot, that is submitted would be a 

maximum of 1 acre and lot frontages would range from 100 to 120 feet. New Dwelling units 

would have to be located on the lots so that the lot could be subdivided in the future, when 

Municipal Services were extended to the area. This new zone would only apply to properties 

with existing road frontage. No new roads would be permitted in the GRAs thereby limiting the 

extent of unserviced development and reducing the impact of a disconnected pattern of 

development.  

 

 Add the following as future projects to the Municipal Planning Strategy:  

o Complete a Water and Wastewater Master Plan for long-term development within the 

Belnan GRA, Regional Commercial GMA, and the Highway 214 Corridor.  

o Complete a Comprehensive Master Plan for the Lantz GRA.  

o Complete a Feasibility Study to examine the possibility of servicing the Milford GMA 

with a Municipal water supply.  
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Appendix A – Proposed Belnan GRA Amendment Maps 
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Appendix B – Proposed Regional Commercial GMA Amendment Maps 
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Appendix C – Proposed Grand Lake/Horne Settlement GRA Amendment Maps 
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Appendix D – Proposed Regional Serviceable Boundary Amendment Maps 

 

 
 

 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Rural & Exurban Residential Development 
Background Paper Number: 12 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• Establish a ‘Lakeshore Residential’ designation and zone to tailor development requirements 
around lakeshores to provide more sustainable development practices around lakes.  

• Establish a new ‘Country Residential’ designation and zone to better protect rural residential 
subdivisions from incompatible land uses.  

• Apply the Country Residential designation and zone to existing residential exurban areas and 
establish policy criteria for creating new such areas to prevent a continuous exurban 
development pattern.  

 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 12 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: June 2015 

 

 

Rural & Exurban Residential Development 
 

Background 

This paper examines rural residential development in East Hants and potential issues with 

some of the development forms that are emerging. 

 

Residential development in East Hants can roughly be categorized into four development 

forms as follows: 

 

Rural Settlement – Development in and around traditional rural settlements such as 

Kennetcook and Maitland.  Characterized by on-site services, a mix of land uses with the 

predominant housing form being the single unit dwelling.  New development tends to be 

incremental infill along existing roads.  Typical gross density is about 1 unit per acre. 

 

Urban/Suburban – Development with full urban standards (sewer, water, street lighting, 

paved streets, buried storm drains) and a mix of housing forms (single unit dwellings, semi-

detached, townhouses & apartments).   Gross density would be 4-8 units per acre.  New 

development is typically from established developers completing subdivisions with multiple 

lots.  This form is typically found in the communities of Enfield, Elmsdale, and Lantz.  Milford 

and Shubenacadie also enable such development through partial or full urban services.  

However, there has been little to no new subdivision development in these two communities 

over the past decade. 

 

Lakeshore Residential – For decades the lakes in East Hants have been an attractive location 

for cottage and then year-round residential development.  Despite all services being provided 

by on-site septic and well, older subdivisions can have a density as high as 2 units per acre 

whereas newer developments typically have a density of .5 units per acre.  Only single unit 

dwellings are permitted along lakeshores.     

 

Exurban Residential  -  Exurban development typically consists of multi-lot subdivisions 

located away from existing communities.  The developments are composed of single unit 

dwellings on large lots.  Services are provided by on-site septic and well.  Roads are either 

private or public and paved or unpaved, depending on regulations in the area the 

development is located and preference of the developer.  Gross density is quite low at less 

than 1 unit per acre (typically .25 units/acre). 
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Form Typical 

Density 

 

Rural Settlement 1 u/acre 

 
Urban/Suburban 4-8 

units/acre 

 
Lakeshore 

Residential 

2 u/acre 

(older) 

.5 u/acre 

(newer) 

 
Exurban 

Residential 

<1 u/acre 
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Particular concerns are raised with two of these forms as follows:  

 

 

Lakeshore Residential 

 

Widespread development around lakes in East Hants began in the 1960’s.  At the time, lot 

requirements were minimal and there was no prescribed setback from lakeshores.  As a result, some 

older lakefront cottage areas achieved relatively high densities and concerns for lake water quality has 

developed since.  Since the 1980’s lot standards have been increased and the Municipality has other 

policies such as a minimum setback requirement from lakeshores of 100 feet.  These policies that 

protect lakes, and therefore investment in properties surrounding them, should be maintained.  In 

fact, it would be desirable to create a specific ‘Lakeshore Residential’ Zone to highlight the 

importance of the riparian zone and consolidate protection policies in one place.   

 

Further growth in this form of development will be very limited in East Hants as most lakes are now 

developed.  The exception would be lakes within the Pockwock Watershed, which are protected from 

development. 

 

 

Exurban Growth  

 

As the table below shows, the amount of land devoted to exurban development has been growing 

significantly since the 1970’s.  In general, this form of development is of concern because it is the most 

land consumptive, creates isolated residential developments without services, makes preserving 

farmland more difficult and generates urban traffic patterns on rural roads. 

 

In Halifax Regional Municipality, the Hammonds Plains area has developed in an exurban pattern over 

the past two decades.  Decision makers in Halifax now regret the way this community has developed 

and planning regulations have been changed to control a continuation of this pattern in the future. 
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The map below shows exurban development in the Belnan & Nine Mile River area.  Within subdivisions 

such as these, residents are drawn to privacy and living in a rural setting surrounded by wildlife and 

farmlands.  However, if this development pattern continues, eventually these developments will merge 

into a continuous exurban development pattern.  At that point, like Hammonds Plains, a community will 
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emerge that has no center and generates traffic that one would not normally expect on rural roads.  In 

essence, what drew residents to the area will be gone. 

 

Research from Halifax also shows that this form of development is not fiscally sustainable for the 

municipality.  All new public streets are owned by the municipality and with large frontages and very low 

densities, costs per dwelling unit for road maintenance, snow clearing and services such as waste 

collection increase. 

 

Another concern with these subdivisions is that many of the residents assume that their lifestyle is 

protected by residential zoning.  However, a number of these subdivisions are zoned Rural Use (R4).  

This is not exclusively a residential zone and permits a wide variety of rural uses that residents may not 

be pleased to see located nearby such as saw mills, intensive livestock operations and small engine 

repair shops.   

 

Based on these concerns, it is being suggested that a ‘Country Residential’ designation and zone be 

created to better reflect the land uses within these exurban subdivisions.  Such a designation would also 

provide policy guidance within the MPS related to the establishment of new such residential areas.  The 

desire would be to avoid a continuous exurban development pattern by only allowing new streets within 

the ‘Country Residential’ zone and no longer permitting such development within the Rural Use zone.    

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Some adjustments are being suggested for lakeshore development such as creating a specific 

‘Lakeshore Residential’ zone to recognize the sensitive nature of this area and consolidate zoning 

requirements related to lakeshore development in one place. 

More substantial changes are suggested to prevent a continuous exurban residential pattern emerging 

in rural areas.  In this case, concern is raised with the fiscal impact of exurban development and the 

impact on the quality for life of subdivision residents if a continuous exurban development pattern is 

allowed to emerge.  As a result, a new designation and zone are suggested to guide future residential 

development in rural areas.  The ‘Country Residential’ designation and zone would also be expected to 

better meet expectations of subdivision residents with respect to non-residential uses that could be 

incompatible. 

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 

 Establish a ‘Lakeshore Residential’ designation and zone to tailor development requirements 

around lakeshores to provide more sustainable development practices around lakes. 

 Establish a new ‘Country Residential’ designation and zone to better protect rural residential 

subdivisions from incompatible land uses. 

 Apply the Country Residential designation and zone to existing residential exurban areas and 

establish policy criteria for creating new such areas to prevent a continuous exurban 

development pattern. 

 Restrict new subdivision development (new roads) outside of designated Country Residential, 

Comprehensive Development Districts or other rural areas approved for development. 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Renewable Energy Land Use Regulations 
Background Paper Number: 13 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• The term Mini Wind Turbines should be changed to Micro Wind Turbines.  
• For Micro Wind Turbines and Small Scale Wind Turbines located on commercially zoned 

property or adjacent to commercially zoned property, reduce the setback from the property 
line from 1.25 and 1.5 times the height of the turbine to 1 times the height of the turbine. In 
residential areas maintain the current setback unless the residential property is adjacent to a 
commercially zoned property then the setback may be reduced. With the exception of the 
Business Park (C8) Zoned lands where a micro or small scale wind turbine will be permitted to 
be setback the same distance from the property line as the main building on the lot unless the 
property is adjacent to a residential property.   

• For Large Scale Wind Turbines change the site plan circulation requirements from 305 m to 
1000 m.  

• Under the site plan approval requirements remove the wildlife impact component from the 
Impact Study, and instead require that the applicant submit a copy of the Environmental 
Assessment that was completed for NS Environment, if required by the Federal or Provincial 
Government. A copy of the EA is not part of the requirements to receive a development 
permit.  

• Maintain the setback for Large Scale Wind Turbines at four times the height of the turbine to 
the property line. Unless the adjoining properties are part of the wind energy development; or 
the owner of the neighbouring property agrees to a reduced setback of 1.5 times the height of 
the turbine, in which case an agreement should be entered into indicating the agreement of a 
reduced setback.  

• A large scale turbine shall be setback 1.5 times the height of the turbine from uninhabited or 
culturally significant lands owned by the crown.  

• Permit a large scale wind turbine to be setback 1.5 times the height of the turbine from an 
existing dwelling located on the same property that is part of the wind energy development 
lands or permit a dwelling to be constructed on the lands that are part of a wind energy 
development as long as it is setback 1.5 times the height of the turbine from the nearest wind 
turbine.  

• Permit the installation of solar panels in any zone and not consider them as part of the 
measurements for a building’s height requirements. 

• A definition for a solar farm should be added to the definition section of the Land Use By-law.  
• Solar farms should be permitted in the Rural Use (R4) Zone.  
• Add a definition for Bioenergy Facility to the Land Use By-law.  
• Continue to allow bioenergy facilities, not related to an agricultural operation, to be permitted 

in the Industrial Commercial (C5) and Business Park (C8) Zones as-of-right, as long as the 
facility was fully contained and was not to be considered an obnoxious use. If the proposed 
bioenergy facility was not to be fully enclosed and was considered to be obnoxious, then the 
development would only be considered by development agreement.  

• Allow bioenergy facilities in the Rural Use (R4) by site plan approval if they are not considered 
obnoxious and by development agreement if they are considered obnoxious.  

 
Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 

• The Panel requested that toxins be added to the list of obnoxious use classification items. 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 13  
Planning & Development Department  
Date: May 2015 

 

 

Renewable Energy Land Use Regulations 
Background 

As part of the Plan Review, consideration has been given to the need for land use regulations in 

relation to renewable energy technology, including wind, solar, and biomass. It is important that East 

Hants adopts regulations that support the development of renewable energy technology while 

minimizing land use conflicts. The current East Hants Official Community Plan contains land use 

policies related to wind energy development but there are no policies related to solar energy or 

biomass facilities. This position paper will review the current wind energy regulations and propose 

amendments, and will make recommendations on other renewable energy technologies. 

 

Wind Energy 

The adoption of East Hants’s initial set of wind energy land use regulations occurred in 2007. The 

development of these regulations was a proactive attempt to develop a set of wind energy regulations 

that would be fair to wind energy developers and East Hants landowners. Many other municipalities at 

the time were developing land use regulations as a reactive approach to proposed wind developments, 

which may not have allowed for well thought out and researched regulations. The approach that East 

Hants took was to develop regulations that provided developers with a certain amount of confidence 

that their large scale wind development would be permitted if all of the requirements of the site plan 

approval process was completed. While providing neighbouring residents with the knowledge that large 

scale wind turbine developments would have to adhere to a pre-determined setback and providing 

them with notification of the development proposal. Attached as Appendix A are the current wind 

energy policies and land use regulations.  

 

The wind energy regulations have been implemented in two different formats. When the regulations 

were first created they were developed for the “planned” portion of East Hants; however, during the 

review process Councillors representing the “unplanned” portion of the Municipality requested that 

Planning Staff investigate methods of controlling wind energy developments in their districts. In 

response to this request, Planning Staff developed the Wind Energy (WE) Zone. The Wind Energy (WE) 

Zone only has provisions for small scale and large scale wind turbines, mini wind turbines are not 

regulated in the WE Zone. In addition to large scale and small scale wind energy developments, the 

Wind Energy (WE) Zone also control large-scale special events.  

 

To date, the Development Officer has only received two applications for a large-scale wind energy 

projects. The Nine Mile River Community Wind Farm received a development permit in 2014 after 

completing the site plan approval requirements. This wind energy development has been installed. The 

second project, proposed for Walton, is still in the site plan approval process. A third project, in 

Hardwoodlands, is being proposed and Staff are expecting to receive the application later this year. 

The Development Officer for East Hants was consulted in regards to how the site plan approval process 

was followed and provided insight on how the process could be improved and what regulations may 

need to be changed.  

 

Permits for a few small scale wind turbines have been issued; however, Staff have not issued any 

permits to date for mini wind turbines. It is not known if residents have installed these turbines 
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without permits or whether it is simply a case that these mini turbines are not cost efficient compared 

to the cost to install and the benefits received from them.  

 

Current Research on Wind Energy 

When the existing wind energy regulations were developed significant research was conducted on best 

practices for wind development and an extensive jurisdictional scan was completed, which included 

looking at regions in Ontario and New England. Since the adoption of the Municipality’s wind energy 

regulations, further research has been conducted on the wind energy industry. Many landowners 

neighbouring large scale wind developments have stated that the wind developments have impacted 

their health causing such things as headaches and nausea, have impacted their sleeping patterns, have 

limited the enjoyment of their property, and have affected their property values. The Canadian 

Federal Government has conducted extensive research on the true and perceived health impact on 

residents from wind turbines. The University of Guelph has conducted a large study on wind farms and 

the affect on property values and the Australian EPA has completed a study on infrasound. This new 

research was used in the examination of current East Hants wind energy policies.  

 

Wind Turbine Noise and Impacts on Health 

In 2012 Health Canada initiated a large scale epidemiology study in collaboration with Statistics 

Canada. The study was undertaken in two provinces, Ontario and Prince Edward Island (PEI), the 

objective of the study included “investigation [of] the prevalence of health effects or health 

indicators among a sample of Canadians exposed to [wind turbine noise] WTN using both self-reported 

and objectively measured health outcomes.” A total of 1,238 households with similar demographics 

participated in the study. Health Canada released the report titled Wind Turbine Noise and Health 

Study in 2014.  

 

The objectively measured results indicated that “WTN was not observed to be related to hair cortisol 

concentrations, blood pressure, resting heart rate, or measured sleep…” However, the study did 

conclude that “statistically significant exposure-response relationships were found between increasing 

WTN levels and the prevalence of reporting high annoyance. Annoyance, for the purpose of the survey, 

was defined as a long term response (approximately 12 months) of being “very or extremely annoyed” 

as determined by means of survey. In fact, community annoyance with WTN begins as a lower sound 

level and increases more rapidly with increasing WTN then compared to transportation noise sources 

such as rail and road traffic. The study found that at the highest WTN levels (greater than 40 dBA) 

16.5% of Ontario households respondents were highly annoyed and 6.3% of PEI respondents were highly 

annoyed. “Community annoyance was observed to drop at distances between 1-2 km in ON, compared 

to PEI where almost all of the participants who were highly annoyed by WTN lived within 550 m of a 

wind turbine…” It was also found that annoyance was significantly lower among the 110 participants 

who received personal benefit from the wind development. The study notes that the “findings support 

a potential link between long term high annoyance and health.” Simply put, participants who find the 

WTN highly annoying may have health issues connected to annoyance levels.  

 

Based on the study’s findings the setback for large scale wind turbines should remain four times the 

height of the turbine from the adjoining property line – unless that property is part of the overall wind 

development or agrees to a lesser setback. Although wind turbine noise does not have a direct impact 

on the health of nearby residents there is a correlation between high levels of wind turbine annoyance 
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and health. Therefore, maintaining the setback should help to alleviate high annoyance from wind 

turbines thereby reducing health effects associated with high annoyance.    

 

Property Values 

In 2014 researchers at the University of Guelph published a paper on The Effects of Wind Turbines on 

Property Values in Ontario: Does Public Perception Match Empirical Evidence? The study analyzed more 

than 7,000 home and farm sales in Melancthon Township and surrounding area, including one of 

Ontario’s largest wind farms, over an eight-year period. According to the study, the researchers found 

“wind farms have ‘no statistically significant effect’ on property values”. The results “do not 

corroborate concerns raised by residents regarding potential negative impacts of turbines on property 

values.” Similar studies have not been conducted in Nova Scotia, therefore it can only be assumed that 

the results of a similar nature would be found in Nova Scotia.  

 

Infrasound 

Infrasound has been reported by residents living adjacent large-scale wind turbines to cause health 

issues and many wind energy opponents have used infrasound in their arguments against the 

installation of large scale wind turbines. However, scientific research on the impacts of infrasound on 

nearby residents does not support this argument. The Australian Environmental Protection Authority 

and Resonate Acoustics undertook a study to compare infrasound in wind farm environments to urban 

and rural environments away from wind farms. For the purpose of the study, infrasound was defined by 

ISO 7196 as “Sound or noise whose frequency spectrum lies mainly in the band 1 Hz to 20 Hz.”  

 

In the Australian study, after comparing infrasound levels at different locations near wind farms, in 

urban environments, and in rural environments, the study concluded that “the level of infrasound at 

houses near the wind turbines assessed is no greater than that experienced in other urban and rural 

environments, and that the contribution of wind turbines to the measured infrasound levels is 

insignificant in comparison with the background level of infrasound in the environment.” In a review 

of literature on Health Effects and Wind Turbines the authors state “…self reported health effects of 

people living near wind turbines are more likely attributed to physical manifestation from an annoyed 

state than from wind turbines themselves. In other words, it appears that it is the change in the 

environment that is associated with reported health effects and not a turbine-specific variable like 

audible noise or infrasound.” 

 

Based on these studies, and other studies reviewed such as Infrasound from Wind Turbines – Fact, 

Fiction or Deception, there doesn’t appear to be a direct correlation between human health impacts 

from infrasound on residents living near wind farms. Therefore, setbacks do not need to be increased 

from four times the height of a large scale wind turbine to the property line to accommodate for 

infrasound.    

 

Stakeholder Comments 

Planning Staff met with Mitch Underhay from Scotian WindFields to discuss the current Municipal Wind 

Energy regulations. Scotian WindFields was chosen due the company being the only organization that 

has applied for the installation of wind turbines in East Hants. During the meeting, Mr. Underhay 

suggested that the documents associated with site plan approval should be circulated to property 

owners within 1000 metres of the proposed development, in order to allow for more community 
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notification. The current regulations require that notification of site plan approval be circulated to all 

property owners within 305 metres (1000 feet) of the subject property(s). Mr. Underhay also suggested 

that the wildlife portion of the impact study be removed unless the Municipality has a member of staff 

who is qualified to interpret the findings. He also indicated that wildlife impact requirements have to 

be completed as part of the Environmental Assessment (EA) for installations of 2 MWs or more, and that 

copies of the EA could be requested but should not be part of the requirement to receive a 

development permit. In general, Environment Assessments take a long time to complete and Nova 

Scotia Environment (NSE) provides a wind developer with a provisional permit until the EA is complete. 

NSE has the power to halt construction under the Environment Act if the need arises. In addition, Mr. 

Underhay noted that the visual portion of the impact study was based on computer models and that 

interpretation of the visual impact criteria should recognize this.  

 

In relation to the above comments, the circulation for approval for site plan approval should be 

changed from 305 metres (1000 feet) to 1000 metres. In addition, the wildlife impact requirement, 

under the impact study should be removed and instead a copy of the Environment Assessment should 

be requested if the proponent is required to complete one under Provincial regulations. The purpose of 

requesting a copy of the Environment Assessment is not to evaluate it; therefore it is not needed in 

order to receive a development permit, but rather to allow Staff to understand possible environmental 

implications of the proposal.  

 

Mr. Underhay indicated that the industry standard for the setback of large scale wind turbines is 1.5 

times the height of the turbine from the property line. As noted previously, although there appears 

that there are no health impacts directly related to the operation of a wind turbine there is a 

correlation between health impacts and high annoyance levels of nearby residents. The previously 

mentioned study also indicates that high annoyance levels are also associated with distance from the 

turbine. Therefore, the requirement of four times the height of the turbine should remain as the 

setback from the property line. However, if there is more than one property as part of the wind 

development, or if the adjoining property owner gives consent to a reduced setback, then there should 

be a method to allow this to occur. Possibly through the use of a waiver. If the neighbouring property is 

owned by the Crown then the setback should be reduced to 1.5 times the height of the turbine from 

the property line.  

 

A regulation should also be added to the Land Use By-law requiring large scale wind turbines to be 

setback 1.5 times the height of the turbine from an existing dwelling located on any of the lands that 

may be a part of the wind energy development. This setback would also be applicable to any property 

owner who wanted to construct a dwelling on the same property as a large scale wind turbine. The 

dwelling would have to be setback 1.5 times the height of the turbine from the turbine.  

 

After taking into consideration comments from the Municipal Development Officer and Scotian 

WindFields and after completing research on wind energy, the following policy approach is proposed.  

 

The term Mini Wind Turbines should be changed to Micro Wind Turbines. The term Micro Wind Turbine 

seems to be the industry name standard for turbines with a power generation capacity of up to 1000 

Watts. For Micro Wind Turbines and Small Scale Wind Turbines located on commercially zoned property 

or adjacent to commercially zoned property, reduce the setback from the property line from 1.25 and 
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1.5 times the height of the turbine to 1 times the height of the turbine. In residential areas maintain 

the current setback unless the residential property is adjacent a commercially zoned property then the 

setback may be reduced.  

 

In the Business Park (C8) Zone, setbacks for micro and small scale wind turbines should be reduced to 

be the same as the setback for the main building on the lot, which is currently 15 feet on a serviced lot 

and 20 feet on an unserviced lot. Unless the Business Park (C8) Zoned property is adjacent a 

residentially zoned property and then the setback of 1.5 times the height of the turbine would be 

applicable. Reduced setbacks in the Business Park (C8) Zone would allow for more innovative ways of 

producing electricity and may permit potential business park clients to showcase their technologies. In 

addition, noise from the micro and small scale wind turbines would be lower or may be comparable to 

noise already generated in the three business parks operating in East Hants.  

 

For Large Scale Wind Turbines change the site plan circulation requirements from 305 m to 1000 m as is 

suggested in consultation by Scotian WindFields.  Under the site plan approval requirements remove 

the wildlife impact component from the Impact Study, and instead require that the applicant submit a 

copy of the Environmental Assessment that was completed for NS Environment, if required by the 

Provincial Government. Staff do not have the ability to evaluate impacts to wildlife; however, it is 

beneficial to know what impacts from the wind turbines may be expected. NS Environment evaluates 

the EA and the Development Officer would use the copy of the EA for information purposes not for 

evaluation.   

 

Solar Energy 

In regions across Canada property developers are installing solar panels on the roofs of residential and 

commercial buildings and structures. This has become an issue in areas where there are height limits 

on buildings that prevent the installation of solar panels from occurring. Areas, such as the Regional 

District of Nanaimo are addressing the issue by amending their Planning Documents to allow for new 

height exemptions to permit solar systems to exceed maximum permitted height up to 1.0 m above the 

highest point of the roof. Thus allowing the solar panels to extend higher than what the height of the 

building is permitted.  

 

East Hants does have height limits for residential, commercial, and industrial buildings; however, East 

Hants does not consider solar panels as part of the height of the building. Therefore, the regulations 

should permit the installation of solar panels in any zone and not consider them as part of the 

measurements for height requirements. Installation of solar panels does require that the applicant 

apply for a building permit. The permit is to ensure that the panels are correctly anchored into the 

roof system and that they will not damage the roof structure or come off the roof during a storm.  
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Solar Farms 

In addition to the use of 

solar panels on residential 

and commercial buildings, 

larger solar farms are 

being erected in some 

areas of Canada. As an 

example, the largest solar 

farm in Canada, Sarnia 

Photovoltaic Power Plant, 

located in Ontario, covers 

“1,100 acres and contains 

about 635 acres of 

modules, which is about 

1.3 million thin-film 

panels. The capacity of 

the solar farm is 97 MWs, 

the expected annual 

energy yield is about 120 

GWh, which if produced 

in a coal-fired plant 

would require emissions 

of 39,000 tonnes of CO2 

per year.” In Ontario, 

where the solar farm installations have been subsidized they have been received more positively than 

wind energy; however residents do have legitimate concerns, such as the hum from inverters, the glare 

from panels, and worries over water, wildlife, and the loss of farmland. Most of the time, these issues 

have been settled by setting the panels back from the roads and property lines. In addition, Ontario 

has enacted regulations that do not permit solar farms to be located on its most productive farmland.  

 

Solar farms have not been proposed for Nova Scotia and according to the above map our solar potential 

is not great; however, if the Government of Nova Scotia were to provide financial incentives, as has 

been done in Ontario, there could be a potential for future solar farm development. Therefore, solar 

farms should be considered as a possible land use in the Rural Use (R4) Zone and in addition a 

definition for solar farm should be added to the definition section of the Land Use By-law.  

 

Bioenergy 

The Province of Nova Scotia is promoting the use of renewable energy technology. “Bioenergy 

is derived from plant - or animal – based organic matter called “biomass”. Biomass sources 

include:  

 animal wastes 

 agricultural feed crops, waste and residues 

 aquatic plants  

Photovoltaic Potential and Solar Resource Maps 

of Canada – Natural Resources Canada 
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 landfill gases 

 municipal wastes 

 trees, wood waste and residues 

 other organic waste materials.  

 

Biomass is used to produce a variety of energy –related products including electricity; liquid, 

solid and gaseous fuels; heat and chemicals.”  

 

East Hants has one farm related bioenergy facility and there is another facility being planned. 

Manure from the farm is used to produce biogas; which can be used much like natural gas. 

Other styles of bioenergy facilities are being proposed in other parts of Nova Scotia.  

 

Currently, farm related bioenergy facilities would be considered as part of the farming 

operation and would be permitted as-of-right, if they were using farm waste from their 

operation and were using a portion of the energy being created for on-farm use. If the farm 

was considering bringing in other organic matter to use in the biogas facility then the 

regulations are not as clear – the same goes if the biogas is not being used for farm purposes 

and is instead being sold to Nova Scotia Power. A proposed policy approach for biogas 

facilities in agricultural areas will be discussed as part of the Agriculture Background Report.  

 

Bioenergy facilities not related to an agricultural operation would be permitted in the 

Industrial Commercial (C5) and Business Park (C8) Zones as-of-right, as long as the facility was 

fully contained and was not to be considered an obnoxious use. Obnoxious refers to sound, 

odour, dust, fumes or other obnoxious emissions. If the proposed bioenergy facility was not to 

be fully enclosed and was considered to be obnoxious, then the development would only be 

considered by development agreement. Bioenergy facilities should also be permitted in the 

Rural Use (R4) Zone by site plan approval, as long as they are not considered obnoxious. If 

they are considered obnoxious, then they should be considered by development agreement in 

the Rural Use (R4) Zone.   

 

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 The term Mini Wind Turbines should be changed to Micro Wind Turbines.  

 

 For Micro Wind Turbines and Small Scale Wind Turbines located on commercially zoned 

property or adjacent to commercially zoned property, reduce the setback from the property 

line from 1.25 and 1.5 times the height of the turbine to 1 times the height of the turbine. In 

residential areas maintain the current setback unless the residential property is adjacent to a 

commercially zoned property then the setback may be reduced. With the exception of the 

Business Park (C8) Zoned lands where a micro or small scale wind turbine will be permitted to 

be setback the same distance from the property line as the main building on the lot unless the 

property is adjacent to a residential property.   
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 For Large Scale Wind Turbines change the site plan circulation requirements from 305 m to 

1000 m.  

 

 Under the site plan approval requirements remove the wildlife impact component from the 

Impact Study, and instead require that the applicant submit a copy of the Environmental 

Assessment that was completed for NS Environment, if required by the Federal or Provincial 

Government. A copy of the EA is not part of the requirements to receive a development 

permit.  

 

 Maintain the setback for Large Scale Wind Turbines at four times the height of the turbine to 

the property line. Unless the adjoining properties are part of the wind energy development; or 

the owner of the neighbouring property agrees to a reduced setback of 1.5 times the height of 

the turbine, in which case an agreement should be entered into indicating the agreement of a 

reduced setback.  

 

 A large scale turbine shall be setback 1.5 times the height of the turbine from uninhabited or 

culturally significant lands owned by the crown.  

 

 Permit a large scale wind turbine to be setback 1.5 times the height of the turbine from an 

existing dwelling located on the same property that is part of the wind energy development 

lands or permit a dwelling to be constructed on the lands that are part of a wind energy 

development as long as it is setback 1.5 times the height of the turbine from the nearest wind 

turbine.  

 

 Permit the installation of solar panels in any zone and not consider them as part of the 

measurements for a building’s height requirements. 

 

 A definition for a solar farm should be added to the definition section of the Land Use By-law.  

 

 Solar farms should be permitted in the Rural Use (R4) Zone.  

 

 Add a definition for Bioenergy Facility to the Land Use By-law.  

 

 Continue to allow bioenergy facilities, not related to an agricultural operation, to be permitted 

in the Industrial Commercial (C5) and Business Park (C8) Zones as-of-right, as long as the 

facility was fully contained and was not to be considered an obnoxious use. If the proposed 

bioenergy facility was not to be fully enclosed and was considered to be obnoxious, then the 

development would only be considered by development agreement.  

 

 Allow bioenergy facilities in the Rural Use (R4) by site plan approval if they are not considered 

obnoxious and by development agreement if they are considered obnoxious.  
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Appendix A – Current Wind Energy Regulations 

 

Municipal Planning Strategy Policy 

 

9.5  Wind Energy Development 
 

  The Municipality of East Hants recognizes the development of green energy 

resources is important to the health and environment of our community and 

encourages the integration of renewable wind energy developments within the 

municipality. The reality of increased demand and soaring costs of fossil fuels 

makes wind energy a viable and attractive energy resource option and 

provides economic benefits to the community in the form of local tax benefits, 

construction costs and a stable power grid.  

  Council realizes that the wind energy industry is new to Nova Scotia and that 

they will need to be flexible to accommodate changes and advancements in 

technology. For this reason Council will re-evaluate the wind energy 

development policies periodically. This review will evaluate how the wind 

energy industry has evolved and progressed to ensure the policy is still meeting 

the needs of the wind energy developer and the community.   

  Policy Goal 

  Council’s goal is to support the future development of the wind energy 

industry by working with wind developers and communities to encourage the 

development of wind energy projects while ensuring the continued enjoyment 

of community life. 

  

  Policy Statements 

 

P9-98  Council shall encourage wind energy projects to allow for the production of 

renewable energy resources that will provide the Municipality with an 

environmentally sustainable and economical electricity source.   

 

P9-99  Council shall establish a definition and categorize wind turbines into three 

different types; mini wind turbine (MWT), small scale wind turbine (SWT) and 

large scale wind turbine (LWT). 

 

P9-100  Council shall establish requirements in the Land Use By-law to regulate the 

use of all wind turbines including setbacks, rotor blade clearance, separation 

distance, height, power generation, noise generation, and other regulations 

relating to the development and operation of a wind turbine or wind farm.  

P9-101  Council shall permit the development of mini wind turbines (MWT) and small 

scale wind turbines (SWT) as-of-right.   
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P9-102  Council shall permit the development of large scale wind turbines (LWT) 

through site plan approval. Approval is dependent on meeting the regulations 

of the Land Use By-law and associated requirements.  

P9-103  Council shall periodically review the policies regulating the use of mini, small 

scale, and large scale wind turbines.  

 

 

LUB 3 – Wind Energy Definitions 

 

149.  Wind Energy Development 

a.  Wind Energy Development means a project in which one or more wind 

turbine(s) will be installed. 

b.  Wind Turbine means a mechanical structure designed to convert wind into 

electrical power.  

c.  Mini Wind Turbine (MWT) means a wind turbine that provides 

supplemental power to a home or business, with a power generation 

capacity of up to 1000 Watts. 

d.  Small Scale Wind Turbine (SWT) means a 

wind turbine that provides on-site power to a 

home or business, with a power generation 

capacity of 1.1 KW to 100 KW and a 

maximum height of 170 feet (52 m), may also 

be used for net metering.  

e.  Large Scale Wind Turbine (LWT) means a 

wind turbine that provides power to the local 

utility grid, with a power generation capacity 

of 100 KW plus.   

f.  Wind Farm means a number of wind turbines 

that are spaced over a large area and are 

connected to the local utility grid.  

g. Wind Turbine Height means the 

measurement of a wind turbine from grade to 

the highest point of the rotor’s arc. 

h.  Rotor’s Arc means the circumferential path traveled by the wind turbine’s 

blade.  
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i.  Blade Clearance means the distance from grade to the bottom of the rotor’s 

arc.  

j.  Wind Test Tower means a temporary tower and mechanical device used to 

mearsure wind dynamics for potential wind turbine loctions.  

 

Land Use By-law Wind Energy Regulations 

 

4.33 Wind Energy Development 

a) Unless otherwise specified in this By-law, manufacturer’s specifications shall accompany 

all development/building applications for MWT, SWT, and LWTs.  

b) Nothing in this By-law shall exempt wind energy developers from obtaining all necessary 

approvals from agencies, such as, but not limited to, Nova Scotia Department of 

Environment and Labour, Nova Scotia Department of Energy, Nova Scotia Department 

of Natural Resources, Transport Canada, NAV Canada, and Nova Scotia Power.  

 

4.33.1 Mini Wind Turbine 

Unless otherwise specified in this By-law, MWT shall be permitted in all zones and subject to the 

following:    

a)  shall have a maximum power output of 1000 watts; and  

b) shall be setback 1.25 times the height of the tower, measured from grade to the highest 

point of the rotors arc, from adjoining property lines. 

 

4.33.2 Small Scale Wind Turbine 

Unless otherwise specified in this By-law, SWT shall be permitted in all zones except residential 

(R1, R2, R3, and R5) zones and subject to the following:   

a) shall have a maximum power output of 100 KW;  

b)  there shall be no more than one SWT located on a property;  

c) the height of the SWT shall not exceed 170 ft (52 m);  

d) shall be setback 1.5 times the height of the tower, measured from grade to the highest 

point of the rotors arc, from adjoining property lines; and 

e) to limit climbing access, a fence 6 feet (1.8 m) high with a locking portal shall be placed 

around the facility’s tower base, or the tower climbing apparatus shall be limited to no 

lower than 12 feet (3.7 m) from the ground, or the tower shall not be climbable.  
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4.33.3 Large Scale Wind Turbine 
Unless otherwise specified in this By-law, LWTs shall be permitted in all zones except residential 

(R1, R2, R3, and R5) zones and are subject to the following:  

a) no development permit shall be issued for a LWT unless a site plan has been approved, 

pursuant to the requirements presented in Appendix J of the Land Use By-law, and 

provided the applicant agrees in writing to carry out the terms of the site plan.  

i) a site plan shall be prepared by a qualified professional of sufficient detail to 

address all of the matters identified in Appendix J of the Land Use By-law; and  

ii) a site plan submitted in accordance with Appendix J will be circulated to all 

property owners within 1000 ft (305 m) of the property. 

b) large scale wind turbine(s) shall comply with the following setbacks:  

i) a large scale wind turbine shall be located not less than 4 times the height of the 

turbine, measured from grade to the highest point of the rotors arc, from 

adjoining property lines; and  

ii) in the case of wind farms, where the impact study demonstrates that a lesser or 

greater setback is appropriate, setbacks may be amended from the minimum 

setback depending upon the number of wind turbines in a group or the proximity 

to an existing wind farm.  

c) the minimum blade clearance from grade shall be 25 ft (7.5 m);   

d) noise levels at adjoining property lines shall not exceed 40 dbs or above the existing 

background noise; 

e) the only signage that shall appear on the wind turbine is the owner’s or manufacture’s 

identification, which shall not exceed 5% of the total surface area of the wind turbine;    

f) all utility lines on the site shall be located underground; and  

g) if a wind turbine/farm discontinues power production for a minimum of 1 year the operator 

shall provide the Municipality with a status report identifying future plans for the site.   

 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Subdivision Design and Street Network 
Background Paper Number: 14 
Planning & Development Department  

 
• That the Municipality’s connectivity requirements in the Subdivision Bylaw be updated, and 

that a Connectivity Index requirement be added to the Municipality’s Growth Management 
Areas. 

• That the Municipality pursue a Complete Streets approach to future roadway standards 
development. 

• That the Department of Infrastructure and Operations road standards review consider street 
trees, roundabouts, and active transportation paths. 

• That the full construction of stub roads be required. 
 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 14 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: May 2015 

 

 

Subdivision Design & Street Network 
Background 

Experience suggests that many of the street patterns built today will last for hundreds of 
years. Since street networks are so expensive and difficult to change, it is important that 
streets are thoughtfully planned and developed. 
 
Recent development in East Hants’ Corridor and Mount Uniacke regions has produced a 
hierarchical road network with numerous loops and dead-end streets. This development 
pattern has created limited access, causing traffic concerns. In Mount Uniacke, future 
roadway connections are particularly difficult to remedy due to private road development. 
 
The Municipality’s subdivision process involves multiple Departments of the Municipality, and 
Province. Parties involved in the approval of subdivisions include: 

 The Development Officer, who ensures new lots meet the requirements of the 
Municipality’s Official Community Plan. The Municipality’s Subdivision Bylaw, the 
primary document for subdivision, must meet the minimum requirements set out by 
the Department of Municipal Affairs in the Municipal Government Act. Lot grading also 
falls under the Department’s jurisdiction. 

 The Department of Infrastructure and Operations, who control the standards for 
Municipal water, road standards, waste collection, and wastewater services. 
Subdivision stormwater design also falls under the Department’s jurisdiction. 

 Recreation and Culture Staff who advise regarding open space dedication. Cash-in-lieu 
of land may be accepted, as set out in the Municipality’s Subdivision Bylaw. In East 
Hants, cash-in-lieu is placed into district funds for future park development or 
improvement. 

 Nova Scotia Department of Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal (TIR), who 
approves intersection spacing, access and egress to Provincially-owned roads. 

 Nova Scotia Department of Environment, who approves on-site services such as septic 
tanks, wells and private district water and waste-water disposal systems. New and 
piped service extensions also need to be approved by the Department. 

 
The subdivision process involves the creation of three products:  

 street network connections; 

 developable blocks of land between roads; and 

 dedicated open space, or cash-in-lieu of open space. 
 
This report examines how street network connections, and the design of developable blocks 
of land in the Municipality’s zoned areas can be best combined to create areas which meet 
resident and developer expectations now and into the future for: 

 traffic management and safety; 

 a connected pattern of development which provides for future opportunities for 
growth; 

 a robust open space network; 

 best practices in stormwater retention; 
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 affordability of the development process to the Municipality and developer; and 

 ensuring that neighbourhoods and the region as a whole have opportunities for active 
transportation. 

 
Subdivision & Open Space 

The subdivision process is the Municipality’s primary way of acquiring new land for open space 
development. Open space dedication, or cash-in-lieu of land may be accepted as set out in 
the Municipality’s Subdivision Bylaw. Open space development is an important issue for East 
Hants which has been raised many times during public engagement. There are more options 
for open space development in the Municipality than can be fully explored in this report. 
Open space and park requirements will be explored in a future report dedicated to the topic. 
 
Trails & Active Transportation Paths 

This report refers to both trails and active 
transportation paths. A trail is a path which is 
normally unpaved, and used for recreation. It can 
involve one or multiple activities of walking, 
cycling, horse riding, snow shoeing, cross-country 
skiing, ATVing, dirt biking or similar activities. 
Trails are often designed for an interaction with 
nature while using the trail, not for a 
transportation need. Trails are often located 
within a larger park to provide access to nature. 
 
Active transportation paths differ from trails in 
that they are used for transportation needs: such 
as access to schools or commercial areas. Active 
transportation paths include sidewalks, paved, or 
unpaved shoulders of roads and are often used 
for walking, cycling, skateboarding or 
rollerblading. Active transportation paths are 
part of the larger road network, but are only 
available for use by active transportation users. 
 
East Hants currently does not have a standard for trail or active transportation path 
development. Traditionally, the two terms have been used interchangeably in East Hants. 
This has led to some active transportation paths being developed as if they were trails. The 
underdevelopment of active transportation paths have made many unusable, or unusable for 
cyclists or residents with mobility issues. 

 

Active Transportation Pathways: Potential Improvements 
A crucial element of cyclist and pedestrian-friendly subdivision design is providing shortcut 
connections for active transportation. The most successful designs often separate vehicles 
from bicycles and pedestrians using dedicated active transportation paths. 
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Active transportation paths should be designed in a way to allow quick access to nearby 
destinations, such as commercial areas or schools. This provides an enticing, effective way to 
use active transportation rather than a car. East Hants has a number of existing potential 
pathway connections which have not been developed. These areas were originally dedicated 
as part of the open space requirements of the Subdivision Bylaw. 

 
In many ways these active transportation pathways should be treated as roads, with nighttime 
lighting, and consideration for winter snow removal. A recommendation of this report is that 
active transportation pathway engineering standard should be developed to reflect the 
importance of these paths. 
 
Roundabouts 
Roundabouts have been shown to be more 
efficient in some circumstances at moving 
traffic than four-way intersections1. Small, local 
roundabouts such as the example shown to the 
right can benefit cyclists in low traffic areas by 
not requiring cyclists to fully stop (and lose 
momentum) at intersections. Roundabouts also 
generally reduce fuel consumption, and vehicle 
noise. Roundabouts may be appropriate for 
intersections connecting roadway pedestrian 
and cyclist links in East Hants. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 http://www.roundaboutsusa.com/design/roundabouts-vs-signals.html  

http://www.roundaboutsusa.com/design/roundabouts-vs-signals.html
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Complete Streets & Road Standards 

Throughout consultation on the Plan Review, 
emphasis has been placed on the importance of a 
connected, walkable network of streets and active 
transportation paths which lead to destinations in the 
Municipality. Residents have also expressed their 
concern regarding vehicle traffic.  
 
Using a ‘complete streets’ approach: streets should 
be designed and maintained to enable safe,  
convenient and comfortable travel and access for 
users of all ages and abilities regardless of their 
mode of transportation. Complete streets can take 
many different forms depending on the street’s 
context. Albemarle, North Carolina has developed a 
continuum of appropriate complete street typologies 
to encourage cycling in their regional bicycle plan, as 
shown below. While this diagram is complicated, it 
does show that there is no one solution to providing 
cycling infrastructure in an area. 
 
 
 
 
 

Top-right photo: by Dan Burden, Walkable and Livable Communities Institute 

Upper-right photo: Madison, NJ  by the NJ Bicycle and Resource Centre. http://njbikeped.org/services/what-are-complete-streets/  

Bottom photo: Albemarle Regional Bicycle Plan Appendix: Facility Continuum 

 

http://njbikeped.org/services/what-are-complete-streets/
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Many areas are adopting complete streets policies to help encourage these goals.2 Research 
has shown that active transportation is most prevalent in areas where routes are more direct 
to nearby retail and recreational destinations on foot or bike than by car.3 Connected 
neighbourhoods which use complete streets policies benefit by having increased: 

 accessibility for public safety services; 

 viability of active transportation (walking and cycling); 

 accessibility to regional street systems (by providing multiple route options); and 

 better resiliency to adapt to land use changes. 
 
Residential Street Design 
The Municipality currently has two main road standards: one for industrial streets, and one 
for residential streets. Both of these options can either be supplied with storm sewer or 
ditches, as shown on the residential street example below. 

 
 
The current road standards could benefit from details regarding different options for rural 
roads compared to urban roads, for new collector roads as the Municipality may see with 
larger subdivision development, as well as design variations for main street commercial areas. 

                                                           
2 http://www.smartgrowthamerica.org/complete-streets/complete-streets-fundamentals  
3 http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm116.htm  

http://www.smartgrowthamerica.org/complete-streets/complete-streets-fundamentals
http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm116.htm
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This is especially important considering the differences in what is reasonable to provide for 
other road users besides motorized vehicles.  
 
Different standards for rural areas are important so that wider, suburban-scale standards are 
not implemented into the countryside. For low-volume rural roads, narrow widths, natural 
roadway edges, and a scenic winding character of the traditional roads should be encouraged. 
Most rural roads in the Municipality are owned by the Province, or are private roads, and new 
roads should be sensitive to the existing context. The Municipality has enabled context-
sensitive road standards in the past for the development of Cottage Country, which used a 
Rural Comprehensive Development District. 
 
With these necessary details in mind, recommended roadway classifications are: 
 
Recommended Roadway Classifications Desirable Example Photographs 

Residential Mews 
A mews is a residential road type that 
should only be considered as part of a 
comprehensive development. It is a 
roadway where a group of 4-6 dwellings 
front on a narrow shared roadway, similarly 
to an alley. 

 

Local Urban Residential 
Local urban residential streets are located 
in existing built up areas characterized by 
buildings that address the street with small 
or no setbacks. Active transportation is 
provided for on a sidewalk which occupies 
one side of the right-of-way. 

 

Urban Residential Collector 
Urban residential collector streets are 
located in new major subdivisions to help 
alleviate traffic from major Provincial roads 
and highways. Active transportation is 
provided for on a sidewalk which occupies 
one, or both sides of the right-of-way. 
Automotive access is preferably from shared 
driveways, and parallel streets. 
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Active Transportation Pathways 
Active transportation pathways are 
roadways that provide pedestrian and non-
motorized vehicle connections to nearby 
Local Urban Residential Streets, and Main 
Streets. These roads may also be alternative 
routes to shared roadways with motorized 
transportation. Frequently used routes 
should be illuminated at night. 

 
Main Street 
Main streets are located in existing built up 
areas characterized by buildings that 
address the street with small or no 
setbacks. In urban areas, active 
transportation is provided for on a sidewalk 
on one side of the right-of-way which is 
buffered from traffic with a verge. In rural 
areas, a widened road shoulder provides for 
cycling and pedestrians. In some areas, 
pedestrians may be buffered from the road 
by on-street parking.  

Rural Connector 
Rural Connectors are country roads in the 
Municipality’s rural areas or countryside. 
They are generally continuous across the 
Municipality and are flanked by farms and 
other rural land uses including cottages and 
rural residences. Active transportation 
provision is provided on major 
thoroughfares by a widened road shoulder. 

 

Business Park Street 
Business park streets are an appropriate 
width to service the Municipality’s business 
parks, and wider truck traffic. Active 
transportation is provided for on a sidewalk, 
but it is not required. 
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Street Trees 
At the moment, street trees are not a required standard of new roadway development on any 
road type in East Hants. Street trees provide many environmental, aesthetic, and safety 
benefits including: 

 Street trees enhance the overall appearance of developments and neighborhoods, and 
soften the dominance of pavement in the public right-of-way. 

 Roads bordered with street trees have been shown to reduce vehicle speeds thereby 
improving safety for all roadway users.4 

 Street trees buffer pedestrians from vehicular traffic, and reduce glare by shading 
roadways.  

 Reducing the urban heat island effect by providing shade over the pavement. 

 Trees filter air pollutants such as particulates generated 
from vehicles. 

 Trees and sidewalk planting strips capture storm water, 
thus reducing storm water runoff, which in turn reduces 
strain on Municipal sewer infrastructure. 

 
Street tree requirements are commonly required in nearby 
jurisdictions such as Halifax Regional Municipality. Street tree 
requirements for new areas, or planting programs for existing 
areas could meet many Municipal goals, and should be explored 
for their applicability to East Hants. Street tree requirements 
should be considered as a part of the Department of 
Infrastructure & Operations’ street standards review. Assuming 
the department views street trees favourably, a Street Tree 
Master Plan would need to be created for the Municipality to deal 
with maintenance, and which tree species are appropriate. 
 
Connectivity 

Street connectivity means the density of connections of streets or active transportation paths 
or streets and the directness of links. A well-connected street network has many short links, 
numerous intersections, and minimal dead-ends (cul-de-sacs). Connectivity can apply to both 
internal development (streets within the developed area) and externally (connections with 
arterials and other neighborhoods).  
 
Connectivity Index 
A connectivity index is one way to measure connectivity. The index is a proportion of the 
number of road segments to intersections. Values typically fall between 1 and 2 with higher 
values indicating more connectivity. A connectivity index score of 1.4 is the minimum needed 
for a walkable community. An index score of 1.7 or higher is seen as a desirable best practice, 
and is a requirement for Middletown, DE and Orlando, FL which have both instituted 

                                                           
4 https://depts.washington.edu/hhwb/Thm_SafeStreets.html  

https://depts.washington.edu/hhwb/Thm_SafeStreets.html
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connectivity 
requirements.5 
Connectivity can be 
measured separately for 
motorized travel and 
active transportation. As 
discussed in the 
Community Inventory 
Report, and shown 
below, East Hants’ 
existing subdivisions 
often do not meet the 
minimum required 
connectivity for a 
walkable community. 
 
Existing Street Connectivity Policies & Proposed Modifications 
The Municipality has some existing policies which encourage street connectivity. The 
Municipality has adopted the provincial department of Transportation and Infrastructure 
Renewal’s (TIR) Specifications for subdivision roads in urban areas and rural areas with some 
modifications and additions. These standards prohibit cul-de-sacs where another development 
style is feasible. There are a number of policy requirements, or different policy approaches 
that the Municipality could use to increase connectivity. 
 
The primary policies the Municipality has adopted which favours street connectivity are shown 
in the following table. Some of these policies could be updated to ensure greater 
connectivity, especially for active transportation users. The proposed changes, and the 
rationale for those changes is shown for each corresponding policy. 
 

Primary existing road connectivity policies Proposed Changes 
Requiring that private roads be built to municipal 
standards in certain areas. (Various policies of 
the Subdivision Bylaw) 

No change proposed. 

Prohibiting the development of private roads in 
including serviced areas (and Growth Reserve 
Areas) and the Mount Uniacke growth reserve 
area. (Various policies of the Subdivision Bylaw) 

No change proposed. 

Where a street unbroken by an intersection 
exceeds 365.8 metres (1200 feet) in length, a 
walkway shall be provided, and in no instance 
shall a street unbroken by an intersection exceed 
518 metres (1700 feet) in length in an area 
serviced with approved sanitary sewer or 853 
metres (2800 feet) in length in an area without 

The distances specified are too long. More 
appropriate regulations compared to other 
regions6 would be: 

 Where a street unbroken by an 
intersection exceeds 200m (656ft) in 
length in a serviced area, an active 
transportation pathway shall be 
provided. 

                                                           
5 Retrieved from: http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm116.htm  
6 http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm116.htm  

http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm116.htm
http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm116.htm
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approved sanitary sewer. (s10.6 of the 
Subdivision Bylaw) 

 A street unbroken by an intersection 
shall not exceed 400m (1,312ft) in length 
in an area serviced with approved 
sanitary sewer or 800m (2,625ft) in 
length in an area without approved 
sanitary sewer. 

Where a public street, highway or private road in 
an adjoining Subdivision abuts the boundaries of 
a plan of Subdivision submitted for approval, the 
public street, highway, or private road in the 
latter shall, if reasonably feasible, be laid out in 
prolongation of such public streets, highways, or 
private roads, unless it would be in violation of 
this By-law. (s10.12 of the Subdivision Bylaw) 

Walkways and active transportation connections 
should also require prolongation if reasonably 
feasible. Specifications need to be added that 
active transportation pathways are not part of an 
area’s open space dedication. 
 

No more than 100 lots and a remainder shall be 
serviced by a single road access to a collector or 
arterial street within Growth Management and 
Growth Reserve Areas. (s10.13a of the 
Subdivision Bylaw)7 
 

Develop road access requirements which are 
based on distance rather than lot sizes which 
vary between zones. The character and uses on 
streets change over time, and future subdivision 
can allow additional density on roadways. The 
road network must be designed with sufficient 
flexibility to accommodate these changes. 
 
In Growth Management and Growth Reserve 
Areas, a second road access to a collector or 
arterial street within a residential subdivision is 
required to service: 

 More than 100 lots; or 

 More than 50 dwelling units (if built out 
completely); or 

 More than 750m of new road length. 

Where an application for Subdivision includes or 
abuts lands that contain all of or a portion of a 
required transportation connection identified on 
the Regional Serviceable Boundary Required 
Future Transportation Connections Map, the 
street network of the subdivision shall be laid 
out to provide a road connection from one end of 
the Required Transportation Connection to the 
other or to the boundary of the lands subject to 
the subdivision application. (s10.16 of the 
Subdivision Bylaw, maps shown below) 

The map requires updates to reflect 
development since the last plan. Additions to the 
map include specifying where higher order 
streets such as collectors are desired, or active 
transportation path linkages. The map should 
also be expanded considerably to account for 
roadway development in serviced areas. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
7 More than 100 lots with a single road access to a collector or arterial street may be permitted subject to an 
agreement for future second road access such as through a phased subdivision agreement, or development 
agreement. 
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Proposed Street Connectivity Policies 
A Connectivity Ratio could be used to determine the 
adequacy of street layout design for all proposed 
subdivision or district developments creating public 
roads. This measure would be appropriate for Growth 
Management Areas. The Connectivity Ratio is 
calculated as the ratio of the number of street links 
(road sections between intersections) in the 
development’s street layout divided by the number of 
street nodes (intersections and cul-de-sac heads). For 
comparison purposes, a perfect street grid has a 
Connectivity Ratio over 2.0, while a conventional cul-
de-sac subdivision has a Connectivity Ratio of 1.0.  
 
A minimum Connectivity Ratio of 1.5 requirement is 
proposed for new developments. In the event, that 
the connectivity ratio is impractical to meet due to 
topographic conditions, environmental constraints, 
and property shape or accessibility, the Development 
Officer may reduce the Connectivity Ratio index 
requirement at his/her discretion. The table below 
illustrates the elements used to determine a site’s 
Connectivity Ratio. A node (intersection) providing 
access to a proposed subdivision shall not be 
considered in computing the connectivity ratio. 
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Transportation Network Element8 Connectivity Value (Link or Node) 
Internal Two-Way Street 1.0 Link 

Internal One-Way Street or Laneway A 0.5 Link 

Intersection – Stub Terminus (to future adjacent 
development) with Temporary Turn Around Easements 

1.0 Link 

Active Transportation Path 0.75 Link 

Intersection – Internal 1.0 Node 

Any curve or bend of a street that exceeds 75 degrees. 1.0 Node 

Cul-de-sac TerminusB 1.5 Node 
A – One-way streets and laneways may only be considered as part of a comprehensive district 
development. 
B – Cul-de-sacs are only permitted where topographic conditions, environmental constraints, and 
property shape or accessibility leave no reasonable alternative. The maximum length of any cul-de-sac 
is 200m (measured to the center line from the end of the cul-de-sac) or 100 dwelling units 

 
Stub Road Construction 
Stub roads are lands dedicated in East Hants for future roadway 
development to connect to future subdivisions. In many instances, 
these roadway connections have not been built out to the boundary 
line of the property in East Hants, which makes the development of 
these stub roads a burden to the Municipality and/or future 
developer. The full construction of stub roads should be required as 
to not download development costs on the Municipality, or future 
developers.  
 

 

Conclusion 

Subdivision development in East Hants has traditionally resulted in poor street connectivity. 
Similarly, East Hants’ hierarchical street network has placed significant demand on the area’s 
collector and arterial streets. The recommendations proposed in this document are to provide 
additional transportation options for multiple street users, both motorists, and active 
transportation users. 
 

Policy Approach 

 That the Municipality’s connectivity requirements in the Subdivision Bylaw be 
updated, and that a Connectivity Index requirement be added to the Municipality’s 
Growth Management Areas. 

 That the Municipality pursue a Complete Streets approach to future roadway standards 
development. 

 That the Department of Infrastructure and Operations road standards review consider 
street trees, roundabouts, and active transportation paths. 

 That the full construction of stub roads be required. 

                                                           
8 Adapted from: http://www.lasvegasnevada.gov/files/UDC_19_04.pdf  

http://www.lasvegasnevada.gov/files/UDC_19_04.pdf


Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Form Based Zoning 
Background Paper Number: 15 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• A combined as-of-right and form-based zoning approach to the new plan be developed focused 
on community character areas. 

• Form-based controls should be implemented through the site plan approval process where the 
municipality has a clear vision for the form of the public realm which could be harmed by 
incompatible development form; or where certain uses could have an incompatible form with 
future development if not developed in a context-sensitive manner. 

• As-of-right zoning with design and form-based provisions be used for uses within as-of-right 
areas where form-based controls are necessary to ensure the Municipality’s community 
character goals. 

• That a design manual be created as an appendix to the Land Use Bylaw to help guide the use of 
site plan approval in the municipality. 

• That walkable district development & rural district development guidelines be formed as an 
appendix to the Municipal Planning Strategy. 

 
 

 



Plan Review Background Paper  
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Planning & Development Department  

 

Form Based Zoning 
Everyone can identify things they like in their community and things they want to change. It’s common 

to wonder why there isn’t more of what we like and less of what we don’t. 

 

One reason things are built the way they are is that conventional zoning is focused on what land uses 

are permitted. The focus of conventional zoning has shaped the built environment to focus on 

separating different types of uses. Form-based zoning includes allowances for land uses, but 

regulations focus on the physical character of development, particularly how buildings relate to the 

public realm. Physical character does not mean architectural style, rather, how architectural styles are 

expressed through elements like landscaping, building height, building orientation, setbacks, and the 

proportion of windows on a building.  

 

Planning practice has found that form-based codes are a more precise and reliable tool in many areas 

to foster development which meets the community’s vision, and prevent development they don’t want. 

 

Form Based Zoning’s Potential for East Hants 

The greatest potential for East Hants is the potential for form based zoning to provide greater 

predictability about the visual aspects of development, including how well it fits in with the existing 

context of the community, while offering ample flexibility. Form based zoning offers a means to foster 

desirable development, and offers developers a clear guide regarding what the community seeks. In 

Nova Scotia, many form based zones use a site plan approval process, which is one of the fastest ways 

the Municipality can grant development approvals, while retaining some regulatory flexibility. Form 

based zoning often deals with elements such as: 

Massing & Frontage Regulations to ensure 

buildings frame streets and public spaces in 

a way that the public realm becomes a 

welcoming and enjoyable place for people. 

 

 

 

Building Height limits to locate and design 

buildings in order to establish a well-

proportioned street enclosure. A secondary 

goal is to ensure that taller buildings have a 

gradual height transition to adjacent 

development and are not placed 

haphazardly. 
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Physical Character regulations ensure ample 

windows at street level for new buildings. 

Another goal is to ensure that buildings 

(especially big or prominent ones) are built 

to be aesthetically pleasing through the 

proper use of variations in the façade, 

architectural detailing, and materials. 

 

 

 

Parking Lot Design should be located so 

they are not the prominent element on a 

site, have safe access routes for 

pedestrians, and landscaping which 

minimizes their visual and environmental 

impact. 

 

 

Prominent Sites need design flexibility, and 

opportunities for negotiation. Prominent 

sites are areas like corner lots, and lots on 

roadway junctures which frame an area’s 

character because of their placement in the 

community. 

 

 

Conclusion & Policy Approach 

The public has indicated their preference for walkable traditional neighbourhood design principles. To 

achieve this vision, a form based zoning approach would place less emphasis on regulating between 

compatible land uses in the new municipal plan, and more emphasis would be placed on ensuring that 

the form of new development successfully interacts with existing buildings and the public realm, 

specifically in pedestrian-oriented areas like village cores. This could be realized through policies such 

as: 

 A combined as-of-right and form-based zoning approach to the new plan be developed focused 

on community character areas. 

 Form-based controls should be implemented through the site plan approval process where the 

municipality has a clear vision for the form of the public realm which could be harmed by 

incompatible development form; or where certain uses could have an incompatible form with 

future development if not developed in a context-sensitive manner. 

 As-of-right zoning with design and form-based provisions be used for uses within as-of-right 

areas where form-based controls are necessary to ensure the municipality’s community 

character goals. 

 That a design manual be created as an appendix to the Land Use Bylaw to help guide the use of 

site plan approval in the municipality. 

 That walkable district development & rural district development guidelines be formed as an 

appendix to the Municipal Planning Strategy. 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 15 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: April 2015 

 

 

Form Based Zoning 
Background 

Form-based zoning is a type of land development regulation that places emphasis on the 

physical form of the built environment with the end goal of producing a specific feeling of 

place. Form-based codes can be used as tools to preserve community character or as a 

mechanism of change to transform an area towards a desired vision. 

 

Form-based zoning encourages predictable built results by using physical form rather than 

separation of uses as the organizing principle for the regulation. Many form based zoning 

plans include guidelines to help visualize options for developers. Form based zoning 

regulations can either apply to a specific planned area, or an entire region. Generally, 

practice has shown that a pure form-based approach is not the ideal application in all areas 

of a community- there will still need to be zoning for land-use conflict generating uses such as 

industrial sites and hazardous uses.1 

 

Throughout consultation for the Plan Review, residents have asked for an increased emphasis 

to be placed on community design. The results of the Municipality’s Visual Preference Survey 

indicated that participants desire traditional neighbourhood design elements. Elements in-

clude walkable “Main Street” commercial areas with shops lining the sidewalk, Victorian 

public parks, traditional one-family and two-family homes with front porches, narrow tree-

lined residential streets, traditional high-quality signage, and landscaped parking lots. 

Consultation from the Design Workshops strengthened feedback on the importance residents 

place on attractively planning communities with commercial and recreational amenities 

within walking distance. The current planning best practice to implement traditional 

neighbourhood design principles is through form based zoning. 

 

Recent Plan Review 

consultation echoes 

comments from residents 

that helped shape the 2011 

East Hants Village Cores Plan 

(Village Cores Plan) created 

by Ekistics Planning & Design 

for the Municipality. In the 

Village Cores Plan, residents 

asked that the Municipality 

adopt a village core format 

                                                           
1 Smart Growth Tactics, Form-Based Codes – new approach to zoning. Retrieved from: 
https://www.mml.org/pdf/map_article_issue28.pdf  

1 A conceptual rendering of a village core block as envisioned in the 2011 East Hants Village 
Cores Plan. 

https://www.mml.org/pdf/map_article_issue28.pdf
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for development, ensuring that future development does not have a strip centre character 

similar to that seen in places like New Minas or Sackville Drive. 

 

This paper seeks to answer the following questions: 

 What areas are appropriate for site plan approval? 

 How should the site plan approval process be administered? 

 What are the appropriate form-based zoning principles and regulations for East Hants? 

 

What is Site Plan Approval? 

The site plan approval process is the fastest discretionary permit type available to Nova 

Scotia Municipalities under s.231 & 232 of the Municipal Government Act to negotiate design-

based land use regulations. Since Halifax’s successful adoption of a form-based plan2 which 

uses the site plan approval process, form based regulations have gained recognition in Nova 

Scotia as being able to encourage predictable, well-planned developments. 

 

Form-based planning documents can both: 

 designate site-plan approval areas, where all uses require a site plan approval, or  

 the municipality can require a site-plan approval process for some uses within zones 

which also permit as-of-right development. 

 

As per s.231 & 232 of the Municipal Government Act, a site-plan approval process may deal 

with: 

a) the location of structures on the lot;  

b) the location of off-street loading and parking facilities;  

c)  the location, number and width of driveway accesses to streets;  

d) the type, location and height of walls, fences, hedges, trees, shrubs, ground cover or other 

landscaping elements necessary to protect and minimize the land-use impact on adjoining 

lands;  

e) the retention of existing vegetation;  

f) the location of walkways, including the type of surfacing material, and all other means of 

pedestrian access;  

g) the type and location of outdoor lighting;  

h) the location of facilities for the storage of solid waste;  

i) the location of easements; 

j) the grading or alteration in elevation or contour of the land and provision for the 

management of storm and surface water; 

k) the type, location, number and size of signs or sign structures; 

l) provisions for the maintenance of any of the items referred to in this subsection.  

                                                           
2 Downtown Halifax Secondary Municipal Planning Strategy (also called HRM by Design). 
http://www.halifax.ca/planning/documents/DowntownHalifax_ScheduleS-1DesignManual.pdf  

http://www.halifax.ca/planning/documents/DowntownHalifax_ScheduleS-1DesignManual.pdf
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The administration of a site plan approval process occurs through a development officer 

(sometimes with comments requested by other Staff members) or a design review committee. 

For Nova Scotia Municipalities outside of Halifax Regional Municipality, there is no provincial 

enabling legislation to create a design review committee. Therefore, for East Hants, the site 

plan approval process must be administered through the development officer. 

 

Current Site Plan Approval Process in East Hants 

East Hants currently has design guidelines for the site plan approval process in the Regional 

Commercial (C4) Zone, the Village Core (C6) Zone, the Community Core (C6A) Zones, and the 

Neighbourhood Core (C7) Zone. The strictest site plan approval guidelines in East Hants apply 

to the Village Core (C6) Zone, and the Community Core (C6A) Zone; both of which have design 

regulations as set out in Appendix E of the Land Use By-Law. 

 

The site plan approval process was previously required in the Business Park (C8) Zone, but 

was removed in 2008 at the request of the Director of Economic & Business Development. The 

rationale for the removal of the requirement was that it was too time consuming of a process 

for individuals purchasing property in the business park. Currently, the Economic & Business 

Development Department feels that returning the site plan review process should be 

considered moving forward for business park areas to assist in creating a positive quality of 

development, and mitigate the visual impact of the park on adjoining properties. The site 

plan approval process can begin at the start of purchasing business park property from the 

Municipality. This will ensure that no undue time impacts will be placed on future developers. 

 

Known Form-Based Issues 

Currently in East Hants, a number of design-based issues have been encountered by Staff 

while administering the current Official Community Plan. These issues include: 

 The form of multi-unit dwellings has not always had compatible massing and height 

transitions with adjacent buildings. 

 There have been new developments in Village Cores which have been excellent 

additions to the areas’ urban design and character. However, some developments are 

not of a design quality the public expects from village core areas. 

 Large, long buildings do not have adequate design guidelines to integrate well into 

village core areas. 

 Road development throughout the municipality, and most concerning, surrounding the 

village core areas is becoming increasingly disconnected through the subdivision 

process. Cul-de-sacs with no easy future roadway connections are continuing to be 

developed. 

 

In the 2011 East Hants Village Cores Plan (Village Cores Plan) created by Ekistics Planning & 

Design, the consultants noted that the current design guidelines for the village cores: 

 Are too specific with regard to specific architectural styles. 
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 Do not make provisions for sustainably designed, modern architectural styles. 

 Should not differ between village cores. 

 That the guidelines are too subjective. 

 That additions are not adequately addressed. 

 Parking and landscape standards vary between too many of the sections. 

 

Appropriate Areas for Form-Based Zoning 

A pure form-based approach is not the ideal 

regulatory approach in all of East Hants. 

There is still need for land-use conflict 

generating uses such as industrial sites and 

hazardous uses which are well controlled 

through traditional zoning. Form-based 

controls should be developed where the 

municipality has a clear vision for the form of 

the public realm which could be harmed by 

incompatible development.  

 

The plan needs a methodology to determine 

what type of land use regulation should be 

used where. Following the above land use 

regulation matrix that Staff have created to 

conceptualize what type of regulatory form should be used where, it is appropriate that: 

 Traditional as-of-right zoning be used in areas with medium risk of land use conflict, 

and a low risk of form-based conflicts. 

 Development agreements be used for areas of high risk of land use conflict, and a 

low-medium risk of form-based conflicts. 

 That form-based site plan approval regulations be used in areas with a low risk of 

land use conflicts and a medium-high risk of form-based conflicts. 

 That traditional zoning, with some design and form-based provisions be used for 

uses with a low-medium risk of form-based and low-medium risk of land use conflicts. 

  

Organizing Principles for Form-Based Codes 

Form-based codes have four main organizing principles used to guide the plan’s direction and 

layout. The organizing principles are: 

 The transect: structuring land development through development intensity or the 

level of urbanization,  

 building-type: structuring land development through building types appropriate for 

certain areas, 

 street: structuring land development by how buildings should be designed to relate to 

different types of streets, and  

Land Use Regulation Matrix 

 

 

High Risk of Form-Based 

Conflicts 

High 

Risk of 

Land 

Use 

Conflicts 

 

Development 
Agreements

Traditional 
As-of-Right 

Zoning

As-of-right 
zoning with 

design 
requirements

Form-Based 
Site Plan 
Approval
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 frontage: structuring land development by how buildings frontages should be designed 

in different areas.  

 

Staff have included additional information on the four organizing principles of form 
based zoning in Appendix A. In Appendix B is attached a segment of The City of 
Charlottetown’s 500 lot area development standards & design guidelines; a transect-
based plan developed in 2011. Each of the organizing principles can use elements of 
the others, and any of the form-based principles discussed later in the report. For 
example, the most stringent form-based plans require approval for general zone 
requirements, building-type requirements, and frontage requirements based on the 
proposed building type.  
 

A pure form-based approach is not the ideal planning policy application in all areas in East 

Hants. The use of form-based provisions needs to be tailored to the different community 

character areas within East Hants. 

 

For a proposed policy approach: 

 A combined as-of-right and form-based zoning approach to the new plan be developed 

focused on community character areas. 

 Form-based controls should be implemented through the site plan approval process 

where the municipality has a clear vision for the form of the public realm which could 

be harmed by incompatible development form; or where certain uses could have an 

incompatible form with future development if not developed in a context-sensitive 

manner. 

 As-of-right zoning with design and form-based provisions be used for uses within as-of-

right areas where form-based controls are necessary to ensure the municipality’s 

community character goals. 

 That a design manual be created as an appendix to the Land Use Bylaw to help guide 

the use of site plan approval in the municipality. 

 That walkable district development & rural district development guidelines be formed 

as an appendix to the Municipal Planning Strategy. 

 

Form Based Zoning Principles 

In terms of how the above form-based policy approach could be implemented in East Hants, 

Staff have included information on how form-based zoning principles could be incorporated 

into East Hants’ context in this section. These principles and policy directions are draft 

directions for the implementation of form-based zoning in the Municipality, which will be 

subject to change as regulations are drafted.  
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Massing & Frontage Regulations 

Current Policy: Minimum setbacks define the majority of the frontage regulations in East 

Hants. A setback is the distance which a building or other structure is set back from an area 

in need of protection, such as an adjoining lot, watercourse, street or road. The rationale for 

setbacks is to provide for future road widening, maintain a rural feeling, provide room for on-

site services, and ensure a minimum distance for safe public access to utility lines.  

 

Form-Based Policy Best Practices: One of the main elements in form based zoning is building 

massing, and the orientation and relationship of buildings to streets. The goal of massing and 

frontage regulations is to ensure buildings frame streets and public spaces in a way that the 

public realm becomes a welcoming, enjoyable place for people that encourages exchange and 

business. The placement, scale and design quality of the buildings streetwalls, as well as the 

uses provided at-grade, can determine the nature and character of the streetscape. 

  

A streetwall is the line buildings 

consistently line or front onto the 

edge of a street. The most defined, 

urban-style streetwalls have 

consistent building placement to 

the sidewalk or road. Well-

proportioned streetwalls lend 

themselves to a feeling of semi-

enclosure which positively impacts 

walkability.  

 

A build-to-line (BTL) or build-

within-zone (BWZ) regulates the 

distance between the front 

property line and building facade. A 

Build-to-line is a line parallel to the 

front property line and policy 

requires the primary building’s 

facade must be built along the BTL. 

A build-within-zone is an area 

which building facades (or portions) 

shall be constructed within along 

the street line.  

 

Residential streets tend to have larger BTLs or wider BWZ, the goal of which is to create a 

clear boundary between private and public space. Smaller BTLs or BWZs are generally found 

along commercial or mixed use streets lined with shops, restaurants, offices and apartments, 

2 Congress Street in Rumford, Maine has a strong streetwall. Image by 
David Wilson, retrieved from https://flic.kr/p/e4AYv5  

https://flic.kr/p/e4AYv5
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creating a strong retail edge and pedestrian scale environment. The close proximity between 

the street and commercial spaces encourage frequent interaction.3 

 

Policy Direction: 

Through community consultation to date, residents tended to favour images and locations 

with defined streetwalls close to the sidewalk for commercial areas, and residential 

communities with a defined separation between public and private activities. Images that 

reflect residents’ preferences from the Visual Preference Survey are below: 

  
 

Ways that Staff feel massing and frontage standards could be implemented include: 

 Build-within-zones (BWZ) regulate the distance between the front property line and 

building façade for community character areas where a streetwall close to the road is 

desirable. 

 That setbacks continue to be implemented to regulate the distance between the front 

property line and building façade where a land use compatibility and separation is 

warranted. 

 

Building Height 

Current Policy: The current policy regarding height limits in most zones is a maximum height 

of 35ft (approximately 3 storeys). The exception to this is the business park zone (no height 

limit), and the highway commercial zone with a maximum height limit of 45ft (approximately 

4 storeys). 

 

                                                           
3 For more information on Build-to-Lines, see: 
http://www.stalbert.ca/uploads/files/Smart%20Growth/Weekly_Bulletins/Technical%20Bulletin%204-
%20Build%20to%20Line.pdf  

http://www.stalbert.ca/uploads/files/Smart%20Growth/Weekly_Bulletins/Technical%20Bulletin%204-%20Build%20to%20Line.pdf
http://www.stalbert.ca/uploads/files/Smart%20Growth/Weekly_Bulletins/Technical%20Bulletin%204-%20Build%20to%20Line.pdf
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Form-Based Policy Best Practices: The goal of form-based building height limits is to locate 

and design buildings to establish a well-

proportioned street enclosure (building height-to-

street width ratio). Form based policy typically 

limits height by storey rather than a distance in 

feet or metres. 

 

One of the most frequently-adopted methods of 

regulating building height is through a height-to-

street ratio from the building to the street. A 

well-proportioned street enclosure has a tendency 

to range between a 1:1 and 1:3 height-to-street 

ratio for traditional roadways (with cars and 

pedestrians, see image to the right). That being 

said however, there are many examples of 

successful areas that violate the height-to-width ratio when significant pedestrian amenities 

are provided4. Additional height may be appropriate with building step-backs, and contextual 

considerations such as variations in lot topography and size.   

 

Policy Direction: Proposed in WSP Group’s Growth Management Review Report is that East 

Hants should adopt provisions for medium density multi-unit residential buildings ranging from 

3-5 storeys located in proximity to public amenities, retail and employment areas, and 

potential future 

transit routes.  

 

From consultation 

with the 

development 

community, Staff 

have been told that 

some multi-unit 

buildings require a 

minimum of 4 

storeys in order for 

elevators to be 

financially viable. In 

the East Hants 

Village Cores Plan, 

the plan proposed 

                                                           
4 http://www.chrishaile.com/2012/01/a-myth-of-urban-design-the-sense-of-enclosure-theory/  

3 Four-unit townhouse, Fairfax Gardens from the Growth Management Review Report by WSP 
Group.  

http://www.chrishaile.com/2012/01/a-myth-of-urban-design-the-sense-of-enclosure-theory/
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allowing development up to 40’ in up 

to 15% of the building footprint, 

where the commercial ground floor 

area exceeds 80%. 

 

A 4 storey building with setbacks 

above the second storey could be a 

compatible form for some multi-unit 

residential, village core and 

community core sites as shown in the 

image to the left. In Lantz, up to 5-6 

storeys with setback upper storeys 

could be appropriate as part of a 

major development in connection with 

a new interchange, as shown in the 

example to the bottom left. Ways 

that Staff feel form-based building 

height standards could be 

implemented by: 

 A three storey height limit 

continue to be implemented in 

most areas.  

 That appropriate height 

transitions between the 

adjacent property owners and 

the pedestrian experience on 

adjacent streets 

 That exceptions to the three 

storey height limit, up to four 

storeys be considered in village 

and community core areas on prominent sites where it would not unreasonably impact 

adjacent property owners or the pedestrian experience on adjacent streets through 

incompatible massing. 

 Additional height above three storeys, up to 6 storeys be permitted in comprehensive 

district developments through a development agreement. 

 

Parking Standards 

Current Policy: Currently, the East Hants Land Use By-Law prescribes required parking 

minimums for all zones based on the size and type of use. Parking is currently prohibited in 

front yards for residential uses only.  

 

4 A 4-storey mixed use building in Halifax’s South end with setback 
upper floors integrated into the roof. 

5 A 5-storey building proposed for Vancouver with a setback upper floor. 
Retrieved from: http://www.vancouvermarket.ca/2015/01/28/market-update-
vancouver-rezoning-applications/  

http://www.vancouvermarket.ca/2015/01/28/market-update-vancouver-rezoning-applications/
http://www.vancouvermarket.ca/2015/01/28/market-update-vancouver-rezoning-applications/
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Form-Based Policy Best Practices: Form-based policy best practices depend on the context, 

specifically the level of urbanization in their context area. Typically, form-based zoning for 

urban areas does not stipulate minimum parking requirements, and assumes a developer will 

provide parking that is necessary to service the building that is not fulfilled by on-street 

parking, and reduced parking demand from transit use.  

 

For more suburban and rural areas, a parking minimum number of spaces may be required 

through zoning. In more urban areas serviced by transit, a maximum level of parking is also 

mandated. In these instances, there are form-based provisions to require that the impact of 

parking be minimized. Often zones require that: 

 parking be underground (in more urban settings);  

 parking areas be screened from streets with vegetation; 

 landscaping between rows of cars and between parking bays be included to provide a 

canopy and shade parking lots; 

 surface parking be located in the side or rear yard relative to buildings, behind the 

façade, and preferably behind the building.  

 

 
7 Raleigh Urban Development Ordinance Parking 
Standards. Retrieved from: 
http://raleighudo.com/blog/let%E2%80%99s-talk-
about-parking-part-1-0  

  

Policy Direction: Form-based parking standards could be implemented by: 

 Requiring parking areas be screened from streets with vegetation; 

 Requiring landscaping between rows of cars and between parking bays be included to 

provide a canopy, shade parking lots and provide stormwater infiltration for large lots; 

 Requiring the majority of surface parking be located in the side or rear yard relative to 

buildings, behind the façade, and preferably behind the building.  

 

 

 

6 St Catherine's Urban Design Guidelines. Retrieved from: 
https://www.stcatharines.ca/en/buildin/resources/UD_approvedgui
delines.pdf  

http://raleighudo.com/blog/let%E2%80%99s-talk-about-parking-part-1-0
http://raleighudo.com/blog/let%E2%80%99s-talk-about-parking-part-1-0
https://www.stcatharines.ca/en/buildin/resources/UD_approvedguidelines.pdf
https://www.stcatharines.ca/en/buildin/resources/UD_approvedguidelines.pdf
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Prominent Frontages & Visual Terminus Sites 

Current Policy: Currently, there is no policy highlighting 

edges, prominent frontages, and visual terminus sites within 

East Hants. 

 

Form-Based Policy Best Practices: A visual terminus is the 

end point of a view corridor, such as a long street, or block. 

A common example of a visual terminus would be Halifax’s 

town clock terminating the vistas along Carmichael and 

George Street in Halifax. Visual terminus sites are important 

from an urban design perspective because they are typically 

the most visually prominent elements in a streetscape. 

Corner lots are important from an urban design perspective 

because they define the streetwall for the rest of the street. 

 

For prominent frontages to a street, especially corner lots, 

and visual terminus sites, many form-based policies allow 

for additional height, development opportunities or require 

more architecturally interesting façade treatments.  

 

Policy Direction: Staff are proposing that additional 

development potential through the site plan approval 

process be available for developers to develop strong edges, 

prominent frontages, and visual terminus sites. This provides 

a financial incentive to developing buildings that promote 

positive urban design qualities in East Hants. This could be 

implemented by: 

 Permitting duplexes on residential corner lots 

through the site plan approval process on the 

condition that the building design have units front 

on both streets and be designed in an architecturally 

harmonious manner. 

 Developing guidelines to allow a half storey addition 

to heights on corner lot frontages and visual 

terminus sites within village core and community 

core areas where buildings architecturally reflect 

the building’s prominent location. 

 

 

 

 

10 Northwest Crossing, Bend, OR corner lot 
duplex. Retrieved from: 
http://bettercities.net/article/bend-oregon-
traditional-neighborhood-gains-momentum-
19074 

9 This prominent corner lot commercial building 
is accented by a parapet and curved facade 
section. Retrieved from: 
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-
preserve/briefs/14-exterior-additions.htm  

8 Halifax’s Town Clock provides a visual 
terminus, as seen from Carmichael Street. 

http://bettercities.net/article/bend-oregon-traditional-neighborhood-gains-momentum-19074
http://bettercities.net/article/bend-oregon-traditional-neighborhood-gains-momentum-19074
http://bettercities.net/article/bend-oregon-traditional-neighborhood-gains-momentum-19074
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/14-exterior-additions.htm
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/14-exterior-additions.htm
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Architectural Standards 

Current Policy: The current policies regarding architectural standards apply only to the 

Village Core (C6) Zone, the Community Core (C6A) Zones, and the Neighbourhood Core (C7) 

Zone. Architectural standards dictate the appropriate roof form and pitch, window form, and 

the design of porches. 

 

Form-Based Policy Best Practices: 

Form based plans typically take two approaches to architectural elements. One approach is to 

control architectural style through a pattern standards book. A second approach is to place 

guidelines and requirements around how buildings relate to streets and each other to allow 

for a variety of architectural options. Requirements that encourage architectural variety 

often focus on requirements for transparency and window coverage at the ground floor of 

buildings in pedestrian-

oriented areas, such as the 

provisions for the Town of 

Truro as seen to the right. 

Some form based codes do 

stipulate how building 

materials should be 

carried through 

developments, or prohibit 

building materials that 

tend to not age well, such 

as stucco, plywood, or 

vinyl siding. 

 

Policy Direction: Form-

based zoning should be 

developed in a manner which permits a variety of architectural options. Form-based 

architectural standards could be implemented by: 

 Requiring a minimum ground level transparency (window coverage) for new buildings 

in pedestrian-oriented areas. 

 Architectural design requirements be developed for the use of shipping containers. 

 That materials used for the front façade should be carried around the building where 

any facades are exposed to public view at the side or rear. 

 That plywood, concrete block, EIFS (exterior insulation and finish systems where 

stucco is applied to rigid insulation), and metal siding utilizing exposed fasteners are 

prohibited in form-based areas. 

 

 

 

11 Transparency requirements in the Town of Truro's Land Use Bylaw. Retrieved from: 
http://www.truro.ca/land-use-by-law.html  

http://www.truro.ca/land-use-by-law.html
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Conclusion 

During Plan Review consultation, the public has indicated their preference for walkable 

traditional neighbourhood design principles. Recent consultant recommendations indicate 

that East Hants should densify its pattern of development to make the best use of Municipal 

services. 

 

By expanding the site plan review process using form based zoning principles, the Municipality 

should be able to grow in a manner which both increases development intensity while 

creating a pattern of development which meets residents’ vision for the area. To achieve this 

successfully, less emphasis would be placed on regulating between compatible land uses in 

the new municipal plan, and more emphasis would be placed on ensuring that the form of 

new development successfully interacts with existing buildings and the public realm, 

specifically in pedestrian-oriented areas like village cores.  

 

Form based design principles have been outlined in this report to give some examples of the 

potential policy approaches as policies and regulations are developed. A form-based approach 

is not the ideal application in all areas of a community- there will still need to be zoning for 

land-use conflict generating uses such as industrial sites and hazardous uses. 

 

Policy Approach 

 A combined as-of-right and form-based zoning approach to the new plan be developed 

focused on community character areas. 

 Form-based controls should be implemented through the site plan approval process 

where the municipality has a clear vision for the form of the public realm which could 

be harmed by incompatible development form; or where certain uses could have an 

incompatible form with future development if not developed in a context-sensitive 

manner. 

 As-of-right zoning with design and form-based provisions be used for uses within as-of-

right areas where form-based controls are necessary to ensure the municipality’s 

community character goals. 

 That a design manual be created as an appendix to the Land Use Bylaw to help guide 

the use of site plan approval in the municipality. 

 That walkable district development & rural district development guidelines be formed 

as an appendix to the Municipal Planning Strategy. 

 

 

 

Additional Reading 
Comparing Public Form-Based Codes in Canada, Andrew Reid (2013) retrieved from: 

http://theoryandpractice.planning.dal.ca/_pdf/suburbs/mplan_projects/areid_2013_regulatingform.pdf  

 

 

http://theoryandpractice.planning.dal.ca/_pdf/suburbs/mplan_projects/areid_2013_regulatingform.pdf
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Appendix A: Additional Information on Form-Based Organizing Principles 

Transect: Transect based plans use the rural-to-urban transect to guide a plan’s development. 

Transect-based plans are the most commonly used organizing principle for form based zoning. 

The higher the order of the transect zone, the more intensive (or more urban) the land use, 

with the lower numbers being more rural. Since East Hants has an extremely varied pattern of 

development intensities, Staff are recommending a community character approach be 

incorporated in the new plan which reflects the different levels of development intensity 

(transect areas) and form within East Hants.  

 
 

Building-Type: In a plan using building-type as its organizing principle, the plan’s primary aim 

is the choice of context-appropriate building types. Typically these plans are seen in smaller 

communities with the purpose of reinforcing appropriate community character. During the 

creation of the plan, appropriate building types for the community are allocated to each 

zone. Then building form standards sheets are created for each building type to regulate their 

important characteristics. 

 

Staff are recommending that a building-type not be the organizing principle, but that it form 

an important part of design guidelines for site plan approval applications, and as-of-right 

design requirements. Building-style regulations allow for a diversity of uses and building types 

within each zone. For example, small multi-unit residential buildings can be appropriate in 

medium density residential areas when designed correctly; a practice which is currently 

prohibited in East Hants. By allowing for building-type regulations, neighbourhood-

appropriate building types can be incorporated without having a negative impact on 

community form.  

 

For example, two multi-unit residential buildings are shown below. The Courtyard building 

type would be significaly less intrusive in a residential area than the garden apartment 

building. 
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Street-Based: In a street-based plan, the 

plan’s primary aim is the location and 

design of streets, with most building 

regulations specific to the dimensions of 

the street on which the building is 

fronting. Regulating street sections 

typically illustrate these concepts in the 

plan. An example from the Regulating 

Code for the Central Hercules Plan is 

shown to the right. 

 

Frontage: In a frontage-based plan, the 

plan’s primary aim is the building’s 

relationship to the street, with most regulations specific to façade design. These approaches 

leave more flexibility to what happens behind the frontage. Frontage-based plans generally 

seek to combine extensive architectural requirements with other form-based regulations.  

 

Staff are recommending that frontage regulations be developed for multiunit dwelling types, 

boathouses, and form-based development areas. For uses other than multi-unit dwellings, 

staff are recommending non-regulatory frontage recommendations be included in the Land 

Use Bylaw’s design manual. Frontage recommendations in this document can be used to help 

inform the public of frontage options, and to be used for consideration in discretionary 

applications such as development agreements. 

 

12 Courtyard apartment building, University City Mississouri, Image 
by Thomas Duesing: https://flic.kr/p/6HsPSE  

13 Garden apartment building, Mid-City, New Orleans. Image by 
Infrogmation of New Orleans: https://flic.kr/p/87w3QZ  

https://flic.kr/p/6HsPSE
https://flic.kr/p/87w3QZ
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Single unit residential frontage typologies from Burlington’s Draft Form-Based Code are shown 

below: 
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Appendix B: Excerpt of The City of Charlottetown’s 500 lot area development standards 

& design guidelines 
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3.1 Urban Character Areas

Development and change in the 500 Lot area will 
not occur uniformly. The Urban Character Areas 
Framework provides a rational hierarchy for guiding 
appropriate uses and forms of development that is 
consistent with the transitional built character of 
the district. The prevailing existing and emerging 
land uses, scale of buildings, and building typologies 
primarily define the different character areas. 

This Framework reinforces a legible urban structure 
and ensures that there is a transition in the scale 
and intensity of uses and built form between areas 
of differing character. In particular, it informs the 
Development Standards outlined in Section 4.0 
with respect to appropriate uses, setbacks, heights, 
massing, parking arrangements and building 
typologies for new developments.

Key components of the Urban Character Areas 
Framework include: 

Downtown Neighbourhood – are areas that have 
a prevailing residential use and character and are 
generally focused on the Rochford, Connaught, 
Hillsborough and King’s Squares. These areas 
are defined by a variety of residential building 
typologies of differing architectural styles, but 
predominantly in 2-3 storey house forms such as 
detached, semi-detached and row housing. These 
areas also include some apartment forms and 
institutional buildings. Front-yard setbacks vary 
depending on the street and on-site parking is at 
the side or rear of the properties. Changed in these 
areas should be modest and primarily in the form 
of small-scale residential renovations, infill and 
additions that is consistent with the surrounding 
built character. 

Downtown Mixed-Use Neighbourhood – are areas 
that are very similar to Downtown Neighbourhoods 
in built character except for a greater mix of uses, 
often in contained within house form building 
typologies. Apartment and office buildings, as well 
as parking structures exist and should continue to 
be permitted with careful design considerations.  
These areas generally provide a transition between 
the predominantly residential uses and the more 
intense and larger scaled buildings associated 
with the Downtown Main Street and Core areas. 
Although the uses in these areas may be more 
transitional in nature, the prevailing residential 
character of the built form should remain in tact. 

3.0 urban design framework: urban character areas

North(Yorke)River

East (Hillsborough) River

500 Lot Area Boundary

Park/Cultural

DN  Downtown Neighbourhood

DNMU  Downtown Mixed Use Neighbourhood 

DMS  Downtown Main Street

DC  Downtown Core

DW  Downtown Waterfront 
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Downtown Main Street – are the mixed-use 
corridors generally associated with Queen Street 
and segments of other streets around the Core. 
These areas are predominately defined by 2-4 storey 
continuous buildings placed close the street edge and 
consisting of narrow storefronts at the street level, 
with office and residential uses on the upper levels. 
There are also a number of existing or approved 
buildings that range between 5-6 storeys. Infill or 
redevelopment in these areas should reinforce these 
characteristics and with sensitivity where heritage 
is impacted. Where appropriate and under certain 
conditions, taller buildings or additions up to 
6-storeys may be considered through a bonus in 
exchange for heritage protection or other public 
benefits. On-site parking is to be located to the rear 
or below-grade. 
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Downtown Core – defines the area with the greatest 
intensity of commercial and office use and the tallest 
buildings in the Downtown. This area is generally 
comprised of continuous retail uses at-grade with 
heights that range between 2-10 storeys. The 
taller buildings include office and hotel uses. Most 
structures are relatively contemporary. Significant 
infill or redevelopment can be anticipated in this 
area and of the largest scale in the 500 Lot area. 
Where appropriate and under certain conditions, 
taller buildings or additions up to 8-storeys may 
be considered through a bonus in exchange for 
heritage protection or other public benefits. Up 
to 10-storey would only be permitted on sites that 
can provide significant stepbacks from the street.  
No building is to be taller than the spires of the St. 
Dunstan’s Basilica. On-site parking is to be located 
to the rear or below-grade. 

Downtown Waterfront – defines the large scale and 
evolving lands associated with the central waterfront 
area. These areas currently contain a variety of uses 
and building types. Given the scale of the lands 
and the lack of a well-defined organizing structure, 
these areas require comprehensive planning when 
considered for development. This is to ensure a 
coordinated and cohesive outcome that includes 
a fine-grained network of streets and blocks, open 
spaces and other amenities. In general, the uses 
should be mixed, heights should step down to the 
waterfront and grade-level uses should animate the 
water’s edge in all seasons.
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Urban Character Areas Visualization: Kent Street

To visually demonstrate the transitional and distinct built qualities of the Urban Character Areas, a 
photographic inventory of both sides of Kent Street is provided.  The extent of the visualization area is 
identified in the Urban Character Area plan below. 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Economic Development 
Background Paper Number: 17 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• That the East Hants Economic Development Plan 2015-2020 form the basis of land use planning 
policy related to economic development.  

• That the Agricultural designation & zoning be retained to support that industry.  
• That all municipally owned land adjacent to the Elmsdale Business Park be designated and 

zoned Business Park.  
• That additional lands in Mt Uniacke be considered for designation and zoning to Business Park.  
• That additional land adjacent to the existing Milford Business Park be designated and zoned 

Business Park.  
• That no further action be taken at this time with respect to a logistics/inland port 

development in the Milford area.  
• That Village Core areas continue to be considered as important commercial centres, 

particularly for small and medium sized businesses providing local services.  
• That village core zoning be extended along Route 214 toward Highway 102.  

 
Citizen’s panel Suggestions 
The Panel had disagreement regarding the policy statement for Milford development along the CN rail 
line. Some members felt that a more restrictive policy approach is warranted. All panel members felt 
it could not be referred to as inland port since that term is likely not accurate anymore: a future 
railway business park development opportunity in Milford is more accurate. The Panel generally liked 
the proposed policy statement presented in the paper regarding logistics development in Milford. 
However, it was suggested and accepted by staff that a general statement supporting new business 
park development (not specific to Milford) be developed instead. 

 
• The Panel also expressed that the Municipality needs to provide incentive for people to apply 

for development permits: make it an advantage by using that information for business listings, 
or other unexplored benefits. 

• The Panel disagreed with a policy approach to restrict certain (nonindustrial) land uses within 
business parks. The Panel requested that business park land use policies instead be worded to 
be guidance, promotional and supportive policies for business parks rather than regulatory 
policies. As a result of this discussion, Staff have removed this recommendation.  

• The Panel noted that the paper could use text regarding the importance of reducing red tape 
for development. 

• In order to spur development in village cores, the Panel suggested that the Municipality could 
buy and/or promote land in our village cores for development. 

 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 16 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: October 2015 

 

 

Economic Development 
Background 

East Hants has long identified the need to attract commercial development to provide 
services and employment for a growing population.  In addition, attracting commercial tax 
assessment is an important goal to reduce the burden on residential taxpayers.  Through land 
use planning there has been an attempt to identify appropriate locations to enable 
commercial development.  These include business parks and more mixed use areas within 
existing communities. 
 
Recent work completed related to Economic Development include the East Hants Economic 
Development Plan 2015-2020 and the East Hants Business Parks Market Analysis, Readiness 
and Expansion Plans.  Both of these documents provide excellent guidance to planning policy 
and will inform proposed changes going forward. 
 
East Hants Economic Development Plan 2015-2020 

Earlier this year, the East Hants Economic Development Plan 2015-2020 was completed.  This 
plan replaces the economic development plan developed in 2004.  The plan contains five 
guiding principles as follows: 
 

 Create local jobs 

 Grow Commercial Assessment & Investment 

 Think Regionally 

 Be Open for Business 

 Lead by Example 
 
There are also four strategic goals: 
 

 Strong, Local Business 

 Market & Investment Ready 

 Equity of Opportunity in East Hants 

 People & Population Growth 
 
The plan then identifies eight major focus areas and sectors: 
 

 Business Care (BREA) 

 Placemaking (virtual) 

 Employment Lands 

 Agricultural Development 

 Natural Resources 

 Tourism Development 

 Renewable Energy & Clean Technology 

 Ocean Sciences 
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Municipal Council endorsed the plan in September 2015.   As a result, this important piece of 
work can inform land use decisions regarding economic development. 
 
Agriculture 

The plan highlights the importance of the agricultural industry in East Hants.  The plan 
recommends a number of ways to promote and enhance agriculture in East Hants.  From a 
land use perspective staff believe that maintaining the Agricultural Reserve (AR) designation 
is the appropriate response to provide an area this industry can operate without conflict.  
Further recommendations are contained in Background Paper 20, Agriculture with respect to 
agritourism.  
 
Home Based Business 

The economic development plan recommends that the Municipality “Work on EH home-based 
business policy that supports growth & expansion”.  Home based businesses are recognized as 
an important business incubator environment and land use policy should continue to support 
this in East Hants, while attempting to prevent land use conflicts. 
 
Business Parks 

The Municipality has developed business parks in both Elmsdale and Mt Uniacke.  In addition, 
there is a privately developed business park in Milford.  These parks are seen as an important 
part of the Municipality’s economic development efforts by providing pre-zoned and available 
land for business development, particularly businesses that are land consumptive or 
incompatible with more residential areas.  To review and update the municipality’s approach 
to business parks, Stantec was engaged to prepare the East Hants Business Parks Market 
Analysis, Readiness and Expansion Plans.  This study was completed in July 2015 and provides 
policy guidance in the current plan review. 
 
The study points to the success of the Mt Uniacke Business Park and highlights the need to 
secure additional land for an expanded or satellite park in that area.  However, no land has 
yet been secured by the municipality so consideration of rezoning would be premature.  
However, this should be considered a future priority once expansion plans are further 
advanced. 
 
The study also provides an expansion plan for the Elmsdale Business Park.  Land was 
purchased by the Municipality several years ago and it would now be appropriate to 
redesignate and rezone these lands from Rural Use to Business Park to enable park expansion 
planning to proceed. 
 
The private park in Milford has seen recent success in attracting several new businesses and 
as a result will soon be built out.  As a result, it would be prudent to redesignate and rezone  
additional land along Highway 102 from Rural Use to Business Park to enable continued 
commercial development in this area. 

 
Overall, regulations for business parks appear to be working well and do not require dramatic 
changes.  For example, Stantec considered open space dedication and whether or not it 
should continue to be required for subdivision applications within business parks.  Stantec 
concluded that open space in business parks is an important amenity to attract park clients 
and recommended that the requirement remain.   
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Permitted uses within business parks are extremely wide-ranging.  In reviewing the list of 
uses, staff feel that there are some uses currently permitted in business parks that would be 
better located within village core areas or more mixed use commercial areas.  As a result, 
staff believe uses such as daycares, restaurants, travel agencies, retail, finance & insurance & 
pharmacies should no longer be permitted in business parks. 
 
Core Villages 

A key goal in the current community plan is “To reinforce village centres as the focal point of 

commercial and community activity…”.  Based on feed back at public sessions held to date, 

staff feel this is still an appropriate goal and therefore should be maintained.  

 

In Background Paper 15, Form Based Code, a modified approach was outlined for regulating 

development in these areas.  That paper outlines an approach that focus more on the built 

form and less emphasis on regulating land uses.  

 

A restriction on certain commercial activities from business parks that would be better suited 

in village centres (particularly local services) is discussed above and will aid in the goal of 

reinforcing village centres. 

 

Route 214 

Route 214, from Highway 102 to Trunk 2 is now viewed as “main street East Hants”.  The area 
near Trunk 2 is zoned Village Core up to the Royal Bank.  At the other end, near Highway 102, 
there is a mix of Regional Commercial and Village Core zoning.  The remaining lands are 
zoned R2.  This is a corridor that appears ideally suited for further commercial development 
and it is recommended that the village core zoning be extended a distance of approximately 
600 metres up to the Sobeys property. 
 
Milford Logistics Centre/Inland Port Opportunity 

Since 2006 the Municipality of East Hants has been investigating the concept of an inland port as part 

of the Atlantic Gateway Strategy. East Hants wants to “seize opportunities for regional growth and 

position itself to become a key player in the transportation logistics marketplace with overall goal of 

supporting development, increasing the tax base and improving the overall financial position of its 

community for the betterment of its residents” (Hatch Mott MacDonald). In conjunction with an inland 

port, the Municipality also considered the development of an Integrated Intermodal Logistics Centre, 

and other related spinoff opportunities, at the Milford site. In fact, an intermodal logistics centre has 

been discussed in many of the consultant reports prepared for East Hants, and the consultants have 

determined that some type of logistics centre related to the inland port would be required in order to 

make the inland port feasible.    

 

Due to the interest and concern from the Milford area, Municipal Council has requested through motion 

C13(224) that “Council direct Staff to consider land use impacts as part of the upcoming Plan Review 

Re: Proposed Inland Port/Intermodal Terminal.” Planning Staff have investigated land use issues that 

may arise from the development of an inland port/intermodal terminal but without an actual proposal 

it is difficult to identify the magnitude and extent of the possible land use impacts.  
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An inland port combined with some 

sort of multi-modal logistics park (as 

has been discussed in the inland port 

consultant reports) would require 

anywhere from 1000 to 3000 plus acres 

of land. A variety of concepts have 

been discussed. Much of the land is 

currently zoned Rural Use (R4), 

Agriculture Reserve (AR) and Single and 

Two Unit Dwelling (R2), and is used for 

agriculture purposes, residential uses, 

and is forested. The land is in private 

ownership and must be purchased or 

expropriated for the inland port to be 

located in Milford. Current policies for Agriculture Reserve (AR) Zoned lands require that an agriculture 

impact study be conducted prior to AR Zoned land being re-designated and rezoned. In 2010, the 

Municipality hired Stantec to complete an Agriculture Impact Study for the Inland Port. The report 

concluded that the inland port development could have a relatively low overall impact on agricultural 

production within the study area but there are caveats.  The report goes on to suggest there are a 

number of mitigation measures required and the loss of CLI Class 3 soil is unavoidable, contrary to 

current agricultural land conservation policies contained in the MPS.   

 

None of the reports to date have addressed how identified land use conflicts, such as noise, light 

pollution, traffic, air quality, stormwater runoff, fragmentation of current land holdings, and impacts 

of wetlands and the Shubenacadie River will impact the surrounding community and how these issues 

may be mitigated. These land use issues will have an impact on the community and an inland port will 

have a direct impact on the character of the surrounding community. Therefore, it is essential that 

these issues be debated in future discussions with the community.  

 

According to Hatch Mott MacDonald the main advantages of having an inland port/intermodal terminal 

developed in Milford are due to:  

 Proximity to rail – the 3,000 metre section of straight track provides a great advantage for 

intermodal movements.  

 Proximity to the airport – With a longer runway, HSIA can accommodate larger planes, which 

may attract more high value freight shipment.  

 Highway Access – the proposed site does not have direct access to Highway 102, but a future 

interchange could be located near the proposed site.  

 Land – there are large portions of undeveloped land available, but they are currently under 

private ownership. The Marinova Study recognized this fact but included land acquisition as a 

significant hurdle.  

 

The main disadvantages of having the inland port/intermodal terminal developed in Milford are:  

 Land Use Designation and Zoning – The parcels of land identified as the potential location for 

the inland port/intermodal terminal are not designated or zoned for such a use. The current 

use of the land is agriculture, residential, and rural uses.  

Agricultural Land on Woodworth Road 
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 Active Agriculture Land – not only is the soil in the proposed area class 3 soils, a portion of the 

land is also being actively farmed and there are farming uses on adjacent properties that would 

be impacted by an inland port/intermodal terminal.  

 Change to Surrounding Community Character – The character of the community is currently a 

rural agricultural community with some residential development mainly occurring along 

Highway 2. An inland port/intermodal terminal would change that character to industrial 

development.  

 Land Use Conflicts – light pollution, sound pollution, emissions, truck traffic, stormwater 

runoff, conflicts with existing agriculture, conflicts with existing residential, etc.  

 Local Water Quality – the proposed inland port/intermodal terminal will be located in an area 

where stormwater flows may impact local fish bearing streams as well as the Shubenacadie 

River. Development of the facility may also alter drainage patterns on adjacent agricultural 

land (Stantec 2010).  

 Private Ownership of Land – the concept plans all show the inland port/intermodal terminal 

being developed on land that is currently in private ownership. The land would either have to 

be purchased or expropriated from current owners.  

 Fragmentation of the Land – the inland port/intermodal terminal will cause fragmentation “to 

some sections [of land] adjacent to the existing rail line (Stantec 2010).  

 Lack of Utilities – the proposed site is not currently serviced by either water or sewer.  

 Grade – the proposed site to the west of the CN mainline will require significant earthwork to 

prepare a suitable site (Hatch Mott MacDonald) 

 Competition – current business parks/intermodal centres in Burnside and Halifax may be 

difficult to overcome (Hatch Mott MacDonald).  

 

Options 

The following options outline the possible ways in which planning documents could reflect the desire of 

Council to have policies in place to allow for the future development of an inland port and multi-modal 

logistics park. These policy approaches include the following:  

 

1. Status Quo 

Given that there is no specific proposal before the Municipality to develop an inland port or developer 

who has approached the Municipality, the committee may feel considering any amendments would be 

premature. Preparing amendments given this lack of specifics is also more challenging.   

 

Also, any amendments given consideration will, of course, involve a public process.  An earlier public 

consultation process was undertaken, which culminated in a public information session in March of 

2009.  That process revealed a significant amount of apprehension in the area to an inland port and 

reopening this issue now could be undesirable.  As a result, the Municipality could adopt a wait and see 

approach. 

 

A disadvantage of this approach is that it shows no commitment on the part of the Municipality as 

Economic & Business Development Staff attempt to gain interest in the private sector. 

 

2. MPS Policy Statement 

A policy statement could be added to the MPS indicating Council’s willingness to consider such a 

project in the general vicinity.   Such a statement would not permit the project to proceed or even 

allow a development agreement or rezoning to be triggered.  It would instead be an indication of 
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Council’s future intention.  If, later on, Council decides to amend the MPS and LUB to allow such a 

development the policy statement would be referred to. 

 

Such a statement might read as follows: 

 

 “The CN mainline railway located in East Hants has unique physical characteristics that could lead to 

an economic development opportunity.  In particular, the general area where the CN mainline 

intersects with the spur line leading to the Milford Quarry is recognized as having desirable 

characteristics for multi-modal rail freight activity given that there are over three kilometres of 

relatively straight and level track, which is a rare characteristic in Nova Scotia.  Therefore, in the 

interest of pursuing a unique economic development opportunity related to rail freight, Council shall 

consider future amendments to this strategy and the Land Use By-law.” 

 

Given the lack of a specific proposal before the Municipality, this might be seen as an appropriate level 

of commitment from Council at this stage.  The disadvantage is that further amendments would be 

required to planning documents before any project could move ahead.  This two stage approach may 

also be confusing for area residents. 

 

3. Redesignation & Rezoning 

Some or all of the area identified on the map in this report could be pre-designated and zoned to 

permit the integrated intermodal logistics centre.  Council could designate and zone the entire area 

Industrial Commercial (C5) or a zone specifically created and tailored to this use.  There is a size limit 

in the (C5) zone of 10,000 square feet for each building over which a development agreement would be 

needed.  Consideration could also be given to amending this zone to accommodate larger warehouses 

as-of-right. 

 

The advantages of this approach would be to send a clear signal that the Municipality is willing to 

permit such a facility.  This would also prevent additional residential development that would fragment 

the land holdings in the area that also interfere with any future footprint of an integrated intermodal 

logistics centre. 

 

 A concern with this approach is that the exact nature and footprint of such a project is not known and 

won’t be until there is a specific project.  In addition, such zoning could interfere with existing private 

land owners who have farms, homes and small businesses as they contemplate renovations/expansions 

and property sales.  Presumably it would also be involuntary as the land is in private hands. 

 

While this approach sends a clear signal about the Municipality’s willingness to accept such a facility, 

without a specific proposal this could be a difficult approach to defend.   

 

4. Policy to Enable Development Agreement 

In this approach the (R4) and (AR) zoning could remain in place but the MPS designation would be 

changed to a comprehensive development district that would have to be created (e.g., Transportation 

Facility Comprehensive Development District).  This would allow all existing homes, farms and 

businesses to operate under the existing zoning while allowing Council to consider an integrated 

intermodal logistics centre by way of development agreement.   
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The advantage here is that a development agreement only gets triggered when there is a specific 

proposal to review.  The key here will be the criteria added to the MPS that would be used for the 

review of such a facility.   

 

A disadvantage is that this approach would not prevent further development, particularly, residential 

development that could interfere with a future logistics centre footprint. 

 

Inland Port Conclusion 

To date, none of the reports have focused on the overall impact to the community an inland port and 

intermodal logistics centre would have. Development of such a facility will change the identity of the 

Milford community and will have an impact on nearby agricultural and residential development. In the 

context of land use planning, the impacts on the community should be studied in depth. Items such as 

light pollution, noise pollution, traffic, fragmentation of agricultural land, and such, should all be 

evaluated. Example questions include: how bright will be facility be lit, how far will the light travel, 

will the lights be on 24 hours a day, will nearby dwellings and agriculture barns be effected by the light 

at night, how loud will the facility be, how far will the sound travel, will the site be running 24 hours a 

day, will the trucks/trains/and other equipment use their whistles and backup signals at night, how 

will the noise effect other land uses, how many trucks are expected to visit the location per day, what 

measures will land owners have to take to access their fragmented portions of land, and so on. The 

same sort of questions need to be answered for other land use issues as well.  

 

These questions, and more, cannot be answered without having a concrete proposal in front of Council 

for Planning Staff to evaluate. Creating policies that could change the fabric of a community and that 

has the potential for creating conflicts between land uses should not be developed simply because a 

project “might” happen. A variety of conceptual plans have been developed but no one direction has 

been chosen. Until a private developer puts forward a proposal, policies should not be added to the 

MPS that would permit the consideration of an inland port.  

 

In addition, due to the sensitive nature of the development there is a potential for the Plan Review to 

become sidetracked due to this one polarizing subject. It would not be in the best interest of the many 

community members that have participated in the review, the Citizen’s Panel, and Municipal Staff to 

have their valuable contributions to the Plan Review overlooked and minimized due to the attention 

that one set of new policies could have. In addition, as previously mentioned, there is no specific 

proposal in front of Council which makes it difficult to construct policies that would be permissive to 

the development and fair to surrounding community members.  

 

It is also notable that the consultant engaged to draft a business parks strategy for East Hants stated 

“…we judged that competition in the Highway 102 corridor is substantial and introduction of a new 

business park when there is still substantial land for growth in Elmsdale is not timely”  (Stantec, 2015) 

 

Therefore, the suggested policy approach would be to not add policies to enable the consideration of 

an inland port/logistics centre in Milford through this plan review. 

 

Conclusion 

The East Hants Economic Development Plan 2015-2020 and the East Hants Business Parks 
Market Analysis, Readiness and Expansion Plans provide critical guidance to land use policy 
with respect to economic development.  As a result, a number of suggested policy approaches 
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are derived from these documents.  In addition, staff have further investigated a proposed 
inland port/logistics concept for Milford in this paper and offer a recommendation. 
 
Policy Approach 

 That the East Hants Economic Development Plan 2015-2020 form the basis of land use 
planning policy related to economic development. 

 That the Agricultural designation & zoning be retained to support that industry. 

 That all municipally owned land adjacent to the Elmsdale Business Park be designated 
and zoned Business Park. 

 That additional lands in Mt Uniacke be considered for designation and zoning to 
Business Park. 

 That additional land adjacent to the existing Milford Business Park be designated and 
zoned Business Park. 

 That no further action be taken at this time with respect to a logistics/inland port 
development in the Milford area. 

 That Village Core areas continue to be considered as important commercial centres, 
particularly for small and medium sized businesses providing local services.  

 That village core zoning be extended along Route 214 toward Highway 102. 

 That the Business Parks (C8) permitted uses be amended to reserve these lands for 
land consumptive business uses that generate trucking manufacturing, warehousing, 
highway commercial uses, transportation, wholesale trade and exclude community 
oriented uses (i.e., daycares, restaurants, travel agencies, retail, finance & insurance 
& pharmacies).  



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Heritage & Maitland 
Background Paper Number: 17 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• A review be undertaken of the Maitland Heritage Conservation District Plan and By-law.      
• A financial assistance program be investigated for properties in the Maitland Heritage 

Conservation District and for other municipally registered heritage properties.   
• Zoning is proposed for the village of Maitland to protect the areas within and surrounding the 

heritage conservation district from undesirable development which would impact on the 
important heritage asset of Maitland. 

• If zoning is not to be introduced to Maitland that policies be developed to guide development 
in the village but also identify where the Municipality could play a role in the future of the 
village. 

 
 Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 

• That the Municipality remain open to innovative financing mechanisms for heritage properties 
such as crowdsourcing. 

 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 17 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: May 2015 

 

 

Heritage & Maitland 
Background 

Heritage in the context of this paper is Cultural Heritage and the definition includes churches, houses, 

farm buildings, streetscapes, cemeteries, industrial structures, historic districts, archaeological and 

palaeontological sites and cultural landscapes.  Heritage protection and promotion occurs at the 

Municipal, Provincial, Federal and International level.  At the international level, UNESCO administers 

the World Heritage Site Program.  This is a place that is listed by UNESCO as being of special cultural or 

physical significance.  The Old Town of Lunenburg, Joggins Fossil Cliffs and the Landscape of Grand Pré 

are sites within Nova Scotia which are included as UNESCO World Heritage Sites.  East Hants does not 

have any UNESCO recognized World Heritage Sites. 

 

There are no federally recognized historic places within East Hants.  Within Nova Scotia, examples of 

federally recognized historic places includes Province House in Halifax and Halifax City Hall.  

 

In 1980, the Government of Nova Scotia passed the Heritage Property Act, to help identify, protect and 

rehabilitate built heritage throughout the province.  Under the act, a heritage property is a building or 

structure and the land on which it is located; however protection is only afforded to exteriors.  

 

The Heritage Property Program offers three types of protection: 

 

i. Provincial Registry of Heritage Properties; 

ii. Municipal Registries of Heritage Properties; and 

iii. Heritage Conservation Districts. 

 

In addition to the Heritage Property Act the province has two other Acts which help to preserve the 

province’s rich history: The Special Places Protection Act which supports the protection of 

archaeological, historic and natural sites; and The Cemeteries Protection Act which supports the 

protection of burial plots and cemeteries. 

 

Within East Hants there are four sites which 

are provincially recognized. The Uniacke 

Estate Museum Park in Mount Uniacke is 

protected and recognized under the Special 

Places Protection Act.  Under the Provincial 

Registry of Heritage Properties, Smith-

Duckenfield House in Selma, Springhurst in 

Maitland, and Lawrence House in Maitland are 

all recognized.  The Provincial Registry of 

Heritage Properties is a list of buildings and 

structures that have been deemed to have a 

provincial level of heritage value. 
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A Municipal Registry of Heritage Properties is a list of properties and structures that have been deemed 

to have a local or community level of heritage value.  The Municipality has adopted the Heritage 

Property By-Law which administers the protection of the registered heritage properties.   

 

Heritage value may extend beyond a single building to a group of related structures and their overall 

setting.  In this case, several properties can be collectively protected through the establishment of a 

heritage conservation district.  According to the Heritage Conservation District Regulations the purpose 

of a conservation plan is to ‘(a) provide statements of policy that address problems and opportunities 

concerning the conservation of the historic or architectural value of buildings and structures in the 

district and their setting; and (b) identify expenditures, initiatives and conservation by-law provisions 

for the implementation of the conservation plan’.  In 1995 Maitland was declared Nova Scotia’s first 

Heritage Conservation District and is now one of only five in Nova Scotia.  Heritage conservation 

districts help to protect a greater piece of a community’s history and identity.   

 

 

Heritage Conservation District Plan and By-law 

In accordance with the provisions of the Heritage Property Act and 

the Heritage Conservation District Regulations, the Municipality 

adopted the Heritage Conservation District Plan and By-law in 1995.  

The Plan expresses the intentions of the East Hants Municipal 

Council with respect to conservation of the historic and 

architectural value of buildings and structures and their setting in a 

portion of Maitland.  The Heritage Conservation District By-law was 

adopted in conjunction with the Plan and contains specific 

regulations, design guidelines and administrative procedures 

through which the policies of the Plan are implemented.  This 

document was produced 20 years ago and staff recommend that the 

plan and by-law should undergo a review.  The review will consider 

whether the plan and by-law requires amendments to take account 

of any changes to the Conservation District and changes to 

regulations.  A review of the bylaw will also take account of 

changes to best practices regarding heritage conservation areas. 

 

According to Alyssa te Bogt in her thesis ‘Maitland Heritage Conservation District: Changes to the Built 

Environment since the creation of the 1995 Maitland Heritage Conservation Plan & Bylaw’ some 

residents are unsure as to whether they are within the Conservation District or not and some haven’t 

considered the conservation plan and bylaw when undertaking renovations.  There is an opportunity, 

with a review of the conservation plan and bylaw, to provide some education around the purpose and 

vision of the plan and bylaw.   

 

Financial Assistance 

The Heritage Property Act sets out provisions to enable financial assistance to be provided to owners of 

registered heritage properties.  The provincial government offer three types of financial assistance.  

The following information is taken from the department of Communities, Culture and Heritage website 

regarding their financial assistance programs. 
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Conservation Advice Grants 

This grant will support fees associated to prepare a conservation report by a professional (such as a 

licensed architect or engineer) engaged to advise on the exterior conservation or structural integrity 

of a registered building or monument/grave marker.   

 

Eligible applicants include owners of registered provincial heritage properties, municipally registered 

heritage properties, and properties located within an approved municipal heritage conservation 

district. 

 

The maximum grant available will be 50% of the costs to prepare the conservation advice report to a 

maximum of $3,000.   

 

Conservation Work Grants 

This grant will support costs associated with the exterior conservation of an eligible registered 

heritage property.  Costs to address a structural integrity issue will also be considered. 

 

The amount of the grants available will be: 

 50% of the eligible conservation work costs to a maximum of $10,000 every two years for 

owners of a registered provincial heritage property; and 

 50% of the eligible conservation work costs to a maximum of $7,500 every two years for 

owners of registered municipal heritage property (including those located within an approved 

municipal heritage conservation district) used as places of worship or for a registered not-for-

profit association. 

 Properties owned by either the province or a municipality are not eligible for this grant. 

Please review the conservation work policy for more details 

 

Tax Rebate 

The Department of Service Nova Scotia and Municipal Relations offers a Provincial Tax Rebate (under 

the Sales Tax Act). Heritage property owners are eligible for a full rebate of the provincial sales tax 

paid for materials used on the exterior of the building.  

 

Municipalities also have the ability to introduce a financial assistance program for heritage property 

owners.  The Village Cores Plan prepared by Ekistics suggested a Heritage Building Maintenance 

Program for Maitland.  They identify that the local architectural heritage is a key attraction of the 

community and that protection of the building stock is a priority.  They suggest a building maintenance 

program be introduced to cost share appropriate maintenance of historic structures.  An inventory of 

buildings that may be threatened by the lack of care could be made as an initial step in a program to 

promote timely maintenance and reuse of available structures.   

 

Halifax and Cape Breton Regional Municipality both have heritage incentive programs.  In Cape Breton 

owners of municipally registered properties and owners of properties located within a municipal 

heritage conservation district are eligible; properties which are assessed entirely for commercial 

purposes, unless the property is owned by a registered non-profit society are not eligible.  For roof 

repair/reshingling and foundation work the incentive shall be a maximum of 30% of the cost of the 
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repairs and for all other eligible work the incentive shall be a maximum of 50% of the work.  The 

maximum of any one property shall $12,000 per year. In Halifax the incentive program provides a 

matching grant of up to $10,000 for eligible exterior conservation work for privately owned, registered 

municipal heritage properties in residential or commercial use.  Within the Barrington Street Heritage 

Conservation District, the program provides matching grants of up to $100,000 for exterior restoration 

work. 

 

There is an opportunity to provide financial assistance to owners of municipal heritage properties 

which are in private ownership.  Municipal heritage properties which are places of worship or for a 

registered not-for-profit association are able to apply for conservation work grants provided by the 

provincial government but not properties which are in private ownership. 

 

A façade improvement program has been undertaken on Portland Street, Dartmouth, North Sydney, 

Sydney and Glace Bay in Cape Breton and the Town of Wolfville.  Typically the program pays half of the 

cost of façade improvements up to a certain maximum amount.  The program typically begins by 

obtaining seed money to hire an urban design consultant to prepare a façade improvement study.  The 

consultant works with building owners to prepare conceptual designs and cost estimates for each 

building on the street.  The construction program must follow the façade plan prepared by the 

consultant for the funding to be realized.  The Municipality benefits from the program by increasing 

the assessed value of the buildings within the program area.  The more significant benefit however is 

the improvement to the quality of the built environment.  It gives property owners within the 

conservation area an opportunity to invest in the quality of their property.   

 

Alyssa te Bogt identified in her thesis ‘Maitland Heritage Conservation District: Changes to the Built 

Environment since the creation of the 1995 Maitland Heritage Conservation Plan & Bylaw’  that many 

buildings are in need of some form of repair and that a common comment by residents was that the 

town as a whole couldn’t afford to upkeep the historic houses. 

 

There are financial advantages to the Municipality from introducing financial assistance opportunities, 

for heritage properties in particular in Maitland.  Improvement works to heritage buildings will increase 

the assessed value of a property.  The biggest potential advantage is Investment in providing 

improvements to the built quality of Maitland which will boost the areas appeal as an inviting place to 

visit, work and live.  Maitland is a very important asset to the tourism offerings of East Hants.  It’s a 

natural stopping point along the Glooscap Trail which passes through the Municipality along Highway 

#215.  Recognizing this important tourism asset and providing incentives for built improvements has the 

real potential to increase tourism spending in the area as this may encourage more people to visit and 

more people to stay longer instead of passing through.   

 

Comments received from the Municipal Department of Economic & Business Development indicate that 

the Nova Scotia Tourism Agency identified Cultural visitors as a high-yield market.  Visitors who 

appreciate historic and cultural assets tend to say longer and spend more.  Restoration of the exteriors 

of the buildings along the main routes would certainly enhance the visual appeal of the village and 

would present a positive first impression to visitors. 

   

Zoning 
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The Municipality can support Maitland’s heritage by paying special attention to the upkeep of 

properties within the village. Currently though there is no zoning (except the wind energy zone) in 

place in the northern portion of the Municipality and therefore the land use by-law cannot currently be 

used to support the protection of the impressive legacy of intact built heritage in Maitland.  

Complimentary zoning would be desirable in Maitland to ensure inappropriate uses are not located in 

and around the village that could degrade the historic context of the village.  This approach was taken 

in the Grand Pre Heritage Conservation District, where the Hamlet Historic Residential (R9) Zone was 

adopted by Kings County to do just that.  

 

Planning in Maitland 

Although the recommendation from staff is to introduce zoning to Maitland it is clear that at this time 

there is no desire from Council to consider zoning in the unplanned area of the Municipality.  A lack of 

zoning does not remove the potential for planning to be introduced to Maitland.  Policies could be 

developed around the future of the village of Maitland.  These policies would not be followed with 

regulations in the form of zoning but it would enable the village to establish a vision for its future 

development.  Planning policies could identify opportunities and threats to Maitlands future.  These 

policies could have the potential to guide development in the village but also identify where the 

Municipality could play a role in the future of the village, for example funding opportunities for signage 

and wayfinding. 

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 A review be undertaken of the Maitland Heritage Conservation District Plan and By-law.  

     

 A financial assistance program be investigated for properties in the Maitland Heritage 

Conservation District and for other municipally registered heritage properties.   

 

 Zoning is proposed for the village of Maitland to protect the areas within and surrounding the 

heritage conservation district from undesirable development which would impact on the 

important heritage asset of Maitland. 

 

 If zoning is not to be introduced to Maitland that policies be developed to guide development 

in the village but also identify where the Municipality could play a role in the future of the 

village.  

 

 

 

 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Transit 
Background Paper Number: 18 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• A policy be developed in the Municipal Planning Strategy to support Transit Orientated 
Development. 

• Should a transit service be approved by Council, staff suggest including a Transit Service 
Boundary in the new MPS. 

o This policy was removed by PAC/Council. 
• Through the Land Use By-law, in all zones excepting land within the High Risk Floodplain, that 

public transit facilities be permitted with frontage on or abutting transit route roads. Such 
facilities should not be subject to zone requirements. 

 
Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 
 

• That clarification be added to the planning documents in regards to transit facilities such as 
bus bays and garages. 

 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 18 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: September 2015 

 

 

Transit 
Background 

The East Hants Strategic Plan (2013) emphasizes the importance of diverse and accessible 

transportation options to community sustainability and economic development.  Transportation is one 

of the Strategic Plan’s seven key areas of strategic focus, and an associated goal is the ‘consideration 

of options related to public transportation within East Hants and between East Hants and Halifax 

Regional Municipality”.  In addition, through the Plan Review, staff have received interest in transit 

services. 

 

In 2008 an East Hants Transit Feasibility Study was completed by ENTRA (now WSP) and examined a 

highway-based service connecting the East Hants Highway 102 corridor communities to the airport.  A 

Transit Corridor Feasibility Study was completed by Genivar (now WSP) for East Hants in 2012.  This 

study focused on the Highway 102 corridor region and communities through to the airport.  The study 

recommended a fixed-route transit service with operations and maintenance contracted to a private 

carrier.   

 

In 2010 HDR ITRANS and SNC Lavalin prepared a Business Case Study for public transit in Mount 

Uniacke.  The study concluded that multiple business models exist, however an experienced and willing 

partner in Kings Transit suggests that East Hants should consider a service agreement with Kings 

Transit.  The municipal contribution for East Hants was estimated between $145,000 and $160,000.  In 

January 2011 the study was presented as correspondence for the decision of Council.  The CAO asked if 

Council would like to have the study placed on a Committee agenda.  No interest was expressed from 

Council.   

 

A Transit Services Business Plan was completed for the Municipality by MMM Group in March 2015.  This 

document builds on the recommendations of the Corridor 

Feasibility Study and reviews and validates the market 

analysis and recommendations of the Corridor Feasibility 

Study.  The Business Plan recommends the transit route 

operate between the airport and the community of Lantz 

via Highways 2 and 102.  The north end of the proposed 

route will consist of two branches, one providing service 

along Highway 214 to the Superstore/NSLC and municipal 

office building to the west of Highway 102, and the other 

providing service further along Highway 2 to the East 

Hants Sportsplex in Lantz.  Figure 1 shows the proposed 

transit route suggested by MMM Group.   The Business Plan 

proposes a hybrid stop service with the use of a flag stop 

service and fixed stops at major generators along the 

route with fixed stops at the East Hants Sportsplex, 

Superstore/Petro-Canada and also at the five existing 

Halifax Transit stops of Barnes Drive and Silver Dart Drive 

at the airport.  At the two East Hants locations the use of 
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a bus bay is proposed to enable the bus to pull out of traffic.  MMM Group suggests that additional fixed 

stops could be added in years 2 and 3.  Flag stop service allows passengers to board and alight from the 

bus at any point along the route; passengers flag the approaching bus and request their stop when they 

board.   

 

At the Executive Committee in April 2015, staff and MMM Group presented the Transit Services Business 

Plan.  Staff were directed to provide Council with financial models to inform a decision on the 

implementation of transit services.  This information has not yet been provided to Council and a 

decision on whether to pursue a transit service, at this time, has not yet been made.  Staff consider 

that if a transit service for East Hants is not supported by Council it is likely that the issue will be 

discussed again in the future.  Demand for a transit service is only going to grow as the population 

within East Hants increases and becomes more concentrated in the corridor which in turn further 

supports transit.  The impact on a transit service or a future potential transit service should be a 

consideration within the new planning documents.   

 

HRM have a policy (T-9) within their Regional Plan regarding transit and development “HRM shall 

require mixed use residential and commercial areas designed to maximize access to public transit 

(Transit Oriented Development) within the Urban Transit Service Boundary through secondary planning 

strategies, and shall strive to achieve the intent of this policy through land use by-law amendments, 

development agreements and capital investments.”1  It is suggested that a policy regarding Transit 

Orientated Development be developed for the new East Hants MPS.  Even if transit is not pursued by 

the Municipality at this time a policy should be considered to encourage Transit Orientated 

Development, for a future transit service. 

 

According to Todd Litman “Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) refers to communities with high 

quality public transit services, good walkability, and compact, mixed land use. This allows 

people to choose the best option for each trip: walking and cycling for local errands, convenient 

and comfortable public transit for travel along major urban corridors, and automobile travel to 

more dispersed destinations.”2  Todd Litman speaks from personal experience when he talks 

about Victoria, British Columbia “the nicest neighborhood centers (Oak Bay Village, Cook Street 

Village, Fernwood, Esquimalt, Downtown Victoria) all began as streetcar station areas a century 

ago. We still enjoy the legacy of these systems in the form of compact, mixed, walkable activity 

centers. The result is good accessibility for drivers and non-drivers, increased affordability and a 

high quality of life in these urban neighborhoods, which increases their  property 

values. Everybody can benefit if communities build more TODs so they become affordable 

to everybody who wants and needs to live in such neighborhoods.” 3   

 

What does TOD look like for East Hants?  As noted above by Todd Litman, TOD will help to create 

walkability and compact, mixed land use.  We have already proposed, in the background papers, some 

of the things which encompass TOD and include good design, connectivity and walkability.  This will be 

                                                           
1 Policy T-9, Pg. 62; Halifax Regional Municipal Planning Strategy; October 2014 
2 Litman, Todd; Comprehensive Evaluation of Transit Orientated Development Benefits; Planetizen; June 7, 2009; 
www.planetizen.com/node/39133. 
3 Litman, Todd; Comprehensive Evaluation of Transit Orientated Development Benefits; Planetizen; June 7, 2009; 
www.planetizen.com/node/39133. 
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encouraged along the transit route but more importantly around key nodes which should include the 

fixed transit stops.  Under the current proposed transit route the fixed stops in East Hants are located 

at the East Hants Sportsplex in Lantz and at the Superstore in Elmsdale.  Further fixed stops may be 

identified once a service is in operation and riders boarding points are identified.  Unlike other larger 

urban centres, like HRM and Victoria, to start with the benefits of TOD will not be fully realized.  If and 

when approved by Council, transit for East Hants will be on a significantly smaller scale so the benefits 

will also be on a smaller scale.  Over time however, as East Hants population grows, the benefits of 

TOD will also grow and the developments which encompass the principals of TOD will further support 

the transit system. 

 

Transit Service Boundary 

HRM, through their new Regional Municipal Planning Strategy have adopted an Urban Transit Service 

Boundary (UTSB).  This boundary establishes the area within which HRM will direct future investment in 

public transit services and requests for new transit service outside this area will not be considered.  

Existing routes outside the boundary will remain, as long as they continue to meet Council approved 

performance standards, like all other routes in the transit network.  The adoption of this boundary is a 

new policy approach by HRM and was included in the Regional MPS in October 2014. The goal of the 

UTSB is to help focus investment in the areas where transit service can operate most efficiently, and 

also to set clear expectations for residents and businesses as to where new transit services will be 

added in the future. 

 

Should a transit service be approved by Council, staff suggest including a Transit Service Boundary in 

the new MPS.  This will also assist in identifying where Transit Orientated Development should be 

focused.  

 

Public Transit Facilities 

It is suggested that through the Land Use By-law, in all zones excepting land within the High Risk 

Floodplain, that public transit facilities be permitted with frontage on or abutting transit route roads.  

Such facilities should not be subject to zone requirements. 

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 A policy be developed in the Municipal Planning Strategy to support Transit Orientated 

Development.  

 Should a transit service be approved by Council, staff suggest including a Transit Service 

Boundary in the new MPS. 

 Through the Land Use By-law, in all zones excepting land within the High Risk Floodplain, that 

public transit facilities be permitted with frontage on or abutting transit route roads.  Such 

facilities should not be subject to zone requirements. 
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Figure 1: Proposed Transit Route.  Transit Service Business Plan.  MMM Group 

 



The following is a graphical representation and although care 
has been taken to ensure the best possible quality, HRM does 
not guarantee the accuracy of this document. 
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Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Environment 
Background Paper Number: 19 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• The Land Use By-law should include regulation regarding natural hazards and yard requirements 
as these natural hazards pose a risk to the proposed uses, structure(s), or inhabitants;  

• Staff suggest waiting until information on the extent of the risk of karst topography is 
identified, before deciding whether to regulate development.  At the very least however, staff 
suggest that karst topography risk maps, when available, be provided in the Official Community 
Plan; 

• It is suggested that street trees be a requirement of new subdivisions; 
• The use of watercourse setback is recommended for the proposed MPS and LUB for the same 

reasons as the watercourse setback is used currently.  It’s also recommended to include the 
requirement for maintaining a vegetation buffer in the watercourse setback. 

 
Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 

• The Panel requested additional thought as to where street trees would be required. 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 19 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: September 2015 

 

 

Environment 
Background 

East Hants is fortunate to enjoy the benefits of many natural resources which add to the physical, 

cultural and economic environment of the Municipality.  Along with such benefits, there is a community 

wide responsibility to act as stewards for the environment to ensure the sustainability of this valuable 

resource.   

 

The consequences of unplanned community growth and development can include a wide range of 

impacts on the natural environment and the natural resources that the environment provides.  

Communities that experience rapid growth in the absence of strong environmental protection policies 

can create needless harm to the environment.  The Municipality is faced with the challenge of 

establishing policies and development regulations that achieve a balance between environmental 

protection and the growth and development needs of the community.  With reasonable planning 

measures, East Hants should be committed to protecting its environment from the impacts of 

unchecked growth and fulfilling its role as environmental stewards.   

 

In addition to acting as a steward for the environment the Municipality also has a responsibility to 

protect property and people from risks associated with the environment and this is also discussed 

further in this report. 

 

The preservation and enhancement and impact from water resources have been discussed in or will be 

discussed in other background papers including the background papers on Floodways; Source Water 

Protection; Coastal Erosion; and Municipal Services and Infrastructure.  Renewable energy is also 

covered by another background paper.  These issues will not be discussed further in this background 

paper. 

 

Wetlands 

The current MPS has a section on Environmentally Sensitive Lands and the policy goal states that 

‘Council recognizes the important contribution of environmentally significant areas to the ecological 

integrity of the Municipality.  Council is committed to exploring ways to protect areas that may contain 

rare or endangered species or plant populations, habitats for rare or endangered species, exceptionally 

productive habitat, and other areas of natural significance.’  This goal was previously complimented 

with policy statements and regulations dealing with environmentally sensitive lands which included 

wetlands, bogs, and swamps.  Within the Environmentally Sensitive (ES) Zone, permitted uses were 

restrictive and included public open spaces, nature reserves, conservation related projects and public 

works necessary for flood control.   

 

Data for the original ES zones came from Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources (NSDNR). To 

create the wetland inventory, NSDNR combined 1:10,000 aerial photos taken in 1992 with forest cover 

data, soil data from Agriculture Canada, and peatland information from the Nova Scotia Peatland 

Inventory. Satellite imagery and some field and helicopter surveys were used for accuracy analysis. The 

mapping accurately indicated the presence of a wetland, but occasionally misidentified wetland 
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boundaries (NSDNR, Wetlands and Coastal Habitats Program. Metadata for Nova Scotia Wetlands 

Vegetation and Classification Inventory.)  

 

In 2011 Council decided to remove the Environmentally Sensitive Zone and Designation.    NS 

Environment has existing regulations to protect wetlands whereby approval is required to drain, fill, 

flood or excavate in a wetland.  All approvals to alter wetland require compensation.  Types of 

compensation include restoration of a wetlands, enhancement of a wetland, creation of a wetland and 

expansion of a wetland.  Septic systems must be located at least 30.5 metres from all wetlands.  In 

addition to the Provincial regulations regarding wetlands the Municipality has required setbacks from 

watercourses, the definition of which includes any lake, river, stream, pond, bog, marsh, ocean, or 

other body of water located within the Municipality.  As discussed later in this report, the 

recommendation is to retain the setbacks from watercourses.  Although the previous ES Zone provided 

a level of protection for identified wetlands, existing Provincial and Municipal regulations protect 

existing wetlands and if the decision is made to alter a wetland, compensation is required.  Council 

removed the ES Zone in 2011 and staff are not recommending that this zone be returned into the new 

planning documents. 

 

Environmental Risk  

The current Municipal Planning Strategy has identified an Environmental Risk designation where there 

is significant risk posed to development due to the presence of certain natural features within the 

Municipality.  The goal of this designation is to ensure that development is not exposed to undue risk 

from these natural hazards.  The Environmental Risk (ER) future designation is carried out and 

implemented by the Environmental Risk (ER) Zone.  Within the ER Zone permitted uses are restricted 

to Single Unit Dwelling (R1) and Two Unit Dwelling (R2) uses, agricultural (except intensive 

agricultural) uses, forestry uses, and flood control or other public works.  Areas that may be identified 

as Environmental Risk include: areas that are subject to flooding or subsidence; have steep slopes (15% 

or greater); are low-lying, marshy, or unstable; are hazardous for development due to soil condition, 

undermining, topography, or geological conditions; or are known to be contaminated within the 

meaning of the Environment Act.  Currently though there is no land which has been designated and 

zoned as Environmental Risk.   

 

The Land Use By-law does include regulation regarding natural hazards and yard requirements.  This 

regulation requires the required yard setback to be from the nearest main wall of the building, or 

structure on the lot to the edge of the natural hazard (water, marsh, cliff, embankment), if the natural 

hazard is closer than the lot line.  It is suggested that a similar approach be taken in the new planning 

documents as these natural hazards pose a risk to the proposed uses, structure(s), or inhabitants.   

 

Karst Topography is a landscape formed from the dissolution of soluble rocks including limestone and 

gypsum.  It is characterized by underground drainage systems with sinkholes, dolines, and caves.  ‘The 

development of karst occurs whenever acidic water starts to break down the surface of bedrock near 

its cracks, or bedding planes.  As the bedrock (like limestone or dolostone) continues to break down, its 

cracks tend to get bigger.  As time goes on, these fractures will become wider, and eventually, a 

drainage system of some sort may start to form underneath.’1  The visible evidence of this is the 

                                                           
1 En.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karst 
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abundance of sinkholes which provides a natural hazard.  The current MPS contains a policy for a study 

to be undertaken to more accurately locate, map, and designate sites of karst topography which are 

potentially prone to sinkhole formation.  A study of this nature has not been completed.  However, 

Nova Scotia Department of Natural Resources (DNR) are currently undertaking a study to identify areas 

of karst topography.  This study will be partly completed by March 2016 with preliminary maps and 

completed using GIS models by March 2017.  DNR will be preparing a karst risk susceptibility map of the 

province and will be providing information on how to mitigate risk.   

 

As enabled under the MGA, the Municipality could include regulations in the Land Use By-law to 

prohibit development on land that is otherwise hazardous for development because of its soil 

conditions, geological conditions, under-mining or topography.  Therefore if karst topography is a risk, 

the municipality could prohibit development.  Staff suggest 

waiting until information on the extent of the risk of karst 

topography is identified, before deciding whether to regulate 

development.  At the very least however, staff suggest that karst 

topography risk maps, when available, be provided in the Official 

Community Plan. 

 

Retention of Trees and Vegetation, and Street Trees 

Provisions under the MGA enable a Municipality to adopt a bylaw 

requiring that existing trees or vegetation be retained or only 

removed pursuant to a municipal permit.  This does not apply to 

(a) land used for agricultural or forestry purposes; (b) land that is 

in a serviced area and is only capable of being subdivided into 

three or fewer lots of a size that could be used for development; 

and (c) land that is in a unserviced area and is only capable of 

being subdivided into ten of fewer lots that could be used for 

development.  In principle, requiring the retention of trees and 

vegetation is a good idea and is generally supported.  Staff 

suggest however that this is an onerous requirement for property 

owners and is not suggested as this time.  

 

The MGA enables a subdivision by-law to require that prior to the 

approval of a final plan of subdivision the applicant shall install 

trees for streets, bus bays, sidewalks and pathways.  Currently 

the subdivision bylaw does not require street trees.  Street trees 

have obvious visual benefits. ‘There are few streetmaking 

elements that do as much to soften wide, grey visual wastelands 

created by wide streets, parking lots and massive, but sometimes 

necessary blank walls than trees’.2  Dan Burden notes 22 benefits 

of urban trees which includes street trees create slower and more 

appropriate urban traffic speeds, lower urban air temperature, 

reduce harm from tailpipe emissions, added value to adjacent 

                                                           
2 Urban Street Trees – 22 Benefits, Specific Applications; Dan Burden, Senior Urban Designer; summer 2006  
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homes, businesses and tax base, and obviate increments of costly infrastructure.  One of the most 

persuasive reasons for street trees is the connection to nature and the human senses.  He states that 

‘street trees so well establish natural and comfortable urban life it is unlikely we will ever see any 

advertisement for any marketed urban product, including cars, to be featured without street trees 

making the ultimate dominant bold visual statement about place.’3 

 

The argument for street trees is very persuasive and the cost in the grand scheme of a subdivision is 

fairly minimal.  It is suggested that street trees be a requirement of new subdivisions.   

 

Riparian Buffers and Setbacks from Watercourses 

Retaining riparian buffers around watercourses is important for the protection of water quality, 

wildlife and the protection of property from the natural hazards of flooding.  Riparian buffers reduce 

the impact of sedimentation, erosion and nutrient loading on watercourses, regulate the temperature 

of adjacent watercourses, provide important wildlife habitat and add aesthetic value.   

 

As discussed within the Floodways background paper, the Watercourse Greenbelt is proposed to be 

established within 100 feet of rivers not covered by the floodplain mapping study which includes, 

amongst others, the Sackville River and sections of the Nine Mile River and Shubenacadie River.  The 

policy goal of the WG zone is “Council recognizes the beneficial nature of maintaining vegetated 

riparian buffers around watercourses.  Council is committed to establishing greenbelts to protect and 

enhance water quality, to control sedimentation and erosion, and to maintain East Hants’ rural 

character.”    

 

In addition to the WG Zone the current MPS has a policy goal to ensure that development adjacent to, 

or near watercourses within the Municipality, does not have detrimental impacts on the water quality 

or aquatic environment.  This is carried out within the general provisions in the LUB.  The setbacks vary 

depending on the watercourse type: 

 

Watercourse Type Setback 

1.6 feet (0.5m) or greater width* 66 feet (20m) 

1.6 feet (0.5m) or less in width 20 feet (6.1m) 

Intermittent or seasonal 20 feet (6.1m) 

*Watercourse Greenbelt (WG) Zone applies to all major watercourses.  See background paper on 

Floodways. 

 

The setback from a lakeshore, as required in the general provisions section of the current LUB, is 100 

feet.  Under certain specific circumstances the 100 feet can be reduced to no less than 50 feet, where 

all other requirements of the LUB are met. 

 

Both the WG Zone and the setbacks from watercourses require any development to be a minimum 

distance from watercourses.  Within the WG Zone there is a requirement to maintain a vegetation 

buffer (riparian buffer) and where it is not practicable to maintain existing vegetation, a landscaped 

buffer shall be substituted.  An environmental study is required to be completed to demonstrate the 

                                                           
3 Urban Street Trees – 22 Benefits, Specific Applications; Dan Burden, Senior Urban Designer; summer 2006 
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ability of the substituted landscaped buffer to provide sedimentation and erosion control and 

management of subsurface and surface runoff.  These requirements do not extend to the watercourse 

setback.  The current policy goal of the watercourse setback is to ensure that developments adjacent 

to, or near watercourses within the Municipality, does not have detrimental impacts on the water 

quality or aquatic environment.  To maintain a vegetation buffer (riparian buffer) would help to 

achieve this policy goal. The use of watercourse setback is recommended for the proposed MPS and 

LUB for the same reasons as the watercourse setback is used currently.  It’s also recommended to 

include the requirement for maintaining a vegetation buffer in the watercourse setback. 

 

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

The preservation and enhancement and impact from water resources have been discussed in or will be 

discussed in other background papers including the background papers on Floodways; Source Water 

Protection; Coastal Erosion; and Municipal Services and Infrastructure.  The policy approach for these 

environmental issues are not covered in this report.  The proposed policy approach associated with this 

report is as follows: 

 The Land Use By-law should include regulation regarding natural hazards and yard requirements 

as these natural hazards pose a risk to the proposed uses, structure(s), or inhabitants;  

 Staff suggest waiting until information on the extent of the risk of karst topography is 

identified, before deciding whether to regulate development.  At the very least however, staff 

suggest that karst topography risk maps, when available, be provided in the Official Community 

Plan; 

 It is suggested that street trees be a requirement of new subdivisions; 

 The use of watercourse setback is recommended for the proposed MPS and LUB for the same 

reasons as the watercourse setback is used currently.  It’s also recommended to include the 

requirement for maintaining a vegetation buffer in the watercourse setback. 

 

 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Agriculture 
Background Paper Number: 20 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• No changes are proposed to current agricultural related policies other than those related to 
Agri-tourism and the addition of policies related to biogas and agricultural soils.  

• Agri-tourism accommodations should be limited to 10 or fewer sleeping units (a bedroom or 
other area used as a bedroom), the total developed area should be less than 5% of the farm 
area, and it must be accessary to and clearly related to an agriculture use. A definition for 
agri-tourism lodging should be added to the LUB.  

• Permit biogas facilities in the Agricultural Reserve (AR) Zone as-of-right if 50% or more of the 
biogas substrate comes from on farm sources. If more than 50% of the biogas substrate comes 
from off farm sources then the biogas facility has to be considered by development agreement.  

• That a policy should also be added identifying Class 2 soils as important agricultural soils and 
identifying where they are geographically located in the Municipality. If there continues to be 
no development pressure in this portion of the Municipality then no agriculture zoning will take 
place on prime agricultural lands and soils. However, if development pressure does start the 
policies will already be in place to enable zoning to be implemented on these prime areas 
subject to Council approval. 

• That the site plan approval process be used for agri-tourism retail and beverage lounge uses 
beyond a 1,000 square feet to a maximum of 2,000 square feet, any use beyond 2,000 square 
feet would require a development agreement. 

o This policy approach was amended by both the Citizen’s Panel and Agricultural Advisory 
Committee, who could not reach a consensus. The Planning Advisory Committee made 
a decision to approve the above policy approach. 

• Request that the Provincial Government undertake an Agricultural Land Identification Project 
(ALIP) and add the ALIP as a project under the Future Municipal Projects and Studies section of 
the MPS.  

• Make adjustments to the Agricultural Reserve (AR) Designation and Zone where the current 
boundaries are not logical and require adjustments to remove zone slivers or to make boundary 
corrections where required.  

• That Council, upon completion of the Plan Review, direct staff to begin a consultation process 
with the Agricultural Community to see if there is a desire to have zoning that protects Class 2 
and Class 3 soils.  



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 20 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: June 2015 

 

 

 

Agriculture 
Background 

Nearly 58% of East Hants is covered in soils that are good for agriculture production making East Hants 

a prime location for agricultural development and creating important land use policy issues. This 

position paper will review current agricultural policies, discuss the result of consultations with the 

Agricultural Advisory Committee, and will make proposed policy approaches based on the stakeholder 

consultations and research.  

 

Current Agriculture Policies 

Historically, East Hants has been an agricultural community and many people who move to East Hants 

identify with its rural nature and enjoy the rolling hills and farmland scenery. When the current East 

Hants Community Plan was developed an extensive survey was mailed to every resident in East Hants. 

Of those who responded, 61% of residents felt that the Municipality should adopt regulations to protect 

agricultural lands from being converted to residential and commercial uses. Policies and regulations to 

protect agriculture were implemented with the adoption of the 2000 East Hants Community Plan. It has 

not been easy to balance agriculture protection with development; East Hants has had many bumps 

along the road. In 2008, an Agricultural Advisory Committee (AAC) was struck to review agricultural 

policies and regulations, and to address some of these bumps. The review ended in 2011 with much of 

the original policies and regulations intact, with a few changes to permit agri-tourism, and with new 

setbacks for intensive livestock operations from watercourses, in addition to a few other minor 

changes.  

As part of the Municipality’s recommendations to the Province, the need to update the Agricultural 

Land Identification Project (ALIP) was requested. The initial ALIP, completed in 1997, has formed the 

basis of the current Agricultural Reserve (AR) Zone.  The ALIP project was developed by the Province to 

create an inventory of Nova Scotia’s farmland and to monitor changes in agricultural land use.  

As part of the agricultural policy and regulation review that was completed in 2011, the Municipality 

established an ongoing Agricultural Advisory Committee that Planning Advisory Committee would 

consult with for agricultural issues that may arise, or if the Province introduced new municipal 

requirements regarding agricultural land. As part of the plan review process, the AAC will act as 

stakeholder for the agricultural community and will make recommendations on any policy or regulation 

requirements that may be valuable to the farming community. Further to this, the AAC has recently 

met twice on March 30th and May 25th to discuss the proposed policy approaches developed as part of 

this background report. Notes from the meetings have been attached as Appendix A to this paper.  

Due to the recent review and adoption of agricultural related policies the AAC has not made major 

suggested changes to the current agricultural policies, as part of the current Plan Review. Instead the 

committee has focused on improving agri-tourism policies to allow for more tourism related 

agricultural development and to add policies related to biogas facilities which have previously not been 

addressed in the East Hants Official Community Plan.  

Agriculture Census Data 

Agriculture is an important part of the social and economic fabric of East Hants. According to the 2011 

Census on Agriculture, there are 192 farms operating in East Hants; of these 38 are dairy farms. 
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Collectively farmers own 12% of the land in East Hants and the total value of all farmlands and 

buildings operating in East Hants is $126,339,628. Farming in East Hants, as with the rest of Nova 

Scotia, is at a crossroads, with the average age of a farmer being 52 years, and only 25 farm operators 

being under the age of 35. Younger Nova Scotians entering the agriculture industry may look to the 

municipality to develop new policies to assist them in growing their agricultural industry.  

Agri-tourism 

As part of the Agriculture Review that was adopted in 2011, policies and regulations were created to 

permit agri-tourism as part of the farming industry in East Hants (see Appendix B). This included adding 

provisions to the Land Use By-law to permit restaurants and retail shops, up to a maximum of 500 

square feet (46.4 m2), related to an agricultural use, as part of the farming operation. For example 

this would permit a fruit producer to sell their value added products on site in a retail shop or a small 

café. If the farmer wanted to build a larger retail shop or restaurant their proposal would have to be 

considered by development agreement. Lodging, other than bed and breakfast, related to the 

agricultural operation could also be considered by development agreement.  

 

Through the Plan Review the background paper on Tourism discussed agri-tourism. “Some suggested 

changes to the regulations include the ability to apply for a development permit for a winery under 

500 square feet; adding breweries and brew pubs to be treated the same as wineries in both 7.3.12 

and 7.3.13; and removing the requirement for a development agreement in 7.3.13 and instead require 

site plan approval.” When discussed at the Citizen’s Panel the committee members seemed 

comfortable with the addition of brewery and brew pubs but felt that a 500 square feet as-of-right was 

too small.    

 

At the March 30th AAC meeting committee members suggested that agri-tourism lodging be revisited 

and that distilleries should also be included with wineries and breweries. Discussion was also held on 

whether 500 square feet was adequate for an as-of-right development and if a development agreement 

should still be required for pubs/restaurants. The AAC requested that Planning Staff investigate what 

other jurisdictions have done. The County of Kings Land Use Bylaw has a Farm Commercial Zone which 

permits retail stores up to maximum of 2,500 square feet and permits beverage rooms, full service 

restaurants or lounges to a maximum of 1,000 square feet. In Surrey, BC the maximum floor area for 

retail is 1,000 square feet and at least 50% of the floor area for product sales and display shall be 

limited to product produced by the farm operation. Wineries are permitted in accordance with the BC 

Agricultural Land Commission Act as long as they don’t exceed 1,345 square feet and at least 50% of 

that farm product is grown on the farm.  

 

Based on Planning Staff’s jurisdictional scan, the maximum floor area for retail space or a food and 

beverage service lounge should be 1,000 square feet with a portion of the product sold being produced 

by the farm and a portion of the wine/cider/beer/spirts being made from product grown on the farm. 

Farm operators wishing to expand beyond the maximum floor area should be considered through 

development agreement. Initially, it was suggested that 50% of the product being sold or used in 

products being consumed or sold on site should come from the farm. However, the AAC members felt 

that this was too restrictive and felt that the percentage of farm product should not be identified and 

instead a farm operator should clearly indicate in their plans that the retail/restaurant/lounge will be 

accessary and clearly related to the farm use.    
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As a result of the comments from the AAC a proposed policy approach for agri-tourism lodging has been 

developed. The proposed policy approach is a result of a jurisdictional scan completed regarding agri-

tourism lodging regulations and policies in other parts of Canada. The accommodations should be 

limited to 10 or fewer sleeping units (a bedroom or other area used as a bedroom), the total developed 

area should be less than 5% of the farm area, and it must be accessary to and clearly related to an 

agriculture use. In addition, bed and breakfast will not be considered as part of agri-tourim lodging 

regulations and the current bed and breakfast provision in the LUB will be continued to be maintained. 

A definition for Bed & Breakfast is already included in the LUB, a definition for agri-tourism lodging will 

have to be added.   

 

Biogas 

On farm biogas facilities are relatively new to the Maritimes, though other parts of the world have 

perfected the technology. In fact, as of June 2014, the only biogas dairy farm in the Maritimes was 

operating in Shubenacadie, Colchester County. The facility uses approximately 30 tonnes of waste a 

day from 350 cattle to supply power for 250 homes. “The farms also gets 17.5 cents a kilowatt back for 

providing clean energy.” The expansion of the farm business into biogas has provided the farm with 

security and endless energy.  

 

“Biogas is formed when organic material is decomposed by microorganisms in an oxygen-free 

environment, so called anaerobic digestion.” There are many raw materials that may be used in biogas 

facilities, such as manure, food wastes from households and restaurants, sludge from wastewater 

treatment plants, different plant materials and process waters from food industries. “The main 

constituent of biogas, methane, is very energy-rich and can be used in several ways, for example, for 

production of electricity and heat. After purification, so-called upgrading, biogas can also be utilized 

as vehicle fuel, as a good alternative to petrol and diesel.” Of special interest to farmers is that the 

biogas process results in a bio-manure. Bio-manure is the residue that is left after the digestion 

process. It can be a valuable fertilizer provided it does not contain contaminates. Bio-manure contains 

“all the nutrients in the original substrate (e.g. nitrogen, phosphorous, potassium, calcium and 

magnesium) are retained in soluble and plant-available forms in the residue, and cannot be lost by 

leaching, since the digestion takes place in closed containers. Using digestion residues reduces the 

need for mineral fertilizers.” In addition, the bio-manure smells less than fresh manure which can 

make for happy neighbours.  

 

The objective of developing policies for biogas facilities is to provide a balance between permitting 

farmers to benefit from the construction of these facilities as an expansion of their farm while ensuring 

industrial biogas facilities are not being permitted on prime agricultural lands without public input and 

proper consideration. Therefore, the policy approach should be to permit biogas facilities in the 

Agricultural Reserve (AR) Zone as-of-right if 50% or more of the biogas substrate comes from on farm 

sources. If more than 50% of the biogas substrate comes from off farm sources then the biogas facility 

has to be considered by development agreement.  

 

Class 2 and 3 Soils 

East Hants is fortunate in that a large portion of the Municipality is covered in soils that are good for 

agriculture. As mentioned on the previous page, nearly 58% of the area of East Hants is covered by soils 

that are good for agricultural production. Soils that are good for agriculture include Class 2 and 3 soils, 
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as classified by the Canada Land Inventory Soil Capability for Agriculture Map (see Appendix C). Class 2 

soils are the best classification of soils available in Nova Scotia. Although a large portion of the 

Municipality is covered by good agricultural soils, only 2% of these lands are protected as part of the 

Agriculture Reserve (AR) Zone.  This only includes lands in the southern portion of the Municipality 

where there is comprehensive planning. There are no land use regulations to protect agricultural land 

in the “unplanned” portion of the Municipality.  

Protection of agricultural lands in the “unplanned” portion of the Municipality is not being 

recommended by the AAC. At this time they do not see that land use planning would benefit farmers in 

the northern portion of the Municipality because currently there is no development pressure in this 

area. Instead a proposed policy approach should be to include two statements in the MPS that 

emphasize the importance of good agricultural soils:  

Policy 1 – recognizes the importance of agricultural soils to East Hants.  

Policy 2 – statement that agriculture needs to be sustained for the future.  

As mentioned above, during the Agriculture Review that was completed in 2011 the Municipality sent a 

letter to the provincial government requesting that another ALIP project be completed. As part of the 

Plan Review, East Hants Council should once again request that the Provincial government undertake 

an ALIP. An updated ALIP study would provide the Municipality with valuable information in 

determining how agriculture land in the Municipality is changing. In addition, to request the Province 

complete the project, the ALIP should be added to the Future Projects section of the MPS and could be 

taken on as a Municipal project when Staff time and financial resources are available.  

Agricultural Reserve (AR) Designation and Zone Adjustments 

The AAC is not proposing any new approaches to how the Agricultural Reserve (AR) Designation and 

Zone are applied. Instead the committee is supportive of Planning Staff making adjustments to the 

designation and zone boundaries, where the boundaries are not logical, where the AR Zone and 

properties lines do not match leaving, for example, 20 feet along a property line where there is a 

different zone, and making an corrections to the boundaries as necessary. The AAC will be meet again 

in the fall to review the proposed zone adjustments.  

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 No changes are proposed to current agricultural related policies other than those related to 

Agri-tourism and the addition of policies related to biogas and agricultural soils.  

 

 The maximum floor area for an as-of-right retail space or a food and beverage service lounge 

should be increased from 500 square feet to 1,000 square feet with a portion of the product 

being sold being produced by the farm and a portion of the wine/cider/beer/spirts being made 

from product grown on the farm. Farm operators wishing to expand beyond the maximum floor 

area should be considered through development agreement.   

 

 Agri-tourism accommodations should be limited to 10 or fewer sleeping units (a bedroom or 

other area used as a bedroom), the total developed area should be less than 5% of the farm 

area, and it must be accessary to and clearly related to an agriculture use. A definition for 

agri-tourism lodging should be added to the LUB.  
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 Permit biogas facilities in the Agricultural Reserve (AR) Zone as-of-right if 50% or more of the 

biogas substrate comes from on farm sources. If more than 50% of the biogas substrate comes 

from off farm sources then the biogas facility has to be considered by development agreement.  

 

 Include two statements in the MPS that emphasize the importance of good agricultural soils:  

o Policy 1 – recognizes the importance of agricultural soils to East Hants.  

o Policy 2 – statement that agriculture needs to be sustained for the future.  

 

 Request that the Provincial Government undertake an Agricultural Land Identification Project 

(ALIP) and add the ALIP as a project under the Future Municipal Projects and Studies section of 

the MPS.  

 

 Make adjustments to the Agricultural Reserve (AR) Designation and Zone where the current 

boundaries are not logical and require adjustments to remove zone slivers or to make boundary 

corrections where required.  
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Appendix A - Agricultural Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes  
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MINUTES 
  

 

Agriculture Advisory Committee Meeting 
 

 (May 25th, 2015 starting at 12:00 pm) 
In attendance: Michael Kittilsen, Lloyd Blois, Councillor Roulston, Councillor Flemming 

Staff in attendance: Kim MacDonald, John Woodford, Debbie Uloth, Rachel Gilbert, Graham Scott 
Regrets: Colleen Eikelenboom, John Van de Riet 

Not in attendance: Joseph Heukshorst 
 

1. Debbie Uloth presented the background report on Agriculture.  Questions and comments were raised throughout 

the course of the presentation. 

2. Discussed agri-tourism:  

- Discussion around the wording of the 50% of products coming from the farm. 

- It’s about permitting something linked to a farm operation and not just permitting a commercial use. 

- Do we have any requirements for site plan approval drafted yet? 

- 1,000 sq ft as-of-right is reasonable size. 

- Good size for someone starting out without being too onerous a process. 

3. Discussed lodging:  

- Suggestion made that the definitions could be confusing ‘the accommodations should be limited to 10 or 

fewer’ 

- Staff suggest that a definition could be added. 

4. Discussed Biogas:  

- What about zones other than agricultural zone? 

- Staff noted that Biogas facility would be permitted in industrial/business park zones and R4 zone provided it’s 

not obnoxious.  If it’s obnoxious it’s dealt with through a Development Agreement.   

5. Discussed Class 2 and Class 3 soils:  

- Comment made that if the Province wants to protect agricultural land then they should introduce regulations. 

6. Discussed ALIP:  

- Question as to whether the Province would be likely to do an ALIP again. 

- Comment made that suggested this is unlikely 

- If we want ALIP we would have to do it ourselves. 

7. AR Zone Adjustments was discussed:  

- Comment made that during a previous review, surveys were mailed out to residents asking whether their 

property was agricultural land. 

- What benefit does the adjustments have for the Municipality?  Staff respond that it’s easier when talking to 

land owners and preparing zoning letters.  

 

Motion passed to adopt the report, except to change the requirement for 50% to be produced on the farm. 
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MINUTES 
  

 

Agriculture Advisory Committee Meeting 
 

 (March 30, 2015 starting at 7:00 pm) 
In attendance: John Van de Riet, Lloyd Blois, Joseph Heukshorst, Councillor Roulston, Councillor Flemming 

Staff in attendance: Kim MacDonald, John Woodford, Debbie Uloth 
Regrets: Michael Kittilsen, Colleen Eikelenboom 

Not in attendance: John Eikelenboom 
 

 

1. Selection of Chair and Vice Chair: Chair Albert Flemming, Vice Chair John Van de Riet 

2. John Woodford introduced the committee to the Plan Review and discussed their role in relation to the Plan 

Review. 

3. Discussed agriculture related biogas facilities:  

- Green carts could be used as a contribution. 

- Have to have approval from NSE to use non-farm waste.  

- Needs to be hooked into the grid for the system to work efficiently.  

- Need to receive bio-waste from off the farm in order for system to work efficiently.  

- Farmers would only consider them if the economics were right.  

- See what types of biogas land use regulations are being implemented in other jurisdictions (such as Ontario).  

4. Discussed the proposed policy approach in the Tourism Background paper regarding Agritourism:  

- Make sure distillery is added.  

- Keep 500 square feet for retail then any retail/tasting/pub/bar/restaurant use over 500 square feet permit by 

site plan approval. 

- Discussion was held regarding lodging and farm stays and what should be allowed.  

- The committee wanted to further discuss agritourism at a future meeting.   

5. Discussed the protection of Class 2 soils in the unplanned portion of East Hants:  

- Didn’t agree with staff’s recommended policy approach and instead suggested the following:  

o Include a policy in the MPS recognizing the importance of agricultural soils.  

o Include a policy that states agriculture needs to be sustained for the future.  

6. Discussed future agriculture related projects that could be included in the MPS:  

- ALIP Study 

- Biomass opportunities study 

7. Answered questions from the Economic and Business Development Consultant:  

a. Is succession planning a concern for East Hants farmers and do they see any potential solutions; 
 

All farmers are concerned about succession planning – not only of the management of the farm but also the 

financial succession of the farm. Their biggest concerns are capital gains, alignment of taxes and asset 

management. They indicated that margins are slimmer every year and if you have the skills to manage a farm you 

probably have the skills to make a lot more money elsewhere. The people who go into farming have a passion for 

farming. They indicated that every farm is different therefore every succession plan has to be different. In 

addition, they noted that local businesses are not buying local which hurts local farming – as an example pizzeria’s 

are buying prepackaged pizza toppings from the US, which includes the cheese – which is usually locally controlled 

– which then hurts the local market.   
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b. If solutions were presented, would they be willing to participate in exploring the options; 

 

Not really a municipal issue more of a financial issue for the farmers.  

 

c. What type of innovation takes place in East Hants when it comes to farming, and what would you like to 

see; 

 

The local farmers tend to look outside East Hants to other Municipalities, such as Kings County, where there is 

more intense farming, for innovations. Some possible innovation ideas include using government owned land for 

agricultural purposes and looking at attracting immigrants to East Hants and see what innovations they may bring 

to the community.  

 

d. Would you be willing to mentor young/new farmers; 

 

Yes they would be willing to mentor and are doing so already in the form of their children, 4H Clubs, schools, and 

other organizations.  

 

e. Would you participate in workshops and speaker sessions if they were agricultural topics valuable to you, 

and what would some of those topics be; 

 

The agricultural community already participates in workshops. They are usually hosted by private industry. The 

Federation of Agriculture is no longer very active.  

 

f. Do you participate in any Farmers/Growers markets? Would you? Would you support them in East Hants? 

 

One of our AAC members was very involved in the farmers market when it was running in East Hants but he said 

the local community didn’t support the market. They would rather shop at the grocery store then at the farm 

market. Also, our Mennonite community participates in the Dartmouth farmers market.  

 

g. Are you exporting? Where? 

 

Blueberries are exported through Oxford Frozen Foods and Christmas Trees are exported to the Caribbean.  
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Appendix B – Current Agri-tourism Policies  

   

Agricultural Reserve (AR) Agri-tourism 

 

  Policy Goal 

 

  Council recognizes that agri-tourism activities provide farm operators with the 

ability to supplement and diversify their agricultural income while creating economic 

opportunities for East Hants.  

 

  Policy Statements 

 

P7-18(a)  Council shall permit agri-tourism activities within the Agricultural Reserve (AR) Zone.  

 

P7-18(b)  Council shall ensure that, within the Agricultural Reserve (AR) Zone, all agri-tourism 

activities are accessory and clearly related to an agricultural use.  

 

P7-18(c)  Council shall, within the Agricultural Reserve (AR) Designation, consider by 

development agreement the following agri-tourism activities beyond 500 square feet 

(46.4 m2), subject to the criteria of Policy P7-18(d) and 13-9:  

 

  a. Restaurants, wineries (including wine sales and tours), retail shops, and 

lodging related to an accessory to an agricultural use, over 500 square feet 

(46.4 m2) not to exceed 2,000 sq feet (186 m2).  

 

P7-18(d)  In considering a development agreement enabled under P7-18(c), Council shall be 

satisfied that the development, its uses and any associated structures: 

 

  a. shall be both clearly related to and subordinate to an agricultural use, no 

stand alone agri-tourism uses will be permitted; 

 

  b. the majority of retail sales occurring must be from the sale of products grown 

on an Atlantic Canada farming operation;  

 

  c. the agri-tourism activity will not negatively impact neighbouring agricultural 

land uses;  
 

  d. shall be designed and located to minimize its impact on the principal 

agricultural use, nearby uses and/or rural open space;  
 

  e. public parking shall be located in such a manner that it does not impact or 

detract from the rural character of the land; and  

 

  f. shall involve the conversion of existing buildings, building additions, or new 

buildings in yards that are not used, or could not be reasonably used, for the 

cultivation of crops.  
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Appendix C – CLI Map 
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Agriculture – Supplemental Information 
Background 

The background report for proposed policy approaches related to agriculture was developed in 

consultation with the Municipal Agriculture Advisory Committee (AAC). The committee acts as a 

stakeholder for the greater agriculture community in the development of the proposed policy 

approaches. Meetings were held by the AAC on March 30th and May 25th to discuss matters surrounding 

agri-tourism, biogas, agriculture soils, agriculture studies, as well as other items. Planning Staff 

created the Agriculture Background report dated June 2015 based on discussions with the AAC.  

 

At their June 16, 2015 meeting, Planning Staff presented the Agriculture Background Report to the 

Citizen’s Panel for the Plan Review. Panel members had different opinions on the proposed policy 

approach for a few of the agriculture matters. Presented in this report are the results of the discussion 

held by Citizen Panel members in terms of revised agriculture policy approaches.  

 

It should be noted that both the Citizen’s Panel and the Agriculture Advisory Committee are formal 

committees, and the intent of the Agriculture Advisory Committee is to advise Planning Advisory 

Committee on planning matters related to agriculture. The role of the Citizen’s Panel is provide 

feedback, advice, and recommendations to the Planning and Development Department, Planning 

Advisory Committee, and Council on matters related to the Plan Review. Therefore, both groups are 

positioned to provide recommendations to PAC on the direction of agriculture policy for East Hants.  

 

Planning Staff has represented the thoughts of both groups in the development of the original 

Agriculture Background report and this supplement report. In addition, Planning Staff have included 

their opinions towards the agriculture policy approaches. Both groups report to PAC and PAC may 

direct staff to adopt any mix of the policy approaches listed in either of the documents.   

 

Agri-tourism 

Through the Plan Review the background paper on Tourism discussed agri-tourism. “Some suggested 

changes to the regulations include the ability to apply for a development permit for a winery under 

500 square feet; adding breweries and brew pubs to be treated the same as wineries in both 7.3.12 

and 7.3.13; and removing the requirement for a development agreement in 7.3.13 and instead require 

site plan approval.” When discussed at the Citizen’s Panel the committee members seemed 

comfortable with the addition of brewery and brew pubs but felt that a 500 square feet as-of-right was 

too small.    

 

At the AAC meeting committee members suggested that distilleries should also be included with 

wineries and breweries. Discussion was also held on whether 500 square feet was adequate for an as-

of-right development and if a development agreement should still be required for pubs/restaurants. 

After Staff presented what other jurisdictions were doing, the AAC decided the proposed policy 

approach should be to allow the maximum floor area for retail space or a food and beverage service 

lounge to be 1,000 square feet with a portion of the product sold being produced by the farm and a 
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portion of the wine/cider/beer/spirts being made from product grown on the farm. Farm operators 

wishing to expand beyond the maximum floor area should be considered through development 

agreement.  

 

Citizen Panel members felt that site plan approval should be used for agri-tourism retail uses and food 

and beverage lounge uses with between 1000 square feet and 2000 square feet. With controls for the 

development of the site (location of building(s), location of parking, design of building, landscaping, 

etc.). Any proposal for over 2000 square feet would have to be considered by Development Agreement 

and any proposal for up to 1000 square feet would be permitted as-of-right.  

 

The purpose of the agri-tourism policies is to give farmers the ability to supplement and diversify their 

agricultural income. The uses still need to be accessory and clearly related to an agricultural use. 

Therefore, Planning Staff feel that the floor area permitted for as-of-right retail and food/beverage 

lounge use should remain small at a 1,000 square feet and under. The intent of the policy is not to 

allow for large commercial uses on prime agricultural lands with no connection to the actual farm 

operation. Instead, Staff believe that any agri-toursim use beyond 1,000 square feet should be 

developed in a context sensitive manner so that the use does not detract from the rural landscape. 

Agri-tourism uses should contribute to the rural experience and add intrinsic value to the farm itself. 

Either the site plan approval or development agreement process for agri-tourism uses beyond 1,000 

square feet would work as long as a set of policies and regulations are included in the MPS/LUB to 

ensure development of the larger agri-tourism use does not detract from the agricultural use of the 

land and contributes to the rural landscape. Planning Staff are recommending the site plan approval 

process be used for agri-tourism retail and beverage lounge uses beyond a 1,000 square feet to a 

maximum of 2,000 square feet, any use beyond 2,000 square feet would require a development 

agreement.     

 

Biogas 

Citizen Panel members discussed the policy approach to biogas proposed by the AAC and accepted the 

approach and did not recommend changes. Therefore, the policy approach should be to permit biogas 

facilities in the Agricultural Reserve (AR) Zone as-of-right, if 50% or more of the biogas substrate comes 

from on farm sources. If more than 50% of the biogas substrate comes from off farm sources than the 

biogas facility has to be considered by development agreement.  

 

Class 2 and 3 Soils 

Citizen Panel members felt that the protection of agriculture soils is important to East Hants and 

protection of these soils in the portion of the municipality without comprehensive planning should be 

taken into consideration. The AAC differed in their opinion and suggested that protection of 

agricultural lands in the “unplanned” portion of the Municipality would not be recommended by the 

AAC. At this time the AAC do not feel that land use planning would benefit farmers in the northern 

portion of the Municipality because currently there is no development pressure in this area. Instead a 

proposed policy approach should be to include two statements in the MPS that emphasize the 

importance of good agricultural soils:  

Policy 1 – recognizes the importance of agricultural soils to East Hants.  

Policy 2 – statement that agriculture needs to be sustained for the future.  
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Citizen Panel members reviewed these two statements and felt that the statements were not strong 

enough and felt that the importance of Class 2 and Class 3 soils should be recognized. They felt that 

land use protection policies should be implemented. Therefore, there was no consensus between the 

two groups.  

Planning Staff feel that Class 2 soils should have some form of land use regulations associated with 

them. Good agriculture soils are a non-renewable resource and Class 2 soils are the best soils available 

for agriculture production in Nova Scotia. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 

has published an infographic illustrating the importance saving agricultural soils (attached as Appendix 

A). The infographic indicates that 33% of global soil is moderately to highly degraded and that in order 

to meet the demands of a growing population and an increased demand for healthier and nutritious 

foods global agriculture production will have to increase by 60%. Although the East Hants soils may not 

be in demand currently for agriculture production, the future may see increased agriculture activity on 

these lands and a more prosperous agriculture industry along the Fundy Shoreline.  

Planning Staff understand that Municipal Council does not feel that land use planning for other uses 

other than wind energy and special events should be applicable to the “unplanned” area of the 

municipality. Staff respects Council’s view and are not interested in pushing the issue of zoning. 

Instead, Staff suggest that stronger worded policies be added to the new Municipal Planning Strategy, 

stressing the importance of good agriculture soils and indicating that if increased development pressure 

starts to take place in this portion of the municipality East Hants Council will consider land use zoning. 

A policy should also be added identifying Class 2 soils as important agricultural soils and identifying 

where they are geographically located in the Municipality. If there continues to be no development 

pressure in this portion of the Municipality then no agriculture zoning will take place on prime 

agricultural lands and soils. However, if development pressure does start the policies will already be in 

place to enable zoning to be implemented on these prime areas subject to Council approval.  

Conclusion 

The views of both the Citizen’s Panel and the AAC have been represented in this supplemental report. 

Planning Staff have also included their thoughts on the identified agriculture matters. All three groups 

are responsible for advising and making recommendations to Planning Advisory Committee. Planning 

Staff believe that their approach best represents the Mission and Vision of the Municipality while 

respecting Council’s direction of not implementing additional land use zoning in the “unplanned” 

portion of the Municipality.  
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Appendix A – Soils Infographic 

 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Planning in Unplanned Areas 
Background Paper Number: 21 
Planning & Development Department  
 
The Municipality should remain open to expanding the extent of comprehensive planning for the 
reasons cited in the paper.   
 
In addition to the reasons cited above, it should be noted that the boundary is now meaningless given 
that it formerly related to polling districts which have since changed.   
 
In addition, although there is currently little development pressure in the unplanned areas, in some 
sense the Municipality has been lucky that more incompatible land use issues have not arisen.  It is also 
notable that the public responses at meetings and surveys seem inclined to accept planning to address 
issues identified in the paper. 

 
Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 

The Panel suggested that the positive aspects to Planning that the Panel noted were that Planning 
is a method to enable: 
• Good governance: having a stake in aiming for success throughout the municipality. 
• Vision: Ensuring that rural residents have a voice in the future of their community. 
• Guidance: Mechanism for developers to receive staff & community input. 
• Expertise: Providing access to Planning Staff experience to help them design and develop their 

properties. 
 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 21 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: April 2015 

 

 

Planning in Unplanned Areas 
Background 

Currently comprehensive planning is restricted 

to approximately the southern half of East 

Hants.  This boundary originally followed polling 

district boundaries which have since changed.  

As a result, there is now no specific rationale for 

the boundary.  It should be noted that specific 

planning policies do apply to the ‘unplanned’ 

area of East Hants.  Wind energy regulations 

apply to the entire municipality as well as 

regulations that apply to special events such as 

festivals and outdoor concerts. 

 

It generally appears that there is a sentiment 

among councilors representing the unplanned 

areas of East Hants to not expand the area of 

planning into unplanned areas.   

 

Despite this political reservation, Planning Staff 

have come to the conclusion that consideration 

should be given to expanding comprehensive 

land use planning for a number of reasons outlined below. 

 

 

Planning Issues in Unplanned Areas 

 

 
This topic was explored in Background Paper Number 4.  The Citizen’s Panel agreed that consideration 

should be given to expanding zoning to protect future construction along a shore that is experiencing 

coastal erosion, saltwater intrusion and is subject to coastal flooding.  However, when this issue was 

presented to the Planning Advisory Committee, the committee felt that this would be an unwelcome 

expansion of regulation. 
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The Municipality developed and used the ‘Rural Comprehensive Development District’ policies to 

negotiate a development agreement with Cottage Country for a large development on lands adjacent 

to Long Lake.  This development agreement controls overall density, building setbacks to watercourses, 

standards for private roads, the use of cluster septic systems and requires that a hydrogeological study 

be carried out for each phase of development.  However, Cottage Country also has options on lands 

beyond the planned area and Staff believe these lands should be zoned to control future development 

by Cottage Country. 

 

 

Within the planned areas of East Hants one of two approaches are taken with floodlands.  Where we 

have floodplain mapping, such as on the Shubenacadie and Nine Mile River, the High Risk (HF) or 

Moderate Risk (MF) zones are applied depending on the expected probability of flooding (1 in 20 years 

or 1 in 100 years).  In areas where we do not have floodplain mapping the Watercourse Greenbelt (WG) 

zone is applied.  This is a standard 100 foot setback from rivers such as the Sackville and Herbert River.   

 

The recent development of a multi-unit building in Kennetcook demonstrates the need for regulation 

along all rivers to both protect development within floodplains and prevent infilling which can have an 

impact on other properties upstream by creating a restriction on the river and reduce the flood storage 

capacity of the floodplain. 
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The best soils in Nova Scotia are CLI class 2.  In East Hants the vast majority of these soils are found 

within the unplanned areas of the Municipality along the Fundy shore. 

The Municipality’s Agricultural Advisory Committee recently discussed this issue and is not 

recommending an expansion of zoning but suggesting that a policy be added to the MPS recognizing the 

importance of this soil resource. 

 

Fortunately there is currently not a great deal of development pressure in this area but over the long 

term the only way to ensure the availability of this resource for agriculture is zoning.   

 

 

Maitland was designated as the first Heritage Conservation District in Nova Scotia in 1995 due to its 

impressive legacy of intact built heritage.  The designation is intended to provide some level of 

protection from demolition and inappropriate alteration of historic buildings.  However, there is no 

land use zoning in the village.  Complimentary zoning would be desirable in Maitland to ensure 

inappropriate uses are not located in and around the village that could degrade the historic context.  

This approach was taken in the Grand Pré Heritage Conservation District, where the Hamlet Historic 

Residential (R9) Zone was adopted by Kings County to do just that. 

 

 

In the Municipality’s current economic development efforts, much attention is being paid to the Fundy 

shore due to its scenic quality and cultural heritage.  Some level of planning regulation to control land 

http://www.countyofkings.ca/upload/all_uploads/Residents/planning/lub/sections/section14-143.pdf
http://www.countyofkings.ca/upload/all_uploads/Residents/planning/lub/sections/section14-143.pdf
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use and signage would be desirable along Highway 215 as tourism development takes place to ensure 

development does not take away from the scenic quality of the area. 

 

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

The Municipality should remain open to expanding the extent of comprehensive planning for the 

reasons cited in this paper.  In addition to the reasons cited above, it should be noted that the 

boundary is now meaningless given that it formerly related to polling districts which have since 

changed.  In addition, although there is currently little development pressure in the unplanned areas, 

in some sense the Municipality has been lucky that more incompatible land use issues have not arisen.  

It is also notable that the public responses at meetings and surveys seem inclined to accept planning to 

address issues identified in this paper. 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Multi-Unit Site Design 
Background Paper Number: 22 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• That amenity area requirements be calculated on a per-dwelling-unit, and tailored to the 
multiple unit dwelling type rather than a requiring a portion of the minimum applicable lot 
area be landscaped. 

• That a site plan approval approach is proposed in appropriate zones for: 
o Urban cottage housing developments between 3-14 units; 
o townhouse/ rowhouse developments up to 8 units,  
o small multiplexes (apartment or condo buildings up to 6 units) 
o large multiplexes (apartment or condo buildings) between 7-40 units 

• A development agreement approach in village core or central community areas for townhouse/ 
rowhouse developments larger than 8 units, or urban cottage housing developments up to 24 
units. 

• That design standards be established based on the principles discussed in this report. 
 

Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 

The Panel agreed that it was important to regulate aesthetics while maintaining flexibility to do novel 
developments. The Panel and Staff discussed when development agreements would be required and 
why they would be required, and came to the conclusion that it was in the right direction. Both the 
Panel and Staff agreed that illustrations and pictures would need to accompany the policies and 
regulations to make the desired intent of development clear.  
 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 22 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: June 2015 

 

 

Multi-Unit Site Design 
Background 

Multi-unit housing is one of the most diverse forms of development, ranging from modest triplexes to 

high rise apartment buildings. Multi-unit development remains one of the most controversial forms of 

housing currently developed in East Hants. East Hants does not prezone properties for multi-unit 

housing to indicate where it should take place in the future. This paper aims to mitigate issues with 

multi-unit housing development by proposing a policy approach for site design requirements related to 

multi-unit residential development. 

 

This report’s recommendations are adapted from recommendations in the East Hants Core Villages Plan 

completed in 2011 by Ekistics Planning & Design for the Municipality. Jurisdictional scans of other 

Canadian Municipalities policies also informed the amenity area and site design recommendations. 

Policies were drafted to enable a village character for the Municipality’s built-up areas, while allowing 

for reasonable multi-unit residential design densities. 

 

The Municipal Government Act gives Municipalities broad powers regarding site design, massing and 

form as outlined in Appendix A. The policies proposed in this report need some degree of flexibility in 

their interpretation, and would be appropriate to be adopted using: 

 That a site plan approval approach is proposed in appropriate zones for: 

o Urban cottage housing developments between 3-14 units; 

o townhouse/ rowhouse developments up to 8 units,  

o small multiplexes (apartment or condo buildings up to 6 units) 

o large multiplexes (apartment or condo buildings) between 7-40 units 

 A development agreement approach in appropriate zones for townhouse/ rowhouse 

developments larger than 8 units, or urban cottage housing developments up to 24 units. 

 

Presently, the Municipality has one Multiple Unit (R3) Zone which permits development up to 8 dwelling 

units as-of-right, regardless of the built form. A development agreement is required to construct more 

than 8 dwelling units on a lot. Due to the fact that there are no properties prezoned Multiple Unit (R3) 

Zone, most developers seek to rezone or redesignate their property in addition to applying for a 

development agreement; a process which can take 4-8 months. Well-crafted design standards can 

successfully regulate design elements which would normally be negotiated in a development 

agreement, dealing with aesthetics, and suitability to the community. 

 

Report Structure 

This report is divided into three parts: the policy approach for amenity areas, the more qualitative 

policy approach for multi-unit residential development site design guidelines, and visual examples of 

developments which exemplify the proposed policy approach for the guidelines.

The proposed policy approach for site design requirements related to multi-unit residential 

development is that policies would be drafted for the four forms of multi-unit residential development 

that the Municipality encounters: urban cottage development, townhouses/ rowhouses, small 

multiplexes (3– 6 units, and large multiplexes (7-40 units). Descriptions have examples of positive 

development forms of each of these building types have been provided.



 

Amenity Areas 

Amenity areas are required spaces in and around residential buildings dedicated to recreational and 

open space exclusive to a residential development occupants’ needs. Common outdoor amenity areas 

are often used for recreation, gardens, and gatherings spaces. Private outdoor amenity areas (like 

backyards) are used for children’s playspace, outdoor lounge areas, outdoor storage, and as space for 

renovation projects. Currently, common amenity space is required in the Multiple Unit Dwelling (R3) 

Zone in the East Hants Land Use Bylaw regulation below: 

 

6.4.6 On-Site Recreation 

Useable outdoor recreation amenity space equal to no less than ten (10) percent of the minimum applicable lot 

area is required for development of multiple unit apartment buildings containing four dwelling units. The 

recreation space is to be located in the side or rear yards, fenced from any adjacent parking or driveways, and 

the recreation space must be usable space, meaning it shall be cleared, leveled, and grassed or otherwise 

landscaped to create an attractive outdoor recreation space for the amenity of the residents on the lot. 

 

Based on feedback received during the Plan Review, amenity area requirements have had mixed 

success depending on the project building type. Based on community feedback regarding developments 

to date, some townhouse developments in East Hants have had issues with providing adequate amenity 

areas such as usable backyards. 

 

Staff are recommending a fundamental change to amenity area requirements. It is proposed that 

amenity area requirements be calculated on a per-dwelling-unit basis. Using a per-unit standard 

simplifies the policy, and creates flexibility for applicants developing similar multiunit development 

types across multiple zones by tying amenity area requirements to building types. It is also suggested 

to allow for multiple types of spaces to fulfill amenity area requirements allows for developers some 

flexibility between supplying private or common amenity spaces. 

 

Staff have completed a jurisdictional scan related to amenity areas. Requirements generally divide 

amenity areas into four categories: 

 

Indoor amenity areas: consisting of common areas dedicated 
to indoor recreation and leisure activities including: an indoor 
swimming pool; a party room; an exercise room; a games 
room; a hobby room (for crafts, woodworking, etc.); a 
common room; squash courts; handball courts or any other 
acceptable uses which have a general appeal. 
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Private outdoor amenity areas: are unprogrammed spaces 
dedicated to outdoor recreation and leisure activities for an 
individual unit. These are often backyards for at-grade units, 
or balconies for above-grade units. 

 

Common outdoor amenity areas: dedicated to outdoor 
recreation and leisure activities including: outdoor swimming 
pools, tennis courts, playgrounds, totlots, garden areas or any 
other acceptable uses which provide programmed outdoor 
recreation and leisure opportunities. 

 

Play areas: provide common recreation areas designed for 
preschoolers or playgrounds designed for elementary school 
children.  

 

This paper presents different amenity area policy approaches based on the form (and size) of multiple 

unit developments. No play area requirements are proposed, since the jurisdictional scan indicated 

that this type of policy is difficult to administer properly. Play areas may be developed as an option to 

fulfill common outdoor amenity area requirements. 

 

 Urban Cottage Housing: Amenity space requirements are intended to provide a sense of 

openness and orientation in urban cottage housing developments. Common amenity area 

requirements necessitate amenity area which provides a centrally located focal area(s) for 

the urban cottage housing development. 

 Townhouses: Amenity space requirements require a private outdoor amenity area for 

ground-level units. Upper storey units (in a stacked townhouse development) have patio 

outdoor amenity requirements. 

 Multiplexes: Requirements for a private or communal outdoor amenity area in small 

developments. A communal outdoor amenity area requirement is proposed for large 

developments. Large developments may also require an indoor amenity area depending on 

their size. 
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Multiple Unit Site Design Guidelines 
This section examines the proposed design principles for the new plan. The visuals presented in this 

section are not the proposed design requirements, but are a suggestion of the intended direction. 

 

Landscaping & Buffering 

Site landscaping and buffering should help create attractive open spaces, use natural elements to 

provide privacy, create interest, complement existing site conditions, and reduce the relative scale of 

large developments. 
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Pedestrian Access 

Develop connected walkways, crosswalks and 

paths that allow for a safe walking within a 

development and to adjacent destinations. 

Shared easements may be required to ensure 

multi-unit developments do not overwhelm a 

street with curb cuts. Generally, buildings 

should assist neighbourhood connectivity; large 

developments may require the development of 

public roads.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Automobile Access & Parking 

Storm water run-off and the visual dominance of parking lots should be minimized. Pedestrian 

infrastructure and landscaping should be integrated into large parking lots. Multi-unit developments 

may require the development of new public roads: developments should not be used to landlock 

adjacent parcels, or preclude good road connectivity. Parking lots should not be located in street-

facing yards. 

 
 

Building Massing & Orientation 

Long building lengths should be broken up, and 

articulated in order to prevent a dull and unpleasant 

built environment. Multiple unit developments should 

add to the neighbourhood though positive aesthetic, 
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and material choices. Buildings should positively address adjacent streets through facades which 

include a large proportion of transparent elements.  

 

 
Multiunit developments 

close to adjacent low-

rise residential 

development should be 

setback to ensure 

massing does not 

negatively impact 

adjacent properties.  

 

 

 

 

 

Lot Placement 

From the front lot line, a setback from the public roadway consistent with the neighbouring properties 

should provide space for landscaping and a pleasant continuous green space adjacent to the public 

right-of-way. Multi-unit buildings should generally be used to screen large parking lots from public 

right-of-ways. Building placement should be used with building stepbacks to ensure that buildings have 

a massing which does not overwhelm adjacent properties or rights-of-way. 
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Urban Cottage Housing 
Urban cottage housing is a relatively new development form which has been primarily developed in 

and around Seattle and Kirkland in Washington. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 

Development provides a comprehensive summary of the development style, paraphrased below: 

Cottage housing is designed as one- or one-and-a-half story detached units, with second 

stories usually built into the pitch of the roof. A mix of unit sizes is encouraged in a 

development. Smaller cottages may be around 700 ft2, and larger cottages may have up to 

1,500 ft2. Depending on the lot size, a development might have anywhere from 4 to 24 units. 

A cottage housing lot may average 3,000 square feet per home. 

 

Amenity space in cottage developments are typically arranged around one or more central common 

areas. The site plan for Greenwood Avenue Cottages in Shoreline, WA shown below demonstrates this 

with a lawn, commons building, and common garden. 

Optimal Form 
The urban cottage housing forms shown here 

have a high degree of transparency, well-

designed landscaping, and well-created pathway 

space for pedestrians. Parking facilities are 

concentrated on the site in a central landscaped 

lot. Enclosed porch space fronts on communal 

outdoor amenity spaces. 

 

 
Danielson Grove cottages, Kirkland Langley, WA 

 
Mt. Baker Cottages, Seattle, WA 
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Rowhouse / Townhouse Developments 
Rowhouses are a housing form traditionally characterized by a row of houses joined by common 

sidewalls, and often a common facade. Townhouses are similar to rowhouses, but are be configured 

in different patterns, such as an L-shape. Modern rowhouses and townhoses sometimes do not share 

a common sidewall, but share a common foundation. 

Optimal Form 
The townhouse development shown below has a 

highly articulated façade using a variety of 

material types. The site is heavily landscaped to 

help conceal the building’s massing, and parking 

facilities are concealed via a laneway. 

Unsuitable Form 
The townhouse shown below has a ground-level 

front façade dominated by a garage door with no 

transparency or landscaping. The lack of vertical 

articulation, and dominant use of vinyl cladding 

has given the facades a tacked-on appearance. 

 
The Vantage, 27 unit development 

St. George Street & East 7th Avenue, Vancouver 

 
Northshore Townhomes 

Kenmore, WA 
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Small Multiplex (3 – 6 Unit) 
Small multiplex projects are a multiple unit housing type where three to six units occupy part of 

a building. Small multiplexes can be accessed by shared entrances, or by individual entrances. Small 

multiplexes are sometimes the result of conversions of large single unit homes into smaller units. 

Optimal Form 
The small multiplex shown below uses a 

symmetrical facade a variety of cladding 

materials to reduce the massing of the building. 

The eaves of the development match nearby 

single family homes. 

Unsuitable Form 
The small multiplex shown below has a single 

façade material, a flat roof, and exposed 

concrete at the street-facing façade. These 

features coupled with a lack of on-site 

landscaping besides makes this development 

stick out from nearby single family homes.  

 
6 Unit 

Park Place, 1222 Yukon St, Victoria, BC 

 
6 Unit 

6210 Allan Street, Halifax, NS 
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Large Multiplex (7-40 Units) 
Large multiplex projects are a mixed-use housing type of seven or more units that occupy only part 

of a building. Some large multiplex developments have commercial uses in the first or second storey 

of the development. 

Optimal Form 
The large multiplex shown below has a highly 

articulated façade with a high degree of 

transparency. Patio space is integrated into the 

building deisgn, and pedestrian entrances are 

architecturally highlighted creating visual 

interest. 

Unsuitable Form 
The large multiplex below has at-grade parking 

occupying the first floor of the building. The lack 

of transparency because of this creates an 

unwelcome façade for pedestrians. 

 
4 Storey (18 unit) Walkup: 45 Central, Portland, 

Oregon1  

 
4 Storey, 15 unit 

35 Primrose Lane, Dieppe, NB 

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 That amenity area requirements be calculated on a per-dwelling-unit, and tailored to the 

multiple unit dwelling type rather than a requiring a portion of the minimum applicable lot 

area be landscaped. 

 That a site plan approval approach is proposed in appropriate zones for: 

o Urban cottage housing developments between 3-14 units; 

o townhouse/ rowhouse developments up to 8 units,  

o small multiplexes (apartment or condo buildings up to 6 units) 

o large multiplexes (apartment or condo buildings) between 7-40 units 

 A development agreement approach in village core or central community areas for 

townhouse/ rowhouse developments larger than 8 units, or urban cottage housing 

developments up to 24 units. 

 That design standards be established based on the principles discussed in this report. 

                                                           
1 
https://www.facebook.com/45central/photos/a.159464997454976.39954.159464794121663/730061777
061959/?type=1&theater 

https://www.facebook.com/45central/photos/a.159464997454976.39954.159464794121663/730061777061959/?type=1&theater
https://www.facebook.com/45central/photos/a.159464997454976.39954.159464794121663/730061777061959/?type=1&theater
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Appendix A: Selected Municipal Government Act Provisions Regarding Multi-Unit Site 

Design 

Under s. 220 (5) Where a municipal planning strategy so provides, a land-use by-law may 

(a) regulate the dimensions for frontage and lot area for any class of use and size of structure; 
(b) regulate the maximum floor area of each use to be placed upon a lot, where more than one use 

is permitted upon a lot; 
(c) regulate the maximum area of the ground that a structure may cover; 
(ca) regulate the location of a structure on a lot;  
(d) regulate the height of structures; 
(e) regulate the percentage of land that may be built upon; 
(f) regulate the size, or other requirements, relating to yards; 
(g) regulate the density of dwelling units; 
(h) require and regulate the establishment and location of off-street parking and loading facilities; 
(ka) regulate the floor area ratio of a building; 
 

Under s. 220 (4) a land-use by-law may 

a) subject to the Public Highways Act, regulate or restrict the location, size and number of accesses 

from a lot to the abutting streets, provided that a lot has access to at least one street; 

b) regulate or prohibit the type, number, size and location of signs and sign structures; 

c) regulate, require or prohibit fences, walks, outdoor lighting and landscaping; 

d) in connection with a development, regulate, or require the planting or retention of, trees and 

vegetation for the purposes of landscaping, buffering, sedimentation or erosion control; 

e) regulate or prohibit the outdoor storage of goods, machinery, vehicles, building materials, waste 

materials, aggregates and other items and require outdoor storage sites to be screened by 

landscaping or structures; 

f) regulate the location of disposal sites for any waste material; 

g) regulate the external appearance of structures; 

h) set out conditions, including performance standards, to be met by a development before a 

development permit may be issued; 

i) provide for incentive or bonus zoning; 
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• Implement bicycle parking requirements be implemented for commercial, institutional, 
industrial and multi-unit residential projects on active transportation routes.  

• Commit to exploring funding for streetscaping improvements outlined in the East Hants Core 
Villages Plan and Active Transportation Needs Assessment reports prepared for the 
municipality. 

• Add a future project to create a comprehensive, regional Active Transportation Plan including 
an annual work plan, public outreach, maintenance plans, signage and route standards. 

• Add a map to the Municipal Planning Strategy outlining the planned Active Transportation 
Network. 

• The intent of Critical Pathway Connections for active transportation must be accounted for in 
new subdivision development as part of new road or open space development. 

• That a policy statement refer to the importance of the Dominion Atlantic Railway line as an 
active transportation corridor. 

• The planned and built Active Transportation Network should be encouraged to develop. East 
Hants shall consider the continuity of the Active Transportation Network when entering into  
development agreements or site plan approval permit to: 

o Protect planned active transportation routes from development that would disrupt 
their continuity;  

o Require planned active transportation routes to be built by developers when the 
surrounding lands are developed; 

o Require new development be connected to, and provide access to, existing and 
planned active transportation routes. 

 

 Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 

The Panel noted that ideally the Blue Route should go all the way down the 215 and the Trans Canada 
Trail should be located on our side of the Shubie River. The Panel decided that the new Plan should 
have active transportation policy statement referring to the importance of the DAR line, which has 
been included. 
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Active Transportation 
Background 

Active transportation refers to all forms of human powered or non-motorized forms of transportation. 

Active transportation (AT) is usually associated with walking and cycling.  AT also includes 

rollerblading, skateboarding, wheelchair use; while water active transportation routes are used for 

non-motorized watercraft like kayaks or canoes. AT is distinct from recreation in that it is used to 

reach a destination such as work or shopping areas. 

 

The purpose of this report is to propose a broad vision for the AT network in East Hants. The report has 

two primary goals: to ensure new developments enable active transportation, and to identify what 

infrastructure and retrofits are needed to promote car-free living is a viable option for residents in new 

and existing neighbourhoods. 

 

Active transportation provides an affordable and flexible travel option particularly for residents 

without access to a motorized vehicle, including youth. Many experts also feel that encouraging 

community acceptance of active transportation is one of the most practical and effective ways to 

improve public fitness.1 Improving fitness is being seen as an increasingly important goal in Nova Scotia 

to stall rising rates of obesity and inactivity.2 

 

The Municipality has completed a number of studies regarding active transportation including: 

 2014 – Cities and Environment Unit - Active Transportation Needs Assessment 

 2013 – Dalhousie Masters of Planning Students - An Active Transportation Strategy for the 

South Corridor 

 2011 – Ekistics Planning & Design - East Hants Core Villages Plan 

Vision for AT in East Hants  

The purpose of developing AT in East Hants should be to provide safe, convenient active transportation 

opportunities for residents, and to provide destination-based opportunities for AT tourism travel. 

Regional routes should connect to major destinations both within the municipality, and in nearby 

communities. Local AT routes should allow for daily needs to be reached in central areas by active 

transportation, and contribute to a pedestrian-oriented commercial environment. Pathway connections 

should provide active transportation shortcuts which make it easier to access destinations than by car. 

Recreational trail development should continue to provide access to nature, and be upgraded to serve 

as active transportation routes when the need arises. 

 

Regional Routes 

Regional routes provide the regional-level, spine connections for active transportation infrastructure in 

East Hants. These routes extend over large areas, and connect communities to each other and to 

neighbouring municipalities. These routes are developed based on the Municipality’s tourism 

                                                           
1 http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm102.htm 
2 https://thrive.novascotia.ca/sites/default/files/Thrive-Strategy-Document.pdf 
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destinations, neighbouring municipality’s active transportation 

plans, plans for the Trans-Canada Trail, and Provincial bicycling 

route – the Blue Route. The intent of these routes is that they 

would primarily be used for cycling for land routes, and kayaking 

or canoeing for water routes. 

Two main routes are proposed to go through East Hants: the 

Trans Canada Trail and the Blue Route, presented on the next 

page. 

 

The Trans Canada Trail 

The Trans Canada Trail is a proposed trail 

network which is currently under development. 

The trail is developed and promoted by a non-

profit registered charity backed by the Federal 

Government. 

When completed, the Trail will stretch nearly 

24,000 kilometres coast-to-coast. A portion of 

the trail was proposed to enter through 

Shubenacadie down Highway 224 / 2 and exit 

into Halifax Regional Municipality in Lantz. 

Instead, a water route is proposed for that 

section of the Shubenacadie River. 

The Blue Route 

Bicycle Nova Scotia is working with the Province 

of Nova Scotia to create a province-wide bicycle 

route network called the Blue Route. The vision 

of the route is to designate up to 3000km of 

bikeways on roads and trails across Nova Scotia, 

and to establish a consistent standard for bicycle 

facilities.   
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There is an opportunity for the Municipality to build upon the Trans Canada Trail and Blue Routes to 

serve residents and visitors. It is important to note however that many of the regional routes in East 

Hants are owned and managed by the province.  

In rural areas, additional regional routes could provide access to Burntcoat, and connect to nearby 

Municipal AT routes. The province provides some flexibility in assisting municipalities in achieving 

active transportation goals on provincial roads. In the regional routes map attached to this report, Staff 

have proposed routes which would connect the proposed regional active transportation routes to 

permit a connections between Truro and Windsor, and each of these locations to Burntcoat or the 

Corridor. There is also the opportunity to connect Halifax Regional Municipality to Mount Uniacke and 

the Corridor region through their active transportation routes. Bordering Municipalities active 

transportation plans include the: 

 Colchester – Truro Bikeways Plan prepared by Hatch Mott MacDonald (2009) 

 Making Connections: 2014-19 Halifax Active Transportation Priorities Plan prepared by Halifax 

Regional Municipality (2014) 

 Avon Region Active Transportation Plan prepared by UPLAND Consulting (2015) 

Provincial roads in Nova Scotia are normally ineligible for shoulder paving when the Annual Average 

Daily Traffic (AADT) is less than 1000 vehicles per day (vpd). However, provincial roads where the AADT 

is less than 1000 vpd can be considered for paved shoulders where the section of a road is a known 

cycling route or part of an approved AT Plan.3 Shoulder widening would only be permitted on roads 

with a posted speed limit of 80km/hr or less, and as a part of capital paving and repaving projects. 

Regional Rail-to Trails Opportunity: The Dominion-Atlantic Railway Line 

The Dominion-Atlantic Railway is a former rail right-of-way which is currently underdeveloped 

stretching through nearby West Hants, East Hants, and Colcehster County. Development of the railway 

corridor would permit an east-west route in the northern portion of the municipality, as well as a 

potential connection between Windsor and Mount Uniacke, as identified on the regional routes map. 

The Department of Recreation and Culture envisions the area as a mixed-use trail which could be used 

as an extension to the Trans-Canada trail. With upgrades, the trail could be used for hiking, trail 

biking, snowshoeing and in sections, hoseback riding or motorized recreational vehicles (ATVs and 

snowmobiles). The railway line is owned by Landar Holdings Limited in East Hants with whom 

Recreation and Culture staff have been in communication with. 

                                                           
3 Paved Shoulder Widths for Active Transportation Policy, NSTIR 
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Local AT Routes 

Local active transportation routes provide for 

local destination travel within denser 

communities. A number of proposed routes 

are shown on the attached local routes map. 

Routes have been identified as existing 

(normally existing sidewalks), or identified as 

critical connections (where sidewalks should 

be constructed, and/or where paved 

shoulders should be implemented).The intent 

of these routes is that they would primarily 

be used for walking or cycling.  

Commercial routes should have a higher level 

of design effort (potentially through 

elements like expanded sidewalks, on-street 

parking and street trees) to create the feeling of a village downtown. Details on how this can be 

achieved in the Municipality are outlined in the East Hants Village Cores Plan and the Active 

Transportation Needs Assessment. Maps from the East Hants Village Cores Plan are attached to this 

report. The streetscaping proposed in the East Hants Village Cores Plan should continue to be sought 

after, and carried through into the new plan as a project for potential development. 

 

Pathway Connections 

As discussed in the Subdivision Design & Street 

Network topic paper, a crucial element of cyclist 

and pedestrian-friendly subdivision design is 

providing shortcut connections for active 

transportation. The intent of pathway connections 

is to allow quick access short-cuts to nearby 

destinations through a dedicated active 

transportation right-of-way. Shortcut pathways 

provide an effective way to use active 

transportation rather than a car by making active 

transportation options more attractive. One large pathway connection is proposed for the Corridor 

region connecting Enfield to Lantz in the An Active Transportation Strategy for the South Corridor 

report, called the Middle Spine Corridor. This route is shown in orange on the local routes map. This 

critical pathway connection could serve as an important east-west connector to provide alternative 

access to the Southern Corridor off of Highway 2. The Middle Spine Corridor should be identified in the 

new plan so that new development does not prevent the Middle Spine Corridor from being realized. 
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Recreational Trails 

Recreational trails provide access to nature, and 

are often destinations within themselves. The 

intent of recreational trails is that they will be 

integrated into the overall active transportation 

network. Some existing trails could potentially be 

upgraded to serve as local AT routes. Trail 

development is facilitated by the Subdivision 

Bylaw, and the suitability of trails will be discussed 

in the Parks Master Plan undertaken by the 

Department of Recreation and Culture. Existing mapped trails have been shown on the local routes map 

for information purposes. 

New Sidewalk Construction Requirements 

Sidewalks are currently required to be constructed on one side of the road in new subdivisions in areas 

with Municipal Sanitary Sewer and/or Water Services. Sidewalk requirements were added to the 

subdivision bylaw in 2000. These requirements have been working quite well, and no changes are 

proposed for their operation. 

10.2 (1)  All roads in Subdivisions of three lots, or two lots and a remainder, or more in 

the Growth Management and Growth Reserve Areas as identified in the 

Municipal Planning Strategy: 

  a. Growth Management Areas with Municipal Sanitary Sewer and/or Water  

Services 

i. All proposed roads, with the exception of permanent cul-de-sacs, 

permanent dead end streets, loop streets and crescent streets 

containing 30 lots or less and roads within the Business Park (BP) 

Designation as shown on the GFLUM of the Municipal Planning 

Strategy, shown on a final plan of Subdivision, shall be constructed 

with sidewalks along one side of the full length of the road in 

accordance with Municipal standards. 

 

10.8  Where a residential Subdivision abuts a school property, the Subdivider shall 

construct sidewalks along one side of all primary and secondary Subdivision 

roads in accordance with Municipal standards. 

10.9  Where a school property abuts an arterial or collector road, the developer of 

the school shall construct sidewalks along the full length of the property line 

and in accordance with Municipal standards. 
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Bicycle Parking Requirements 

A lack of secure parking areas keeps many people from 

using their bikes for basic transportation. Leaving 

bicycles unsecured can easily result in damage or theft. 

Similar to parking requirements for vehicles, many 

Municipalities require bicycle parking for commercial, 

institutional, industrial and multi-unit residential 

projects. Bicycle parking is often a relatively nominal 

cost, but is important infrastructure necessary to 

encourage active transportation. It is recommended that 

bicycle parking requirements be implemented for 

commercial, institutional, industrial and multi-unit 

residential projects on existing or proposed local active 

transportation routes. 

Realizing the Vision for Active Transportation in East Hants 

While this report has proposed the general vision for active transportation in the Municipality, other 

steps should be taken to ensure that active transportation remains a priority in East Hants. The 

development of a municipal Active Transportation Plan should be added to the plan as a future project. 

An active transportation plan would include an annual work plan, public outreach, maintenance plans, 

signage and route standards. A staff active transportation committee should also be established to 

ensure that the various municipal and provincial departments continue to have a dialogue regarding 

realizing active transportation in East Hants, and that the active transportation plan is realized. 

Relevant parties include municipal staff from Engingeering & Public Works, Planning & Development, 

Recreation & Culture, and staff from the Nova Scotia Department of Transportation and Infrastructure 

Renewal. 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 Implement bicycle parking requirements be implemented for commercial, institutional, 

industrial and multi-unit residential projects on active transportation routes.  

 Commit to exploring funding for streetscaping improvements outlined in the East Hants Core 

Villages Plan and Active Transportation Needs Assessment reports prepared for the 

municipality. 

 Add a future project to create a comprehensive, regional Active Transportation Plan including 

an annual work plan, public outreach, maintenance plans, signage and route standards. 

 Add a map to the Municipal Planning Strategy outlining the planned Active Transportation 

Network. 

 The intent of Critical Pathway Connections for active transportation must be accounted for in 

new subdivision development as part of new road or open space development. 

 The planned and built Active Transportation Network should be encouraged to develop. East 

Hants shall consider the continuity of the Active Transportation Network when entering into  

development agreements or site plan approval permit to: 

o Protect planned active transportation routes from development that would disrupt 

their continuity;  

o Require planned active transportation routes to be built by developers when the 

surrounding lands are developed; 

o Require new development be connected to, and provide access to, existing and 

planned active transportation routes. 
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• As a future project, Municipal Staff should create open space design guidelines for the creation 
of formal parks and investigate the possibility of creating a traditional formal style park for the 
use of residents, as indicated as a favorite in the Visual Preference Survey.  

• The majority of current open space policies and Subdivision By-law regulations should be 
maintained. The current open space land contribution percentages should be maintained.  

• In areas where there are no municipal services the number of lots to be developed prior to 
contribution should be reduced from 10 lots to 6 lots (5 lots and a remainder).  

• All identified open space parcels should be designated and zoned to open space through the 
Plan Review process, and in the future, periodically Municipal Planning Staff should undertake 
a project to change the designation and rezone any parcels of land that have been provided to 
the Municipality as part of the subdivision process. 

• A future study should rank the Municipality’s open space lands in terms of their usability as 
open space, Municipal investment required to upgrade the properties, conservation benefits, 
and potential of selling the lands for investment into other open space parcels. 

• If the Municipality decides to retain certain open space lands for conservation purposes, it is 
suggested that the Department of Recreation and Culture start an education campaign to let 
neighbouring property owners know the importance of the lands as a wetland, and for flood 
protection, and to indicate to neighbouring residents that anyone caught dumping waste into 
the protected area or encroaching onto the Municipally owned open space lands will be 
ticketed. 

• A set of public participation policies for the disposal of municipally owned open space should 
be developed. These policies should be similar to the policies already being developed for 
public consultation with regards to planning documents. These policies should be added to the 
Public Participation Section of the MPS.  

• As an internal project, the Municipal Departments of Planning and Development and Recreation 
and Culture, should develop an internal process that identifies the owners of the open space 
agreements and the process should identify who is responsible for creating, negotiating, 
writing, recording, and ensuring the details of the open space agreements have been 
completed. 

• Stormwater management ponds should be considered as an open space contribution if the 
developer creates a stormwater pond as part of a municipal park or creates a natural setting 
with wildlife habitat and walking trails. East Hants should not accept stormwater management 
ponds that are designed as “water jails”. In general, the “water jail” style of stormwater 
management should not be used in residential neighbourhoods and their use should be 
discouraged in areas where it will aesthetically detract from the surrounding land uses.  

• Private dog parks should be permitted in the Rural Use (R4) Zone as-of-right and should be 
permitted in commercial zones such as the General Commercial (C1) Zone, Highway 
Commercial (C2) Zone, and Regional Commercial (C4) Zone as-of-right. 

• That a policy regarding designation for future water access points be included either in the 
Parks Master Plan or Municipal Planning Strategy. 
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Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 
The Panel requested that some policy regarding designation for future water access points be included 
either in the Parks Master Plan or Municipal Planning Strategy. Staff agree that this policy, and have 
added a policy direction to enable it. 
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Open Space 
Background 

Topics surrounding open space were discussed at all eight workshops held for the Plan Review. East 

Hants residents had many ideas on the development of open space lands and what could potentially 

benefit their community or draw tourists to their community. The current East Hants Official 

Community Plan contains land use policies and subdivision regulations related to open space. This 

background paper will review the current policies, regulations, and open space process, and will make 

recommendations based on this review.  

 

Visual Preference Survey 

As part of the Visual 

Preference Survey that was 

conducted for the Plan 

Review, residents were asked 

to rank each photo of a new 

park. The photos included a 

picture of a park with a 

naturalized play area, a 

picture of a traditional formal 

park, a picture of a modern 

playground, and a picture of a 

dog park. The participants of 

the survey showed a 

preference for the traditional 

formal park, with 97% of the 

residents having a positive 

view of the photo. The least 

desirable new park style was 

the dog park, although 63% of participants thought of it in a positive light.  

 

There are no municipally owned parks in East Hants that are designed with traditional formal park 

landscaping, although Uniacke Estate Park, which is owned by the province, does have a nod towards 

these design principles. Therefore, as a future project, Municipal Staff should create open space design 

guidelines for the creation of formal parks and investigate the possibility of creating a traditional 

formal style park for the use of residents.  

 

Open Space History – East Hants 

Prior to 2009 the Municipal Planning Strategy had required 10% of the land shown on a final plan of 

subdivision to be used for open space purposes or an equivalent value thereof. During a review of the 

Open Space Policies, Council directed Staff to reduce the open space contribution to 5% of land shown 

on a final plan of subdivision where municipal services were not available, and maintained the 10% 

requirement for areas where municipal services were available. It was also decided that in unserviced 

areas the open space dedication requirements were exempt for subdivisions for 10 lots or less. Unless 
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the subdivision is part of a phased development or it is a continuation of an existing development. 

Attached as Appendix A is a jurisdictional scan of what other Municipal units have in place for the 

amount of land they require as part of their open space dedication requirements.  

 

Based on this review, the current percentages should be maintained; however, the number of lots to be 

developed requiring open space should be reduced from 10 lots to 6 lots (5 lots and a remainder) and 

that in rural areas instead of requiring land more emphasis should be given to existing community 

owned open spaces, where further investment in community assets is required. The purpose of this 

change is due to a few instances where developers plan on creating a subdivision where there will be 

more than 10 lots but stop short of creating the 10th lot to put off having to make an open space 

contribution. In addition, Halifax requires open space contribution for 3 lots or more, whether or not 

the land is serviced or not. The change would allow East Hants to be closer in line to what Halifax 

requires.  

 

If the subdivision is taking place adjacent a shoreline then the current provisions apply:  

 

13.4 Further to Section 13.3, where the land being subdivided abuts a lake, the Bay of Fundy Shoreline or a 

watercourse 0.5 metres (1.6 feet) or greater in width and where the Subdivision results in six (6) lots or 

more (5 lots and a remainder or more), a portion of the lands transferred to the Municipality under 

Section 13.1and 13.2 shall meet all of the following criteria: 

 

a. transferred lands shall provide at least one point of access to the shoreline, which is useable for 

water-based recreational activities; 

 

b. transferred lands must have access to a public or private road through a right-of-way easement 

in favour of the Municipality or through direct road frontage; and  

 

c. transferred lands must have a minimum of 45.7 metres (150 feet) of direct frontage for every 

457 metres (1500 feet) of total lake or Bay of Fundy Shoreline or watercourse frontage to be 

subdivided. 

 

Open Space Designation and Zoning 

Open space contributions are provided to East Hants with the intention that they be only used for open 

space purposes. Under the current open space designation and zone this includes the following uses:  

 Public parks 

 Playgrounds and public recreational uses 

 Trails and walkways 

 Sportsfields and playing courts 

 Cemeteries 

 Memorials  

 Public swimming pools 

 Buildings and structures accessory to the foregoing 

 Selling of food beverage accessory to the foregoing  

 Private nature reserves 
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 Conservation areas 

 

The majority of open space contributions have not been designated or zoned as open space. Instead, 

the lands have maintained their original zone prior to the open space contribution. This original zone 

may not preclude open space uses but the original zone also permits other uses that the open space 

contribution was not intended for. Therefore, all identified open space parcels should be designated 

and zoned to open space through the Plan Review process, and in the future, periodically Municipal 

Planning Staff should undertake a project to change the designation and rezone any parcels of land 

that have been provided to the Municipality as part of the subdivision process.   

 

Development Potential of Municipally Owned Open 

Space 

In April of 2011, Tamarack Planning & Design 

produced a report for East Hants titled Enfield North 

Open Space Plan. The purpose of the report was to 

provide the Municipality with a plan to guide 

development and management of open spaces in the 

residential neighborhood of Enfield. Four sites in 

Enfield were looked at through the plan. All sites 

seemed to have similar constraints; there was 

limited accessibility to the sites and access points 

were used for drainage ditches, swales, mailboxes, 

and utility easements or the entrance to the sites 

was hard to locate. Physical constraints of the sites 

included significant wetlands and watercourses, 

irregular shapes, blow down of trees and storm 

damage, area being used for stormwater runoff from 

residential subdivisions, and a few of the areas were 

being used by recreational vehicles. Other issues 

included neighbouring residences with no 

perceptible boundary and the dumping of yard and 

construction waste on the property and into the 

wetland.  

 

These identified issues do not seem to be limited to open space lands in Enfield. Looking at mapping 

and aerial photos, other open space parcels across East Hants have similar restrictions. These issues do 

not restrict the development of these open space parcels as parks. However, they do restrict the style 

of development that takes place in these open spaces and may also require more municipal investment 

to deal with issues of tree blow down, wetlands and flooding, and illegal dumping. As an example, the 

open space parcel on Shauna Leigh Lane and Wilson Road presents many constraints and has been 

studied the greatest due to the flooding issues in the area (Alderney Park Flood Study). The Enfield 

North Open Space Plan has determined that this parcel could be developed as an aesthetically pleasant 

stormwater drainage system. The Municipal Project Engineer has reviewed both the flood study and the 

open space plan for the subject parcel and has provided comments on the proposed open space plan. 

He states that, “The fact that this area does flood doesn’t necessarily prevent some form of ‘open 

One of the open space parcels discussed in the Enfield 

North Open Space Plan (Shauna Leigh Lane and Wilson 

Road).  
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space’ development in this area, but whatever is planned here must take account of the ‘flooding 

history’ and future predictions for flooding.” Complete comments and flood area imagery have been 

attached as Appendix B.   

Due to the restrictions and costs in developing 

open space lands with these types of 

constraints, the Municipality should decide on 

whether Municipal funds should be invested 

into these properties to develop them into 

active open space parcels, or if these parcels 

should be retained as conservation 

lands/environmentally sensitive lands, or if the 

open space parcels should be disposed of using 

the funds received from their sale to invest 

into developing other open space lands. A 

future study should rank the Municipality’s 

open space lands in terms of their usability as 

open space, Municipal investment required to 

upgrade the properties, conservation benefits, 

and potential of selling the lands.  

If the Municipality decides to retain certain open space lands for conservation purposes, it is suggested 

that the Department of Recreation and Culture start an education campaign to let neighbouring 

property owners know the importance of the lands as a wetland, and for flood protection, and to 

indicate to neighbouring residents that anyone caught dumping waste into the protected area or 

encroaching onto the Municipally owned open space lands will be ticketed. If these open space parcels 

are to remain as conservation lands, they should be kept in a reasonably safe condition so that 

neighbourhood kids can explore these areas. This may require, as mentioned in the Enfield North Open 

Space Plan, that the illegal dumps are cleaned up, areas with extensive tree blow down removed, and 

the use of all-terrain vehicles in these areas should be prohibited.  

As part of the Subdivision By-law review that was completed 

in 2013, the Open Space Coordinator (now retired) proposed 

amendments to the open space regulations that would 

prevent developers from giving East Hants open space lands 

that are tucked in behind residential lots that are not easily 

accessible. The new regulations require that the open space 

be accessible to all residents within the subdivision. In areas 

of the Municipality where minimum lot and frontage 

requirements of the Land Use By-law are in effect, the 

minimum road frontage or width of the right-of-way 

easement must meet the minimum lot frontage requirements 

for the corresponding zone. In areas of the Municipality 

where minimum lot and frontage requirements of the Land 

Use By-law are not in effect, the minimum lot frontage 

requirement is 100 feet (30.5 metres). A reduction can be 

Play ground in need of repair on municipally owned open space. 

New open space with 60 feet of road frontage. 
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negotiated if the Municipality is in agreement and if it is still in keeping with the spirt of having open 

spaces accessible to all subdivision residents.  

 

Since the adoption of the new open space SUB regulations there has only been one new development 

where land was provided to East Hants instead of cash-in-lieu or work-in-kind. East Hants now owns 

13,185 square feet of open space on Concorde Way with approximately 60 feet of frontage. As a 

component of the Development Agreement, to permit the apartment buildings on Concorde Way, the 

developer will finish the park as part of their amenity space requirements.  In the end, the Municipality 

will own a finished park that is easily accessible to those living on Concorde Way and other surrounding 

neighbourhoods. In another instance, a developer requested a land trade with the Municipality. A 

portion of the municipally owned open space was provided to the developer in return for work-in-kind 

for the completion of a park on the remaining open space land. Within the next 2 years East Hants will 

have two new completed parks to maintain.   

 

Selling of Municipally Owned Open Space 

Policy P12-30 of the current MPS states that 

Council shall establish guidelines for the selling 

of municipally owned open space, including a 

process for obtaining public consultation and 

public participation. This proposed set of 

guidelines has never been developed. 

Therefore, if and when a piece of open space is 

disposed of or traded for another parcel, the 

rules default to those of the Municipal 

Government Act (MGA) and the Council Disposal 

of Surplus Property Policy.   

 

 

 

MGA 

(13) Where council determines that any land transferred pursuant to this Section might no longer be 

needed for parks, playgrounds or similar public purposes, the council may sell the land, after notifying the 

owners of lots in the subdivision with respect to which the land was conveyed to the municipality, by notice 

published in a newspaper circulating in the municipality at least fourteen days prior to the council meeting 

at which a decision to sell will be made, and the proceeds shall be used for parks, playgrounds and similar 

public purposes. 1998, c. 18, s. 273; 2003, c. 9, s. 72; 2004, c. 7, s. 19; 2006, c. 40, s. 11. 
 

As part of the Plan Review, a set of public participation policies for the disposal of municipally owned 

open space should be developed. These policies should be similar to the policies already being 

developed for public consultation with regards to planning documents. These policies should be added 

to the Public Participation Section of the MPS.  

 

Open Space and Multiple Unit Development 

The Plan Review Background report on Multi-Unit Site Design discussed amenity space for multiple unit 

developments. Therefore, this report will not make further suggestions regarding open space in 

relation to multiple unit developments.   

Municipally owned open space being encroached upon by 

neighbouring residences.  
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Open Space Land Inventory 

As part of the Plan Review process, the Municipal GIS 

Technician, Planning Technician, and Recreation and 

Culture, and Planning Staff have tried to identify all open 

space lands in the Municipality, a working list of these 

lands have been attached as Appendix C. East Hants should 

improve the way open space agreements and open space 

land parcels have been recorded. As an internal project, 

the Municipal Departments of Planning and Development 

and Recreation and Culture, should develop an internal 

process that identifies the owners of the agreements and 

the process should identify who is responsible for creating, 

negotiating, writing, recording, and ensuring the details of 

the agreements have been completed. Currently, the 

process is not clear. The new process will hopefully make 

certain that administration issues surrounding open space 

agreements will be limited in the future. In addition, legal 

advice is currently being sought regarding when 

agreements should be registered, when deposits should be 

requested from developers, and what happens when a 

tentative plan of subdivision expires.    

 

Stormwater Management Ponds as Open Space 

Stormwater management ponds will be required in East 

Hants as Neighbourhood Comprehensive Development 

District (NCDD) lands in Lantz, and municipally owned 

business park lands in Elmsdale, are developed. During 

initial conversations with one of the developers of these 

lands, the idea that the stormwater management ponds 

could be used as open space contributions was discussed. 

At the time, Municipal Staff was hesitant about this 

possibility. There are no policies currently in place to 

address how stormwater management ponds could be used 

as open space.  

 

Stormwater management ponds can be designed to mimic 

the natural environment, they can become part of a park 

system, or they can be designed to look like a “water jail”, 

as can be seen in the example photos. The stormwater in 

ponds is treated through natural filtration and settling prior 

to being slowly released into the waterways; oil and grit 

separators; and streams. Stormwater management ponds 

should be considered as an open space contribution if the 

developer creates the stormwater pond as part of a 

Victoria Park Lake, Kitchener. 

Stormwater Management Pond, Scarborough. 

Constructed wetlands use natural processes to 

remove pollutants from stormwater. 

East Hants “Water Jail”. 
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municipal park or creates a natural setting with wildlife habitat and walking trails. The policy approach 

should also indicate that East Hants will not accept stormwater management ponds that are designed 

as “water jails”. In general, the “water jail” style of stormwater management should not be used in 

residential neighbourhoods and their use should be discouraged in areas where it will aesthetically 

detract from the surround land uses.  

 

 

Private Dog Parks 

A few private dog parks have been established in Halifax. These parks are owned by private property 

owners, not the Municipality, who charge users a monthly fee to use their private dog park. The parks 

are typically fenced with an electronic entrance into the park for the paid user. The dog park located 

on Lucasville Road, Halifax, is in a Mixed Use Zone with residential uses located adjacent the dog park. 

In East Hants private dog parks should be permitted in the Rural Use (R4) Zone as-of-right and should 

be permitted in commercial zones such as the General Commercial (C1) Zone, Highway Commercial 

(C2) Zone, and Regional Commercial (C4) Zone as-of-right. These commercial zones tend not to be 

located in the centre of a residential area, therefore, locating a private dog park on one of these 

properties should limit conflict between the dog park and neighbouring residential development.  

 

Municipally owned dog parks would still be permitted on municipally owned open space. Prior to East 

Hants considering establishing such a park, consultation with neighbouring property owners should be 

completed.   

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 As a future project, Municipal Staff should create open space design guidelines for the creation 

of formal parks and investigate the possibility of creating a traditional formal style park for the 

use of residents, as indicated as a favorite in the Visual Preference Survey.  

 

 The majority of current open space policies and Subdivision By-law regulations should be 

maintained. The current open space land contribution percentages should be maintained.  

 

 In areas where there are no municipal services the number of lots to be developed prior to 

contribution should be reduced from 10 lots to 6 lots (5 lots and a remainder).  

 

 All identified open space parcels should be designated and zoned to open space through the 

Plan Review process, and in the future, periodically Municipal Planning Staff should undertake 

a project to change the designation and rezone any parcels of land that have been provided to 

the Municipality as part of the subdivision process. 

 

 A future study should rank the Municipality’s open space lands in terms of their usability as 

open space, Municipal investment required to upgrade the properties, conservation benefits, 

and potential of selling the lands for investment into other open space parcels. 

 

 

 If the Municipality decides to retain certain open space lands for conservation purposes, it is 

suggested that the Department of Recreation and Culture start an education campaign to let 
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neighbouring property owners know the importance of the lands as a wetland, and for flood 

protection, and to indicate to neighbouring residents that anyone caught dumping waste into 

the protected area or encroaching onto the Municipally owned open space lands will be 

ticketed. 

 

 A set of public participation policies for the disposal of municipally owned open space should 

be developed. These policies should be similar to the policies already being developed for 

public consultation with regards to planning documents. These policies should be added to the 

Public Participation Section of the MPS.  

 

 As an internal project, the Municipal Departments of Planning and Development and Recreation 

and Culture, should develop an internal process that identifies the owners of the open space 

agreements and the process should identify who is responsible for creating, negotiating, 

writing, recording, and ensuring the details of the open space agreements have been 

completed. 

 

 Stormwater management ponds should be considered as an open space contribution if the 

developer creates a stormwater pond as part of a municipal park or creates a natural setting 

with wildlife habitat and walking trails. East Hants should not accept stormwater management 

ponds that are designed as “water jails”. In general, the “water jail” style of stormwater 

management should not be used in residential neighbourhoods and their use should be 

discouraged in areas where it will aesthetically detract from the surround land uses.  

 

 Private dog parks should be permitted in the Rural Use (R4) Zone as-of-right and should be 

permitted in commercial zones such as the General Commercial (C1) Zone, Highway 

Commercial (C2) Zone, and Regional Commercial (C4) Zone as-of-right. 
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Appendix A – Jurisdictional Scan Open Space 

 

Municipality Land or cash-in-
lieu 

Y or N 

Amount of Cash Equivalent  
(% of assessed value) 

Halifax Regional Municipality Y 5% for first 3 lots, 10% any remaining lots 

Region of Queens Y 5% 

Lunenburg (District) Y 2% 

Wolfville Y 10% 

Pictou (Town) Y 5% 

Westville  Y 5% 

Trenton Y 5% 

Stellarton Y 5% 

New Glasgow Y 5% 

Colchester Y 5% 

Bridgewater Y 5% 

Kings Y 5% for most but 10% for some comprehensive 
development districts 

Amherst Y 5% 

Digby (District) Y 5% 

Digby (Town) Y 5% 

Inverness Y 5% - not been used yet – received land twice 

Antigonish Y 5% - not been used yet – received land twice 

East Hants Y 5% unserviced lots, 10% serviced 

Chester Y At developer’s discretion 

Yarmouth (Town)  Y 5% 

Kentville Y 5% 

Annapolis  Y 5% 

Cape Breton Regional 
Municipality 

N Was removed several years ago. Will be attempting to 
reinstate it through a recreation master plan 

Yarmouth (District) N  

Argyle N  

Richmond N  

Victoria N  

Port Hawkesbury N  

Shelburne (District) N  

Shelburne (Town) N  

Lockeport N  

Cumberland N Subdivisions aren’t large enough 

Guysborough N Most S/D is for 1-2 lots 
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Appendix B – Comments from Project Engineer 

 

 

Hi Debbie, 

 

I’ve had a look at the extract from the ‘Enfield North - Open Space Plan’, prepared by Tamarack Planning and 

Design, dated April 2011 and have the following comments: - 

 

The proposal to develop the ‘open space’  bounded by Shauna Leigh Lane, Alderney Drive, Wilson Road and Boyd 

Avenue, into an aesthetically pleasant storm water drainage system, including walking trail, makes sense as the 

flooding history of this area would preclude other forms of development here. 

 

As you know, CBCL have completed a study evaluating the ‘flooding issues’ in this area and I have attached some 

maps identifying the areas subjected to flooding presently and anticipated due to climate change for your 

information.     

 

The fact that this area does flood doesn’t necessarily prevent some form of ‘open space’ development in this area, 

but whatever is planned here must take account of the ‘flooding history’ and future predictions for flooding.  

 

One of the discussion points for this area included in Tamarack’s report was: - 

 

‘The existing stream will be enhanced by defining its course and increasing the width and depth as appropriate to 

better allow Stormwater to seep into the ground. Rip will be used to catch debris along the watercourse to avoid 

blockages of the culvert under Wilson Road. These measures will help mitigate flooding issues during severe storm 

events and spring snow melt.’ 

 

CBCL have identified options to reduce the severity of flooding in this area, but you should be aware that there is 

no single option that would eliminate flooding here. With respect to ‘channel widening’, CBCL estimated that 4,000 

m3 of excavation would be required  and the culvert would have to be upgraded.  This highlights that any work to 

define the watercourse and increase its width and depth would have a negligible effect in terms of flood 

mitigation.  As well, if the drainage path is considered a watercourse by Nova Scotia Environment, it is unlikely that 

they would permit its alteration. 

 

I hope the above is helpful, but please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like any further 

information/comments.   

 

Regards 

 

Derek  
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Appendix C – Municipally Owned Open Space – Working List 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



East Hants Owned Open Space Contributions Working File

# Description PID EHPlan Sub Year
Open Space 

Registered

Open Space in 

Subd Scans

Open Space in 

Open Space 

Scans

Comments

3 Green Area -  Shauna Leigh Lane 45147717 2040 & 1747 1974/1975 No No No

4 Alderney Drive, Enfield 45152048 open space 2598 1978 No No No

7 Open Space - Wilson Road 45235215
4460 (tent 95-

082)
1993 No No No

some correspondence in the final subd questioning the suitability of the lot as an 

open space lot. No correspondence re. open space in the tentative files

8 Open Space - John Murray Dr. Ext. 45395951 2014 No No Yes in the Open Space Scans

9 Standards Parcel - White Road, Enfield 45275617 4808 1997 No No No

10 Parkland - Claude Court 45359668
5426 (tent 96-

041) (tent 

04015)

2005 No No No Final Subd has a one line memo that open space allocation is acceptable

13 Green Area - Tannery Drive 45224771 4234 1990 No No No leisure services was notified of the approval but no comments from them in the scan

15 Standard Parcel - Tannery Drive, Elmsdale 45230372 trail
4234 (tent 95-

012)
1990 No No No transfer ownership to MEH in 2009. nothing in the tentative file

16 Standard Parcel - Tannery Drive, Elmsdale 45230471 trail 4234 1990 No No No transfer ownership to MEH in 2009

17 Standard Parcel - Hemlock Drive, Elmsdale 45242989 trail 4609 1994 No No No transfer ownership to MEH in 2009

19 Standard Parcel - Tannery Drive, Elmsdale 45274685 trail 3779 1987 No No No

20 Standard Parcel - Tannery Drive, Elmsdale 45274693 trail 3779 1987 No No No

22 Standard Parcel - No. 102 Hwy, Elmsdale 45281110 Business Park - - No No No
Don't think it is intended as Open Space. Correspondence for EH5936 has the 

Commerce Park as our contribution to Open Space for the business park

23 Standard Parcel - Park Road, Elmsdale 45291572 Business Park remainder lot - No No No
Don't think it is intended as Open Space. Correspondence for EH5936 has the 

Commerce Park as our contribution to Open Space for the business park

24 Standard Parcel - 49 Venture Crescent, Elmsdale 45369311 Water Tower 5522 2007 No No No subd is for 1 lot only. No circ to recreation

25 Standard Parcel - Venture Crescent, Elmsdale 45371143 Business Park 5552 2007 No No No
Lot currently for sale by EDB for $52,200. Correspondence for EH5936 has the 

Commerce Park as our contribution to Open Space for the business park

31
Easement from Robert Scott Drive to MEH Open space 

45208543 (DOT&PW)
45014008 trail 3479 1985 No No No Belongs to TIR

36 Green Area, Bayberry Drive 45176179 3169 1983 No No No transfer of ownership to MEH in 1987

37 Open Space - Lacey Road, Milford 45200219 2120 1976 No No No transfer of ownerhship to MEH in 2007

38 Wooded Open Space Robert Scott Dr 45208543 3479 1985 No - No transfer of ownerhship to MEH in 1987

39 Wooded Open Space Robert Scott Dr 45208550 3479 1985 No - No transfer of ownerhship to MEH in 1987

40
Easement from No. 2 to Robert Scott Drive (in conjunction 

with Smith & Boyd)
45209194 trail 3813 1987 No No No owner of property is still smith & boyd Development Limited. 

41 Walkway to Open Space - Robert Scott Dr 45209236 3624 1987 No No No transfer of ownerhship to MEH in 1987

51 Green Area - Havenwood 45214384 - - No No No
transfer of ownership to MEH in 1988. Seems to be an open space contribution for 

Havenwood

52 Lot located between Gillette & Hiltz - Green Road, Lantz 45206067 3814 1987 no no no transfer of ownership to MEH in 1987

71 Standard Parcel - Towerview Court, Lantz 45238821 trail 4536 1994 No No No
correpondence from leisure services but not specific info on the open space 

contribution

77 Open Space - Towerview Court 45238839 - 4536 1993 No No No

81 Parkland - Brookside Avenue 45247624 - 4685 1995 No no No

82 Open Space on Frederick Allen Drive. 45278348
4853 (tent 96-

010)
1997 No No No

no correspondence re open space in tentative files.  Memo in the final subd files 

stating that the parcel is consistent with the 5% green area for this development

83 Standard Parcel - Evergreen Crescent, Lantz 45293602 open space 5045 1999 No No No

85 Standard Parcel - Evergreen Crescent, Lantz 45293636 trail 5045 1999 No No No

86 Open Space on Green Road 45332657 - - - - -
transfer of ownership to MEH in 2001.  Not open space dedication from a 

subdivision.  Entirely floodplain lot  
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East Hants Owned Open Space Contributions Working File

87 Public Open Space - Ashford Place, Lantz 45354396
5335     

(tent 03023) 

(prelim 03-003)

2004 No No No

No open space agreement but correspondence regarding the open space 

contribution.  The tentative subdivision plan mentions as Development Agreement 

but I cannot find  iit in property online or in the digital scans

88 Easement from No. 2 to Ashford Place 45354511 trail 5335 2004 No No No
No open space agreement but correspondence regarding the open space 

contribution.  Correspondence indicates that the walkway was built as per a DA

91 Treed Area Nine Mile River 45122553 nothing - - - open Space between Hwy 14, Hwy 214 and Hillcrest lane

92 Standard Parcel - Dalrymple Drive, Nine Mile River 45123676 open space 5823 2011 No Yes Yes

95 Open Space - Elmbel Road  (Skate Pond) 45223849 1239A 1971 No No No transfer of ownership to MEH in 1990

96 Standard Parcel - Withrow Drive, Belnan (owned by Elmsdale Rec Assoc.)45332715 2811 1980 No No No

97 Standard Parcel - Belnan Ave., Belnan (owned by Elmsdale Rec Assoc.)45332731 2811 1980 no no No

98 Open Space located on Thomas Street (road crossing between Belnan and Enfield)45337870
5224 (tent 02-

027)
2002 No no No

tentative files has correspondence regarding open space but not sure if an 

agreement was signed

99 Public Open Space - Meadow View Way 45354677
5339 (tent 

03043)
2004 No no ?

correspodence in the file indicate that there may be an open space agreement 

for this subdivision.  Will need to look in Dale stuff or subsequent phases to 

see if it can be found there

100 Standard Parcel - Whitney Maurice Drive, Enfield 45331931 trail 5095 2000 No No No

101 Open Space - Old Enfield Road, Enfield 45385333 5783 2011 No No Yes cranberry court

102 Standard Parcel - Jorphie Drive, East Uniacke 45380938 open space

103 Green Area, Canavan Drive 45132016 - 1958 No No No Lot 12, transferred to MEH in 1987

108 Public Open Space - Partridge Lane 45353877 - 2004 No No No

there must be one.  I think it is the open space contribution for the extensoin of 

Patridge Lane further down the road.  The correspondence for the tentative mentions 

(03046) and July 2002 agreement (cannot be fond in the digital scans)

109

111 missing

118
Carriage Lane

45364122

5469     

(Prelim 03-005) 

(tent 03026) 2004 No No No

tentative subd has correspondence regarding open space contribution but does not 

mention open space agreement

119 Ryan Avenue 45374113

120 Villages of Long Lake 45392594 Open Space and Trail Yes Land is still in Cottage Country Ownership. 

121 Concorde Way 45395431 open space Yes

122 Mariah Drive 45374113 open space ?

123 Kali Lane 45384872 trail Yes Money should have also been provided to the Municipality 

129
Lilian & Vernon Court - Contribute to Elmwood Subd Park.

Jorphine Drive 45380938 Open space Yes

Mount Uniacke - Old Mines Road - Mount Uniacke 45392503 Conservation Open Space Yes Land was provided to Municipality to protect the headwaters of the Sackville River

Rockwell Drive and Morning Breeze Drive - Mount Uniacke 45372661 Open Space and Trail 5670 Yes
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Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Snides Lake 
Background Paper Number: 25 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• That the Municipality redesignate and rezone Snides Lake watershed lands in keeping with the 
map appended to this report 

• That land be retained, sold and leased in keeping with the recommendations of this report 
• That a limnologist be consulted when open space planning is undertaken for these lands 

 
Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 
The Panel raised that whatever happens, residents would be happier if the Municipality retained 
ownership of the Lake. 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 25 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: September 2015 

 

 

Snides Lake 
Background 

Snides Lake was used as a municipal water supply for the Village of Shubenacadie between 
1968 and 2012.  Since that time a ground water source and new treatment plant has been 
used which is outside of the Snides Lake watershed.  In the management plan for the new 
ground water supply, Snides Lake is not to be retained as a back-up water supply and it is 

expected that the treatment plant will be 
demolished within 1-3 years.  As a result, 
the Municipality has requested the 
provincial watershed designation be 
removed.  This designation significantly 
restricts uses that are permitted on the 
land and therefore needs to be removed to 
allow alternative uses to be considered.   
 

Through this plan review Council has also directed staff to consider future zoning and use of 
these 230 acres owned by the Municipality.  This paper proposes future zoning and use of 
these lands.   
 
Public Consultation 

Public design workshops were held in the Fall of 2014 to talk about the future of eight 
villages.  Each meeting was held in the village to which it related so that the discussion 
focused on the future of only that community.  
Such a meeting was held to discuss the future 
of Shubenacadie on October 22, 2014.  In 
addition to a general discussion about the 
future of the village, Snides Lake was 
specifically talked about and separate maps 
of the watershed lands were provided to be 
discussed and marked up by attendees. 
 
A true consensus did not emerge from that 
meeting.  Some attendees felt that most or 
all of the land should revert back to 
agriculture, as this was the predominant use 
prior to the municipality acquiring these 
lands.  Others cited the need for more 
housing in Shubenacadie and these lands 
could provide such an opportunity.  Still 
others commented on the land, especially the 
portion close to the lake being ideal for open 
space and walking trails.   
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The following map was developed following that meeting to highlight the discussions and 
some of the ideas generated. 
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Current Zoning 

The bulk of the municipally owned lands (outlined in red below) are zoned Water Supply (WS) 
Zone.  The remaining lands are zoned Agricultural Reserve (AR) and Rural Use (R4). 
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Proposed Zoning and Land Use 
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Use Area (acres) 

Open Space 48.1 

Agriculture – sell 41.87 

Agriculture – lease 43.8 

Agriculture – sell or lease 26 

Rural Use – sell 67.63 

Rural Use – Retain 2.43 
 
 
Agriculture 
Approximately 120 acres of the land owned by the municipality is still used for agricultural 
purposes through an arrangement with adjoining landowners.  This land has been improved 
over the years and is productive.  Farmers in the area have expressed an interest in these 
lands given that cleared, tile drained fields are in demand.  Retaining land for agriculture 
would also be consistent with Council’s agricultural policies which endeavour to protect 
valuable agricultural lands from development.  41.87 acres are proposed to be sold outright 
after rezoning to AR.  A further 26 acres designated for agricultural use, near the lake, are 
suggested for sale or lease depending on the Municipality’s desire to control development 
near the lake to protect it.  Another 43.8 acres are proposed for lease as these lands may 
have some commercial potential in the future due to their proximity to the highway 
interchange. 
 

 
 
Residential 
Although residential uses were suggested for a portion of the lands near the lake, no lands are 
being recommended to be rezoned to residential by staff.  There are three reasons for this 
recommendation.  Firstly, although some suggested that the village needs to grow, a lack of 
developable land is not the problem preventing growth in Shubenacadie.  In fact, there are 
interested developers who own land in the village (e.g., a 7 acre parcel on Conley Hill 
proposed for R2 development).  The challenge is the lack of sewage capacity and making 
more land available will not change this issue.  Secondly, Staff feel that growth closer to the 
village centre would be preferable to this location which is physically separated from the 
village.  This is particularly so with any housing oriented to seniors, as has been suggested.  
Finally, locating residential uses here could set up a land use conflict with the active 
agriculture in the surrounding area.  Modern agriculture generates noise, odour and dust that 
can cause potential conflicts with residential development and should be avoided where 
possible. 
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Highway Commercial 
No land is proposed to be rezoned to highway commercial.  However, 43.8 acres of 
agricultural land near the interchange is being proposed to be leased so that highway 
commercial uses can be considered in the future if a market emerges for such a use.  Staff do 
not believe there is currently a market for highway commercial in the area of this interchange 
due to the apparent lack of development interest on the north side of the interchange (which 
is privately owned).   
 
Open Space 
The lake and surrounding lands provide a significant open space and trail opportunity.  As a 
result 48.1 acres of land is suggested to be retained pending the development of a municipal 
parks master plan and development plan for a park at this location.  Some comments 
suggested that Snides Lake is not ideal for open space due to water quality issues and odour. 
However, staff feel municipal ownership completely surrounding a 25 acre lake is a unique 
opportunity that should not be so quickly dismissed.  It is also suggested that as part of a 
development plan for the park that a limnologist be consulted to discuss the long term health 
of the lake and possible remediation measures. 
 

 
 
Forestry/Rural Use  
It is suggested that the 67.63 acre woodlot be zoned to Rural Use (R4) and sold.  Although 
having some forested land in the watershed is no doubt helpful for water quality, staff do not 
see the need for the Municipality to retain these lands. 
 
Wetland 
There is a 2.43 acre parcel adjacent to the highway currently zoned Rural Use (R4).  It is 
suggested that this zoning be kept and the parcel retained.  Given that most of the property 
contains a wetland, there is little value, except that the municipality may be able to use it to 
locate future community or promotional signage.    
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Conclusion 

In preparing a future land use scenario for municipally owned Snides Lake watershed lands, 
Staff have considered community input, municipal needs and surrounding land uses.  The 
proposal attempts to preserve high value farm land, enable a unique open space opportunity, 
prevent land use conflicts and retain land for future commercial opportunities that may arise. 
 

Policy Approach 

 That the Municipality redesignate and rezone Snides Lake watershed lands in keeping 
with the map appended to this report 

 That land be retained, sold and leased in keeping with the recommendations of this 
report 

 That a limnologist be consulted when open space planning is undertaken for these 
lands 
 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Services & Infrastructure 
Background Paper Number: 26 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• The Milford GMA should be amended to remove the Milford Industrial Park Lands. This does not 
preclude the Milford Industrial Park from ever receiving services, it just means that a 
comprehensive engineering and financial impact analysis has to be completed prior to the GMA 
and serviceable boundary being extended around the Milford Industrial park lands again.  

• As a future project, establish a water monitoring program for lakes with residential/cottage 
development. It would allow Staff to evaluate changes to the quality of the lake water over a 
long period of time and it would also permit the Municipality to warn residents if water quality 
deteriorated to a point where it could impact human health. 

• As a future project, study the possible establishment of a By-Law to enable Waste Water 
Management Districts for lakes with residential/cottage development.  

• Alternative stormwater management infrastructure shall be permitted and encouraged as part 
of the stormwater master plan that is completed for new development.  

• Stormwater management plans for large commercial developments should also include 
elements of “onsite”, “lot level” stormwater management infrastructure.  

 
Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 
That a water monitoring program should be prioritized before the establishment of a Waste Water 
Management District. 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 26 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: September 2015 

 

 

Municipal Services and Infrastructure  
Background 

This position paper will review policies related to municipal services and infrastructure and will make 

recommendations based upon this review.  

 

Serviceable Boundaries 

Each of the communities that provide municipal water 

and/or waste water services has a serviceable boundary 

showing an area where services may be provided if 

capacity is available and engineering requirements are 

met. East Hants has three serviceable boundaries: the 

Regional Serviceable Boundary, the Shubenacadie 

Serviceable Boundary, and the Milford Serviceable 

Boundary.  

 

Changes to the Regional Serviceable Boundary (RSB) 

have already been discussed and a policy approach has 

been approved as part of the Growth Management 

Background paper. In this paper, no further changes are 

being proposed to the RSB, in addition no changes are 

being proposed to the Shubenacadie Serviceable 

Boundary. In Milford, the Growth Management Area 

(GMA) boundary and the Serviceable Boundary are 

proposed to be amended so that the GMA boundary does 

not include land in the Milford Industrial Park. It does 

not make sense to extend services to the Milford 

Industrial Park, a developer would have to pay the costs 

of extending the services under Highway 102 and the 

costs to extend the infrastructure through the park 

would be excessive. Therefore, the Milford GMA should 

be amended to remove the Milford Industrial Park 

Lands. This does not preclude the Milford Industrial Park 

from ever receiving services, it just means that a 

comprehensive engineering and financial impact 

analysis has to be completed prior to the serviceable 

boundary being re-extended around the Milford 

Industrial park lands again.  

 

The current Municipal Planning Strategy (MPS) has policies in place for the future establishment of a 

Mount Uniacke Serviceable Boundary, if services are warranted in the area in the future. These policies 

should be maintained in the new plan.  

 

Current Milford GMA (green) and RSB (red) Boundaries 

Proposed Milford GMA (green) and RSB (red) Boundaries 
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To minimize the impact of installing municipal services for new development to existing users, the 

Municipality requires developers to cover the costs and responsibility of installing new water and sewer 

services. The design and installation of a sanitary sewer system and water system has to be in 

accordance with Municipal Standards and the design has to receive endorsement prior to the final plan 

of subdivision is approved.  

 

In order to provide for the costs associated with the provision and maintenance of the Municipal water 

supply and sanitary sewer infrastructure, By-law No. 3, A By-law Relating to the Payment of 

Infrastructure Charges has been adopted by East Hants. By-law No. 3 outlines infrastructure charges 

which shall apply to the subdivision of new lots and user fees which shall be applied when a change of 

use and/or the development of a vacant lot occurs. A review of this By-Law and fees will be completed 

separate from the Plan Review, once the WSP reports on Sewer Capacity and Growth Management have 

been finalized.  

 

Lake Development and Waste Water Management Districts  

East Hants has old and extensive cottage development around many of the lakes in Mount Uniacke. 

Much of the development has occurred on undersized lots that do not comply with lot size 

requirements in the current East Hants Official Community Plan. Due to the size of lots, the age of the 

septic systems, and the proximity of the septic systems to the lakes, there is a major possibility that 

many of the systems are leaking and are contaminating the lakes on which the cottages are located. 

East Hants has not monitored the water quality of these lake to see if the quality of the water has 

changed over time.  

 

In order to accurately determine if septic systems are failing in these lake front developments, the lake 

water quality needs to be monitored. In addition, changes in water quality may impact the health of 

residents using the lakes for recreational purposes or for water for their cottages. Lake water with high 

levels of bacteria has the potential to cause users of the lakes to become very ill. Therefore, East 

Hants, should initiate two future projects. The first project should be to establish a water monitoring 

program. It would allow Staff to evaluate changes to the quality of the lake water over a long period of 

time and it would also permit the Municipality to warn residents if water quality deteriorated to a 

point where it could impact human health.  

 

The second future project would be to enable the establishment of a Waste Water Management 

Districts. A Waste Water Management District would be established for lake front cottage 

developments. A fee would be paid to the Municipality by each property owner to have their system 

inspected and pumped over a certain number of years. This would provide East Hants with the ability 

to ensure failing septic systems are identified, fixed, and that effluent from the failing systems does 

not impact the lake water. It would also provide residents with knowledge that East Hants was ensuring 

septic systems were pumped and that lake water would not be impacted by the effluent.  

 

Waste water management districts are used in Nova Scotia and beyond. As an example the 

municipalities of Guysborough, Richmond County, Barrington, and Lunenburg have all establish some 

form of waste water management district.  
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Stormwater Management  

The current East Hants Official Community Plan has MPS policies and Subdivision Regulations that 

address stormwater management. Basically, the Plan requires that all developments in the GMAs or 

GRAs have a stormwater management plan. The purpose of the stormwater management plan is to 

place the responsibility for design on the developer with the aim of establishing procedure in a 

proactive manner versus a reactive manner.  

 

Currently, the regulations do not discuss the issue of dealing with stormwater runoff at its source. In 

November of 2013 CBCL completed an “East Hants Floodplain Mapping Study” for the Municipality. As 

part of the study, recommendations for stormwater management were provided. According to the 

study, “One of the most efficient ways to deal with flooding risks is to manage the issue of high runoff 

at its source. Flooding is only amplified when runoff is allowed to increase, and infiltration of water 

into the ground is decreased. Most often, development allows this to happen and therefore increase 

flooding risks. The more water is encouraged to infiltrate in the ground, the more the high water 

levels are controlled, and the more the overall river health is protected” (East Hants Floodplain 

Mapping Study). 

 

In addition to the CBCL report, many large cities have also started to approach stormwater 

management differently. As an example, Toronto has started “education and awareness campaigns to 

encourage the adoption of “lot level” and “at source” practices for stormwater management”, in 

response to degrading GTA watersheds, despite state-of-the-art stormwater management practices 

(Action Plan for Sustainable Practices). On a much larger scale, China has started a program to retrofit 

cities as “Sponge Cities” to capture rain water and reduce urban flooding. The new design of a “sponge 

city” “aims to build infrastructure to collect excess rainfall and integrate flood control in urban 

planning…”(Chinese “Sponge Cities” Will Capture Rainwater). On a much smaller scale, some 

municipalities throughout Canada have in place rain barrel programs to help reduce stormwater runoff.  

 

The CBCL report, for East Hants, makes recommendations for stormwater management based on 

density, see chart on the following page. Following these recommendations in the GMAs and GRAs 

should have the following benefits for the overall watershed:  

 Decreases flooding risks and entailed risks to infrastructure, land value, liability and public 

safety;  

 Decreases peak flows, resulting in smaller infrastructure costs;  

 Aquifer recharge, reducing the strain on water supply sources;  

 Reduces pollution to drinking water supplies, recreation waters and wetlands, saving future 

expenditures for restoration of valuable water resources;  

 Protects water quality and increases low flows in the river, enhancing fish habitat in this 

uniquely valuable river system;  

 Reduces energy costs by constructing new green roofs or retrofitting existing roofs, and 

 Through the above results, improves the quality of life and increases property value.  

(East Hants Flood Mapping Study) 

 

Within the new MPS, alternatives to traditional stormwater management rules should be provided. 

“The traditional approach in stormwater management has been to convey the surface runoff directly 

into urban streams, without any consideration of contaminants that accumulate on urban surfaces 
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from land use activities, transportation and spills. This management scheme has been very successful 

in removing water from roads and parking lots  but has resulted in a stream flow regime that became 

flashier, increased stream bank erosion and generated increased sediment transport” (Innovative 

Stormwater Management). As a policy approach, alternative, stormwater management infrastructure 

shall be permitted as part of the stormwater master plan that is completed for new development. Also, 

stormwater management plans for large commercial developments should also include elements of 

“onsite”, “lot level” stormwater management infrastructure.  

 

 

 

Policy Approach 

 The Milford GMA should be amended to remove the Milford Industrial Park Lands. This does not 

preclude the Milford Industrial Park from ever receiving services, it just means that a 

comprehensive engineering and financial impact analysis has to be completed prior to the GMA 

and serviceable boundary being extended around the Milford Industrial park lands again.  

 As a future project, establish a water monitoring program for lakes with residential/cottage 

development. It would allow Staff to evaluate changes to the quality of the lake water over a 

long period of time and it would also permit the Municipality to warn residents if water quality 

deteriorated to a point where it could impact human health. 

 As a future project, study the possible establishment of a By-Law to enable Waste Water 

Management Districts for lakes with residential/cottage development.  

 Alternative stormwater management infrastructure shall be permitted and encouraged as part 

of the stormwater master plan that is completed for new development.  
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 Stormwater management plans for large commercial developments should also include 

elements of “onsite”, “lot level” stormwater management infrastructure.  
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Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Private Roads 
Background Paper Number: 27 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• Restrict all new private road development or extensions in the Mount Uniacke Growth 
Management Area. 

• Require all new roadway developments in serviced growth management areas to be public 
roads. 

• That the Municipality adopt a standard for medium and low-volume Municipal unpaved private 
roads. 

• Amended by PAC to read: That shared driveways have a required right-of-way width and 
clearance to ensure servicing facilitate access by emergency vehicles. 

 

Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 

• Consider restrictions on private road development or extensions beyond the Mount Uniacke 
Growth Management Area, especially in Horne Settlement. 

• Restrict all new private road development or extensions in the Mount Uniacke Growth 
Management Area. 

• Require that private roads be built to designed construction standards. 
• Create a policy to make engineering staff expertise available for private road 

groups/associations via an agreement with municipality. 
o This policy was removed by PAC/Council 

 



Plan Review Background Paper  
Background Paper Number: 27 
Planning & Development Department  
Date: August 2015 

 

 

Private Roads & Easements 
This paper examines current policy, and 

emerging issues surrounding development on 

private roads, and easements in East Hants. 

Private roads are often narrower than public 

roads, or are built to different standards. 

Private roads are often maintained by a private 

road association responsible for the repair of 

the road. Shared easement developments are 

similar to private roads, but maintenance of 

the travel way depends on the wording of the 

easement. On a shared driveway, all lots 

typically have road frontage.  

 

For reference during this report, please note the definitions below: 

 Private road: A roadway in private ownership which typically shares 3 or more addressable 

buildings. 

 Private easements: A right-of-way established by a number of easements which typically 

shares 3 or more addressable buildings. 

 Shared driveway: A driveway shared by two addressable buildings. 

A map of all privately own roads is shown in Appendix A. 

 

General Issues with Private Roads 

Over time, a number of issues have arisen from residents regarding private roads. Some residents have 

argued that private roads provide an unfair tax burden; having to pay both property taxes as well as 

pay to maintain the private road. While typically lots on private roads are initially less expensive than 

lots on public roads, the long-term costs of maintaining the private road are seen as a poor investment 

by many. The Municipality has also witnessed difficulties with payment collection by private road 

associations. To remedy this, the Municipality can, if requested collect maintenance fees for private 

road associations.  

 

From a transportation network perspective, private roads create areas with limited roadway 

connectivity: the roadways tend to be long and winding. This form of road development can landlock 

parcels near private roads, and can create traffic problems as areas develop. Service collection issues 

are also associated with private roads. Oil service may be unable to get access to properties in the 

winter, and waste collection access points may not be available at roadside heads, and private roads 

may not be maintained or constructed to a standard to permit safe travel by waste haulers. Creating 

standards for all constructed private roads could help manage resident expectations for waste services. 

 

Private Roads in Mount Uniacke 

Mount Uniacke has had a history of maintenance and construction issues with private roads in the 

region. The Municipal Planning Strategy and Subdivision bylaw have divided Mount Uniacke into two 

areas for dealing with private roads. The first is the Mount Uniacke Restricted Private Roads Area which 
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covers the more rural parts and lakefront properties in Mount Uniacke. The second area is the Mount 

Uniacke Growth Management Area which covers the core area of Mount Uniacke.  

 

Mount Uniacke Restricted Private Roads Area 

In the Mount Uniacke Restricted Private Roads Area (shown below in yellow), private roads in 

subdivisions of more than 10 lots must be built to Municipal standards for unpaved roads. This policy 

encourages the development of multiple small private roads by creating a cost increase at 10 lots.  

Developing a standard for low-volume private roads (servicing less than 10 lots) could enable small 

private road subdivisions to have better access to solid waste collection and emergency services by 

ensuring that roads are traversable. Having some form of standard also decentivizes developers from 

developing multiple smaller subdivisions. Ideally, this should encourage a variety of sizes of private 

road subdivisions. Standards also act as purchasing protection for homebuyers on a new private road, 

ensuring that the private road is developed to a minimum level of quality. 

 

It is recommended that a standard be developed for low-volume Municipal unpaved roads for 

subdivisions smaller than 10 lots, or for smaller-length subdivisions. As an example for a possible 

design, the design standards for Cottage Country are shown in Appendix B.  
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Mount Uniacke Growth Management Area 

In the Mount Uniacke Growth Management Area (shown 

above in red), new private roads are permitted up to 4 lots 

or 304.8m in length; and all private roads must be paved to 

Municipal standards. These regulations have encouraged 

the development of small, 4-lot linear subdivisions like 

Lady Slipper Lane as shown to the right.  

 

This form of development could create problems for Mount 

Uniacke if it becomes popular. Significant traffic strain 

could be placed on Highway 1 without the development of 

parallel routes to Highway 1. Repairing the street network 

after the development of these forms of private road 

subdivisions would be unfeasible. 

 

Private Roads in the Corridor Region 

The Municipality has required that all new roads in the 

serviced Growth Management Areas must be developed to 

paved Municipal standards. In order to ensure the road network connectivity of the Corridor regions, all 

new roadway developments in serviced growth management areas should be required to be public 

roads; so future roadway development can connect to them. 

 

Private Roads Construction Standards 

In the Subdivision By-Law, current regulations state that all proposed private roads shown on a 

tentative or final plan of Subdivision shall be designed to Municipal standards: roads are often not 

constructed to this standard. It is proposed that private roads should be constructed to Municipal 

standards for private roads. If this change was implemented, it would be similar to policies used in 

both West Hants and Halifax Regional Municipality require that private roads be constructed to a 

Municipal private road standard. These provisions work as a degree of purchasing protection for 

purchasers of property on a new private road, ensuring that the private road is developed to a 

minimum level of quality. 

 

Private Roads Maintenance Agreements 

The Private Road Maintenance and Improvement Bylaw (F-300) allows the Municipality to add an area 

rate (charge) to property tax bills, where requested by residents, to enable the maintenance and 

improvement of their private roads. 
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Residents of a private road association must request this charge and enter into an agreement with the 

Municipality.  The Municipality will collect a charge that will appear on the tax bill in the following tax 

year and the funds are forwarded to residents’ private road 

association. The Municipality has received very favourable reviews of 

the Private Road Maintenance Agreement process, and no changes 

are proposed as a part of this paper. 

 

Subdivision on Private Easements 

The Municipality has a number of existing areas which were 

developed through shared easements. Examples of these subdivisions 

include Tanglewood Drive and Lily Lake Road. A number of land 

owners have expressed interest in subdividing properties on shared 

easements which is currently not permitted. These roads have 

extremely poor access due to roadway design and construction 

issues; it is not suggested that additional subdivision on these 

easements be permitted.    

 

Shared Driveways 

Shared driveways are similar to a subdivision on private easements, but all lots have frontage to a 

public or private road. Access to the road is via a shared driveway, likely with a number of shared 

access easements. An example of this type of shared driveway can be seen from the photo and map of 

a private driveway off of Bell Court on the following page. Currently the Municipality has no policies 

which regulate these forms of access. Due to their length, the private driveway needs to ensure that 

the driveway is wide enough, and has sufficient clearance to service emergency vehicles. It is proposed 

that long shared driveways should also have some basic standards for their construction, such as right-

of-way width and clearance. 
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Proposed Policy Approach 

 Restrict all new private road development or extensions in the Mount Uniacke Growth 

Management Area. 

 Require all new roadway developments in serviced growth management areas to be public 

roads. 

 That the Municipality adopt a standard for medium and low-volume Municipal unpaved private 

roads. 

 That shared driveways have a required right-of-way width and clearance to ensure servicing by 

emergency vehicles. 
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Appendix A: Private Roads in East Hants 
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Appendix B: Long Lake Private Road Design Standards 

 

 



Plan Review Amended Policy Approach  
Village Cores 
Background Paper Number: 28 
Planning & Development Department  
 

• Through the upcoming zoning exercise, that is part of the plan review, the current village core 
designation and zone should be reviewed in each community, in the context of keeping our 
villages compact and walkable with a mix of uses.  

• Due to the existing nature of our village cores, maximum building height should be three (3) 
stories. As a bonus, four stories will be permitted if the developer constructs the main floor as 
commercial space.  

• Construction of residential development on the ground floor should be permitted as-of-right if 
the building is designed so that the residential units could easily be converted to commercial 
units. For example, at grade entrances, taller ceilings, larger windows, entrance ways facing 
the main street. In addition, the residential development should consist of at least ten units 
per acre.  

• Another option for developers wishing to construct residential on the ground floor should be to 
allow commercial in the front of the building facing the street and residential at the rear of 
the building.  

• Design standards and site plan approval should continue to be used. Although, the Design 
Standards should be simplified, so that they are easier to understand.  

• Design Standards for each of the Village Cores will be removed and instead one design standard 
will apply to all cores.  

• Changes that will be made to the design standards, will be made to strengthen and simplify the 
standards, and will mostly be derived from the proposed changes made by Ekistics in the East 
Hants Village Cores Plan.  

• In instances where the business changes but there are no physical changes required to be made 
to the building, parking, landscaping, etc., site plan approval should not be required.  

• Although single unit dwellings don’t fit with the form that is trying to be achieved in our village 
cores, they should be permitted as existing uses and should be permitted to be expanded or 
renovated without constraints. In fact, homes with heritage value should be recognized and 
should be encourage to be maintained.  

• Single unit dwelling owners should be permitted to have home based businesses beyond what is 
permitted as-of-right in the residential zones.  

• As a future project, East Hants should develop an implementation plan, based on 
recommendations made in the East Hants Village Cores Plan by Ekistics, for making 
improvements to our village cores to improve the streetscapes (street furniture, tree plantings, 
ornamental street lighting, etc). Municipal investment into streetscapes can be measured and 
should be measured to determine if there is a rise in rents commercial/residential and if 
business activity and pedestrian activity increases on the improved streets.  

• As part of the form based code requirements regulations should be put in place to control the 
percentage of the ground floor façade that should be windows.  

• The remaining Single and Two Unit Dwelling (R2) Zoned properties along Highway 214, from the 
intersection with Highway 2 to the 102 interchange, should be rezoned to Village Core (C6).  

• Planning Staff should continue to engage with Nova Scotia Transportation and Infrastructure 
Renewal to express our future goals for Highway 214 and to explain how future land use 
policies may impact their road network.  
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• The ability to consider dog day care facilities by development agreement should be removed 
from the Village Core (C6) Zone. Instead dog day cares should be considered in other 
commercial zones where there is less nearby residential buildings and in the Rural Use (R4) 
Zone, where minimum lot requirements are approximately one (1) acre and setbacks from 
neighbouring residential uses tend to be large. 

 
Citizen’s Panel Suggestions 

• The Panel wanted consideration of a funding strategy for the street improvements proposed in 
the village cores; and recognized it as a high priority. 



Plan Review Background Paper  
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Village Cores 
Background 

The Village Core Zone was established in 1991 and was expanded upon with the adoption of the 2000 

East Hants Official Community Plan. Policies were developed to address the overall quality of the 

development and the built environment in this zone. The protection and enhancement of the Village 

Core as a commercial “anchor” for the community is addressed by establishing basic urban design 

principles for community growth and by adopting design standards for new development. This 

background paper will review the current village core policies and regulations and will make 

recommendations based upon this review.  

 

Purpose of Village Core Designations and Zones 

Identified in the current East Hants Official Community Plan are five (5) Village Cores, one (1) 

Community Core, and one (1) Neighbourhood Core. The core areas identified are located in the 

“planned area” of East Hants, in the following communities:  

 Mount Uniacke (Village Core) 

 Enfield (Village Core) 

 Elmsdale (Village Core) 

 Milford (Village Core) 

 Shubenacadie (Village Core) 

 Lantz (Community Core) 

 Milford (Neighbourhood Core) 

 

There are village areas in East Hants that are not located in the “planned area”; although, this 

background report will not refer to these area, as there is no comprehensive zoning in these villages. 

The Ekistics report on the East Hants Village Cores makes recommendations for the villages of 

Kennetcook and Maitland, which will be included in other sections of the new East Hants Official 

Community Plan, for example heritage policies for Maitland.  

 

Village cores have a centre and an edge and should be made up of a balanced mix of activities: shops, 

work, school, recreation, and dwellings of all types (Landscape Architectural Graphic Standards). The 

centre of a village should always be a public space – a square, a green, or an important street 

intersection. In the context of East Hants village cores, the centre of the villages are major 

intersections, and each of the village cores are connected through one corridor, with the exception of 

Mount Uniacke. According to the book on Landscape Architectural Graphic Standards, “the optimal size 

of a neighbourhood is ¼ mile [0.4 km] from the centre to edge, a distance equal to a five minute walk 

at an easy pace.” Illustrations on the following page show what Planning Staff consider the centre of 

the villages and what is within that five minute walking area.  

 

As defined in the current East Hants Official Community Plan, the purpose of the Village Core 

Designation and Zone is to protect the current and future viability and identity of the existing village 

commercial centres by ensuring that small-scale commercial development is focused in the Village Core 

Zones to enhance the role of the services within the community and to protect the existing built and 

natural character of the area. The designation and zone are generally only applied to properties along 
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the main village arteries – to encourage mixed use development. Through the upcoming zoning 

exercise, that is part of the plan review, the current village core designation and zone should be 

reviewed in each community, in the context of keeping our villages compact and walkable with a mix 

of uses.   

 

 

 

Human Scale  

One important factor in the development of our village cores is to ensure the “Human Scale” of these 

areas is maintained. Human scale refers to “The impression of a building when seen in relation to its 

surroundings, or the size and proportion of parts of a building or its details, that relates in a positive 
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way to the visual and physical experience of a pedestrian” (Urban Design Glossary: Regina). Due to the 

existing nature of our village cores, maximum building height should be three (3) stories. Stories, 

rather than a prescribed height is being used, so that the height of internal ceilings is not compressed. 

Our current maximum height in the Village Core Zone is 35 feet. As a bonus, four stories should be 

permitted if the developer constructs the main floor as commercial space. In most of the literature 

reviewed for this background paper, human scale for building height was typically between 3 and 6 

stories.  In addition, the minimum height of a building located in the Village Core should be one and a 

half stories.    

 

Under the current LUB developers are not able to have residential development on the first floor, 

unless the developer applies for a development agreement for a multi-unit building beyond eight (8) 

units. In order to encourage development in the East Hants’ village cores, developers should be able to 

construct residential development on the ground floor; however, the building has to be designed so 

that the residential units could easily be converted to commercial units. For example, at grade 

entrances, taller ceilings, larger windows, entrance ways facing the main street. In addition to the easy 

conversion to commercial uses, the design features should also generate pedestrian activity, meaning 

that the residential development should consist of at least ten units per acre. The density of a 

residential building has to be high enough to allow for plenty of pedestrian movement to and from the 

building. Another option for developers wishing to construct residential units on the ground floor should 

be to allow commercial in the front of the building facing the street and residential at the rear of the 

building.  

 

Design Standards and Site Plan Approval 

Village Core Zoned lands are unique because all development is required to follow a set of design 

standards. The purpose of the design standards is to ensure for an appropriate intensity and diversity of 

commercial development which contributes to an attractive urban environment and ensures the 

character of the village centres are maintained.  

 

Currently, site plan approval is required for all development in the Village Core Zones, with the 

exception of single and two unit dwellings. Site plan approval provides the Development Officer the 

opportunity to review how the design standards will be carried out and the use of site plan approval is 

intended to improve the overall quality and appearance of the development. In instances where the 

business changes but there are no physical changes required to be made to the building, parking, 

landscaping, etc., site plan approval should not be required.   

 

Due to the purpose of the village cores, the design standards and site plan approval should continue to 

be used. Although, the design standards should be simplified, so that they are easier to understand. 

Much of the information in the current design standards is repetitive of requirements already included 

in the Land Use By-law and unnecessarily detailed. In addition, the design standards for each of the 

village cores should be removed and instead one design standard should apply to all cores. There are 

multiple reasons for the changes including easier interpretation of the rules for developers, it 

simplifies the review process for the Development Officer, and allows neighbouring residence to readily 

review the regulations if they are interested when they are notified of the request for site plan 

approval. In addition, in 2011 East Hants hired Ekistics Planning & Design to complete an analysis on 
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our village cores and to make recommendations on proposed amendments to the design standards and 

future studies to be completed.  

 

As a method of improving the built environment, through the Plan Review, East Hants is looking at 

adopting a hybrid form based code/traditional land use zoning method of regulation. This hybrid 

system will also be applied to the Village Core Zone. Instead of concentration on the separation of land 

uses the new regulations will focus on the form in which development will take place. One of the 

comments discussed at the community workshops, the meeting with the business community, and 

private meetings with developers, was that regulations should be put in place to improve the built 

environment of East Hants. 

 

As described by Ekistics in the East Hants Village Cores Plan, design standards are a type of Form Based 

Code. “The use of design guidelines predates modern Euclidian zoning and are particularly evidenced 

in Chinese, Roman, and Greek cultures” (East Hants Village Cores Plan). Many of the changes that are 

proposed to be made to the design standards, will be to strengthen and simplify the standards, and will 

mostly be derived from the proposed changes made by Ekistics. The following are examples of the 

proposed design standards:  

 

- Maximum gross floor area increased from 740m2 (8000 ft2) to 835 m2 (9000 ft2).  

- Any horizontal building dimension that exceeds 15.25 m (50 ft) must be broken into 

distinguishable “architectural parts”. 

- Buildings with a footprint greater than 375 m2 (4036 ft2) must incorporate a roof which gives 

the appearance of a second story using gabled windows, turrets, or roof projections. The intent 

is to reduce strip mall proportions.  

- Standard “corporate box designs” are not permitted in the Village Cores. Corporate chain 

outlets must be designed to fit the architectural context of the village core.   

- Bike racks provided for all commercial and/or multiple unit developments.  

 

Although single unit dwellings don’t fit with the form that is 

trying to be achieved in our village cores, they should be 

permitted as existing uses and should be permitted to be 

expanded or renovated without constraints. In fact, homes 

with heritage value should be recognized and should be 

encourage to be maintained. Single unit dwelling owners 

should also be permitted to have home based businesses 

beyond what is permitted as-of-right in the residential zones.  

 

Village Cores as Historic Centres 

The village cores are the historic centres of our communities. 

Within the Village Core Designation are structures that provide 

character to the community and provide historic value to the 

community. Therefore, as part of a future project, all historic 

structures in the Village Core Designation should be identified, 

whether they are designated as a historic building or not, and 

Historic Home in Elmsdale – Not Registered 
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a program should be established to ensure they are not destroyed in the future.  

 

The Importance of Village Cores to Economic Development 

The village cores typically consist of businesses with small footprints with local businesses catering to 

the public, which is one of the purposes of the Village Core Zone. In order to increase pedestrian 

activities in the cores, which will increase the volume of people on the streets and visiting these 

businesses, improvements are required to be made to the village cores. Not only is walkability 

important to the village cores but streetscape features contribute significantly to pedestrian activity. A 

study in the Journal of Planning Education and Research on Streetscape Features Related to Pedestrian 

Activity identified three significant streetscape features that increase pedestrian volume:  

 

 

1. Street Furniture – defined as all kinds of signs, benches, parking meters, trash cans, 

newspaper boxes, bollards, street lights, and so forth, anything at human scale that increases 

the complexity of the street. Providing urban furniture and specifically urban seating is a 

common recommendation for activating public spaces.  

 

2. Percentage of Active Uses – defined as shops, restaurants, public parks, and other uses that 

generate significant pedestrian traffic. Inactive uses include blank walls, driveways, parking 

lots, vacant lots, abandoned buildings, and offices with no apparent activity. In regard to 

residential uses, when the density is more than ten units per acre, we assume that the land 

use is active.  

 

3. Windows as a percentage of ground floor façade – which is a common operational definition 

of transparency. Street vitality highly depends on its interaction with adjacent buildings, and 

high level of transparency at the ground level can facilitate this interaction. 

 

As part of the form based code requirements, regulations should be put in place to control the 

percentage of the ground floor façade that should be windows. Also, where possible the percentage of 

the ground floor that is permitted to be residential should be limited to the rear portion of the building 

facing the street to be commercial and which should hopefully encourage pedestrian activity.  

 

Other studies have also shown that well designed streetscapes lead to greater economic benefits. 

Paved with Gold, is a research paper completed by CABE research programme (UK) to investigate the 

value of design; the study concluded that “better streets result in higher market prices”. It showed 

that in London, UK an achievable improvement in street design quality can add an average of 5.2 per 

cent to residential prices and an average of 4.9 percent to retail rents. It showed that “rewards from 

investing in design quality can be very significant.” Another study from the U.S., The Economic 

Benefits of Sustainable Streets, New York City Department of Transportation, analyzed seven case 

studies where street improvements were made in New York City and compared the economic outcomes 

of the street before and after the improvements. An outcome of the study found that “Better streets 

provide benefits to businesses in all types of neighbourhoods, form central business district to modest 

retail trips in residential areas.” Improvements to streetscapes not only enhance business on the 

street, improvements also provide a space for social and civic activities, and provide for “indirect” 
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benefits on public health, environmental quality and economic prosperity (The Economic Benefits of 

Sustainable Streets).  

 

As a future project, East Hants should develop an implementation plan, based on recommendations 

made in the East Hants Village Cores Plan by Ekistics, for making improvements to our village cores to 

improve the streetscapes (sidewalks, street furniture, tree plantings, ornamental street lighting, etc). 

Municipal investment into streetscapes can be measured and should be measured to determine if there 

is a rise in rents commercial/residential and if business activity and pedestrian activity increases on 

the improved streets.  

 

Village Core Zoning and Highway 214 

Highway 214 from the intersection with Highway 2 to the 102 Interchange is at a pivotal point in its 

development. This portion of Highway 214 is flanked by the Village Core (C6) Zone at one end and 

highway commercial uses at the other end, such of the Irving gas station, fast food restaurants, and the 

Sobeys property; with residential and some commercial uses in between. Currently, in the Land Use By-

law there is a special provision for residentially zoned properties along this section of road to allow for 

business and commercial uses as a home based business where the applicant does not have to reside in 

the dwelling. As an example, this provision allows the building owner to rent a portion of the house for 

business and commercial use, such as an accountant’s office. It could also mean that the owner rents 

the building out with a residential unit and a commercial unit, as long as the LUB requirements for 

home based business are met. Prior to the adoption of the 2000 Plan, residential zoned properties on 

the 214 had the ability to apply for a development agreement to allow for commercial uses, which is 

how McDonalds and initially Irving was permitted. The Irving property has since been rezoned to 

Community Core (C6A) to allow for the A&W drive-thru and restaurant to be considered. Due to the 

changing nature of the street and the interest in commercial development along this portion of 

Highway 214, the remaining Single and Two Unit Dwelling (R2) Zoned properties should be rezoned to 

Village Core (C6). As mentioned previously, existing residential uses would still be permitted in the 

zone and residents would be permitted to remodel or expand their homes as required. However, it 

would also give the residents the ability to convert their home to a commercial use or possibly 

subdivide their land, if possible, and sell a lot for commercial development.  

 

Staff are aware that there are traffic concerns on Highway 214 and that TIR will be attempting to 

address these concerns by widening the roadway to include a third lane and by making changes to the 

existing interchanges. These proposed changes, traffic counts, and recommendation for a new 

interchange are included in the CBCL report Trunk 2/Highway 214 Corridor Traffic Study, completed in 

2014.  

 

Planning Staff are of the view that the street should not be limited to a traffic corridor. It is our belief 

that vast commercial potential would be lost if this was the view taken. As stated in the paper, The 

Economic Benefits of Sustainable Streets, “[communities] should plan their transportation systems to 

help spur the type of development and quality of life that they’d like to see rather than the 

traditional planning and engineering assumption that the context is ‘set’ and has certain requirements 

that the transportation system needs to meet.”  
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There is potential for the street to be redeveloped to not only accommodate passenger vehicles and 

truck traffic but to also accommodate for pedestrians, bicyclists, and possibly, in the future public 

transportation. It has the potential to link highway commercial retail uses with the smaller, 

independent businesses along Highway 214. Included in this background paper are a few rough sketches 

showing how the street could be developed to accommodate all potential uses. Dimensions provided 

are based on the National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO).  

 

According to information from our municipal mapping 

software, the legal road width of Highway 214 is 20 m. If 

the extent of the 20 m width were to be developed the 

width would accommodate three lanes of traffic, two bike 

lanes, and commercial sidewalks (allowing for street 

furniture and tree planting) on either side of Highway 214. 

The south bound and north bound lanes could be designed 

at a width of 3.4 m to accommodate for truck traffic and 

eventually public transportation. The middle turning lane 

could be designed at 3.25 m to 

accommodate for passenger vehicles. 

Both bike lanes have been designed at 

1.8 m, which is wider than an average 

bike lane but may allow for the bike 

lane to be a protected lane, using curbs 

or bollards. Or if not protected, the 

width of the bike lane may be reduced 

to 1.5 m which is what NACTO 

recommends for bike lane width. The 

proposed width of the sidewalk is for a 

commercial sidewalks which would 

allow for street furniture, tree 

plantings, use of the sidewalk for 

sandwich board signs or for 

commercial uses by businesses on the 

street. The width of the sidewalk may 

be reduced depending on the scale of 

streetscaping taking place on the 

sidewalk. If no tree planting or street 

furniture is used then the scale of the 

sidewalk should be reduced.  

 

East Hants does not own Highway 214; 

therefore, the decision on how to 

design the future road upgrades is 

NSTIR’s decision. However, Nova 

Scotia Transportation and 

Protected Bike Lane Using Removable Bollards 

Protected Bike Lanes 

Unprotected Bike Lanes 
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Infrastructure Renewal should recognize the commercial potential of the street. In addition, making 

pedestrians feel more comfortable walking in Elmsdlae will increase the likelihood of businesses 

investing in Elmsdale and will also increase pedestrian activity in the area. Planning Staff should 

continue to engage with Nova Scotia Transportation and Infrastructure Renewal to express our future 

goals for Highway 214 and to explain how future land use policies may impact their road network.  

 

Dog Day Cares 

Under the current provisions of the Land Use By-law, dog day cares are permitted by development 

agreement in the Village Core (C6) Zones. Dog day cares are defined in the definition sections as:  

Dog Daycare Services means a retail or personal service use that regularly provides care 

to a group of dogs during general daytime working hours where more than three (3) dogs 

but no more than ten (10) dogs at once are kept.  

 

There are two development agreements in place that permit dog day cares; however, only one dog day 

care is in operation. Unfortunately, there has been numerous complaints over a number of years about 

this operation that have yet to be resolved. Therefore, the Development Officer has requested that 

consideration of dog day cares, through Development Agreement, be removed as an option from the 

Village Core (C6) Zone. The request is based on the belief that the Village Core Zone minimum lot 

requirements are too small to adequately support a dog day care and that they pose land use conflicts 

with neighbouring residential uses. Staff have reviewed how dog day care facilities are managed in 

other jurisdictions; in Sackville and Beaver Bank/Hammonds Plains/and Upper Sackville dog day cares 

have been permitted in commercial and/or multi use zones where there is residential development 

adjacent to the facility. In the Town of Truro, dog day cares appear to be considered under the 

definition of Kennel and are permitted in industrial zones and in the Rural Residential and Watershed 

Residential Zones, where there are larger setbacks from neighbouring property owners. The placement 

of dog day care facilities seems to differ between communities. Perhaps, the placement of these 

operations are due more to the nature of the operators and the ability of the Municipality to enforce 

regulations if complaints occur.  A small, well run dog day care can be placed next to neighbouring 

residential uses if the operator follows the land use regulations and is considerate of their neighbours. 

However, a dog day care can also create land use conflicts where the operator does not consider 

neighbouring property owners and ignores land use regulations.  

 

Based on the jurisdictional scan, and issues that have been difficult to resolve with our operating dog 

day care facility, the ability to consider dog day care facilities by development agreement should be 

removed from the Village Core (C6) Zone. Instead dog day cares should be considered in other 

commercial zones where there are fewer nearby residential buildings and in the Rural Use (R4) Zone, 

where minimum lot requirements are approximately one (1) acre and setbacks from neighbouring 

residential uses tend to be large. This change will not impact the two development agreements that 

are currently in place for dog day care uses. The Development Officer will continue to enforce these 

agreements and address any concerns neighbouring property owners may have.  

 

Proposed Policy Approach 

 Through the upcoming zoning exercise, that is part of the plan review, the current village core 

designation and zone should be reviewed in each community, in the context of keeping our 

villages compact and walkable with a mix of uses.   
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 Due to the existing nature of our village cores, maximum building height should be three (3) 

stories. As a bonus, four stories will be permitted if the developer constructs the main floor as 

commercial space. 

 Construction of residential development on the ground floor should be permitted as-of-right if 

the building is designed so that the residential units could easily be converted to commercial 

units. For example, at grade entrances, taller ceilings, larger windows, entrance ways facing 

the main street. In addition, the residential development should consist of at least ten units 

per acre.  

 Another option for developers wishing to construct residential on the ground floor should be to 

allow commercial in the front of the building facing the street and residential at the rear of 

the building. 

 Design standards and site plan approval should continue to be used. Although, the Design 

Standards should be simplified, so that they are easier to understand.  

 Design Standards for each of the Village Cores will be removed and instead one design standard 

will apply to all cores.  

 Changes that will be made to the design standards, will be made to strengthen and simplify the 

standards, and will mostly be derived from the proposed changes made by Ekistics in the East 

Hants Village Cores Plan. 

 In instances where the business changes but there are no physical changes required to be made 

to the building, parking, landscaping, etc., site plan approval should not be required.   

 Although single unit dwellings don’t fit with the form that is trying to be achieved in our village 

cores, they should be permitted as existing uses and should be permitted to be expanded or 

renovated without constraints. In fact, homes with heritage value should be recognized and 

should be encourage to be maintained.  

 Single unit dwelling owners should be permitted to have home based businesses beyond what is 

permitted as-of-right in the residential zones.  

 As a future project, East Hants should develop an implementation plan, based on 

recommendations made in the East Hants Village Cores Plan by Ekistics, for making 

improvements to our village cores to improve the streetscapes (street furniture, tree plantings, 

ornamental street lighting, etc). Municipal investment into streetscapes can be measured and 

should be measured to determine if there is a rise in rents commercial/residential and if 

business activity and pedestrian activity increases on the improved streets.  

 As part of the form based code requirements regulations should be put in place to control the 

percentage of the ground floor façade that should be windows. 

 The remaining Single and Two Unit Dwelling (R2) Zoned properties along Highway 214, from the 

intersection with Highway 2 to the 102 interchange, should be rezoned to Village Core (C6). 

 Planning Staff should continue to engage with Nova Scotia Transportation and Infrastructure 

Renewal to express our future goals for Highway 214 and to explain how future land use 

policies may impact their road network.  

 The ability to consider dog day care facilities by development agreement should be removed 

from the Village Core (C6) Zone. Instead dog day cares should be considered in other 

commercial zones where there is less nearby residential buildings and in the Rural Use (R4) 

Zone, where minimum lot requirements are approximately one (1) acre and setbacks from 

neighbouring residential uses tend to be large. 
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